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ABSTRACT 
Over the years, a large number of philosophers, academicians and 
public functionaries have been discussing ways and means of governing 
societies. They have advocated different forms of political and administrative 
systems and methods of governance to reconcile the interests of the citizens 
with that of the role of the state. The debate is still inconclusive. During the 
last decade or so, in the aftermath of the onset of globalization process there 
has been a remarkable change in the role of government in different societies. 
Good governance depends on the cooperation and involvement of a large 
number of citizens and organizations. These requirements are considered not 
only essential for good governance but are also important for sustainable 
human development. 
The study is divided into five-chapter and the conclusion and has been 
descriptive and analytical in nature. Chapter I of the thesis entitled 
Globalisation- Concept and Objectives explores the concept, objectives and 
contours of globalisation and its ongoing impact on the developing societies 
particularly Kuwait and India. Globalization is a modem term used to 
describe the changes in societies and the world economy that result from 
dramatically increased international trade and cultural exchange. It describes 
the increase of trade and investing due to the falling of barriers and the 
interdependence of countries. Globalization is the process, completed in the 
twentieth century, by which the capitaHst world-system spreads across the 
actual globe. Since that world-system has maintained some of its main 
features over several centuries, globalization does not constitute a new 
phenomenon. For some. Globalization is the growth and enactment of world 
culture. Since at least the middle of the nineteenth century, a rationalized 
world institutional and cultural order has crystallized that consists of 
universally applicable models that shape states, organizations, and individual 
identities. Conceptions of progress, sovereignty, rights, and the like, have 
acquired great authority, structure the actions of states and individuals, and 
provide a common framework for global disputes. For others. Globalization 
refers to "the compression of the world and the intensification of 
consciousness of the world as a whole". In thought and action, it makes the 
world a single place. What it means to live in this place, and how it must be 
ordered, become universal questions. These questions receive different 
answers from individuals and societies that define their position in relation to 
both a system of societies and the shared properties of humankind from very 
different perspectives. 
Chapter II entitled Globalisation and Good Governance focuses on 
the emergent notion of good governance following the onset of process of 
globalisation since 1991. For some societies, the State plays a catalytic 
role to establish basic infrastructure for economic development and 
provide such services which may lead to social justice. The degree of 
involvement of politico-administrative system may, however, differ from 
society to society. Development assistance to the Third World countries in 
the post-Cold War era has, thus, been subjected to the new politics of 
'good governance'. In 1989, the concept of 'governance's for the first 
time highlighted in a World Bank document on Sub-Saharan Africa. By 
good governance was meant, at that time, sound development 
management. Good governance has recently been accorded a central place 
in the discourse on development and Globalisation. It is being 
increasingly argued that without an appropriate governance structure, the 
developing countries will not be able to generate either sustained 
economic growth or a momentum towards rapid poverty reduction, 
number of new challenges at the beginning of the 21st century. 
In the age of globalisation and localisation, governments increasingly 
have to make pro-active responses to positive economic opportunities as well 
as to react defensively to negative economic pressures. Globalisation 
functions through local and national spheres, and may even strengthen them 
by providing social actors with new arenas of contest and sources of support. 
Most studies on 'globalization in the West Asia have, linked the 
region's comparatively low levels of global economic integration to any 
combination of insufficiently developed local markets, an underdeveloped or 
non-existent local labor force, inadequate and inaccessible information 
technologies, and 'moralizing' or other defensive reactions by local leaders to 
the perceived socio-cultural and political threats of globalization. There is a 
need for reorienting the education system to meet the challenges of a 
diversified economy and globalization. 
Though there are indigenous as well as exogenous factors responsible 
for the nature of economic globalization. Some studies have examined the 
outside factors prompting international investors to be leery of these states; 
the internal barriers to globalization have remained largely unexplored. In 
case of Kuwait since the early 1990s, the government has been undertaking a 
number of key initiatives to modernize its institutions and existing delivery 
system for public services. The traditional focus of Public Administration on 
intra-state policy management within state institutions is no longer adequate. 
Globalization has, in fact, brought about a vast increase in the number of non-
governmental organizations. Formal and Informal groups based on different 
affiliations bring to the government's attention their particular interests. 
Globalization needs good governance. Only the state can provide the 
necessary leadership for good governance. Therefore, globalization, good 
governance, and the state are inextricably connected. 
Further, globalization, privatization, economic reforms and trade 
liberalizations, have profound impact on changing the "character" and 
"content' of social policy. These changes mean that social policies and 
programs must be reexamined and recast to address, adapt and absorb the 
impact and outcome of these fundamental changes. This also means that 
public administration reforms should be compatible with social policy 
reforms and demands for efficient, competent and accountable public service 
to deliver social policies and programs. 
Chapter III of the thesis entitled Good Governance and Public 
Administration dealt with the emergent notion of good governance that has 
brought about structural and operational changes in public administration in 
both Kuwait and India. The new principle of democratic networking is the 
abihty of citizens to organize themselves to establish a civil society. 
Although this principle antedates the Internet, the new information 
technology based on the World Wide Web is both a basic resource for 
globalization and a foundation for civil society. Pubhc administration, in 
response to globalization, now encompasses much more than the management 
of independent states. Increasingly, sub-states, cities, and local governments 
are establishing their own Web sites to present themselves and discuss their 
problems. Public administration needs to be based on mechanisms that 
assure the accountability of officials to citizens and those they serve. Public 
managers are urged to steer not row their organizations and they are 
challenged to find new and innovative ways to achieve results. Modern public 
administration, under the impact of democratizing forces, added responsibility 
to citizens, through elected officials, to the scope of its inquiries. Finally, in 
the context of contemporary globalization, the representing social networking 
and group rights has come forward as the result of globalizing forces. 
Globalization has radically shifted the priorities for public 
administration by expanding the locus of action, both above and beyond states 
and also below them. New Web pages are needed at many levels, especially 
in the less developed countries where resources are still scarce and creating 
Web sites for Public administration may seem like a luxury that cannot be 
afforded. Most writers on modern public administration presuppose the 
existence of a career bureaucracy. There are expedient reasons that reinforce 
this preference since it is only possible to train future office-holders when 
there are established procedures to recruit them on a competitive basis. By 
contrast, when officials are appointed because of family or polifical relafions, 
it is impossible to predict who they will be. One cannot, therefore, develop 
training programs for future patronage appointees. As result, it seems evident 
that Public Administration as a discipline has flourished mainly in countries 
where merit systems for recruiting public officials have been established — on 
the basis of some kind of merit system. However, when one takes a global 
look at public administration as process of implementing public policies, it 
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seems clear that in much of the world office holders are still the beneficiaries 
of political favoritism. 
Although public administration is clearly a focal point in policy studies, 
specialists in policy analysis feel uneasy about identifying their concerns with 
the field of Public Administration. The traditional focus of Public 
Administration on intra-state policy management within state institutions is 
no longer adequate. Globalization has, in fact, brought about a vast increase in 
the number of non-governmental organizations. Globalization has already 
had a profound impact on the field of Public Administration, as illustrated by 
texts drawn from the growing number of Web Sites posted by governments, 
associations, universities, and others interested in this segment in India and 
Kuwait. While, it is also alleged that bureaucracy in India is opposed to the 
economic powers and functions to the Panchayati Raj institutions and more 
recently as envisaged in the 73'^ '' and 74* Amendments to the Indian 
Constitution. The system of bureaucratic administration below the state level 
fails to satisfy most of the criteria of good governance. Private sector has an 
interest in social issues, e.g. avoiding high unemployment contributes to 
stability. Kuwait benefited from advice from the World Bank and from 
experiences of other countries. The World Bank recognized the importance of 
administration for development although not everyone agreed with the Bank 
prescriptions. The Kuwaiti Parliament's intervention in the privatization of 
Kuwaiti Telecommunications Corporation when the Parliament rejected an 
initial offer for purchase where the value of the sale would have been only 
double its yearly revenue. 
A review of public management reform in developing countries 
demonstrates that although there have been very significant reforms that have 
drawn from the New Public management (NPM) menu, but most government 
functions are still performed by vertically integrated bureaucracies 
functioning in the Weberian model. The public administration and civil 
service reform in promoting and achieving democratic governance is a key 
strategic goal in the pursuit of sustainable development and achieving the 
Millennium Developmental Goals (MDGs). 
The Kuwaiti Government's planning efforts since the 1960s, have 
varied over time in emphasis and approaches, each has concentrated broadly 
on improving productivity and participation in the nation's economic activity, 
achieving a more balanced population structure and labor force profile, 
restructuring the economy and diversifying the non-oil productive base; and 
maintaining the present level of social welfare for Kuwaiti citizens. In 1993, 
the government launched the Administrative Development Project, in 
cooperation with UNDP, in response to citizens' demands as well as 
government desire to change existing public service delivery system. Kuwait 
Ministry of Planning- Strengthening National Planning System (1997- 2001) 
project is intended to support one of the principle goals of Government's 
Program of Action for the period 1997-2000, namely, to change the process 
of formulating and implementing the development policies essential to 
achieve a new vision of Kuwait society, by putting in place either a strategic 
planning process or an improved long-term planning process which closely 
links the long-term vision for the nation, the medium-term development 
priorities, and the annual budget. In Kuwait, ICT dissemination among 
children and youth is geared to enhance educational opportunities and cross-
regional networking and learning. 
Kuwait is working closely with the UNDP to develop a program to 
transfer state-of-the-art software technologies to the Arab region. In short, 
culture appears to connect closely with information technology design 
outcomes. In Kuwait, UNDP is collaborating with the Ministry of Education 
(MOE) and the Regional Software Technology Centers. The latter is a project 
funded by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the Arab 
Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD) to serve the Arab 
region. Kuwait is initiating efforts in realizing the goals of e-government for 
good governance- driven by broader governance objectives and aims at 
changing the way governments work. 
While chapter IV entitled Good Governance Experiences documents 
interesting experiences consequent upon the changes in the process of 
governance in the countries under study. International institutions of 
governance will be in a better position to respond to the needs of the 
developing world once national institutions meet the test of good governance. 
The demands of governments in the international arena are only legitimate to 
the extent that they reflect the will of the people. Similarly, national 
institutions will be able to respond more effectively to the will of the people 
where there are international institutions based on principles of good 
governance. At the national level this necessarily implies transparent, 
responsible, accountable, participatory and responsive governance, which is 
respectful of the rule of law and the protection of human rights. Good 
governance is not simply something that government can achieve or do by 
itself. Good governance depends on the cooperation and an involvement of a 
large number of citizens and organizations. Governance is the process 
whereby public institutions conduct public affairs, manage public resources 
and guarantee the realization of human rights. Good governance accomplishes 
this in a manner essentially free of abuse and corruption, and with due regard 
for the rule of law. 
Basically, good governance is predicated on full accountability to 
stakeholders (e.g., workers, shareholders, persons on fixed income, various 
social segments or strata and so on) in the exercise of mandated activities and 
functions by all concerned, whether they be central or local Government, 
managers of State and business enterprises, or civic and civil society 
organizations. It thus implies an informed, pluralistic and involved society but 
with shared basic norms, standards and aspirations. 
Furthermore, standards of governance do not necessarily rise simply 
because of outside intervention, whether or not such intervention is delivered 
with judicious tact and sensitivity, or accompanied by generous measures of 
material goodwill. Characteristically, good governance requires the equitable 
participation of all stakeholders in the design and formulation of policies and 
institutions that affect them, or at least a majority of them at any given time. 
Moreover, good governance is predictable: there exists equal protection, plus 
non-discriminate and non-retroactive treatment, for all in the enforcement of 
laws and the application of regulations. In the contemporary times, it is the 
role and responsibility of the Government to seize the available (IT). Put 
down rules, regulations and standards. And lay down the Electronic 
Government Framework for the sake of improving Government services. 
In Kuwait, the e-organization vision has been adopted by Kuwait 
Institute for Scientific Research (KISR) since the early 1980's. As part of 
KISR Information Technology (IT) strategies, KISR has been developing 
business application systems to serve its business functions. Therefore, the 
ultimate goal of e-KISR is to extend boundaries of information exchange for 
business functions. This is being done by facilitating transactions 
electronically on local, national, and international levels through one gateway 
e-Government. Organizing an e-enabling community is an evolutionary 
process where business culture needs to adapt to the capabilities of IT in 
serving its needs. This process started gradually in the 1990's where 
client/server technology was developed to further serve more business needs. 
The advent of the Internet required new technologies to adapt to new IT 
standards. Furthermore, the web technology enabled systems' developers to 
introduce information systems that reached user's community with less 
maintenance requirements. All KISR business applications data are hosted 
within an integrated relational database environment which developed web 
services. 
As the Internet was first introduced to Kuwait and Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research (KISR) in the early 1990's, the National Scientific and 
Technical Information Center (NSTIC) at KISR started preparation for 
utilization of the Web technology to build business applications. KISR can be 
one of the leading model organizations in Kuwait in applying the e-
organization vision, which falls into the Kuwait e-Government strategy, e-
KISR model consists of KISR intranet (KISR portal) and KISR internet site. 
In context of financial governance, the Central Bank of Kuwait (Cebk) 
plays a unique role among the banking and financial sector in Kuwait. It is 
responsible for currency issuing and money stability, as well as setting the 
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monetary policy and directing credit for the service of different economic 
sectors. In addition, it supervises the banking sector and acts as a banker for 
government agencies. This requires the Cebk to operate with utmost precision 
and swift decision making. 
E-Government involves the transformation of how Governments 
Department and agencies deal with each other (G to G), how Government 
manages its employees (G to E), how Government provides services to 
businesses (G to B), and how Government provides services to its citizens (G 
to C). e-Government is about making the full range of government activities -
internal process, the development of policy and services to citizens -
available electronically. 
Kuwait Ministry of Education (MOE)'s awareness of the importance of 
computer-based education has reflected in many decisions on introducing 
computer in education in the State of Kuwait. This awareness is based on a 
carefully studied scientific plan aiming specifically at introducing computer in 
the various stages of education in the light of MOE's educational schemes, 
the available potentials and according to the scientific planning techniques as 
well as making use of local, regional, Arab and international experiences in 
this regard. These measures have contributed to realization of MOE readiness 
for implementation of e-Government Project. Kuwait Ministry of Social 
Affairs and Labour makes efforts to develop its computers and services to 
keep pace with implementation of technology use in government business in 
order to facilitate the ministry's dealing with citizens and expatriates. 
Ministry of Health in Kuwait (MoH) is currently upgrading and developing its 
health delivery systems. 
Successful e-Government uses a comprehensive approach that includes 
technology, as well as law, organization, society and other aspects. E-
Government is no longer an isolated disciphne of IT; it has grown to a field of 
its own that penetrates several other areas. 
The E-Governance Division of Indian Ministry of Information 
Technology, has entrusted the study of developing frameworks for the 
assessment of E-Governance projects, to the Center for Electronic 
Governance, IIMA (CEG-IIMA) and the National Institute for Smart 
Governance, Hyderabad (NISG). The rating of some of the e-Governance 
projects implemented in the country is currently based on subjective 
assessment and value judgment of a few individuals and authorizations. The 
National Action Plan on e-governance has an ambitious outlay of over Rs.l20 
billion involving public and private investments over the next four years. The 
Department of Information Technology in India has identified increase of PC 
penetration and internet utilization/coverage in the country; and growth of 
domestic software market as the thrust areas for action during next 2-3 years. 
The nature and scale of e-governance initiatives in India are planned in the 
domain of the State Governments and would entail major managerial and 
technological challenges. This necessitates Capacity Building both at 
Programme level and Project level in States. 
Chapter V entitled Emerging trends in Public Administration: India 
and Kuwait focuses on the growing compulsions on public administration to 
ensure decentralization and participation as a result of the influence of 
Information Technology in the context of globalization. Decentralization 
creates a more open political system in that it implies a division of powers in 
society with many channels of representation and power sharing becomes 
available. This counteracts the monopolization of power by certain elite 
groups, often the consequence of centralized political and administrative 
structures. A decentralized system is also more accessible to new political 
movements and minority groups in their attempts to influence politics. 
Decentralisation promotes participation and improves the controlling function 
held by the lower levels of the political system. Its greater degree of political 
inclusiveness may also have important conflict-dampening effects. In its 
centralized form - often bloated with excessive staff - the state apparatus has 
in many instances proved to be poor at implementation. The legitimacy of 
public bodies may be considerably boosted by the greater involvement and 
influence of ordinary people due to the greater Decentralisation may entail the 
transfer of autonomy. This tends to strengthen the state's capacity for 
implementation. Furthermore, a decentralised bureaucracy adapts more easily 
to local identities and norms, which may increase effectiveness. A 
decentralised system sets the stage for policy experimentation on a large 
scale. Seen from this perspective, decentralisation looks highly attractive: it 
can be seen as an irresistible remedy for developing countries. 
Since its full independence almost a third of a century ago, Kuwait has 
been a hereditary monarchy under the Al Sabah family with a Constitution 
that not only gives rather broad assurances of human rights and the rule of 
law but also provides for a freely elected parliament. At the grassroots level, 
many more individuals needed, wanted and demanded to be involved, not to 
mention in Kuwaiti tribes where tribal chiefs heretofore unchallenged were 
unseated by fellow tribesmen. Nevertheless, by drawing on these case studies 
(and some other inquiries) it seems possible to point out a number of 
strategies that could be applied in order to achieve the possible positive 
consequences of decentralization programmes. There have been successes at 
the national and departmental levels, described as anti-corruption motions in 
Parliament in connection with the privatization of the telecommunications 
corporation and the importation of arms, pro-transparency legislation recently 
ratified in Kuwait. The rulers were genuinely concerned that Kuwait should 
be seen by other countries of the world as a modern state possessing a modern 
system of government. Since a wave of democracy and like institutions were 
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in vogue, a constitutional and parliamentary system seemed ideal to project its 
image abroad. The devolution of authority taking place in Kuwait to 
ministries, agencies and local units in personnel matters should be balanced 
by increased coordination and control by the central civil service or public 
employment agencies. 
Successful decentralisation is the result of an interplay between central 
and local actors. What the centre can do is establish incentives and the rules 
of the game, thus encouraging new modes of behaviour at the local level. The 
trick, as it were, is to initiate a local dynamic that works independently in 
support of political and administrative reform. Central government in India 
can do much to control local activities - both ex ante and ex post. 
Another key factor is the existence of institutions at the grass roots 
level that can channel influence upwards. Community organs at the village or 
ward level can be supported and actively involved in the reform programme 
to ensure that measures meet the demands of the local community at large. It 
is thus argued that a mixed strategy needs be applied to effectively challenge 
prevailing structures of corruption, patronage and poor governance at the 
local level. A major difficulty with regard to this mixed strategy is getting the 
rank and file activated. Political participation is often very low at the local 
level in developing countries; turnout in local elections is an indication of 
this. This is not primarily a question of a lack of support for democratic 
principles. At the moment representative democracy, Kuwait-style seems to 
be alive and well. It is necessary to demonstrate that public representatives 
can be trusted, and that political participation can really make a difference in 
terms of improved public services. 
Public administration, in general, and governance, in particular is at the 
crossroads and so are governmental organizations in India. The process of 
governance cannot remain unaffected by powerful winds of change and the 
thrust of the IT revolution sweeping the globe. The direction India chooses 
now will determine its future status world wide. It is a 'now or never' 
situation. Migdal (1988) argues that although many Third World states 
ascribe huge powers to themselves, they are often extremely weak and unable 
to implement their own legislation. This means that a nominally centralised 
country, at least outside the national capital, in practice, could be rather 
decentralised by default in that the state apparatus lacks capacity in rural 
areas. The role of party politics in gauging the extent of political 
decentralization is also very important. Elazar's argument that the existence 
of a non-centralised party system is perhaps the most important element in a 
decentralised system may still be valid today. PPBvS, Planning, Programming 
Budgeting System introduction is MOP's contribution to the on-going effort 
at administrative and budget reform in the State of Kuwait. 
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PREFACE 
Over the years, a large number of philosophers, academicians and 
public functionaries have been discussing ways and means of governing 
societies. They have advocated different forms of political and 
administrative systems and methods of governance to reconcile the interests 
of the citizens with that of the role of the state. The debate is still 
inconclusive. During the last decade or so, in the aftermath of the onset of 
globalisation process there has been a remarkable change in the role of 
government in different societies. The World Bank's report of 1992 and the 
emergence of New Paradigm in Public Administration have added a new 
dimension to the whole issue of Governance. 
Development assistance to the Third World countries in the 
globalisation phase has, thus been subjected to the new politics of 'good 
governance*. In 1989, the notion of 'governance' was for the first time 
highlighted in a World Bank document on Sub-Sahara Africa. By, good 
governance was meant, at that time, sound development management. Four 
dimensions were identified in this context were: pubUc sector management, 
accountability, legal framework for development and information and 
transparency. 
Recounting its wide experiences, the Bank document narrates vividly 
the problems of 'governance'. Against this background of mal-govemance, 
the bank has attempted to focus on some of the key dimensions of 
'governance", such as public sector management, accountability and legal 
framework for development, and information transparency. Economic, 
human and institutional developments are considered important in bringing 
about sound development management. 
The factors dealing with the administrative and poHtical aspects 
specified by the Bank are political accountability, freedom of association 
and participation by groups in the process of governance, an established 
legal framework based on the rule of law and independence of judiciary, the 
bureaucratic accountability, freedom of information, a sound administrative 
system and cooperation between the government and the civil society 
organisation. 
Thus, Governance in the Age of Globalisation has come to be 
associated with efficient and effective administration in a democratic 
framework. It is equivalent to purposive and development oriented 
administration which is committed to improvement in quality of life of the 
people. It implies high level of organizational effectiveness. It also relates to 
the capacity of the center of power of political and administrative system to 
cope up with the emerging challenges of the society. It refers to adoption of 
new values of governance to establish greater efficiency, legitimacy and 
credibility of the system. In simple terms, Good Governance in the new 
phase has acquired citizen-friendly, citizen-caring and responsive 
administration connotations. 
The thesis is an attempt to examine the extent of bureaucratic 
accountability ensuring a system to monitor and control the performance and 
government offices and officials in relation to quahty of service, inefficiency 
and abuse of discretionary power. The related determinants include openness 
and transparency in administration. The freedom of information and 
expression needed for formulation of public policies, decision-making, 
monitoring and evaluation of government policies and performance. It also 
includes independent analysis of information by the professional bodies 
including the universities and others needed for a civil society. 
The sound administrative system in terms of its effectiveness and 
efficiency, its cost/value effectiveness, responsiveness to public, redressing 
of grievances, etc. Good governance depends on the cooperation and 
involvement of a large number of citizens and organizations. These 
requirements are considered not only essential for good governance but are 
also important for sustainable human development. In this context, both 
Kuwait and India being multicultural democracies and both the polities are 
beset with the problem of grappling with the forces unleashed by 
globalisation the focus of study is largely the emergent changes witnessed in 
India and Kuwait in their respective public administration setup. As a matter 
of fact both the societies are m a great dilemma in adjusting indigenous 
values and norms with that of the globalisation norms which are in certain 
respects a contradiction of the local cultural values. 
The study is divided into five-chapter and the conclusion and has been 
descriptive and analytical in nature. The study is based on data combined in 
books, articles and government policies on the nature and status of 
information technology and the changmg dynamics of political and 
bureaucratic institutions in the third world countries especially Kuwait and 
India. The empirical data about Kuwait and India were gathered from 
various sources that included documentary analysis of reports, studies, and 
other documents. The documents were either gathered directly from the 
institutions or from official Web sites of the related bodies. The information 
about Kuwait and India was mainly taken from official Web sites of related 
agencies in both countries. 
Chapter I of the thesis entitled "Globalisation- Concept and 
Objectives" deals with the concept, objectives and contours of globalisation 
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and its ongoing impact on the developing societies particularly Kuwait and 
India. 
Chapter II entitled "Globalisation and Good Governance" focuses on 
the emergent notion of good governance following the onset of process of 
globalisation since 1991. An attempt has been made to understand the 
weaknesses in the traditional models of governance that made it necessary to 
bring in correctives in order to collate the current requirements of the 
globalised society with an entirely new set of governance with elements of 
transparency, flexibility and decentralization. 
Chapter III of the thesis entitled "Good Governance and public 
administration " largely focuses on the emergent notion of good governance 
that has brought about structural and operational changes in public 
administration in both Kuwait and India. While chapter IV entitled "Good 
Governance experiences" documents interesting experiences consequent 
upon the changes in the process of governance in the countries under study. 
Chapter V entitled "Emerging trends in Public Administration: India 
and Kuwaif focuses on the growing compulsions on public administration 
to ensure decentralization and participation as a result of the exotic influence 
of Information Technology in the context of globalisation. 
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CHAPTER I 
GLOBALISATION-CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES 
Globalization is a modem term used to describe the changes in 
societies and the world economy that result from dramatically increased 
international trade and cultural exchange. It describes the increase of trade 
and investing due to the falling of barriers and the interdependence of 
countries. In specifically economic contexts, it is often understood to refer 
almost exclusively to the effects of trade, particularly trade liberalization or 
"free trade". Between 1910 and 1950, a series of political and economic 
upheavals dramatically reduced the volume and importance of international 
trade flows. But starting with World War I and continuing through World 
War II, when the Bretton Woods institutions were created (i.e. the IMF and 
the GATT), globalization trends reversed. In the post-World War II 
environment, fostered by international economic institutions and rebuilding 
programs, international trade dramatically expanded. With the 1970s, the 
effects of this trade became increasingly visible, both in terms of the benefits 
and the disrupdve effects. 
Although all three aspects are closely intertwined, it is useful to 
distinguish economic, political and cultural aspects of globalization. The 
other key aspect of globalization is changes in technology, particularly in 
transport and communications. Human societies across the globe have 
established progressively closer contacts over many centuries, but recently 
the pace has dramatically increased. Jet airplanes, cheap telephone service, 
email, computers, huge oceangoing vessels, instant capital flows, all these 
ha\e made the world more interdependent. Multinational corporations 
manufacture products in many countries and sell to consumers around the 
uoriel. Money, technology and raw materials mo\e ever more swiftly across 
national borders. Along with products and finances, ideas and cultures 
circulate more freely. As a result, laws, economies, and social movements 
are forming at the international level. Many politicians, academics, and 
journalists treat these trends as both inevitable on the whole. But for billions 
of the world's people, business-driven globalization means uprooting old 
ways of life and threatening livelihoods and cultures. The global social 
justice movement, itself a product of globalization, proposes an alternative 
path, more responsive to public needs. Intense political disputes will 
continue over globalization's meaning and its future direction. 
Globalization broadly refers to the expansion of global linkages, the 
organization of social life on a global scale, and the growth of a global 
consciousness, hence to the consolidation of world society. Such an 
ecumenical definition captures much of what the term commonly means, but 
it's meaning is disputed. It encompasses several large processes; definitions 
differ in what they emphasize. Globalization is historically complex; 
definitions vary in the particular driving force they idendfy. The meaning of 
the term is itself a topic in global discussion; it may refer to "real" processes, 
to ideas that justify them, or to a way of thinking about them. The term is not 
neutral; definitions express different assessments 6f global change. Among 
critics of capitalism and global inequalit). globalization now has an 
especially pejorative ring. The following definitions represent currently 
influential views: 
"[Tjhe inexorable integration of markets, nation-states, and 
technologies to a degree never witnessed before-in a way that is enabling 
indi\ iduals, corporations and nation-states to reach around the world farther, 
faster, deeper and cheaper than ever before . . . . the spread of free-market 
capitalism to virtually every country in the world".^  "The compression of the 
world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole . . .. 
concrete global interdependence and consciousness of the global whole in 
the twentieth century"."^  "A social process in which the constraints of 
geography on social and cultural arrangements recede and in which people 
become increasingly aware that they are receding". "The historical 
transformation constituted by the sum of particular forms and instances of.. 
. . [mjaking or being made global (i) by the active dissemination of 
practices, values, technology and other human products throughout the globe 
(ii) when global practices and so on exercise an increasing influence over 
people's lives (iii) when the globe serves as a focus for, or a premise in 
shaping, human activities". 
Integration on the basis of a project pursuing "market rule on a global 
scale".^ As experienced from below, the dominant form of globalization 
means a historical transformation: in the economy, of livelihoods and modes 
of existence; in politics, a loss in the degree of control exercised locally . . . . 
and in culture, a devaluation of a collectivity's achievements . . . . 
Globalization is emerging as a political response to the expansion of market 
power. . . . [It] is a domain of knowledge".^ 
Since the word has both technical and political meanings, different 
groups will have differing histories of "globalization". In general use within 
the field of economics and political economy, however, it is a history of 
increasing trade between nations based on stable institutions that allow firms 
' T L Fnedman 1999 The Lexus and lheOli\e Tree, pp 7-8 
-R Robertson 1992 Globalization, p 8 
' M Waters 1995 Globalization, p ^ 
*M Aibrow l996The Global Age. p 88 
P McMichael 2000 Dexelopment and Social Change, p xxiii. 149 
J H Mittelman 2000 The Globalization S\ndrome. p 6 
in different nations to exchange goods with minimal friction. The term 
"hberalization" came to mean the combination of laissez-faire economic 
theory with the removal of baniers to the movement of goods. This led to 
the increasing specialization of nations in exports, and the pressure to end 
protective tariffs and other barriers to trade. The period of the gold standard 
and liberalization of the 19th century is often called "The First Era of 
Globalization". Based on the Pax Britannica and the exchange of goods in 
currencies pegged to specie, this era grew along with industrialization. The 
theoretical basis was Ricardo's work on Comparative advantage and Say's 
Law of General equilibrium. In essence, it was argued that nations would 
trade effectively, and that any temporary disruptions in supply or demand 
would correct themselves automatically. The institution of the gold standard 
came in steps in major industrialized nations between approximately 1850 
and 1880. though exactly when various nations were truly on the gold 
standard is a matter of a great deal of contentious debate. 
The "First Era of Globalization" is said to have broken down in stages 
beginning with the First World War, and then collapsing with the crisis of 
the gold standard in the late 1920's and early 1930's. Countries that engaged 
in that era of globalization, including the European core, some of the 
European peripher}' and various European offshoots in the Americas and 
Oceania, prospered. Inequality between those states fell, as goods, capital 
and labour flowed remarkably freely between nations. 
Globalization in the era since World War II has been driven by Trade 
Negotiation Rounds, originally under the auspices of General Agreements 
on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), which led to a series of agreements to remove 
restrictions on "free trade". The Uruguay round led to a treaty to create the 
World Trade Organization (WTO), to mediate trade disputes. Other bilateral 
trade agreements, including sections of Europe's Maastricht Treaty and the 
North American Free Trade Agreement have also been signed in pursuit of 
the goal of reducing tariffs and barriers to trade. 
Nature and existence of globalization 
There is much academic discussion about whether globalization is a 
real phenomenon or only an analytical artefact ("a myth"). Although the 
term is widespread, many authors argue that the characteristics of the 
phenomenon have akeady been seen at other moments in history. Also, 
many note diat those features that make people believe we are in the process 
of globalization, including the increase in international trade and the greater 
role of multinational corporations, are not as deeply established as they may 
appear. The United States global interventionist policy is also a stumbling 
point for those that claim globalization has entered a stage of inevitability. 
Thus, many authors prefer the use of the term internationalization rather than 
globalization. To put it simply, the role of the state and the importance of 
nations are greater in internationalization, while globalization in its complete 
form eliminates nation states. So, the above mentioned authors see that the 
frontiers of countries, in a broad sense, are far from being dissolved, and 
therefore this radical globalization process is not yet happening, and 
probably won't happen, considering that in world history, 
internationalization never turned into globalization — (the European Union 
and NAFTA are yet to prove their case). 
However, the world increasingly shares problems and challenges that 
do not obey nation state borders, most notably pollution of the natural 
environment, and as such the movement previously known as the anti-
globalization movement has transmogrified into a movement of movements 
for globalization from below; seeking, through experimentation, forms of 
social organisation that transcend the nation state and representative 
democracy. 
Globalization has become identified with a number of trends, most of 
which may have developed since World War II. These include greater 
international movement of commodities, money, information, and people; 
and the development of technology, organizations, legal systems, and 
infrastructures to allow this movement. The actual existence of some of 
these trends is debated. 
I. Economically 
a) Increase in international trade at a faster rate than the growth in the 
world economy 
b) Increase in international flow of capital including foreign direct 
investment 
c) Erosion of national sovereignty and national borders through 
international agreements leading to organizations like the World 
Trade Organisation (WTO) and Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) 
d) Development of global financial systems 
e) Increase in the share of the world economy controlled by 
multinational corporations 
0 Increased role of international organizations such as World Trade 
Organisation (WTO), World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO) World Intellectual Property Organization, International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) that deal with international transactions 
g) Increase of economic practices like outsourcing, by multinational 
corporations 
II. Culturally 
a) Greater international cultural exchange. 
b) Spreading of multiculturalism, and better individual access to cultural 
diversity, for example through the export of Hollywood and 
Bollywood movies. However, the imported culture can easily supplant 
the local culture, causing reduction in diversity through hybridization 
or even assimilation. The most prominent form of this is 
\\'esternization, but Sinicization of cultures also takes place. 
c) Greater international travel and tourism 
d) Greater immigration, including illegal immigration 
e) Spread of local foods such as pizza and Indian food to othei countries 
(often adapted to local taste) 
0 Development of a global telecommunications infrastructure and 
greater trans-border data flow, using such technologies as the Internet, 
communication satellites and telephones 
g) Increase in the number of standards applied globally; e.g. copyright 
laws and patents 
h) The push by many advocates for an international criminal court and 
international justice movements. 
Barriers to international trade have been considerably lowered since 
World War II through international agreements such as the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Particular initiatives carried out as 
a result of GATT and the WTO, for which GATT is the foundation, have 
included: 
Promotion of free trade of goods: 
a) Reduction or elimination of tariffs; construction of free trade zones 
\\ ith small or no tariffs; 
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b) Reduced transportation costs, especially from development of 
containerization for ocean shipping. 
c) Capital control: reduction or elimination of capital controls 
d) Reduction, elimination, or harmonization of subsidies for local 
businesses 
e) Intellectual Property Restrictions 
f) Harmonization of intellectual property laws across nations (generally 
speaking, with more restrictions) 
g) Supranational recognition of intellectual property restrictions (e.g. 
patents granted by China would be recognized in the US) 
Various aspects of globalization are seen as harmful by public-interest 
activists as well as strong state nationalists. "Anti-globalization" movement 
has no unified name. "Anti-globalization" is the media's preferred term; it 
can lead to some confusion, as activists typically oppose certain aspects or 
forms of globalization, not globalization in itself. Activists themselves, for 
example Noam Chomsky, have said that this name is meaningless as the aim 
of the movement is to globalize justice. Indeed, the global justice movement 
is a common name. Many activists also unite under the slogan "another 
world is possible", which has given rise to names such as altermondialisme 
in French. 
There is a wide variety of different kinds of "anti-globalization". In 
general, critics claim that the results of globalization have not been what was 
predicted when the attempt to increase free trade began, and that many 
institutions involved in the system of globalization have not taken the 
interests of poorer nations and the working class into account. Economic 
arguments by fair trade theorists claim that unrestricted free trade benefits 
those with more financial leverage (i.e. the rich) at the expense of the poor. 
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Many "anti-globalization" activists see globalization as the promotion 
of a corporatist agenda, which is intent on constricting the freedoms of 
individuals in the name of profit. They also claim that increasing autonomy 
and strength of corporate entities increasingly shape the political policy of 
nation-states. Some "anti-globalization" groups argue that globalization is 
imperiahstic. Some even argue that globalization imposes credit-based 
economics, resulting in unsustainable growth of debt and debt crises. 
Another camp in opposition to globalization are state-centric 
nationalists that fear globalization is displacing the role of nations in global 
politics and point to NGOs as impeding upon the power of individual 
nations. Some advocates of this warrant for anti-globalization are Pat 
Buchanan and Jean-Marie Le Pen. 
The main opposition is to unfettered globalization (neo-liberal; 
laissez-faire capitalism), guided by governments and what are claimed to be 
quasi-govemments (such as the International Monetary Fund and the World 
Bank) that are supposedly not held responsible to the populations that they 
govern and instead respond mostly to the interests of corporations. Many 
conferences between trade and finance ministers of the core globalizing 
nations have been met with large, and occasionally violent, protests fi"om 
opponents of "corporate globalism". 
The movement is very broad, including church groups, national 
liberation factions, left-wing parties, environmentalists, peasant unionists, 
anti-racism groups, libertarian socialists and others. Most are reformist 
(arguing for a more humane form of capitalism) and a strong minority is 
revolutionary (arguing for a more humane system than capitalism). Many 
have decried the lack of unity and direction in the movement, but some such 
as Noam Chomsky have claimed that this lack of centralization may in fact 
be a strength. Protests by the global justice movement have now forced high-
level international meetings away from the major cities where they used to 
be held, and off into remote locations where protest is impractical. 
Some "anti-globalization" activists' object to the fact that the current 
"globalization" globalizes money and corporations and at the same time 
refuses to globalize people and unions. This can be seen in the strict 
immigration controls that exist in nearly all countries and the lack of labour 
rights in many countries in the developing world. 
"Pro-globalization (globalism)" 
Supporters of democratic globalization can be labelled pro-globalists. 
They consider that the first phase of globalization, which was market-
oriented, should be completed by a phase of building global political 
institutions representing the will of world citizens. The difference with other 
globalists is that they do not define in advance any ideology to orient this 
will, which should be left to the free choice of those citizens via a 
democratic process. Supporters of free trade point out that economic theories 
of comparative advantage suggest that free trade leads to a more efficient 
allocation of resources, with all countries involved in the trade benefiting. 
Libertarians and other proponents of laissez-faire capitalism say 
higher degrees of political and economic freedom in the form of democracy 
and capitalism in the developed world produce higher levels of material 
wealth. They see globalization as helpful in the spread of democracy and 
capitalism. Critics argue that the anti-globalization movement uses anecdotal 
evidence to support their view and that worldwide statistics instead strongly 
support globalization: 
a) The percentage of people in developing countries living below $1 
(adjusted for inflation and purchasing power) per day has halved in 
only twenty years, although some critics argue that more detailed 
variables measuring poverty should instead be studied. 
b) Life expectancy has almost doubled in the developing world since 
WWII and is starting to close the gap to the developed world where 
the improvement has been smaller. Child mortality has decreased in 
every developing region of the world 
c) Democracy has increased dramatically from no nation with universal 
suffrage in 1900 to 62.5% of all nations in 2000. 
d) Worldwide, the proportion of the world's population living in 
countries where per capita food supplies are under 2,200 [calories per 
day] was 56 percent in the mid-1960s, compared to below 10 percent 
by the 1990s. 
e) Between 1950 and 1999, global hteracy increased from 52 percent to 
81 percent of the world. And women have made up much of the gap: 
Female literacy as a percentage of male literacy has increased from 59 
percent in 1970 to 80 percent in 2000. 
There are similar trends for electric power, cars, radios, and 
telephones per capita as well as the percentage of the population with access 
to clean water. 
Many pro-capitalists are also critical of the World Bank and the IMF, 
arguing that they are corrupt bureaucracies controlled and financed by states, 
not corporations. Many loans have been given to dictators who never carried 
out promised reforms, instead leaving the common people to pay the debts 
later. They thus see too little capitalism, not too much. 
The term "globalization" has acquired considerable poignant force. 
Some view it as a process that is beneficial—a key to future v/orld economic 
development—and also inevitable and irreversible. Others regard it with 
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hostility, even fear, believing that it increases inequality within and between 
nations, threatens employment and living standards and thwarts social 
progress. This brief offers an overview of some aspects of globalization and 
aims to identify ways in which countries can tap the gains of this process, 
while remaining realistic about its potential and its risks. 
Globalization offers extensive opportunities for truly worldwide 
development but it is not progressing evenly. Some countries are becoming 
integrated into the global economy more quickly than others. Countries that 
have been able to integrate are seeing faster growth and reduced poverty. 
Outward-oriented policies brought dynamism and greater prosperity to much 
of East Asia, transforming it from one of the poorest areas of the world 40 
years ago. And as living standards rose, it became possible to make progress 
on democracy and economic issues such as the environment and work 
standards. 
By contrast, in the 1970s and 1980s when many countries in Latin 
America and Africa pursued inward-oriented policies, their economies 
stagnated or declined, poverty increased and high inflation became the norm. 
In many cases, especially Africa, adverse external developments made the 
problems worse. As these regions changed their policies, their incomes have 
begun to rise. An important transformation is underway. Encouraging this 
trend, not reversing it, is the best course for promoting growth, development 
and poverty reduction. 
The crises in the emerging markets in the 1990s have made it quite 
e\'ident that the opportunities of globalization do not come without risks— 
risks arising from volatile capital movements and the risks of social, 
economic, and environmental degradation created by poverty. This is not a 
reason to reverse direction, but for all concerned—in developing countries, 
in the advanced countries, and of course investors—to embrace policy 
changes to build strong economies and a stronger world financial system that 
will produce more rapid growth and ensure that poverty is reduced. 
Economic "globalization" is a historical process, the result of human 
irmovation and technological progress. It refers to the increasing integration 
of economies around the world, particularly through trade and financial 
flows. The term sometimes also refers to the movement of people (labor) 
and knowledge (technology) across international borders. There are also 
broader cultural, political and environmental dimensions of globalization. 
The term globalization has come into common usage since the 1980s, 
reflecting technological advances that have made it easier and quicker to 
complete international transactions—both trade and financial flows. It refers 
to an extension beyond national borders of the same market forces that have 
operated for centuries at all levels of human economic activity—village 
markets, urban industries, or financial centers. 
Markets promote efficiency through competition and the division of 
labor—the specialization that allows people and economies to focus on what 
they do best. Global markets offer greater opportunity for people to tap into 
more and larger markets around the world. It means that they can have 
access to more capital flows, technology, cheaper imports, and larger export 
markets. But markets do not necessarily ensure that the benefits of increased 
efficiency are shared by all. 
Globalization in one context means that world trade and financial 
markets are becoming more integrated. But just how far have developing 
countries been involved in this integration? Their experience in catching up 
with the advanced economies has been mixed. A larger number of 
developing countries have made only slow progress or have lost ground. In 
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particular, per capita incomes in Africa have declined relative to the 
industrial countries and in some countries have declined in absolute terms. 
Does Globalization Increase Poverty and Inequality? 
During the 20th century, global average per capita income rose 
strongly, but with considerable variation among countries. It is clear that the 
income gap between rich and poor countries has been widening for many 
decades. The most recent World Economic Outlook studies 42 countries 
(representing almost 90 percent of world population) for which data are 
available for the entire 20th century. 
But incomes do not tell the whole story; broader measures of welfare 
that take account of social conditions show that poorer countries have made 
considerable progress. For instance, some low-income countries, e.g. Sri 
Lanka, have quite impressive social indicators. One recent paper^ finds that 
if countries are compared using the UN's Human Development Indicators 
(HDI), which take education and life expectancy into account, then the 
picture that emerges is quite different from that suggested by the income 
data alone. 
Indeed the gaps may have narrowed. A striking inference from the 
study is a contrast between what may be termed an "income gap" and an 
"HDI gap". The (inflation-adjusted) income levels of today's poor countries 
are still well below those of the leading countries in 1870. And the gap in 
incomes has increased. But judged by their HDIs. today's poor countries are 
well ahead of where the leading countries were in 1870. This is largely 
because medical advances and improved living standards have brought 
strong increases in life expectancy. 
" Nicholas Cratts. 20(X). Globalization and Growth m the THentieth Centiin\ IMF Working Papor. 
WP/00/44, Washington DC. April 
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But even if the HDI gap has narrowed in the long-term, far too many 
people are losing ground. Life expectancy may have increased but the 
quality of life for many has not improved, with many still in abject poverty. 
And the spread of AIDS through Africa in the past decade is reducing life 
expectancy in many countries. 
This has brought new urgency to policies specifically designed to 
alleviate poverty. Countries with a strong growth record, pursuing the right 
policies, can expect to see a sustained reduction in poverty, since recent 
evidence suggests that there exists at least a one-to-one correspondence 
between growth and poverty reduction. And if strongly pro-poor policies— 
for instance in well-targeted social expenditure—are pursued then there is a 
better chance that growth will be amplified into more rapid poverty 
reduction. This is one compelling reason for all economic policy makers, 
including the IMF, to pay heed more explicitly to the objective of poverty 
reduction. 
Growth in living standards springs from the accumulation of physical 
capital (investment) and human capital (labor), and through advances in 
technology (what economists call total factor productivity). Many factors 
can help or hinder these processes. The experience of the countries that have 
increased output most rapidly shows the importance of creadng conditions 
that are conducive to long-run per capita income growth. Economic stability, 
institution building, and structural reform are at least as important for long-
term development as financial transfers, important as they are. What matters 
is the whole package of policies, financial and technical assistance, and debt 
relief if necessary. 
' These issues are explored in t;redter depth in IMF U arid Ecimomu Outlook. May 2000. Chapter IV 
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Components of such a package include: 
a) Macroeconomic stability to create the right conditions for investment 
and saving; 
b) Outward oriented policies to promote efficiency through increased 
trade and investment; 
c) Structural reform to encourage domestic competition; 
d) Strong institutions and an effective government to foster good 
governance; 
e) Education, training, and research and development to promote 
productivity; 
f) External debt management to ensure adequate resources for 
sustainable development. 
All these policies should be focussed on country-owned strategies to 
reduce poverty by promoting pro-poor policies that are properly 
budgeted—including health, education, and strong social safety nets. A 
participatory approach, including consultation with civil society, will add 
greatly to their chances of success. 
Advanced economies can make a vital contribution to the low-income 
countries' efforts to integrate into the global economy: 
a) By promoting trade. To provide unrestricted market access for all 
exports from the poorest countries. This should help them move 
beyond specialization on primary commodities to producing 
processed goods for export. 
b) By encouraging flows of private capital to the lower-income 
countries, particularly foreign direct investment, with its twin benefits 
of steady financial flows and technology transfer. 
c) By supplementing more rapid debt relief with an increased level of 
new financial support. Official development assistance (ODA) has 
fallen to 0.24 percent of GDP (1998) in advanced countries (compared 
with a UN target of 0.7 percent). As Michel Camdessus, the former 
Managing Director of the IMF put it: "The excuse of aid fatigue is not 
credible—indeed it approaches the level of downright cynicism—at a 
time when, for the last decade, the advanced countries have had the 
opportunity to enjoy the benefits of the peace dividend." 
d) The IMF supports reform in the poorest countries through its new 
Poverty Reduction and Growth Facihty. It is contributing to debt 
relief through the initiative for the heavily indebted poor countries. 
Anxiety about globalization also exists in advanced economies. How 
real is the perceived threat that competition fi-om "low-wage economies" 
displaces workers from high-wage jobs and decreases the demand for less 
skilled workers? Are the changes taking place in these economies and 
societies a direct result of globalization? 
Economies are continually evolving and globalization is one among 
several other continuing trends. One such trend is that as industrial 
economies mature, they are becoming more service-oriented, the task being 
performed by Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) to meet the changing 
demands of their population. Another trend is the shift toward more highly 
skilled jobs like in the arena of Information Technology and 
Communication. But all the evidence is that these changes would be taking 
place—not necessarily at the same pace—with or without globalization. In 
fact, globalization is actually making this process easier and less costly to 
the economy as a whole by bringing the benefits of capital flows, 
technological innovations, and lower import prices. The gains are typically 
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distributed unevenly among groups within countries, and some groups may 
lose out. For instance, workers in declining older industries may not be able 
to make an easy transition to new industries. 
What is the appropriate policy response? Should governments try to 
protect particular groups, like low-paid workers or old industries, by 
restricting trade or capital flows? Such an approach might help some in the 
short-term, but ultimately it is at the expense of the living standards of the 
population at large. Rather, governments should pursue policies that 
encourage integration into the global economy while putting in place 
measures to help those adversely affected by the changes. The economy as a 
whole will prosper more from policies that embrace globalization by 
promoting an open economy, and, at the same time, squarely address the 
need to ensure the benefits are widely shared. Government policy should 
focus on two important areas: 
a) Education and vocational training, to make sure that workers have the 
opportunity to acquire the right skills in dynamic changing 
economies; and 
b) Well-targeted social safety nets to assist people who are displaced. 
The succession of crises in the 1990s—Mexico, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Korea, Russia, and Brazil—suggested to some that financial crises are a 
direct and inevitable result of globalization. Indeed one question that arises 
in both advanced and emerging market economies is whether globalization 
makes economic management more difficult. 
Does increased integration, particularly in the financial sphere make it 
more difficult for governments to manage economic activity, for instance by 
limiting go\emments' choices of tax rates and tax systems, or their freedom 
of action on monetary or exchange rate policies? If it is assumed that 
countries aim to achieve sustainable grov\th, low inflation and social 
progress, then the evidence of the past 50 years is that globalization 
contributes to these objectives in the long term. 
In the short-term, as we have seen in the past few years, volatile short-
term capital flows (capital fly, a term commonly used) can threaten 
macroeconomic stability. Thus in a world of integrated financial markets, 
countries will find it increasingly risky to follow policies that do not 
promote financial stability. This discipline also appMes to the private sector, 
which will find it more difficult to implement wage increases and price 
markups that would make the country concerned become uncompetitive. 
But there is another kind of risk. Sometimes investors—^particularly 
short-term investors—take too sanguine a view of a country's prospects and 
capital inflows may continue even when economic policies have become too 
relaxed. This exposes the country to the risk that when percepfions change, 
there may be a sudden brutal withdrawal of capital from the country. In 
short, globalization creates incentives for the private sector to undertake 
careful analysis of risk. However, short-term investment flows may be 
excessively volatile. One of the key goals of the work on the internafional 
financial architecture is to develop standards and codes that are based on 
internationally accepted principles that can be implemented in many 
different national settings. Clearly the crises would not have developed as 
they did without exposure to global capital markets. 
These were complex crises, resulting from an interaction of 
shortcomings in national policy and the international financial system. 
Individual governments and the international community as a whole are 
taking steps to reduce the risk of such crises in future. At the national level. 
even though several of the countries had impressive records of economic 
performance, they were not fully prepared to withstand the potential shocks. 
At the international level, several important lines of defense against 
crisis were breached. Investors did not appraise risks adequately. Regulators 
and supervisors in the major financial centers did not monitor developments 
sufficiently closely. And not enough information was available about some 
international investors, notably offshore financial institutions. The 
international community is responding to the global dimensions of the crisis 
through a continuing effort to strengthen the architecture of the international 
monetary and financial system. 
National and international institutions, inevitably influenced by 
differences in culture, play an important role in the process of globalization. 
It may be best to leave an outside commentator to reflect on the role of 
institutions: 
"...That the advent of highly integrated commodity and financial 
markets has been accompanied by trade tensions and problems of financial 
instability should not come as a surprise, The surprise is that these 
problems are not even more severe today, given that the extent of 
commodity and financial market integration is so much greater. 
" One possibility in accounting (for this surprise) is the stabilizing role 
of the institutions built in the interim. At the national level this means social 
and financial safety nets. At the international level it means the WTO, the 
IMF, the Basle Committee of Banking Supenisors. These institutions may 
be far from perfect, but they are better than nothing, judging from the 
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historical correlation between the level of integration on one hand and the 
level of trade conflict and financial instability on the other. "^  
GLOBALIZATION THEORIES 
I. World-System Theory 
Globalization is the process, completed in the twentieth century, by 
which the capitalist world-system spreads across the actual globe. Since that 
world-system has maintained some of its main features over several 
centuries, globalization does not constitute a new phenomenon. At the turn 
of the twenty-first century, the capitalist world economy is in crisis; 
therefore, according to the theory's leading proponent, the current 
"ideological celebration of so-called globalization is in reality the swan song 
of our historical system".' In parts of western Europe, a long-term crisis of 
feudalism gave way to technological innovation and the rise of market 
institutions. Advances in production and incentives for long-distance trade 
stimulated Europeans to reach other parts of the globe. Superior military 
strength and means of transportation enabled them to establish economic ties 
with other regions that favored the accumulation of wealth in the European 
core. 
During the "long sixteenth century," Europeans thus established an 
occupational and geographic division of labor in which capital-intensive 
production was reserved for core countries while peripheral areas provided 
low-skill labor and raw materials. The unequal relationship between 
European core and non-European periphery inevitably generated unequal 
'' Bordo, Michael D. Barry Eichengreen and Douglas A Iruin 1999 Is Globalization Toda\ Realh 
Different than Globalization a Hundied Years Ago'' Working Paper 7195, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Cambridge, MA. June 
'" I Wallerslein 1998 Utopittics Oi Historical Clwices of the T\\ent\-First Century New York The 
New Press p ^ 2 
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development. Some regions in the "semi periphery" moderated this 
inequality by serving as a buffer. 
States also played a crucial role in maintaining the hierarchical 
structure, since they helped to direct profits to monopoly producers in the 
core and protected the overall capitalist economy (e.g., by enforcing 
property rights and guarding trade routes). At any one time, a particular state 
could have hegemonic influence as the technological and military leader, but 
no single state could dominate the system: it is a world economy in which 
states are bound to compete. While the Europeans started with only small 
advantages, they exploited these to reshape the world in their capitalist 
image. The world as a whole is now devoted to endless accumulation and 
profit-seeking on the basis of exchange in a market that treats goods and 
labor alike as commodities. 
In the twentieth century, the world-system reached its geographic 
limit with the extension of capitalist markets and the state system to all 
regions. It also witnessed the rise of the United States as a hegemonic 
power-one that has seen its relative economic and political strength 
diminished since the last years of the Cold War. Newly independent states 
and communist regimes challenged core control throughout the century, and 
some formerly peripheral coimtries improved their economic status, but 
none of this shook the premises of a system that in fact was becoming more 
economically polarized. 
The nineteenth-century ideology of reform-oriented liberalism, which 
held out the hope of equal individual rights and economic advancement for 
all within states, became dominant in the twentieth but lost influence after 
1968. Such twentieth-century developments set the stage for what 
Wallerstein calls a period of transition. New crises of contraction can no 
longer be solved by exploiting new markets: economic decline will stimulate 
struggle in the core; challenges to core dominance will gather strength in the 
absence of a strong hegemonic power and a globally accepted ideology; 
polarization will push the system to the breaking point. While this chaotic 
transition may not produce a more equal and democratic world, it does spell 
the end of capitalist globalization. 
A world-system is any historical social system of interdependent parts 
that form a bounded structure and operate according to distinct rules, or "a 
unit with a single division of labor and multiple cultural systems"". 
Three concrete instances stand out: mini-systems, world empires, and 
world-economies. The modem world-system is a world-economy: it is 
"larger than any juridically defined political unit" and "the basic linkage 
between its parts is economic". It is a capitalist world-economy because 
the accumulation of private capital, through exploitation in production and 
sale for profit in a market, is its driving force; it is "a system that operates on 
the primacy of the endless accumulation of capital via the eventual 
commodification of everything".' 
The capitalist world-economy has no single political center: it "has 
been able to flourish precisely because [it] has had within its bounds not one 
but a multiplicity of political systems," which has given capitalists "a 
freedom of maneuver that is structurally based" and has "made possible the 
constant expansion of the world-system". 
" Wallerstein 1974a "The Rise and Futuie Demise of the ot the World-Capitalist System Concepts tor 
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"The modern world-system has its origin in the European world-
economy created in the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth century'',' "but 
only consolidated in its current form by the mid-seventeenth centur}'."' 
"The crisis of feudalism created strong motivation to seek new markets and 
resources; technology gave Europeans a solid base for exploration." "Parts 
of Western Europe exploited initially small differences, via specialization in 
activities central to world cormnerce, to ultimately large advantage."'^ 
"The system consists of a single division of labor within one world 
market but contains many states and cultures. Labor is divided among 
functionally defined and geographically distinct parts arranged in a hierarchy 
of occupational tasks'^. Core states concentrate on higher-skill, capital-
intensive production; they are militarily strong; they appropriate much of the 
surplus of the whole world-economy." Peripheral areas focus on low-skill, 
labor-intensive production and extraction of raw materials; they have weak 
states. Semi-peripheral areas are less dependent on the core than peripheral 
ones; they have more diversified economies and stronger states. In the first 
centuries of world-system development. Northwest Europe constituted the 
core, Mediterranean Europe the semi-peripher>', and Eastern Europe and the 
9 1 
Western hemisphere (and parts of Asia) the periphery. By the end of the 
twentieth century, the core comprised the wealthy industrialized countries, 
including Japan; the semi-periphery included many long-independent states 
outside the West; poor, recently independent colonies mainly constituted the 
periphery'. 
"/fcki. p.l5. 
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Strong states in core areas- i.e., those that are mihtarily strong relative 
to others and also not dependent on any one group within the state"'-serve 
the interests of economically powerful classes, absorb economic losses, and 
help to maintain the dependence of peripheral areas. Semi-peripheral areas 
are a "necessary structural element" in the system because "they partially 
deflect the political pressures which groups primarily located in peripheral 
areas might otherwise direct against core-states" , thus preventing unified 
opposition. 
Shared ideology solidifies the commitment of ruling groups to the 
system; they must believe the system's "myths" and feel that "their own 
well-being is wrapped up in the survival of the system as such".^ '* Lower 
strata need not feel any particular loyalty; however, they tend to become 
incorporated into the nationally unified cultures created by ruling groups, 
starting in core states. An ideology for the system as a whole only 
developed later: "The ideology of liberalism has been the global geo-culture 
since the mid-nineteenth century".^ ^ 
Different forms of labor and labor control suit different types of 
production, distributed across the three main zones; historically, they 
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included wage labor, tenant farming, servitude, and slavery. Status and 
rewards match the hierarchy of tasks: "crudely, those who breed manpower 
sustain those who grow food who sustain those who grow other raw 
materials who sustain those involved in industrial production". 
-I WallerMein 1974b Op Cir p "iS-i 
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Expansion on the basis of European advantage and structural features 
of the system. In the period 1733-1817, the European world-economy 
"began to incorporate vast new zones into the effective division of labor it 
encompassed" -namely, the Indian subcontinent, the Ottoman empire, the 
Russian empire, and West Africa. "The modern world-system became 
geographically global only in the latter half of the nineteenth century, and it 
has only been in the second half of the twentieth century that the inner 
comers and more remote regions of the globe have all been effectively 
-in 
integrated". As a result, most goods are market commodities and most 
labor is wage labor everywhere. 
Cyclical crises that occur when, after periods of innovation and 
expansion, reduced profit rates and exhaustion of markets lead to recession 
and stagnation, to be followed by a new period of accumulation. These are 
reflected in multi-decade "waves" of increasing or declining growth rates. 
'Shifts in dominance from one power to another due to advances in 
productivity, the fragility of monopoly, and success in war.'' 'The 
Netherlands was a "hegemon" in the mid-seventeenth century, the UK in the 
mid-nineteenth, the US in the mid-twentieth.' ' Periods of clear leadership 
alternate with struggle in the core. 
Resistance by anti-systemic movements that can lead to regime 
change, ideological shifts, and alternatives to the system. The most notable 
anti-systemic force of the last two centuries was socialism, which forced 
core states to redistribute wealth and supported the formation of states 
challenging the capitalist world-economy. 
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Transition from one type of system to another due to contradictions 
that cannot be contained. The capitahst world-economy is a historical 
configuration and therefore bound to be superseded. More intense crises in a 
now fully global system that is less able to meet those crises with traditional 
means will lead to transformation. 
"We have entered into the crisis of this system . . . . an historic 
transition".^ ^ But the direction of the system is not clear: "We are face to 
face with uncertainty". The main reason is that the world economy is in a 
phase of recession and stagnation, increasingly reflected in social unrest^\ 
"[SJtructural limitations to the process of endless accumulation of capital 
that governs our existing world . . . . are coming to the fore currently as a 
brake on the functioning of the system.... [They] are creating a structurally 
chaotic situation . . . [A] new order will emerge out of this chaos over a 
period of fifty years". 
The old anti-systemic forces are exhausted, but so is liberalism. In 
fact, "[t]he true meaning of the collapse of the Communisms is the final 
collapse of liberalism as hegemonic ideology. Without some belief in its 
promise, there can be no durable legitimacy to the capitalist world-
system""^ .^ But no current struggle against the inequities of capitalism poses 
a "fundamental ideological challenge".^ ^ 
" I Wallerbtein 1998 Utopisttcs Or, Historical Choices of the Tweiit\-First Centun New York The 
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II. World Polity Theory 
Globalization is the growth and enactment of world culture. Since at 
least the middle of the nineteenth century, a rationalized world institutional 
and cultural order has crystallized that consists of universally applicable 
models that shape states, organizations, and individual identities." 
Conceptions of progress, sovereignty, rights, and the like, have acquired 
great authority, structure the actions of states and individuals, and provide a 
common framework for global disputes. 
World culture has deep roots in European tradition-the rational 
structure and content of medieval Christendom, the state system devised in 
1648, and enlightened universalism in science and philosophy. Yet its more 
immediate antecedents lie in the nineteenth century. Public officials, private 
organizations, and intellectuals, primarily in the West, elaborated ideas of 
state sovereignty, individual rights, and rational progress that in principle 
were universally valid. Movements arose in defense of such ideas; 
international meetings served to lend them authority. More than just the 
aggregate result of individual profit-seeking or political competition, 
international life acquired a cultural structure. 
After World War II, this structure became pervasive. Accordingly, 
states at very different economic levels adopted common precepts and 
established common institutions (e.g., formal public education), regardless 
of their actual usefulness-leading to "isomorphism." Far from being the 
prime mo\ers on the international scene, states in fact derived much of their 
structure and authority from being embedded in a larger system, a world 
polity consisting of common legitimating models. But states are not the only 
sloballv enacted model. 
' J Mf\cr cl .il 1997 'World Socici) and ihc Nalioii-Siaic. Amtric an Journal of Sex ioloi;\ 
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For example, notions of citizenship and individuality spread across 
traditional cultural boundaries as well. More and more organizations, from 
scientific associations to feminist groups, from standard-setting bodies to 
environmental movements, helped to elaborate and implement this common 
world culture. 
By the end of the twentieth century, world culture had crystallized as 
the constitutive element in world society, a set of scripts to be followed 
anywhere. This culture has in fact been widely enacted. No longer the 
preserve of the West, it has become a common heritage, institutionalized 
across the globe and supported by many transnational groups. But it cannot 
claim global consensus; regions differ, for example, in their interpretation of 
core notions such as individual rights. Nor is world culture free from 
contradiction; in fact, it contains values such as freedom and equality that 
are necessarily in tension. 
Enacting global models will not lead to a completely homogeneous 
world, if only because institutionalization under different conditions will 
produce significant local variation. World culture actually produces new 
conflicts, for when many believe they live in one world under universally 
valid principles, they are bound to be critical of state actions that deviate 
from global norms. 
Since the state of the world is always bound to fall short of high 
global standards, world culture actually encourages the discovery of new 
social problems. But the worldwide recognition of problems, ranging from 
global warming to corruption, is a sign of world culture's current strength. In 
a diverse, conflictual, and decentralized world, it provides common models 
for thinking and acting. 
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A polity is a "system of creating value through the collective conferral 
of authority". The system is constituted by a set of rules, also called frames 
or models. Actors in the system are "entities constructed and motivated by 
enveloping frames"."*' 
The world polity contains no single actor or institution defining what 
is valuable for the world as a whole. "Instead of a central actor, the culture 
of world society allocates responsible and authoritative actor-hood to nation-
states". Their authority is rooted in a world culture: a set of universally 
applicable models that define who are legitimate actors in world society, 
what goals they can pursue and how they can pursue them. 
While world polity models define sovereign states as key actors, 
enabling authorities to construct collective goals and devise the means or 
programs to produce them, state officials are not the only ones engaged in 
such authoritative creadon of value. 
The enactment of global models creates considerable institutional 
similarity among differently situated states. "[W]orld society models shape 
nation-state identities, structures, and behavior via worldwide cultural and 
associational processes . . . . As creatures of exogenous world culture, states 
are ritualized actors marked by intensive decoupling and a good deal more 
structuration than would occur if they were responsive only to local, cultural, 
functional, or power processes". 
Medieval Christendom provided exemplars of rational organization 
and crystallized the notion of the person as an individual. The late-
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nineteenth century was a period of intense world polity innovation, with 
many organizations elaborating transnational rules that increasingly bound 
individual states. After 1945, world culture expanded ftirther through the 
work of numerous international organizations. "The development and impact 
of global socio-cultural structuration greatly intensified with the creation of 
a central world organizational frame at die end of World War 11".''^  
"The colossal disaster of World War 11 may have been a key factor in 
the rise of global models of nationally organized progress and justice, and 
the Cold War may well have intensified the forces pushing human 
development to die global level"."^ ^ 
The world cultural order consists of models defining actors (e.g., 
nation-state, individual), purposes (e.g., development, progress), and 
principles (e.g., human rights, democracy and justice). Four main "elements 
of collective world society" contribute to and implement the tenets of this 
order: international governmental organizations, especially those in the UN 
system; nation-states, which engage in copying that leads to diffusion; 
voluntary associations in many different fields, some operating as social 
movements; and scientists and professionals, as experts whose own authority 
derives from world-cultural principles. 
World culture constitutes states as rationalized actors—i.e., entities 
that are systematically organized and operate according to formal rules. "[I]n 
world culture the nation-state is defined as a fundamental and strongly 
legitimated unit of action. Because world culture is highly rationalized and 
universalistic, nation-states form as rationalized actors". 
^'Meyer 1980 Op Cit pi6^ 
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States invariably present themselves in this way. They all claim the 
key features of rational state actors—territory, sovereign authority, and so on. 
Once properly constituted, states tend to maintain their sovereign status: the 
identity system is highly stable."*^  
World culture exerts pressure toward isomorphism. 
Institutionalization of world models leads to structural similarity. Thus, 
nation-states adopt similar constitutional forms, public educational systems, 
policies on women's rights and the environment, etc.^ ° 
States are structured to a degree and in a manner that is unrelated to 
their actual needs and circumstances, leading to the "decoupling of general 
values from practical action".^' Such decoupling between "formal models 
and observable practices" characterizes all rationalized actors, but in the case 
of the world polity weaker actors such as peripheral nation-states may 
exhibit more. 
For example, they may "do a good deal of symbolic educational 
reform via national policies and control systems, but they have more 
en 
difficulty bringing change into the classroom". International 
nongovernmental organizations represent, carry out, and elaborate global 
principles. They are "built on world-cultural principles of universalism, 
individualism, rational voluntaristic authority, progress, and world 
citizenship".' 
Within nation-states, "[wjorld-society ideology . . . . directly licenses 
a variety of organized interests and functions".' For example, environmental 
groups may hold states accountable, or nationalist groups may claim 
'^Ihid. p.]59. 
'" Ibid pp 152-5^ 
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legitimacy, in terms of world-cultural principles. Global models sustain 
many domestic actors. 
In stateless world society, no single authoritative actor can control 
culture. Such lack of exclusive control creates ample room for innovation.^^ 
Pursuit of similar goals by similar states leads to intense competition. 
"The greater the number of entities . . . . that pursue similar interests 
requiring similar resources, the more the entities will come into conflict with 
each other and develop theories of one another as sources of social ills".^ ^ 
World society legitimates different kinds of actors—individuals, states, 
interest groups, and international organizations. These are bound to come 
into conflict. A case in point is the tension between claims to equality by 
individuals and state justifications for specialization that produce inequality, 
or particular groups may claim a right to cultural distinction and autonomy 
against state pressure toward homogenization.^' 
Much change stems from "the dynamism that is generated by the 
rampant inconsistencies and conflicts within world culture itself," especially 
"contradictions inherent in widely varied cultural goods: equality versus 
CO 
liberty, progress versus justice," and the like.' Different ways to ways to 
resolve those tensions lead to different variants of world-cultural models. 
World-cultural standards "create strong expectations regarding global 
integration and propriety" and therefore "can easily provoke world-societal 
reactions seeking to put things right" when individuals, companies, or states 
violate those standards'" .^ Identifying such violations (torture, waste 
dumping, corruption, etc.) as "social problems" can lead to reform. More 
concretely, non-governmental organizations can be a force for change: "In 
^^ Ibid p 169 
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mobilizing around and elaborating world-cultural principles, INGOs lobby, 
criticize, and convince states to act on those principles".^ 
III. World Culture Theory 
Globalization refers to "the compression of the world and the 
intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole".^' In thought and 
action, it makes the world a single place. What it means to live in this place, 
and how it must be ordered, become universal questions. These questions 
receive different answers from individuals and societies that define their 
position in relation to both a system of societies and the shared properties of 
humankind from very different perspectives. The confrontation of their 
world views means that globalization involves "comparative interaction of 
different forms of life".^ ^ 
Global interdependence and consciousness of the world as a whole 
precede the advent of capitalist modernity. Yet European expansion and 
state formation boosted globalization since the seventeenth century. The 
contemporary shape of the globe owes most to the "take-off decades after 
about 1875, when international communications, transportation, and conflict 
dramatically intensified relationships across societal boundaries. 
In that period, the main reference points of fully globalized order took 
shape; nation-state, individual self, world-system, of societies, and one 
humanity. These elements of the global situation became "relativized"; 
national societies and individuals, in particular, must interpret their very 
existence as parts of a larger whole. To some extent, a common framework 
has guided that interpretive work; for example, states can appeal to a 
universal doctrine of nationalism to legitimate their particularizing claims to 
'•" Boli and Thomas. Op. Cii. p. 187. 
'^ Robertson. Roland. 1992. Globalization: Social Tlieorv and Global Ciiluire. London: Sage. p.8. 
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sovereignty and cultural distinction. Such limited common principles do not 
provide a basis for world order. 
By the end of the twentieth century, if not before, globalization had 
turned world order into a problem. Everyone must now reflexively respond 
to the common predicament of living in one world. This provokes the 
formulation of contending world views. For example, some portray the 
world as an assembly of distinct communities, highlighting the virtues of 
particularism, while others view it as developing toward a single overarching 
organization, representing the presumed interests of humanity as a whole. 
In a compressed world, the comparison and confrontation of world 
views are bound to produce new cultural conflict. In such conflict, religious 
beliefs play a special role, since they can be mobilized to provide an ultimate 
justification for one's view of the globe; the resurgence of fundamentalist 
groups, innovative traditionalists with a global agenda, is a case in point. A 
globalized world is thus integrated, a single place but also diverse, a 
construct of shared consciousness but prone to fragmentation. 
In this account, globalization "refers both to the compression of the 
world and the intensification of consciousness of the world as a whole"; in 
other words, it covers the acceleration in concrete global interdependence 
and in consciousness of the global whole.^ ^ It involves the crystallization of 
four main components of the "global-human circumstance": societies (or 
nation-states), the system of societies, individuals (selves), and humankind; 
this takes the form of processes of, respectively, societalization. 
Robertson. Roland. 1992. Globalization: Social Theon and Global Culture. London: Sage. p.8. 
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internationalization, individuation, and generalization of consciousness 
about humankind." 
Rather than referring to a multitude of historical processes, the 
concept above all captures "the form in terms of which the world has moved 
towards unicity".^ ^ This form is practically contested. Closely linked to the 
process of globalization is therefore the "problem of globality" or the 
cultural terms on which coexistence in a single place becomes possible.^ ^ 
World culture denotes the multiple ways of defining the global situation, 
conceived as responses to this shared predicament. As a process that both 
connects and stimulates awareness of connection, globalization dissolves the 
autonomy of actors and practices in contemporary world order. In this 
process of relativization, all units engaged in globalization are constrained to 
assume a position and define an identity relative to the emerging global 
whole.^ ^ 
Globalization has been occurring for centuries, in tandem with rather 
than as a consequence of the rise of modernity. In a "germinal" European 
phase^ ,^ starting in the fifteenth century, ideas about national communities, 
the individual, and humanity began to grow. In the following "incipient" 
phase, lasting until the late-nineteenth century, these ideas took more 
concrete form; for example, unitary states now took part in "international" 
relations. In the critical "take-off phase, from the 1870s to the 1920s, the 
main "reference points" of contemporary world society fully crystallized. 
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World culture encompassed increasingly global conceptions of the 
correct kind of national society, thematization of individual rights and 
identities, inclusion of non-European societies in international relations, and 
greater formalization of ideas about humanity7° Globalization in this period 
also included the growth of many other transnational linkages and standards. 
This is expressed concretely in the interaction between actors or groups 
holding different views of world order. 
a) Relativization. Each unit in the emerging world order takes shape 
relative to the other nation-states that surround it. For instance, as 
nation-states become subject to universal standards derived from a 
common conception of humankind, citizenship in those societies 
become relativized. Similarly, the Realpolitik common in the 
international system also becomes relativized as humanitarian 
principles invade this arena. The relativization of societies as part of 
the inter-state system occurs concretely in revived concerns about 
national identity. 
b) Emulation. Although globalization does not create a common culture 
in which everyone holds the same beliefs and values, using at least 
some common standards as yardsticks. Early cases are Peter the Great 
of Russia and Meiji of Japan. Emulation takes the form of 
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selectively incorporating ideas from a global arsenal. 
c) Glocalization. The universal ideas and processes involved in 
globalization necessarily are interpreted and absorbed differently 
according to the vantage point and history of particular groups. In 
™ Ibid p 59 
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some cases, this is done strategically, for example when global 
marketers create local traditions on the assumption that difference 
sells^\ More generally, glocalization captures the way in which 
homogenization and heterogenization intertwine/"* 
d) Interpenetration. Specifically, universalism and particularism have 
become part of a single nexus, united "in terms of the universality of 
the experience and, increasingly, the expectation of particularity, on 
the one hand, and the experience and. increasingly, the expectation of 
universality of the other." In globalization, the universal must be made 
concrete (e.g., state sovereignty embodied in particular forms of 
government), the particular becomes endlessly diffused (e.g., all 
peoples can and must have their distinctive identity). Hence 
globalization is "a form of institutionalization of the two-fold process 
involving the universalization of particularism and the 
particularization of universalism". 
e) Contestation. Globality is contested: "we are . . . in a period of 
globewide cultural politics^ ,^ involving "explicitly globe-oriented 
ideologies". Some of these advocate a tightly integrated world, 
others defend difference; some envision global gesellschaft, others 
gemeinschaft. Since religious behefs and movements are 
prominently involved in producing competing "world images," 
religion is a critical site for these contests. 
World culture theory portrays the process as ongoing and open-ended 
globalisation. All features of world culture, discussed above, entail continual 
change. Cultural conflict is the most common mechanism. 
" Ibid. p 29 
'•* Ibid p 40 
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Globalization provokes reaction/resistance. While opposed to the form 
of globalization that produces a world of equal cultures, fundamentalism 
substitutes its own global vision. Fundamentalists attempt to define global 
fundamentals and operate in terms of globally diffused ideas7^ While world 
culture theory emphasizes the role of reflexivity and worldviews in 
globalization, in principle change can originate anywhere. World culture 
theory is causally agnostic. 
Too often, globalization is seen as an exclusively Western 
phenomenon, an aggressive force that often endangers indigenous cultures 
and ways of life. But, as this view is not simply reductive - it explain one 
side of the phenomenon. Globalization is not about rampant capitalism, 
technology, or homogenization, but about the changed environments people 
create and manipulate as their societies globally interconnect. 
Tracing transformations from Chinese dynastic trade, through the 
bubonic plague, and up to today's telecommunications explosion. While 
interconnectivity has always expanded the environments in which humans 
operate, it has also generated substantial challenges. The most pressing 
issue, is in the necessity for stable, fair governance. The question-what is the 
most serious threat to contemporary well-being, - might evoke the answer: 
"Globalization." Globalization, many of us believe, is a powerful juggernaut 
of transnational forces intent on devouring the world for profit, and 
destroying local cultures and environments in the process. However, from 
the perspective of history, things look different. 
First, although globalization is often viewed as the consequence of new 
technologies and changing political priorities after the Cold War, it is in fact 
a much older force for change. A historical view of globalization, stressing 
"//>/V/.pp 178. 166. 
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the common heritage of humanity, enables us lo contextualize changes such 
as industrialization without assigning superiority to the West. The result is a 
much more inclusive interpretation of globalization. Second, a historical 
interpretation enables us to treat globalization as a process facilitating the 
most radical transformation of societies that humans have ever experienced: 
a transformation called democratization. Globalization is about the changed 
environments people create and manipulate as their societies globally 
interconnect, environments that have become increasingly commercialized, 
urbanized, and democratized. China's trade surpluses fed a network of 
regional linkages that stretched across the world's most populous continent. 
But the momentum did not last. China succumbed to Mongolian suzerainty 
and much of Afro-Eurasia fell victim to the plague they carried across the 
continent. Like HIV/AIDS and SARS today, the plague was an early 
indicator that interconnectedness possesses real dangers. In the 14th century, 
China lost one-quarter of its population and Europe, one-third. The resulting 
disruption encouraged European states to connect directly with China. In the 
process, they discovered the Americas, using its wealth to buy their way into 
the intra-Asian trade and establish a new Atlantic economy. Thus, human 
interconnectedness became globalized, and a whole new environment for 
human activities emerged. 
Today, the history of this early transformation is usually read in terms 
of civilizations and economic activity: Because Europeans initiated global 
networks, many observers stress European exceptionalism as its cause; 
because of the tremendous growth in commercial activities, many also give 
centrality to capitalism. But the transformation was much more extensive 
and destabilizing than these interpretations suggest. It accelerated the global 
distribution of plants and animals, transformed human diets, spawned rapid 
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population growth, and stressed environments as land-use patterns changed 
and urbanization increased. 
Authorities everywhere struggled to accommodate these 
unprecedented changes. Spain's rulers tried to convert their newfound wealth 
into the basis for hegemony within Europe, but in the end, power flowed to 
societies that gave space to wealth-generating merchants. This 
democratizing consequence of globalization challenged the interests of 
elites. They sought stability through exclusions of religion and race, as well 
as imperial and commercial monopolies. Frequently, they turned to war and 
conquest - outcomes that reduced global interconnectivity. Most elites httle 
undei stood the transformations they confronted. Rarely is it presented as an 
outcome of global production and trade in cotton and the expanding 
consumer markets globalization occasioned. Many analysts give centrality to 
technology in stimulating change. Yet human interconnectedness alone 
enabled industrialization to resonate so rapidly and globally. 
Industrialization enabled environments to carry larger populations, which in 
turn generated new social and political dynamics. More than ever before, 
technology generated huge profits, which made it desirable as an economic 
activity. Certainly the military power it generated attracted the attention of 
states. 
Yet most leaders still failed to grasp that security and well-being came 
from social empowerment, not conquest. They feared democratization and 
tried to reduce its impact. They sought colonial successes as alternatives. 
With competition increasingly drawn in Darwinian terms, they were 
prepared to go to war in order to retain hegemonic status at home and 
abroad. They failed, and World War I cost their nations tremendously - and 
not only in lives: It cost them the confidence that once energized the second 
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wave of globalization. Economic collapse quickly generated a brutal 
depression. The resulting inward-looking economic policies simply 
reinforced the drive to empire and conquest that had already exacted a high 
price. During the 1930s and 1940s, they provoked a second round of 
bloodletting. 
From World War II, the demise of many former ruling classes created 
the democratic space for political stability in industrialized nations and for 
international cooperation. It also enabled the dissolution of empires. Thus 
decolonization, too, was a product of globahzation. But decolonization and 
colonialism left third world countries poorly equipped, and development 
strategies gave little weight to the democratic imperative. Consequently, a 
democratic global divide emerged that still holds the potential to destabilize 
human interconnectedness. In addition, the third wave began with a new 
global ideological division, an unprecedented arms race, and a destructive 
Soviet-American rivalry. It was not an auspicious start. However, as the 
Cold War ended, corporate trans-nationalism assumed center stage. 
When postwar prosperity faltered in the 1970s, corporations exploited 
fears of recession to deregulate domestic economies and transform global 
regulatory systems to their advantage. As capital became more transnational, 
it harnessed a new generation of technological change to fashion global 
production networks. But it was not the only global force to survive the Cold 
War. 
Postwar democratization had sent Shockwaves of empowerment 
through industrialized societies. They reached deep into societies to 
transform working and domestic lives, family and social relationships, 
gender and race relations. They created wealthier, more educated, and 
longer-living populations able to connect with industry in new and 
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innovative ways. Civil societies represented the symbiosis between 
economic growth and democratization. They stressed the role of human 
agency in development and generated alternative global goals. vSuch 
transformations demonstrate the dynamic character of the third wave of 
globalization. Human interconnectivity has always expanded the 
environments in which humans operate. But, as we have seen, it also 
generates challenges. 
The challenges stand out: of extending and deepening democratization 
globally and good governance. Increases in inequalities, exacerbated by war 
and debt, have lost the third wave of globalization much of its legitimacy. 
However, like the empires of old, the industrialized world cannot survive as 
a world unto itself. Human interconnectivity makes that impossible. The 
process of democratization and good governance broadens the scope for 
wealth generation and capacity building, and creates the skills needed to 
manage increasingly complex societies.^^ 
As globalization has progressed, living have improved significantly in 
developed countries and some gains have been made by developing 
countries. That the income gap between high-income and low-income 
countries has grown wider is a matter for concern. And the number of the 
world's citizens in abject poverty is deeply disturbing. No country, least of 
all the poorest, can afford to remain isolated from the world economy. Every 
country should seek to reduce poverty. The international community should 
endeavor—by strengthening good govemance and streamlining the 
international financial system, through trade, and through aid—to help the 
poorest countries integrate into the world economy, grow more rapidly, and 
'"' Robbie Robertson. 2003. The Three Waves of Glohalizarion: A History of a Developing Global 
Consciousness. London & New York: Zed Books. 
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reduce poverty. That is the way to ensure all people in all countries have 
access to the benefits of globalization. 
Globalization - the growing integration of economies and societies 
around the world - has been one of the most hotly-debated topics in 
international economics over the past few years. Rapid growth and poverty 
reduction in China, India, and other countries that were poor 20 years ago, 
has been a positive aspect of globalization. But globalization has also 
generated significant international opposition over concerns that it has 
increased inequality and environmental degradation. 
Globalization is a contentious process. Ever since the term was first 
used to make sense of large-scale changes, scholars have debated its 
meaning and use. As the term became a globally popular buzzword, it served 
to crystallize disagreements about the direction of change in the world at 
large. By the end of the twentieth century, the meaning and merits of 
globalization were contested in the media and in the streets. Intellectual 
debate blended with political conflict. In the years to come, debates and 
conflicts surrounding globalization will increasingly affect the processes 
captured by the term. 
According to one popular view, globalization is the "inexorable 
integration of markets, nation-states and technologies to a degree never 
witnessed before-in a way that is enabling individuals, corporations and 
nation-states to reach round the world farther, faster, deeper and cheaper 
than ever before". By contrast, some groups of scholars and activists view 
globalization not as an inexorable process but as a deliberate, ideological 
**' Thomas. Friedman. 1999. The Lexus and rhe Olive Tree. 
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project of economic liberalization that subjects states and individuals to 
more intense market forces. 
Discussions of globalization often convey a sense that something new 
is happening to the world: it is becoming a "single place" and experienced as 
such , global practices, values, and technologies now shape people's lives to 
the point that we are entering a "global age" ^^ , or global integration spells 
QC 
the end of the nation-state . A new world order is emerging, according to 
"hyperglobal" accounts . Sceptics counter that there is nothing new under 
the sun since globalization is age-old capitalism writ large across the globe^ ,^ 
or that governments and regions retain distinct strengths in a supposedly 
integrated world^ ,^ or that the world is actually fragmenting into 
civilizational blocs^ .^ 
Globalization used to be widely celebrated as a new birth of freedom: 
better connections in a more open world would improve people's lives by 
making new products and ideas universally available, breaking down 
barriers to trade and democratic institutions, resolve tensions between old 
adversaries, and empower more and more people^ .^ Many in the West 
supported the advent of a new world order through free trade and political 
cooperation. By the late 1990s, cheerleading turned into jeremiads, a banner 
became a bull's-eye. The term globalization was used increasingly to express 
concern about the consequences of global change for the well-being of 
**" p. McMichael, Development and Social Change. 2000. P. Hirst and G. Thompson, Globalization in 
Question. 19%. 
*' Roland, Robertson, 1992, Op. Cit. 
Martin, Albrow, The Global Age. 1997 
'*'' K Ohmae, The End of the Nation-State. 1995 
"^  Held et al.. Global Transformations. 1999. 
**' Immanuel, Wallerstein. "Globalization or The Age of Transition''". 1999. 
'* Hirst and Thompson, Op. Cit. 1996. 
*• Samuel. P Hutitington, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order, 1996 
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various groups, the sovereignty and identity of countries, the disparities 
among peoples, and the health of the environment^'. Pohticians opposed to 
America's global influence and activists opposed to the inequities of 
oppressive global capitalism now portray globalization as dangerous. 
Globalization has thus become an issue in a wide-ranging global debate. 
Many authors attribute the dynamics of globalization to the pursuit of 
material interests by dominant states and multinational companies that 
exploit new technologies to shape a world in which they can flourish 
according to rules they set. An alternative view suggests that globalization is 
rooted in an expanding consciousness of living together on one planet, a 
consciousness that takes the concrete form of models for global interaction 
and institutional development that constrain the interests of even powerful 
players and relate any particular place to a larger global whole . 
According to one line of argument, globalization constrains states: 
free trade limits the ability of states to set policy and protect domestic 
companies; capital mobility makes generous welfare states less competitive; 
global problems exceed the grasp of any individual state; and global norms 
and institutions become more powerful. Others suggest that in a more 
integrated world nation-states may even become more important: they have 
a special role in creating conditions for growth and compensating for the 
effects of economic competition; they are key players in organizations and 
treaties that address global problems; and they are themselves global models 
charged with great authority by global norms. 
A standard complaint about globalization is that it leads to cultural 
homogeneity; interaction and integration diminish difference; global norms. 
' Hirsi and Thompson. 1996. J M\lic\mdn. cd . GlolHili:ation Cntual Reflections 1996 
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ideas or practices overtake local mores; many cultural flows, such as the 
provision of news, reflect exclusively Western interests and control; and the 
cultural imperialism of the United States leads to the global spread of 
American symbols and popular culture'^. 
The counterargument stresses new heterogeneity that results from 
globalization: interaction is likely to lead to new mixtures of cultures and 
integration is likely to provoke a defense of tradition; global norms or 
practices are necessarily interpreted differently according to local tradition, 
and one such norm stresses the value of cultural difference itself; cultural 
flows now originate in many places; and America has no hegemonic grasp 
on a world that must passively accept whatever it has to sell^ "*. For all the 
faddish talk of "multiculturalism" in the 1990s, there are few serious 
academic studies of the subject. Yet it offers scholars a great opportunity: 
here is an idea that spread across the globe and changed, at least among 
many elites, common ways of thinking about the diversity of nation-states '^^ . 
To business elites and leftists activists, globalization means the same: 
the expansion of capitalism around the world, backed by "neo-liberal" free-
market ideology. Of course, their assessments differ: elite opinion heralds its 
benefits, the critics lament the harm it does. In fact, according to the now-
conventional wisdom among opponents of globalization, the process is 
inherently "predatory." In his book, Falk accepts most of the critical party 
line. Globalization, he thinks, has "cumulative adverse effects . . . . on 
H Schiller. Mass Communiiaiions and Ameruaii Empire. 1969, C Hamelink, The Politics of World 
Conununicaiion. 1994 
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human well-being." It turns states into "quasi-states" ,^ limiting their 
ability to protect the public good. As a result, he notes despairingly, 
OS 
"Sweden can no longer be Sweden." The unrestrained rule of market forces 
favors the rich over the poor, inevitably deepening world inequality into a 
form of global apartheid.^ ^ 
Triumphant neo-liberalism, the project of turning the world into a 
market system, brooks no ideological opposition. The collapse of socialist 
alternatives, "at least temporarily" , has solidified market dominance. 
Regional organizations are "not yet" able to counter "negative globalism"'°'; 
the UN is hampered by numerous obstacles. The United States, "reasonably 
seen" by non-Westerners as a "moral cesspool" , continues to push the neo-
liberal agenda. Globalization, it seems, is not merely predatory, but 
unstoppable as well. 
Falk, however, is an optimist. He thinks disagreement in capitalist 
circles at the end of the 1990s can be exploited by people with more 
progressive views. As neoMberal confidence declines, opportunities for 
change increase . Progressive reform can build on advances under the old 
system, which did improve the lives of people in parts of Asia and foster 
commitment to some universal principles. A new politics of resistance, 
practiced by many nongovernmental organizations, promotes globalization-
from-below with increasing success. In support of this transnational effort, 
Falk offers normative principles bolstering the "rooted utopianism" of 
Richard Falk. Predalon Globalization 4 Critique. Pnnceion University. Polity Press, 1999. p 2 
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"cosmopolitan democracy." Going "beyond" free elections^^, the global 
democracy he envisions gives "primacy to the . . . . well-being of the 
whole"'^^. To achieve it, Falk sketches a plan of action for a global civil 
society, in the form of nine "normative initiatives"'^, such as renouncing the 
use of force and protecting the common heritage of mankind. In this way, 
Falk extends his previous work on models of world order, though his focus 
has shifted from solving the problems of the state system to countering 
economic globalization. 
In the emerging global debate, Falk represents what might be called 
the New Left. The Old Left, of course, hoped for revolution through class 
struggle. The Old New Left of the 1960s, active mostly in industrialized 
welfare states, gave up this hope to pursue antiauthoritarian reform. It 
broadened its social agenda beyond class warfare and income redistribution 
to include feminist and environmental issues. The New Old Left regards the 
demise of communism and the looming crisis of global capitalism as an 
opportunity to revive socialist dreams. The New New Left shares the Old 
Left indictment of capitalism and its hope for greater equality. However, as 
Falk's work illustrates, it pursues "humane" reform to improve "well-being" 
from within the system, rather than a wholesale reversal of globalization, as 
a normative project that does not rely on "matters of political economy" . 
Like the Old Left, the New Left encompasses a wide range of groups and 
issues, all part of building "civil society," but, as Falk argues, it now 
constitutes a more transnational movement with a distinct global focus and 
aspiration. 
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As an indicator of the state of the debate between globalisation and 
good governance in respect to states Falk presents a simple scenario: they 
lose out to the forces of globalization. Falk denounces rather than explains 
the consequences of globalization; he does not trace any particular impact of 
globalization in any particular place in any detail. The move to global 
democracy, he implies, will be all gain, no pain: not once does he ask what 
his altematives might cost, who will have to give up what, or how the 
transition from neo-liberalism should be managed. Cruelty unrelated to 
economic globalization or oppression in actually existing dictatorships 
appear to hold little interest for him. At a time when the world's most 
populous country still suffers under a grossly undemocratic regime, sloppy 
moralizing about global democracy seems both premature and misdirected. 
Findlay rather conventionally, stresses the unifying aspect of 
globalization—the way in which "predominant consumerist values" spread 
around the globe to form "one culture on the planet." Borrowing from 
Harvey and others, Findlay thinks globalization collapses time and space. 
The impact of all this on crime is, well, not entirely clear. "Globalization 
creates new and favourable contexts for crime," but Findlay never 
specifically addresses them. 
Findlay suggests that globalization creates change in societies. In 
periods of "transition" chances of "marginalisation" increase, which may 
stimulate crime, for example in the form of corruption. Certain kinds of 
behavior also become subject to a new kind of global representation of 
"criminal" activity because Western priorities create categories of crime. For 
instance, as Findlay says with the kind of ideological flourish that makes 
Mark Findla) 1999 Tlw Globalisation of Crime L riLlersfanding Transnational Relationships in 
Context Camhndsc UnixcrsUN Press 
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argument unnecessary, "[e]ven today the agenda for the 'war on drugs' is as 
colonial and imperialist as any recent military excursion"'^. Around the 
world, states engage in more and more similar crime control strategies, 
notably imprisonment. At least some kinds of crime are a form of resistance: 
"Many of the structures of choice for crime will be designed to counteract 
the consequences of further marginahsation, at least from within a group or 
sub-culture""°. 
Findlay's argues that "globalised moralities are having a greater 
influence [than unspecified "local" ones] over the representation, and 
claiming priority as the motive behind control.'"' He leaves us guessing 
what these globalised moralities consist of, how he determined their greater 
influence, how moralities "claim" priority, and how he found out it was "the" 
motive behind crime control efforts of authorities worldwide and the 
modalities to move towards good governance. With typical ideological 
posturing, he adds that "[t]he classical Westernised representations of justice 
are broadcast through the symbolic denunciation of the war criminal, the 
trial and punishment of whom conceals [sic] the complicity of world order in 
war crimes.""^ 
Globalization, according to Friedman, stands for "the inexorable 
integration of markets, nation-states and technologies to a degree never 
witnessed before-in a way that is enabling individuals, corporations and 
nation-states to reach around the world faster, deeper and cheaper than ever 
before""\ It is made possible, of course, by its "defining technologies," the 
"°/W^.,p.l24. 
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" Thomas L. 2000. The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization. Anchor 
Internet above all. Its driving idea, he adds, is free-market capitalism, which 
now has no serious rival. And globalization has all kinds of nice 
consequences. For example, it aids democracy because in a world of fast 
connections and open markets, governments must become open and 
responsive as well. It also gives more people more financial, technological, 
and symbolic power. It does not serve everyone the same way: unprepared 
turtles that cannot keep up and olive tree buggers disturbed by change 
engage in a backlash. But it will not change course: globalization is "almost" 
as inevitable as the dawn. 
Sometime in late 1989 the nature of world society changed. In the bad 
old Cold War era, governments choked economies, leaving consumers at the 
mercy of bureaucrats. International conflict endangered trade and 
investment. Due to sluggish technology, moving or communicating across 
the globe was hard and expensive. Information and power were concentrated 
in the hands of small elites. Then the Berlin Wall fell, and with it the old 
restraints on world markets. As international trade and finance grew, borders 
faded. Stultifying political division gave way to dynamic economic 
integration. By coincidence, technology leapt forward around the same time. 
Computer and communication advances sparked the Internet revolution. 
Empowered by such technology, individuals experienced a kind of 
liberation: as consumers and investors they could shape their economic 
destiny, as citizens they gained access to information and a greater voice in 
state affairs. The glorious new era of globalization had arrived. That, in a 
nutshell, is Thomas Friedman's picture of globalization. In many ways, it 
expresses conventional wisdom. 
"It." one realizes, is and docs many things. In fact, Friedman 
acknowledges, "globalization is everything and its opposite. It can be 
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incredibly empowering and incredibly coercive. It can democratize 
opportunity and democratize panic . . . . It leaves you behind faster and 
faster, and it catches up to you faster and faster. While it is homogenizing 
cultures, it is also enabling people to share their individuality farther and 
wider. It makes us want to chase after the Lexus more intensely than ever 
and cling to our olive trees more tightly than ever"''''. 
America's inability to impose free markets worldwide creates an 
opportunity to build a "regime . . . . in which world markets are managed so 
as to promote the cohesion of societies and the integrity of states. Only a 
framework of global regulation . . . . can enable the creativity of the world 
economy to be harnessed in the service of human needs.""^ The world is 
undergoing a Second Great Transformation. As free markets spread around 
the globe, economic activity loses its social bearings. Using its unique 
power, America promotes the project of laissez-faire in an effort to turn the 
global economy into a universal civilization. This produces everywhere the 
unsettling effects Americans experience at home. The unfettered pursuit of 
profit endangers societies by undermining social cohesion. America is his 
global psycho, suffering most intensely the delusions of global capitalism. 
Unaware that "[w]e have entered an era of Occidental twilight""^, America 
still pursues the impossible Enlightenment dream of creating one world 
civilization. It has felt the full fury of free markets, which have destroyed its 
families, increased inequality, filled its prisons, made its middle class 
anxious, and indeed ruptured liberal capitalism itself. Yet it keeps wanfing 
more of the same and tries to impose its delusions on others. Caught in a 
"' Ibid.. p.406. 
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mood of national hubris"^, obsessed by "messianic fancies," it cannot face 
the reality of being surpassed by others who possess superior virtues. Its 
central project is bound to fail. 
Concerned about inequality, environmental degradation, Coca-
colanization of culture, or the WTO's failure to protect sea turtles? Blame 
globalization. Treating globalization as universal scapegoat has become so 
common, in fact, that defending it may seem folly. Public debate on the 
subject, as Micklethwait and Wooldridge note, "is carried out largely on the 
1 1 O 
terms of its opponents" . Few businessmen care to justify their role in 
globalization, and when politicians call for globalization with a "human 
face," they already give credence to the critics' case. Globalization, they 
argue, is worth celebrating: it makes economies more efficient, individuals 
more wealthy, societies more free. It is "hardhearted""^, even "brutal and 
chaotic"'^°, and it exacts "occasionally terrible" costs'^', but on balance it 
improves the lot of humankind. Its chief benefit is not economic: by 
bringing down barriers, it "helps to hand the power to choose to the 
mdividual" . Globalization promises to make old liberal dreams come true. 
It may be true that open markets "go hand in hand" with open 
governments , but closer analysis of the actual connections between them 
would strengthen such sunny judgments. 
Few scholars think globalization is all of a piece. Instead, most now 
cultivate a taste for complexity. Globalization, they argue, consists of 
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tendencies and countertendencies. It happensxiiffefehtly in different places. 
It intertwines economic and cultural changes in subtle ways. The term 
encompasses both real processes and a particular kind of discourse. 
Understanding globalization, in short, requires attention to contradiction, 
variation, and interpenetration. Hay and Marsh have called this trend the 
"third wave" in globalization analysis . 
Mittelman joins this wave'^ ^. From the outset, he stresses the tensions 
inherent in globalization, those between "the powerful thrust of globalizing 
market forces" and "a counterthrust fueled by the needs of society"'^ * .^ 
Market expansion, he thinks, inevitably creates discontents; these sometimes 
crystallize as open resistance movements. To capture its variability, he 
argues that globalization is not a single phenomenon but a pattern. Case in 
point: the diverse ways regions participate in the new "global division of 
labor and power." 
Groups opposed to neo-liberal globalization, Mittelman suggests, can 
adopt different modes of resistance: they can challenge its ideology in the 
form of "counter-hegemony," they can assert self-protective control over the 
market in a Polanyi-inspired "countermovement," or they can engage in the 
kind of small-scale, everyday protests James Scott has called "infrapolitics." 
Each of these modes of resistance in turn can rely on different strategies and 
select different sites. Their collective target may be an economically driven 
set of processes, but Mittelman stresses that the meaning of resistance is 
"culturally embedded" and that acts of resistance in turn shape "cultural 
processes." As a critique of neo-liberalism, Mittelman's shares the 
Dem\stif\ing Globalization. 2000. 
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limitations of the genre. He does indeed refrain from romanticizing the 
global underprivileged; he is well aware that resistance to neo-liberalism can 
take many forms. He explicitly raises the question of what "re-
embedding,"'^' the antidote to dis-embedding market forces, might mean in 
practice, but offers no clear-cut answers of his own But his very first 
sentence, quoted above, echoes a familiar refrain: "market forces" stand 
opposed to "the needs of society." Not surprisingly, it is hard to find a single 
example here of workers or consumers who might have benefited from 
"market forces." How "market forces" can flourish without satisfying at least 
some needs remains, as usual, unexplained. Neo-liberal thinking itself gets 
short shrift. For example, in a chapter on gender and poverty, the "neo-
liberal perspective" gets less than a page, part of which is devoted to a 
critical quote from Polanyi. As conceptual analysis and critique of neo-
liberalism, Mittelman's exemplifies rather than advances recent trends in 
globalization analysis. 
James H Mittelnidii 2tXK) The Glohalizotion S\ndrowt Transformalion and Resistaiue, Prmccion 
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CHAPTER II 
GLOBALISATION ANfD GOOD GOVERNANCE 
What does "Good Governance" mean? What is the etiology of "Good 
Governance"? the term has a fuzzy adjective. One can climb great 
philosophical heights to ruminate on the on the mystique of the term "good". 
There are the Contractarians defending the crafting of government to move 
to aboriginal humanity from bad, nasty social status to orderly living under a 
specially created peacekeeping government. Then there are the Utilitarians 
normatively prescribing ^greatest good of the greatest number' as the 
mission of the government. It was John Stuart Mill who, in those hay days of 
utilitarianism, made an unusual comment that production of virtuous and 
intelligent people should be the basic criterion of good government. As Mill 
said, "One criterion of the goodness of a government (is) the degree in 
which it tends to increase the sum of good qualities in the governed....". One 
can cite Gandhi-J.P. Narain kind of regime paradigm with everyone growing 
and the last of the underprivileged coming out of the vicious cycle of 
poverty. Gandhian concept of Panchayati Raj was basically a state 
diminishing and society-enriching concept, reliance being placed on 
autonomous social groups. Admittedly there are many shades of political 
philosophy involved here, ranging from the maximalist and expansionist 
development-welfare orientation to minimalist, market-dominated roll back 
state concept of today. 
Traditionally, Governance refers to the forms of political system and 
the manner in which power is exercised in utilizing country's economic and 
social resources for development. It also deals with the capacity of 
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government to design, formulate and implement policies and, in general, to 
discharge government functions. Good Governance is associated with 
efficient and effective administration in a democratic framework. It is 
equivalent to purposive and development oriented administration which is 
committed to improvement in quality of life of the people. It implies high 
level of organizational effectiveness. It also relates to the capacity of the 
center of power of political and administrative system to cope up with the 
emerging challenges of the society. It refers to adoption of new values of 
governance to establish greater efficiency, legitimacy and credibility of the 
system. In simple terms. Good Governance can be considered as citizen-
friendly, citizen-caring and responsive administration. 
The meaning of 'governance' is somewhat uncertain in present 
discourse and needs to be clarified for our purposes here. Most 
contemporary scholars define the word very generally because they wish to 
incorporate within it actions of the civil society and international arena as 
well as the state. For example, Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye call it 'the 
processes and institutions, both formal and informal, that guide and restrain 
the collective activities of a group'.' In one of his classic works, Carl 
Friedrich defined Rule as 'institutionalized political power', which is 
stabilized and structured use of legitimized authority. Donald Kettl 
advances an agenda for rebuilding public administration doctrine that 
contemplates, among other things, more attention to network management, 
enhancement of inter-organisational processes, extended bottom-up public 
participation, and full use of information technology and performance 
management. 
Keohaiie. RO and Nye Joseph (2000) •Introduction", in RO Keohane and J D. Donahue (eds). 
Go\eniance in A Globalising World, Washington, D C Brookings In\tJtut]on Press, p 12 
"Friedrich. C J 196^ Man and His Go\ernment An Empirical Theon of Politics New York McGraw-
Hill, p 180 
' Keill, D F 2002 The Transformation of Go\eniance Public Administration for 21" Century America 
Batlimore. M D John Hopkins Uni\ersil) Press 
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Post-Weber/Post-Wilson conception of Public Administration 
The features other than those identified in the classical public 
administration are currently being emphasized on the basis of empirical 
studies of government administration in the west. The new approaches to 
public administration underline the importance of public policy-making, 
implementation and management within the overarching framework of 
liberal democracy. It is being suggested that the complexities involved in 
public pohcy-making and implementation call for a rethinking about human 
motivation and efficiency and effectiveness in the public sector. It is being 
argued that the classical model of public administration was unconsciously 
oriented toward rationality, specialization and division of work, rigid 
hierarchical structure and centralization. Successful management of public 
sector and efficient production of organizational outputs could not be 
correlated with the principles of classical public administration. As the 
critics argue, the Weberian claim of bureaucracy representing highest extent 
of rationality did not fit with the real-life situation in public administration. 
Weber"* famously described the ethos of bureaucratic office as requiring an 
official to conduct him- or herself 'sine ira et studio', without passion or 
prejudice. In reality, as the critics point out, rational behaviour is not a 
typical feature of modern organizational life. Organizational rationality as 
some form of collective expression of reasoned behaviour is rather fuzzy and 
does not conform to real-life practices in the process of governance. Public 
policy decisions are often a matter of myriad influences, pulls and pressures, 
and there are multiple actors influencing decisions. 
'Weber, M 1994 The Profession and vocation of politics . in P Lassman and R. Speirs (eds), Weber 
Political Writings Cambridge Cambridge Uni\ersit\ Press p V-^ 
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In this context, the behaviour of Simon's "administrative man" 
striving to achieve "bounded rationality" is very relevant. Acknowledging 
information and data scarcity, time constraint, perceptual limitations, the 
administrator seeks to eliminate certain alternatives and imagined outcomes 
in order that a course of action could be adopted purely pragmatically. Most 
public pohcy decisions, as Braybrooke and Lindblom observed, involved 
multiple interest reconcihng, and hence essentially synthesizing and 
accommodating in nature. Rationality-maximization is not what is intended 
in the actual process of administering. The "muddling-through' can be 
attributed to the nature of public ends and goals in administration, which are 
not always well defined and fine-tuned. Even irrationality as a component of 
decision, under such circumstances, may not be ruled out. The other point 
relating to specialization and division of work has been attacked as 
impractical and injurious to organizational health and productivity. Post-
Weberian view of public organizations has basically to be people-oriented as 
distinguished form structure-orientated, as successive research findings have 
pointed out that people in organization matter more than formal 
organizational structure. The Classical principles of public administration 
held the orthodox view that organizational productivity demanded 
mechanization and routinization of administrative work. The alternative 
view, rebutting the classical stand point, has been that instead of sharp 
delineation of work division and narrow specialization, the structuring 
principles must aim at employee job satisfaction, and for this purpose 
organizational work-outlay must provide opportunities for employees to 
work in multiple roles in much more flexible structures. There is 
considerable research evidence, since the early studies of the human 
relations school that clearly shows the organizational productivity does not 
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automatically flow from a grand organizational design, defining the 
functions to be discharged and coordinating the activities of each employee 
by narrow specialization and division of work. The classical public 
administration model has emphasised hierarchy as a structural design 
concept. Hierarchy means that power distribution and centralization have 
been built into the architecture of traditional public administration. 
Contrastingly, it has now been well accepted in organizational analysis that a 
decentralized (devolution of power) strategy is superior to centralized 
structure. It promotes adaptability, flexibility and mobilization of local 
initiative. Decentralization permits lower level operating units to interpret 
rules and regulations to suit local needs and to innovate in changed 
situations. Also, participative decision-making becomes a reality in a 
bottom-up approach that utilizes the fiill potential of people at basic 
operating levels. Contemporary view about public organisation is thus not a 
perfectionist one, as in reality there is no such thing as a rigid and pure 
model of administration. 
New Model of Public Administration 
The new approach to public administration, superseding the 
traditional model, can be distinguished with the help of the following 
features: 
1. Politic-administration dichotomy is unrealistic, irrelevant and 
unworkable, as the actors on either side frequently change positions 
and the two activities intermesh in the practical world of governance. 
2. In public institutional life, there is no such thing as purely rational 
decision-making. It is 'bounded (limited) rationality' that 
characterizes actual public decision-making. 
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3. In a hierarchy-ridden organization, it is the top that dominates and the 
bottom has simply to obey and submit. Top-down policy 
implementation does not, in actuality, work; there cannot be automatic 
accomplishment of objectives in the public sector or in any other 
sector. Bottom-up communication is helpful in implementation, 
trusting that basic operating units have the capacity to reinterpret and 
innovate in dynamic situational changes. Drawing on rich social 
science research evidences, it is now well accepted that public 
administration is best looked after by self-steering groups rather than 
closely supervised groups. Hierarchy is essentially power-oriented 
rather than work-oriented and is positively threatening in its 
operations. 
4. As practical administration shows, successful public administration is 
rarely rule-bound. What matters is goal achievement and 
effectiveness, allowing employees to play multiple roles. 
5. Centralization leads to rigidity. Hierarchy results in implementation 
deficit. Free flow of communication is impeded by rigid hierarchy and 
centralization of power. 
6. Public institutions operate efficiently when decentralized. Allowing 
lower level initiative and adjustment. 
7. In public administration tendencies towards irrationality are not rare, 
as many actors and forces impinge upon decisions and compete for 
accommodation. 
8. Public employees do not have any special type of motivation. In real 
life, ihey have often been found to act to maximize self interest like 
income, prestige and power, rather than public interest. 
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Thus the old idea of public administration being unique requiring a 
sheltered bureaucracy employed for life is now under challenge. The 
question has been raised why the bureaucratic form of organization should 
have the monopoly to provide public good and services. It has been alleged 
that bureaucratic failures that are numerous in reality, affect the society 
badly both immediately and from long-term perspective as well. There are 
various options available for the delivery of public goods and services, and 
society may benefit from the many suppliers syndrome. It is not necessary 
that government should always assume the role of a direct provider of goods 
and services; instead governments may operate indirectly, allowing non-
government agencies to operate directly in a wide range of social activities. 
This has been forcefully argued by the Public Choice/New Right group. 
Rigid, rule-bound, and hierarchical public administration does not suit the 
needs of a dynamic situation demanding speedy action. In this respect, many 
of the flexible organizational designs and practices pioneered by the private 
sector may be profitably introduced in public administration system with 
suitable modifications. The public-private distinction should not be 
fetishised as a matter of orthodoxy. In the larger interest of societal 
development, the two sectors should mix freely and collaborate whenever 
necessar)' and feasible. Even healthy competition between them should be 
welcomed to improve quality of performance and accelerate the pace of 
work. It has been argued that administration must be accessible, transparent 
and accountable. The citizen has every right to question how public fund is 
being spent and whether he is getting his money's worth. The civil servant 
has to be result-oriented, responsible and responsive. The bureaucracy has 
enjoyed security and anonymity at the cost of transparency. There must be 
more openness in administration and accountability for whatever is done or 
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not done. New Public Management helps in operationalising the concept of 
'good governance' and it focuses on management, and not policy and on 
performance appraisal and efficiency. It deals with converting public 
bureaucracies into agencies which deal with each other on a user-pay basis. 
It also uses quasi-market and contracting out to foster competition. It is style 
of management which aims at cutting cost, reducing public expenditure and 
a style of management which emphasizes on output, and providing monetary 
incentives to increased performance and empowering managers. 
Determinants of Good Governance 
Determinants of Good Governance can be related to the basic goals 
of a society as enshrined in its Constitution and other policy and plan 
documents. Apart form creation of institutions and framework for 
maintenance of law and order, the State and its authorities formulate rules by 
which the politico-administrative system governs itself. For some societies, 
the State plays a catalytic role to establish basic infrastructure for economic 
development and provide such services which may lead to social justice. The 
degree of involvement of politico-administrative system may, however, 
differ from society to society. 
Aid conditionality 
Referring to the background conditions of the 'good governance' 
concept, Leftwich points out that contemporary western aid and overseas 
development policy have three defining features. First, the aim of aid has 
been to promote open, market-friendly and competitive economies. This 
' LetiuRh. A 2(XX) States of Dc\clopmeiu omhepnmaL\ of Polnus m Dexelopment Cambridoe Polilv 
Press 
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policy was embodied in the new conditionality of structural adjustment 
lending, developed in the 1980s. Later, in the 1990s, two further features 
have been added to structural adjustment. These are support for 
democratization and improvement of human rights records, and insistence 
on what has come to be called "good governance". Development assistance 
to the Third World countries in the post-Cold War era has, thus, been 
subjected to the new politics of ^good governance'. In 1989, the concept of 
^governance's for the first time highlighted in a World Bank document on 
Sub-Saharan Africa. By good governance was meant, at that time, sound 
development management. Four key dimensions identified in this context 
were: 
(a) Public sector management 
(b) Accountability 
(c) Legal framework for development; and 
(d) Informafion and transparency. 
As the World Bank's document, entided Governance and 
Development (1992), puts it, "governance is defined as the manner in which 
power is exercised in the management of a country's economic and social 
resources for development." From its lending experience in many 
developing countries, the Bank came to realize that "'good governance" is 
central to creating and sustaining an environment which fosters strong and 
equitable development, and it is essential complement to sound economic 
policies." Three distinct aspects are identified in the conceptualization of 
"governance": 
Manor. J wiihR Crook. 2000. Demodafu DecentraIi:arion.OED\\'ork\noPdpcr, No 11. The World 
Bank Washington DC 
^ World Bank 1992 Gcnematue and Deuiopment SLC 
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a) The form of political regime (parliamentary or presidential, military 
or civilian, and authoritarian or democratic) 
b) The process by which authority is exercised in the management of a 
country's economic and social resources: and 
c) The capacity of governments to design, formulate and implement 
policies, and in general, to discharge government functions. 
The first aspect, it is admitted, falls outside the Bank's mandate. The 
focus of "governance" is, therefore, basically on the second and third 
aspects. Recounting its wide experience, the Bank document narrates 
vividly the problems of "governance". For instance, despite technical 
soundness, programs and projects have often failed to produce desired 
results. Laws are not enforced properly and there are often delays in 
implementation. Privatized production and market-led growth do not 
succeed unless investors face clear rules and institutions. In the absence 
of proper accounting systems, budgetary policies cannot be implemented 
or monitored. Many a time, procurement systems encourage corruption 
and distort public investment priorities. Again, failure to involve 
beneficiaries and others affected in the design and implementation of 
projects had often led to substantial erosion of their sustainability. 
Against this background of mal-governance. the Bank has attempted to 
focus on some of the key dimensions of 'governance', such as a public 
sector management, accountability, the legal framework for development, 
and the information and transparency, as already stated. Economic, 
human and institutional development are considered important in 
bringing about sound development management. The conditionalities of 
"good governance" are thus carefully spelt out, and as Bank document 
sum up; 
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'Governance' is a continuum, and not necessarily unidirectional; it 
does not automatically improve over time. It is a plant that needs constant 
tending. Citizens need to demand good governance. The ability to do so 
is enhanced by literacy, education, and employment opportunities. 
Governments need to prove responsive to those demands. Neither of 
these can be taken for granted. Change occurs sometimes in response to 
external or internal threats. It also occurs through pressures from 
different interest groups, some of which may be in the form of populist 
demands. Although lenders and aid agencies and other outsiders can 
contribute resources and ideas to improve governance, for change to be 
effective it must be rooted firmly in the societies concerned and cannot 
be imposed from outside. Hence, at first glance, the governance agenda 
o 
seem rather "naive and simplistic", to quote Leftwich. Fundamentally, 
however, it is in continuation of the Bank's "technical illusion", a kind of 
neo-managerialism encompassing more difficult spheres of political 
management of development' in the Third World countries. 
'Governance is now being defined in terms of an autonomous 
administrative capacity, reminding one of the first generation 
administrative theory centred around administration-politics dichotomy. 
Governance is sought to be "detached from the turbulent world of politics 
and the structure and the purpose of the state." 
The World Bank has identified a number of aspects of Good 
Governance which has assumed significance for the developed and the 
developing nations. These factors deal with political and administrative 
aspects, which are as follows: 
'* Leitwich. A 2000 States of De\elop>'hnt on the [yriinai\ of Politics in De\elopment Cambridge Polity 
Press 
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1. Political accountability, including the acceptability of political system 
by the people and regular elections to legitimize the exercise of 
political power. 
2. Freedom of association and participation by various religious, social, 
economic, cultural and professional groups in the process of 
governance. 
3. An established legal framework based on the rule of law and 
independence of judiciary to protect human rights, secure social 
justice and guard against exploitation and abuse of power. 
4. Bureaucratic accountability ensuring a system to monitor and control 
the performance of government offices and officials in relation to 
quality of service, inefficiency and abuse of discretionary power. The 
related determinants include openness and transparency in 
administration. 
5. Freedom of information and expression needed for formulation of 
public policies, decision-making, monitoring and evaluation of 
government performances. It also includes independent analysis of 
information by the professional bodies, including the universities and 
others needed foe a civil society. 
6. A sound administrative system leading to efficiency and effectiveness. 
This, in turn, means the value for money and cost effectiveness. The 
effectiveness includes the degree of global achievement as per the 
stated objectives and also the administrative system which is able to 
take secular and rational decisions and the system which is self 
propelling to take conective measures. 
7. Cooperation between the government and the civil society 
organizations. Thus, it is clear that good governance is not simply that 
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government can achieve or do by itself. Good governance depends on 
the cooperation and an involvement of a large number of citizens and 
organizations. 
These requirements are considered not only essential for good 
governance but are also important for sustainable human development. 
Similarly, the 'New Public Management* focuses on management, not 
policy and on performance appraisal and efficiency. It deals with converting 
public bureaucracies into agencies which deal with each other on a user-pay 
basis. It also uses quasi-market and contracting out to foster competition. It 
is style of management which aims at cutting cost, reducing public 
expenditure and a style of management which emphasizes on output, and 
providing monetary incentives to increased performance and empowering 
managers. 
The Indian Scenario 
After independence in 1947, there has been two major landmarks in 
the process of governance in India. One of those being the Constitutionalism 
and the other being Planned economic development. The Indian Constitution 
is considered the comer-stone of social revolution. The founding fathers of 
the Constitution have given Indian state a sovereign, socialist and secular 
democratic republic. It has been their major endeavor to secure for the 
citizens of the Indian nation, social, economic and political justice, liberty, 
equality, dignity of individuals and unity and integrity of the nation. To 
achieve these objectives, Indian state ushered in a planned economic 
development to raise the standard of living and to open for the people of 
World Bank. 1992. Governance andDi'velopmeiu. SLC. 
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India new opportunities for a rich and varied life. Indian approach to 
development did not mean augmentation of resources but a process of 
building institutional framework adequate to the need and aspirations of 
people. Stress was laid on politico-administrative set-up as a prerequisite to 
successful implementation of the plan document. Reform efforts during 50s 
and 60s, at the dawn of independence, India inherited an administrative 
system which was considered to be better than many in the developing 
countries and compared at par with the developing countries. However, the 
system was designed at the dictate of colonial regime. Consequently, there 
had been a significant endeavor to bring about structural changes in the 
administrative set-up to fulfill the aspirations of people as enshrined in the 
Constitution and plan documents. However, Indian reforms towards 
introducing 'new public management' during the last 50 years have been 
rather ad hoc and slow. It was in 1949, when Gopalaswami Ayyenger 
suggested improvement in methods of transaction of government business, 
that it was suggested to create an Organisational and Method Division in the 
Central Government setup. A.D. Gorwala in his report (April, 1951) 
emphasized on clean, efficient, impartial, effective and responsive 
administration for the success of democratic planning. Paul H. Appleby, in 
his two reports submitted in 1953 and 1956. also dealt with reforming the 
Indian administrative system through setting up an O&M organization in the 
Union Government and an Institute of Public administration. He also 
stressed on citizen's satisfaction. In 1954, Ashoka Chandra suggested ways 
to remove delay in the execution of projects. T.T. Krishnamacharya's report 
dealt with the training of Indian Administrative Services (IAS) officers and 
improvement in District administration. K. Santhanam's (1964) report dealt 
with corruption. In January 1966. a high powered Administrative Reforms 
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Commission was set up to give consideration to ensuring the highest 
standard of efficiency and integrity in pubhc service, making public 
administration a fit instrument for carrying out the social and economic 
policies of the government and achieving social and economic goals of 
development and as also one which is responsive to the people. 
In India, the Economic Administrative Reforms Commission under 
L.K. Jha (1983), advocated the need for accountability so as that greater 
importance was given to performance than mere adherence to rules and 
procedure. The Planning Commission and the Estimates Committee and the 
Committee on Public Undertaking have also influenced public organizations 
in the country to introduce modem techniques of management in areas of 
financial, project and human resource management. In the Conference of 
Chief Secretaries of States / Union Territories on Effective and Responsive 
Administration in November 1996 followed by a Conference of Chief 
Ministers in May 1997, it was recognized that govemance has to extend 
beyond conventional bureaucracies and to involve actively citizens and 
consumer groups at all levels to empower and inform the public and the 
disadvantaged groups, so as to ensure service delivery and program 
execution through autonomous elected local bodies. A New agenda of 
Reforms calls for right sizing public services, value for money, good 
financial management, efficiency audit and proper monitoring and 
evaluation are needed. It is necessary to introduce greater Transparency and 
Openness in the functioning of government and public bodies. 
Accountability in relation to public satisfaction and responsive delivery of 
service is a vital determinant of good govemance. Citizen's charter, 
indicating standard of performance, quality, timeliness and cost of public 
service needs to be given due importance. This should be supplemented by 
providing for periodic and independent scrutiny of performance of agencies 
against the set standards. Decentralization of power, participation of citizens 
in local decision making and implementation of schemes affecting their 
livelihood and quality of life are essential aspects of good governance. Thus, 
in India, consensus has emerged in achieving the goals of accountability, 
citizen-friendly government, transparency, right to information and 
improving performance and integrity of public services at the Central and 
State levels. A large number of states. Union territories and the Central 
Government have already taken several steps in this direction. The Fifth Pay 
Commission has also dealt at length with the issues relating to the size of 
bureaucracy, productivity of employees, public accountability, transparency 
and integrity. Achieving of the declared agenda for reforms towards good 
governance in India would require operationalization of 'New Public 
Management'. A number of steps have already been taken in this direction. 
Kuwaiti Scenario 
Kuwait is a state of sovereignty and has its own constitution presided 
over by the Emir, Al-Sabah, and its laws are legislated by the National 
Assembly, composed of (50) members, brought through free elections by the 
Kuwaiti people. Political legitimacy is the history of Kuwait has 
incorporated the foundation of a traditional and discemable political system 
that can be traced to the rule of Al Sabah family. The succession of rulers in 
the administration of the country was distinguished by a series of the 
achievements, as well as failures in the socio-economic and political 
evolution of Kuwait. The unique relationship between the rulers and the 
ruled and the continuity of some political power, based on counseling and 
consultation, has been carried forward into the modern and contemporary 
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system. Democracy is rooted in Kuwait history and in the Al Sabahs. Infact, 
the ruHng family is part of the evolutionary process of democracy, with 
people's participation being an integral part of every stage of that process. 
With a history of attempts at democratic reforms, it would be unfair to 
categorise Kuwait within the paradigm of the Arab world, which cannot 
boast of such democratic traditions in their history. It is precisely this factor 
which puts Kuwait ahead of others or clearly in a different mould of political 
structures. With the coming of the oil age, a new phase of 
"constitutionalism" was initiated. ^ ^ 
Kuwait adopts a stable and open civil law, qualified for settlement of 
all disputes, which imparted international respect to Kuwait and availed it 
profound political and economical relationships with most countries of the 
world. Kuwait is a member of about (50) international organizations, most 
outstanding of which is the World Trade Organization (W.T.O.). Kuwait 
shared in W.T.O. since its inception as GATT. Hence, Kuwaiti legislations 
are in harmony with and derived from international laws, which in turn 
extends full protection and guarantee for foreign investments. The following 
are the most significant relevant laws: The 1999 law concerning the rights of 
intellectual property and the law in 2000 concerning allowing non-Kuwaitis 
to own shares in Kuwaiti shareholding companies. The 2002 law concerning 
control of money laundry. 
Kuwait is a constitutional, hereditary emirate ruled by Amirs who 
have been drawn from the Al Sabah family for over 200 years. The 1962 
constitution provides for an elected National Assembly (Parliament) and 
details the powers of the branches of government and the rights of citizens. 
'" Shahid Jamal Ansaii 1992 Tolitical Partiupalion and Elections in Kuwait", Stiategic Anahsn. XV. 
no 9 Dtxembor p 88^ 
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Under the Constitution, the National Assembly has a limited role in 
approving the Amir's choice of the Crown Prince, who succeeds the Amir 
upon his death. If the National Assembly rejects his nominee, the Amir then 
submits three names of qualified candidates from among the direct 
descendants of Mubarak the Great, from which the Assembly must choose 
the new Crown Prince. Successions have been orderly since independence. 
For almost 40 years, the Amir has appointed the Crown Prince as 
Kuwait's Prime Minister. However, in an unprecedented development, the 
Amir, after the Crown Prince declined the position, appointed a new Prime 
Minister from the ruling family in July 2003. 
From the Western perspective, Kuwait is anything but a democratic 
creed and political system relatively liberal, tolerant of a fairly free press and 
moderate towards the growing pressures for pohtical change. An effective 
system of checks and balances as embedded in the US Constitution being 
one of the critical elements in any democratic society, Kuwait's Constitution 
has addressed this through the creation of a National Assembly made up in 
part by representatives determined through the process of free elections.'' 
The government bans formal political parties, but de facto political 
blocs exist and are typically organized along ideological lines. Although the 
Amir maintains the final word on most government policies, the National 
Assembly plays a real role in decision-making, with powers to initiate 
legislation, quesdon Cabinet ministers, and express lack of confidence in 
individual ministers. For example, in May 1999, the Amir issued several 
landmark decrees dealing with women's suffrage, economic liberalization, 
and nationality. The National Assembly in Kuwait later rejected all of these 
" Lee R Lambert and Eric I^nibcrl 1992 The Oiher KiOMitt An Ameiuan Falhei and Daughter's 
Perwnal Impressions (Ohio Lee R Lambert, p 185 
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decrees as a matter of principle and then reintroduced most of them as 
parliamentary legislation. 
In Kuwait, the rate of economic development is dictated by exogenous 
factors such as fluctuations in oil prices, changes in world demand for oil, 
and the level of volatility in the exchange rates of currencies belonging to 
the main oil importing countries. " Kuwait's legal and governmental systems 
are based on principles which guarantee the freedom of the individual to 
pursue his or her economic advancement with the minimum state 
interference, and the national wealth is distributed in such a way as to 
facilitate this pursuit. 
According to Al Yahya, "the Govemment will have to be less 
paternalistic and protective towards its citizens, who need to be exposed to a 
competitive environment if they are to face future developments with 
confidence. The proposal to privatize various sectors, starting with the 
country's telecommunications, is a step in the right direction but only a 
small first step'^. 
The tradition of democracy in Kuwait, which was made evident 
through the 1921 and the 1938 movements and was formalized soon after 
Independence, showed its nature of permanence during the late 1980s and 
early 1990s by way of the Pro-democracy Movement. The fact that even the 
informal democratic setups had taken shape in Kuwait is proved by the role 
of the diwaniyahs, which served as the forum for venting out the people's 
grievances even when the National Assembly was suspended. By not 
imposing curbs on the diwaniyahs. the Al-Sabahs kept open the doors to 
'" Dashu.Rola A . andLain.Fand H 1999 Kuwait and Glohalimuon Opportunities and Constramfi The 
IBK Papers. Senes No 56. The Induxtrial Bank of Kuxsaii Ku\sait 
" Al Yahya. Mohammed Ahdulrahmdn 199^ Kimait frt//WJJ/?<'/7/rr/i. Kegan Paul International London 
and New York, p 127 
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strengthen their legitimacy at all times. More importantly, the accountability 
factor, which was hitherto ambiguous in many matters, particularly the 
financial dealings involving the government, now moved to be the fulcrum 
of all future actions and the National Assembly earned itself the challenge of 
acting as the point of contact and clearance between the rulers and the 
common people. The result has been a strong national identity with 
workable national institutions but an identity that has involved a constant 
process of maintenance and reconstruction.'^ 
Globalization and Good Governance 
Globalization has often been defined as the process of economic, 
political, social and cultural integration through cross-country flows of 
information, ideas, technologies, goods, services, capital, finance and 
people. Governance, on the other hand, is the process whereby elements in 
society wield power, authority, and influence and enact policies and 
decisions concerning public life and economic and social development. 
Though globalization has been around for quite some time, but its pace 
particularly the rate of change has phenomenally increased in recent times. 
Some of its manifestadons are: 
a) Communications and connectivity (epitomized by TV and the 
internet)-
b) Breaking down of barriers leading to large-scale movement of goods. 
c) Services and human resources, technological revolution, 
harmonization of standards. 
'"* Crystal. Jill 1992 Kiiwdit The ruinsformation of an Od Stale \\esi\ie\\ Press Oxford, p 4 
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d) Highlighting of the competitive advantage'T>f nations along with 
emphasis on free and fair trade as well as non-discriminatory 
treatment etc. 
The importance of good governance in order to cope with the 
imperatives of globalization and capitalize on its opportunities cannot be 
over-emphasized. Some of the universally accepted pillars of good 
governance are accountability, responsiveness, transparency, predictability, 
participation, non-discrimination, non-exclusion, ethical behaviour and 
public interest. Among these, the critical success factors for smooth and 
seamless integration through globalization are, of course transparency, 
predictability, non-discrimination and ethical behaviour. In order to 
facilitate good governance, it was necessary to estabhsh a mechanism for 
policy co-ordination, set up of appropriate regulatory systems, manage 
government resources efficiently, de-centralize, provide a forum for 
grievance redress, and institutionalize altemative systems of service 
provision. Above all, governments have to focus on four 'E's, namely 
Economy, Efficiency, Effectiveness and Equity. 
The international experience with promoting good governance 
underlines the need for getting the fundamentals right before going in for 
sophisticated reforms. It also illustrates that there is always a gap between 
thought and action and hence the need to focus on successful 
implementation of policies. 
There is no time to lose and governments have, therefore, to leam 
quickly. However, at the same time, there are no quick fixes. Putting the 
right people in right places along with a visionary and inspired leadership is 
the key to success. There is a lot to be learnt from international best 
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practices; however, they have to be adapted to local conditions and not 
imitated blindly. 
The Indian experience with good governance has been relatively more 
successful with de-centralization, review of old and obsolete laws, 
introduction of e-governance, promotion of Citizen's Charters and 
introduction of freedom of information. However, initiatives for right-sizing 
government machinery, controlling corruption and introducing fiscal 
discipline have not met with much success. 
The whole context of globalization and governance is fraught with 
several paradoxes such as globalization vs. de-centralization, public vs. 
private sector, efficiency vs. control, focus on results vs. processes, public 
administration vs. public management (equity vs. efficiency), radical vs. 
incremental change and human rights vs. environment. Although these 
paradoxes are more apparent than real or inherent, it is necessary to tread 
carefully. 
Against this background, the litmus test for the success of 
globalization as well as governance is the Gandhi talisman: "Whenever you 
are in doubt....Recall the face of the poorest and the weakest man(woman) 
whom you may have seen and ask yourself, if the step you contemplate is 
going to be of any use to him(her). Will he (she) gain anything by it? Will it 
restore him (her) to a control over his (her) life and destiny? Then you will 
find your doubts.... Melt away."" 
Legitimacy and Effectiveness: Civil Society Organizations' 
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) or NGOs - as the most active 
agents of civil society - have crucial ad\antages as well as serious 
weaknesses vis-a-vis oovernment organisations and businesses. These can 
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broadly be divided into the categories of "legitimacy" and "effectiveness". 
The latter includes qualities such as flexibility, grassroots experience, and 
mobility, while the former would include public trust, accountability, and 
representation. 
As we know, freedom is conducive to creativity. NGOs are less bound 
by niles, traditions, interests, and procedures than government officials. 
Therefore, NGOs can more easily engage in social ventures, untested 
enterprises, and projects involving considerable risks. If they wish, NGOs 
can go against public opinion much longer than elected officials, who are 
more bound by their constituency or electorate. NGOs can be much more 
creative in bringing together cross-sectoral alliances and issue-related ad hoc 
coalitions than can governments and their agencies. A great deal of freedom 
derives from the fact that the majority of NGOs are, by their very nature, 
single-issue organisations, which enables them to concentrate their resources 
on that single issue without much compromise and without trade-offs. A 
politician must balance among competing interests. He or she must be ready 
to compromise and make trade-offs all the time, if he or she wants to be 
reelected. 
Since NGOs are often driven by issues the public considers to be 
worthy causes, as has been the case with Transparency International, NGOs 
generally enjoy a good reputation and trust among the public. In many cases, 
the independence of NGOs from business interests and government 
influence gives them high standing in terms of uncompromised moral and 
professional authority. Impartial information on controversial issues, from 
human rights violations to corruption, is more likely to be expected from an 
independent NGO than from a government agency or a business corporation. 
The latter might have other interests than "the truth, nothing but the truth." 
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In their monitoring and watchdog role. NGOs have a comparative advantage 
because of their professional and moral authority. Of course, we all know 
how fragile and vulnerable that trust can be. Many years are needed for 
NGOs to build up a good reputation, and it takes one bad move to lose it. 
Especially in the development industry, NGOs with grassroots 
experience can be very valuable partners for government agencies and 
businesses. They can provide vital linkages between local communities and 
funding agencies because both partners trust them. NGOs can provide 
development and aid agencies with vital feedback about what works on the 
ground and what does not. NGOs with local roots can mobilise indigenous 
resources otherwise unavailable for development projects. 
Thanks to easy access to information, and the capability to store, 
manage, and disseminate it with unprecedented speed, NGOs have gained 
very visible power in mobilising public opinion. There is a perfect match 
between information technology and the way in which horizontal NGO 
networks communicate. With the help of new technology, virtual 
communities emerge along interest lines and with affinities that cross 
geographic, political, and cultural borders. People from across the globe can 
ally and re-ally quickly with distant colleagues on issues they care about. 
Mobility and swiftness are crucial resources for NGOs in positioning civil 
society in the global (and local) public policy arena. Ironically, those 
attributes that constitute strengths for NGOs can turn out to be weaknesses 
as well. On one hand, freedom, mobility, and swiftness make the day-to-day 
operation of NGOs easier and more efficient. On the other hand, these 
features may raise legitimate questions about responsibility, mandate, 
constituency, accountability, and sustainability. 
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Mandate and responsibility are cornerstones of any good organisation. 
NGOs, and any other citizen groups engaged in public policy deliberations, 
must be very clear about two things: 
1. What is their mandate? 
2. Who they are responsible to? 
Too often, we see various groups claiming to speak "on behalf of the 
people," as alternatives to politicians and political parties. These 
generalisations, the "we the people" type of claims are not just false and 
misleading, they can undermine the credibility and seriousness of NGOs as 
well. In addition, these claims suggest that politicians and public officials do 
not act "on behalf of the people", and they, en bloc, are morally inferior to 
citizen activists. Although we all know corrupt and immoral public officials, 
the generalisation is false and unfair. 
It is important to understand that civil society is complementary, not a 
rival, to representative democracy, and participatory democracy goes hand in 
hand with representative democracy. Civil society is about participation, 
while parliamentary democracy is about representation. The civic politics of 
citizen participation and the parliamentary "party politics" of representation 
have a healthy dynamic of both complementarity and tension. Citizen 
participation carries its own self-originated legitimacy; it does not need to 
borrow legitimacy from representation. 
Unlike public officials, NGO leaders are not accountable to an 
electorate. On one hand, that limits their mandate. They cannot claim overall 
representation. On the other hand, this kind of "independence" from the 
electorate gives them the freedom, flexibility, and space, which constitute 
the "comparative advantages" of NGOs in national and global governance. 
In plain words, we need civil society organisations not because they 
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"represent the people"; we need them because through them we can get 
things done better. By their very nature, most NGOs are driven by, and 
focused on, a single issue. In most cases, it is a strong emotional motivation 
that compels people to take action. Personal commitments and emotional 
motivations are the most important resources NGOs can mobilise. The 
passion and strength that come from strong belief in a cause can multiply the 
impact of any citizen action. In some cases, however, the same passion can 
result in a "tunnel vision" or narrow-mindedness that can hinder the long-
term success of an NGO. Single-issue NGOs tend to judge everything by 
how their particular interests are affected. 
Whether we like it or not, there are some trade-offs between freedom 
and flexibility on the one hand, and accountability and responsibility on the 
other. While public officials are accountable to their electorate, and business 
leaders to their shareholders, to whom are civil society leaders accountable? 
The easy answer is that it is the "stakeholders" to whom an NGO owes 
responsibility. But, who are the stakeholders and how do they exercise their 
oversight? Even if we can come up with some reasonable answers about 
clients, paitners, members, funders, groups an NGO might work with or for, 
we know that the relations between an NGO and its stakeholders are often 
loose and difficult to define. Accountability of polidcians and corporate 
managers vis-a-vis their constituency is more direct, contractual, and time-
bound. Voters and shareholders have more control and sanction over what 
governments and businesses do than the constituency of an NGO will ever 
have over its activities. The varied nature of accountability reflects the 
different role and functions of governments, businesses, and civil society 
organisations. The best way NGOs can make up the natural "accountability 
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gap" is to generate public trust by full transparency and high standards of 
performance. 
Citizen participation and the emergence of 'global politics' 
Today's world order is more open, complex, diverse, interconnected 
and risky than ever before. Contemporary global order is increasingly the 
outcome of multiple, interlocking patterns of transnational interaction 
shaped both by state and non-state actors. Critical problems cut across 
national territorial jurisdictions and are being debated by a variety of civic 
associations in a widening public space. Global threats, such as financial 
volatility, environmental disasters, terrorism, drugs and contagious diseases, 
affect people's lives everywhere and are of such a magnitude that no country 
can address them on its own. 
Globalization dramatically increases the interrelation of the national 
and global spheres. But globalization is not only an economic or 
technological process. It is also a political, social and cultural phenomenon. 
It is not only capitals and goods that are being exchanged in the global arena. 
It is also information, values, symbols and ideas. It is not only markets and 
financial flows that are increasingly integrated. Flexible partnerships and 
networks are also enhancing the capacity of civic associations and social 
movements to participate and influence. 
The influence of civil society in the management of global change, in 
turn, could never have reached their present breadth and scof)e without the 
concomitant rise of citizen action. The growth of private action for the 
public good is a recent, massive, almost universal phenomenon. 
The 'global associational revolution' expanded and strengthened 
democracy at the national level. This was - and still is in many places - a 
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conflictive, uneven process. The trend towards more informed, participatory 
and responsible societies seems, however, both widespread and irreversible. 
Global governance - as well as globalization - is a highly contested 
process where the space for political action by states and non-state actors is 
greatly extended. This process is larger than the UN-NGOs relationship. 
Hence the question: is the UN system responding to the trends and 
processes at work in the contemporary international community or is it, to 
some extent, still captive of the past? 
The United Nations has played a key role in strengthening global 
governance by consistently promoting the participation of civil society in the 
processes of dialogue and deliberation leading to new forms of political 
regulation. The end of the Cold War and of the power politics associated 
with the conflict between two ideological blocks raised great expectations. 
The winners of the Cold War were the first to announce that the new era 
would be built with and not without the United Nations. And indeed the 
agenda of the Organization and its openness to engage with non-state actors 
were drastically expanded. Transnational issues with direct bearing on 
peoples' present and future quality of life became the order of the day. 
Throughout the World Conferences of the 90's citizen organizations 
articulated new ideas and proposals, argued and negotiated, protested and 
exercised political pressure, thus giving birth to an unprecedented 'public 
space'. International norms and standards, regulatory agencies and 
mechanisms were gradually established. The progress achieved in the last 
two decades in the recognition of basic universal rights and in the prevention 
of global threats was remarkable. 
This on-going process of building a cosmopolitan law represented a 
great leap towards a world order that is not based on the uncontested will of 
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sovereign states, but on universally agreed principles and norms. In a major 
break with the past, individuals were acknowledged as subjects not only of 
national law, but also of cosmopolitan rules, enforceable by transnational 
institutions. Human rights lie at the ver}' basis of this cosmopolitan ideal 
precisely because of their universal validity, addressed as they are to 
individuals in their human condition, and not in their capacity as citizens of 
a particular nation state. 
Concern for the wellbeing of future generations, embodied in the 
notion of 'our common future', is another powerful expression of this 
commitment to universal values to be preserved not only across space but 
also across time. Given its intrinsic, constituent diversity of actors, issues 
and forms of action, civil society is an expression of the social and cultural 
complexity of the global community and a strong promoter of 
multilateralism. 
In such an inclusive and participatory environment it was only natural 
that interaction between civil society and the UN system steadily expanded 
and diversified. The last decade was indeed marked both by an explosion in 
the traditional patterns of consultation with non-state actors and by the 
experimentation of innovative forms of partnership and collaboration. There 
is a growing perception that some processes have run their course. That 
citizen contribution for global governance must be better understood and 
valued. That greater consistency and coherence must be introduced in the 
rules of engagement with civil society. Former UN Secretary-General Kofi 
Annan stressed that a pause might be useful to take stock of emerging 
problems and demands, to revisit existing policies and procedures as well as 
to explore fresh alternatives and opportunities. Questions and challenges of 
different orders must be addressed for the UN to relate to and link up with 
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the vibrant source of energy represented by citizen participation, giving civil 
society the respect and the space it deserves. There is an undeniable deficit 
of political regulation and democratic governance in some key areas of the 
globalization process. There is in particular a clear discrepancy between 
economics and politics, between the interdependence of markets and the 
absence of effective global mechanisms for supervision and control. The 
United Nations structures entrusted with preserving peace and security also 
suffer from deficits of governance. As a consequence of the difficulties to 
'discipline and democratize globalization', the radicalization of the 'anti-
globalization movement' led to disruptive forms of public protest and to the 
questioning by a segment of civil society of the very legitimacy of some 
multilateral institutions 
Many NGOs feel frustrated with the obstacles and barriers to 
substantive participation in policy decision-making and in the actual 
implementation of agreed programs. Several of them also react to what they 
perceive as the risk of being confined to the social and humanitarian field. 
Conversely, many governments react to increased interaction with civil 
society, perceiving their growing intluence in the decision-making process 
as a threat to their national interests and sovereignty. This perception is 
compounded by the fact that there is a great imbalance in the numbers, 
capacity to influence and resources between NGOs from the industrialized 
and the developing countries. Civil society is not only diverse and complex. 
It is also deeply divided on its political options and tactical approaches to 
several issues. This is not in itself a problem, insofar as democracy is. 
intrinsically, a conflictive space. However, contrary to an often idealized 
self-image, civil society is not the realm of 'good values and intentions' in 
contrast to the logic of power and interests ascribed to national states. Civic 
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and community groups may also advocate for causes that are deeply 
controversial and, in some instances, incompatible with universally-accepted 
norms and principles. 
Of much deeper concern are the dark sides and murky corners of what 
has been called the 'uncivil society'. Global terrorism and the drug trade are 
potent expressions of the destructive power of non-state criminal networks 
and of their capacity to inflict tremendous damage not only to specific 
countries but also to the international order as a whole. Given the fact that 
the only forum entitled to produce rules of universal acceptance is the 
United Nations, unilateral action taken outside its framework cannot fail to 
undermine not only the Organization but the whole long and arduous effort 
of the international community to strengthen global governance. There is no 
alternative to dialogue and deliberation in order to produce generally-
accepted rules and norms. Ideological or religious definitions by some 
national states of what is good and of what is evil can always be met by 
definitions from other states pointing at the opposite direction. 
The goals, motivations and patterns of interaction with the UN of 
these actors are indeed quite distinctive. Given civil society's wide 
institutional diversity and multiplicity of areas of interest it is pertinent to 
ask the classical question as to 'who speaks for humankind' or 'from the point 
of view of humankind'. It is also worth noting that democracy has been, in 
theory and in experience, a national construction. In many countries the 
strengthening of democracy and citizenship is an on-going process. The 
patterns of relationship between State and civil society also vary hugely 
from country to country. In some the question is not even present at the 
national agenda. 
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On the other hand, given the interrelation of the national and global 
spheres as well as the interconnection of issues, citizen initiatives, whatever 
their scope, if successful tend to go beyond territorial barriers and influence 
broader processes. Advocacy and political pressure also combine 
simultaneous levels of action, moving back and forth from the local to the 
global and vice-versa. In a complex world, the answer to the question 'who 
speaks for whom' calls for new perspectives. The legitimacy of civil society 
organizations derives from what they do and not from whom they represent 
or from any kind of external mandate. In the final analysis, they are what 
they do. The power of civil society is a soft one. It is their capacity to argue, 
to propose, to experiment, to denounce, to be exemplary. It is not the power 
to decide. Such legitimacy is, by definition, a work in progress. It is never 
attained once and for all. It is gained in the arena of public debate and must 
be continually renewed and revitalized. 
Global governance and cosmopolitan law are based on the recognition 
of universal values. But universal values and norms cannot be imposed 
unilaterally. As Habermas''' puts it, values - including those aspiring to 
global recognition - do not exist drifting in the air. They do not have the 
status of products that can be acquired, circulated or exported all over the 
world. The only way for them to be accepted in different social and cultural 
environments is through a long process of dialogue and deliberation. Any 
other procedure amounts to the imposition by some of their particular views 
and principles upon all the others. Multilateralism also applies to the process 
of building values and norms. This process can only unfold if and when the 
voices of all the segments of the international community are heard on the 
^ Hdtvnnas. J 2(X)I OmhePiaginaUisofSiHiallntcraclion Prtliininan Siiultes m the Tluon of 
Coinmitnuarne -\(rion. The M\Y Prcs\ Cambndge. MA. (trans b\ B Fuliner) 
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basis of equality and reciprocity. Conflict and disagreement are inherent to 
these processes dialogue and deliberation. What is essential to ensure is the 
democratic character of the process itself. 
There is no alternative to democracy. In the same way that democracy 
was gradually strengthened in the domestic sphere through the interaction of 
many actors, also at the level of international relations democracy can only 
be achieved and sustained through argument and debate. Ultimately, the 
transformation of consciousness does have consequences on political 
behavior, on voting patterns, and on the orientations of governments. Thus it 
is essential for state actors, and for intergovernmental institutions, such as 
the United Nations, to meet civil society not only around institutional 
mechanisms and procedures of political representation, but in public debates 
in the global public sphere built around the media communication system. 
Good governance has recently been accorded a central place in the 
discourse on development and Globalisation. It is being increasingly argued 
that without an appropriate governance structure, the developing countries 
will not be able to generate either sustained economic growth or a 
momentum towards rapid poverty reduction. In some ways, this may seem to 
be a fairly self-evident proposition, but many issues need clarification -for 
example, what are the essential features of an appropriate governance 
structure, what are the problems involved in achieving good governance, and 
what actions need to be taken in order to tackle those problems. 
Governance is a somewhat elastic concept. It has been interpreted in 
many different ways so as to encompass many different aspects of social 
organisation and the institutional framework within which social and 
economic activities are performed. The present section focuses on one 
specific aspect of the institutions of governance -namely, governance at the 
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level of local communities. This focus entails a ran^e of issues involving 
decentralisation, people's empowerment, and the involvement of 
community-based organisations in local affairs, and the relevance of all 
these for poverty alleviation. 
DECENTRALISATION AND PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION IN 
LOCAL-LEVEL 
Governance 'Big government' is often blamed for the persistent woes 
of the poor in the developing world. It would be more accurate to say, 
however, that the problem lies in the wrong kind of government - in 
particular, in the prevalence of a governance structure that on the one hand 
meddles too much into the details of economic activities that are best left to 
the market but at the same time affords too little support on 'public' matters 
that genuinely require non-market-mediated governance. In the latter sense -
i.e., the absence of support in 'public" matters - one might even say that the 
rural people are actually undergoverned. as Thompson'^ (1991) has 
suggested in the context of Sahelian countries. Thompson's characterisation 
of the Sahel in this regard is generally valid for much of the developing 
world. The basic point is that while some activities affecting the rural poor 
are better left to the market, there is a large set of problems - characterised 
by market failure - that do require collective regulation or action by some 
sort of government(s) for their resolution. The problem of common property 
resource management is a prime example. Public utilities and provision of 
social and physical infrastructure also fit into this category. The reach and 
quality of governance in these spheres all too often fall short of 
Thompson, J 1991 'Doccnliali/alion GoscnuuKC and ProhIeni-Sol\ing in the Sahel' Sahe! 
Deceniralizaiion Polu\ Rcpoit. Vol I Tinani-e and Management Pro|ect AsstKiates m Rural 
De\elopment Burlington, Vt 
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requirements, because in most cases government means a central 
government located at some distance and preoccupied mostly with national 
or regional issues. 
To some extent, voluntary groups and community organisations can 
deal with these problems, but there is a limit to which they can function 
effectively. The characteristic that most obviously distinguishes a voluntary 
organisation from a government is the absence of the capacity to make 
binding, non-voluntary decisions backed by legally sanctioned coercive 
power. In the absence of this capacity, all decisions are voluntary and have 
to be taken on the basis of unanimity rule, which can prevent collectively 
rational decisions from being taken. Sometimes, local leaders assume 
governmental powers, illegally, so as to achieve some specific objective. For 
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example. Wade describes some illegal village governments in South India 
that were formed in order to manage local irrigation systems. But the lack 
of legality of these pseudo-governments inevitably constrains their ability to 
perform the full range of functions that a legally constituted government 
could have done. Besides, it also makes them vulnerable to extinction, or at 
least impotence, in tlie event of a clash with the proper government. It is, 
therefore, essential to first establish a legally sancfioned structure of 
decentralised governance, within which the community-based organisations 
can then play a role. Before proceeding any further, however, one must note 
that there seems to exist a profound lack of clarity on what the term 
decentralisation is supposed to mean. The concept seems to have evolved 
Wade R 1987 Village Republics Economic Conditions for CoUectne Actuv} in South liulia Cambridge 
University Pre;.N Cambridge 
For olhcr examples ot indigenous go\ernments with pseudo legaiUN see D Korten (1980, 1986), Uphoff. 
M T (ed ) 19S2 Rural De\etopmenf and Local Organizaticm m Ana Vols I &2 Macmillan Delhi, and 
D Curtis (199!) 
over time and has by now acquired several shades of meaning'^ (Mawhood 
and Davey 1980; Landau and Eagle 1981; Mawhood 1983; Conyers 1983, 
1984). The first widespread use of this term in the development literature 
began in the 1950s, when a fairly consistent set of institutional changes were 
being introduced by the colonial powers (especially Great Britain) in 
preparation for granting independence to many African countries.^^ This 
'classic' decentrahsation, as Mawhood and Davey (1980) described it, was 
organised around five principles: 
a) Local authorities should be institutionally separate from central 
government and assume responsibility for a significant range of 
local services (primary education, clinics and preventive health 
services, community development, and secondary roads being the 
most common). 
b) These authorities should have their own funds and budgets and 
should raise a substantial part of their revenue through local direct 
taxation. 
c) Local authorities should employ their own staff, although in the 
initial stage the regular civil service staff could be employed 
temporarily. 
d) The authorities would be governed internally by councils, 
predominantly composed of popularly elected representatives. 
e) Government administrators would withdraw from an executive to an 
advisory and supervisory role in relation to local government. 
Conjers. D (1983) "Decentraluation The Latest Fashion in Development Administration"', Piiblii 
Administration and De\elopment. Vol 3. No 2. pp 97-109 Con)ers. D (1984) "Decentralization and 
De\elopmenl A Revie\s of the Literature". Publu \dm\nisnauon and De\elopment, Vol 4, No 2, pp 
187-197. Landau. M and Eagle. E 1981 On the Concept of Decentralization Institute of International 
Studies, Uni\ersit) of Califomia Berkeley 
"" The following discussion follows closel) the exfX)sition given in Ostroiii et a! (199^ 3) 
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In the event, classic decentralisation rarely took place. Instead, the 
political leadership of developing countries usurped the term to describe 
very different types of administrative reorganisations. As a result, the term 
decentralisation has now come to be used in senses that deviate in many 
ways from the above characterisation. Because of these variations, it has 
rightly been suggested that "...decentralisation is not one thing; nor is it even 
a series of degrees along a spectrum or scale. For comprehensibility and 
utility in policy circles, the overarching abstraction 'decentralisation' must 
be split into a host of separate, occasionally conflicting entities" (Cohen et 
al. 1981). One classification scheme distinguishes four different forms of 
decentralisation - viz. deconcentration, devolution, delegation and 
privatisation/partnership (Rondinelli and Nellis 1986; Rondinelli et al. 
1987; Blair 1995,1998). 
Deconcentration refers to institutional changes that shift the authority 
to make certain types of decisions from national civil service personnel in 
the capital to national civil service personnel posted at dispersed location. In 
this arrangement, staff and resources are transferred from headquarters to 
lowers units of administration, under chief 
officers who can take operational decisions without reference to the 
headquarters. 
Devolution refers to reorganisation efforts that approximate 'classic' 
decentralization most closely, in that significant amounts of independent 
Cohen, S S.Dyckman. J W , Schoenberger. E and Downs, C R 1981 Decentralization A Framework 
for Police Anahsis Institute of International Studies, Universit) of California Berkeley 
" Blair, H 1995 "Assessing Democratic Decentralization " A C/D£ Concepf/'apcr. USAID Washington, 
D C . Blair, H 1998 Spreading Pov^er to the Penplier\ An Assessment of Democratic Local Governance 
USAID Washington, D C , Rondinelli. D A and Neliis, J R 1986 "Assessing Decentralization Policies 
in De%eloping Countnes The Case for Cautious Optimism", Development Policv Review, Vol 4, pp "^-2 ,^ 
Rondinelli, D A, McCullough, S and Johnson R W 1987 "Decentralization of Public Services in 
De\eloping Countnes A Framework for Policy Analysis and Implementation', Working Paper in 
Decentralization m De\elopin^ Country Series Research Tnangle Institute Research Triangle Park. N C 
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legislative and fiscal authority are transferred to subnational governments. 
Responsibilities and resources are transferred to these local governments 
with a large degree of autonomy to decide how to use the resources. 
Delegation refers to transfers of authority to public corporations or 
special authorities outside the regular bureaucratic structure. Agents not 
belonging to public administration are delegated by the central government 
to perform specific functions. The central government sets the objective of 
the delegated agents and transfer resources to them on the basis of approved 
plans and budgets, but the agents have a fair degree of autonomy in 
performing their functions and may even have autonomous sources of 
revenue, including borrowing from the capital market. 
Privatisation/Partnership refers to transfer of responsibility for public 
functions to voluntary organisations or private enterprises. The objective 
here is to mobilise the capacity and initiatives of civil society organisations 
(CSOs) working for social and economic development. Resources are 
transferred to the CSOs who enter into an agreement with the government on 
the basis of an indicative programme of work. Government does not 
interfere with their plans and budgets, but enforces ex post controls over the 
use of resources. Of the four forms of decentralisation described above, 
obviously deconcentration amounts to the least amount of transfer of power 
to the local people. As such, this type of administrative organisation can 
hardly be described as a move towards the development of local governance. 
Delegation too does not by itself transfer power to the local people, although 
the delegated agencies have the scope for involving local people in their 
decision-making process. It is the two other forms. It is arguable that 
people's participation in the process of governance is an essential 
precondition for successful decentralisation. This is so from the point of 
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view of both efficiency and equity. One of the reasons why decentralisation 
is claimed to be conducive to efficiency is because it enables local-level 
services to be tailored according to local preferences. But what is the 
mechanism through which local preferences are to be known? The only 
feasible way is to have an inclusive process of local governance through 
which each segment of the population can express and fight for their 
preferences. 
This point is underlined by Klooster"^ in a revealing comparison 
between successful and unsuccessful cases of community-based resource 
management in Mexico. He has identified two disfinguishing features of 
successful management: (a) vigorous, regular and well-attended community 
assemblies, and (b) the existence of accounting and reporting practices that 
provide community members with healthy flow of informafion. Apart from 
making it easier to allocate resources according to preferences, there are 
several other ways in which participation can improve the efficiency as well 
as equity of resource use. '^' Most importantly, participation makes it possible 
to utilise local people's knowledge about local conditions in solving local 
problems more efficiently. Thus, community participation has been known 
to have improved the efficiency of irrigation systems by making use of local 
knowledge on soil conditions, water velocity and shifting water courses 
(e.g.. Chambers 1988; Ascher and Healy 1990: Ostrom, Lam and Lee 1994); 
of water and sanitation projects, by ensuring that these are located where 
Kloosier D 2000 "Insiitutional Choice. Community, and Siniggle A Case Study ot Forest Co-
Management in Mexico". World Development. Vol 28. No 1. pp 1-20 
For recent comprehensive reviews of the impact of communiiN participation, see Adato et al (1999b) and 
Manor (1999) 
Ascher, W and Healy R 1990 Natural Resource Polic\makmg in Developing Countries Duke 
University Press Durham N C. Chambers, R 1988 Managing Canal Irrigation Practical Anahsis from 
South Asia Oxford Universil> Press Delhi, Ostrom, E , Lam, \\ and Lee, M 1994 'The Pertormance of 
Self-Goserning Irrigation Svstems in Nepal", Human S^5tems Management. Vol 1 ^. No ^, pp 197-207 
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they are most likely to be used (Manikutty 1998)'^ ; of public work projects, 
by utilising local knowledge about safety hazards and vandalism^^ (Adato et 
al. 1999a). 
Kuwait has gone through several experiments in political 
participation, some of which succeed and other of which failed. Yet this 
formed a historic legacy and paved the way to make Kuwait capable to take 
the initiative in assuming a parliamentary regime in the independence era. 
Despite the emergence of democratic institutions in Kuwait, and the role of 
the National Assembly, the parliamentary experiment remains brief 
compared to the age of the nation and state. Moreover, democratization has 
faced several downfalls, not least of which has been the dissolution of the 
assemblies of 1976 and 1986.'^  
As the ruling family was consolidating its hold, a third institution was 
inexorable developing: the Kuwait bureaucracy. This bureaucracy, one of 
the largest per capita government machines in the world, barely existed 
before the oil era. It took oil revenues for a real bureaucracy to emerge. 
The government has made a significant effort to Kuwaitize the bureaucracy. 
With the opposition in Kuwait dominating the entire campaign during 
elections, speculation mounted about nature of future relations between a 
parliament dominated by the opposition and the government. It was felt that 
the process of democratization would not work unless a centrist position 
emerged among all the political forces, including those of the government. 
"" Manikuti). S 1998 "Communily Participation Lessons from Expenences in Five Water and Sanitation 
Protects in India", Development Polu\ Re\ie\i. Vol 16. No "5. pp 'i71-4(>4 
Adato. M . Haddad. L , Horner, D, Ra\jee. N and Ha)wood. R 1999a From Works to Public Wotks 
The Perfoimame of Labour-lntensne Public \\ork\ in Western Cope Pro\ince, South Africa Report 
siibtuittcii to the Department for Intemaliona} Dcxehpmcnt. London 
Avsiri, Abdul Reda 1996 The Go\ernnienr and Potilics ot Kuwait Principle<! and Practices, Kuwdil. 
pp 102-10^ 
"'Cr\slal Jill 1992 Kuwait The Transformation of un OilStait West\lew Press Oxford, p 100 
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capable of striking a reform deal. The opposition, whose announced goal 
was to save Kuwait through reform, saw that no reform would be possible 
without a balanced approach to the country's pohtical problems.^^ 
In Indian scenario, the value of truly participatory decentralisation has 
thus been firmly established. It should be borne in mind, however, that the 
examples of benefit are drawn mostly from isolated success stories. The fact 
remains that the history of attempts to institutionalize participatory 
decentralisation on a wide scale is replete with many more cases of failure 
than of success. The sources of failure can be classified into two broad 
categories: (a) the problems associated with transferring power from the top 
downwards, and (b) the problems associated with organising people at the 
grassroots level so that all segments of the people, including the poorer and 
the weaker ones, can effectively participate. The following two sections take 
up these two sets of problems in turn. 
The slogan of participation and decentralisation has all too often been 
used by politicians as a rhetorical device to strengthen their own power at 
the centre of government. The affairs of each rural community were to be 
managed by a representative body, the rural council. A recent evaluation has 
noted, however, that councillors did not feel that their views were taken into 
account in the initiation and execution of local development projects, with 
the result that the reform did not represent a major departure from French 
administrative practice, in that the state and its agents retained full 
supervisory control over all aspects of local level actions (Vengroff and 
"' Ghabra, Shafeeq 1994 'Democratization in a Middle ElaMem State Kuwait', Middle East Polic\, 
Volume III Number 1, p 110 
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Johnston 1987)^'. Slater^" observes that "rationalization and consoHdation of 
centrahzed authority lay at the roots of the spatial restructuring of state 
power, so that decentralization was mere illusion or myth than hard 
institutional reality." 
If the unwillingness of the centre to relinquish or share power acts as 
one major impediment to effective decentralisation, the other stumbling 
block is the inability of the weaker sections of the community to participate 
effectively in the structure of local govemance. In a recent study, Blair 
(2000)^ ^ has attempted to identify the conditions under which truly 
participatory decentralisation can become a reality, by identifying the 
common characteristics of relatively successful case?"* His analysis points to 
two related conditions. First, participation must be extensive - bringing as 
many citizens as possible into the political process, and secondly, 
accountability must be ensured - mechanisms must be set up that can hold 
the governors responsible to the governed for their actions. On the first 
condition, experience suggests that special efforts will have to be made to 
enhance the participation of women and minorities, if necessary by reserving 
seats for them in village committees, because they are likely to be excluded 
from the corridors of power in the normal course of things. As for 
accountability, Blair's study reveals that there exists a wide range of 
instruments or mechanisms through which citizens can exercise control over 
their officials. These include encompassing mechanisms such as elections as 
Vcngroff, R. and Johnston, A. 1987 "Decentralisation and the Implementation of Rural Development in 
Senegal, the Role of Rural Councils', Public Admmistration and Dexelopment. Vol.7, pp. 273-88. 
' Slater, D. 1989. 'Territorial Power and the Peripheral State The Issue of Decentralization", Development 
and Change, Vol. 20, No 3, p.514 
Blair, H. 2000. 'Participation and Accountability in Penpher. Democratic Local Governance in the 
Penphery', WorldDevelopmenr. Vol 28. No l.pp 21-39. 
The case is Indian state ol Karnaiaka 
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well as fine tuning mechanisms such as public meetings and opinion 
surveys. Any one of these mechanisms, on its own, may not be able to do 
much, but in combination they can be powerful enough to ensure effective 
accountability. This finding is in line with a growing body of empirical 
research based on both past and recent history, which shows that weaker 
categories of users of common property resources are frequently excluded 
by dominant groups in order to achieve efficient use of resources. This 
kind of governance structure may be decentrahsed in some sense, but it can 
hardly claim to be the kind of governance that is suitable for making a 
serious assault on poverty. India has gone down a different path in order to 
ensure broad-based participation. They have chosen the system of popularly 
elected village councils or panchayats as the vehicle through which different 
segments of the populafions are to fight for their interests. The two Indian 
states of Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh discuss at length the evolution, 
strengths and weaknesses of this system. India has a fairly long history of 
panchayat administrafion. At the insistence of Mahatma Gandhi, the concept 
of panchayat found a place in the Constitution of India. Article 40, one of 
the Directive Principles, states that "the state shall take steps to organise 
village panchayats and endow them with such powers and authority as may 
be necessary to enable then to function as units of self-government." In 
practice, however, until recently the system was no more than either an 
appendix of official bureaucracy or a vehicle for legitimising traditional 
village hierarchies. A break ft-om this tradition was first made by the Indian 
state of West Bengal, where beginning from the 1980s the ruling communist 
'^  Andre, C. and Plaiteau. J. P. 1997, "Land Relations under Unbeatable Stress: Rwanda Caught in a 
Malthusian Trap", Journal of Economic Behaviour and Organization, vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 1-47; Cohen, J. 
and Weiizman. 1975. 'A Marxian Wkw of Endosmes'. Journal of Development Economics, Vo]. l.No. 4, 
pp. 287-336; Peters, P. E. 1994. Dividing the Commons: Politics. Policy and Culture In Botswana. The 
University Press of Virginia: Charlottesville. 
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party effecli\ely used the village panchayats as a countervailing force 
against both the traditional elite and official bureaucracy. At the same time, 
the central government tried to beef up the system through new legislation 
geared towards making the panchayats more responsive to the needs of the 
weaker segments. 
The first round of panchayat elections under the new legal framework 
took place in Karnataka, followed soon by Madhya Pradesh. There is a 
general expectation that the revamped panchayats would represent a much 
greater degree of participatory decentralisation than was the case with the 
earlier moribund system. The reasons for this expectation are two-fold. First, 
the new legal framework has made it mandatory to ensure representation of 
the weaker segments by reserving seats for women and the lower castes. 
Secondly, the State governments have committed to transfer much greater 
power and resources to the panchayats than they did in the past. The state of 
Kamataka^^ has probably gone further than any other state of India in 
strengthening the panchayat system through legal means. The system 
received a big boost in 1983 with the enactment of a legislation that 
transferred a wide range of powers from the state level to the lower levels. 
Furthermore, in a bold move that did away with the old system of 
government officials acting as the chief executive even when elected 
panchayats existed, the new legislation made the leader of the panchayats 
the chief executive of the relevant administrative unit. The system was 
further improved by the act of 1993. In an effort to ensure that the elected 
members of panchayats cannot ride roughshod over the ordinar)' people at 
their whim, the village assembly (gram sabha) consisting of all persons on 
'' Go\emment o( Karnataka 1999 Human De\elopnunt in Kurnataka 1999 (mimeo ) Go\einmcnt ol 
Karnataka (India) Bangalore 
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the electoral roll in the village has been made the foundation of the entire 
structure of decentralised governance. The assembly meets twice a year to 
review the accounts and performance of the village panchayat and identify 
beneficiaries for various development programmes. 
Apart from using the village assembly as a check against abuse of 
power by elected representatives, measures have been taken to broaden 
popular representation among the elected members themselves. The law 
stipulates that at least one third of the seats are reserved for women, apart 
from reservation for the scheduled castes (15%), scheduled tribes (3%) and 
other backward classes (33%). In practice, the representation of the weaker 
groups has turned out to be somewhat higher than the minimum stipulated 
by the law. Thus in the early 1990s, some 43 per cent of village panchayat 
members were women, 22 per cent belonged to the scheduled castes, 9 per 
cent to the scheduled tribes and 35 per cent to other backward classes. 
Another important feature is the reservation of a minimum number of 
chairpersons and vice chairpersons of different tiers of panchayats for the 
weaker sections. Thus, women must have at least one-third of these 
positions, the scheduled castes and tribes must have positions in proportion 
to their population (subject to a minimum number) and other backward 
classes must have one-third of the posts. The statutory reservation of seats 
for women and other weaker classes have clearly made a difference in 
ensuring broader participation. In Madhya Pradesh, in the late 1990s, more 
than one-third of all panchayat members were women. This is no mean 
achievement in a state where female literacy and other indicators of 
women's status are one of the lowest in the country. A tank was built in 
Darhad, Karnataka, India. It was inaugurated with great fanfare. The tank 
had taps on all sides but it didn't have a cover. It was left open. Leaves and 
seeds from the tamarind and banyan trees nearby would fall into the tank. 
Water in the tank became so contaminated that many children began to 
suffer from dysentery. The women's sangha in the village sent petitions and 
appeals to the zilla and taluk panchayats but there was no response. When 
they went to the taluk panchayat office, they were taunted: 'Why have you 
women have come to waste our time?' They shouted at the women and sent 
them back. Some time later there was elections to the taluk panchayat. The 
women in the village decided that they would boycott the elections. They 
said they didn't need panchayat help for anything and would, therefore, not 
vote for anyone. Persons who came to the village to canvass votes got 
worried. They agreed that the tank should be cleaned and provided with a 
cover by the very next day. They gave a commitment to do so in writing. 
What had actually happened was that the gram panchayat chairman had 
pocketed the money meant for the tank cover. Because of he condition laid 
down by the women and fear of an inquiry into the matter, the chairman took 
out a loan and got the tank covered overnight." 
All this no doubt represents a significant advance. But representation 
by itself is not enough and the question still remains how well do the weaker 
segments really feel empowered vis-a-vis the traditional elite and official 
bureaucracy. There do exist some isolated examples of empowerment that 
has ensued from the electoral process, but on the whole there is still a 
general presumption that the elite domination of local government is far 
from over. As the Madhya Pradesh study notes: "Despite the limitations that 
such efforts at political decentralisation have in a context of unevenly owned 
economic resources, the emergence of a new leadership at the local level has 
had a dramatic impact in a chuming of rural polity in Madhya Pradesh. The 
' Go\ ernment of Karnalaka, Human Development Report in Karnataka {1999}. 
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drama is still unfolding and the contestation between existing power 
structures of landlord-petty bureaucrat nexus with the new leadership is far 
from setded." 
The preceding sections have identified two major impediments 
towards achieving 
truly participatory governance at the local level: viz. the reluctance of the 
centre to relinquish power and the domination of the traditional elite at the 
local level in India. Both are deep-seated problems and cannot be removed 
overnight simply by decreeing some system of decentralisation - whether it 
is done by co-opting the traditional social structure, with reservations for the 
weaker segments, as in India. Nobody relinquishes power easily - be they 
the politicians and bureaucrats at the centre or the traditional elite in the 
village. Social forces must be created that would compel them to 
countenance sharing of power. An essential part of this social process is the 
gradual empowerment of the poor, so that they can convert their numerical 
strength into genuine bargaining power. There are two essential elements of 
this process of empowerment in Indian case. 
One is social mobilisation. It is because of illiteracy, economic 
insecurity, and a general lack of self confidence, the poor cannot in general 
be expected to organise themselves entirely on their own without outside 
help. It is essential to make a conscious effort at social mobilisation with the 
help of change agents. The process of social mobilisation must therefore by 
accompanied by measures to remove extreme insecurities of the poor. 
A somewhat different model of social mobilisation has been adopted 
in Madhya Pradesh. There, the primarily responsibility has been taken up by 
a specially designed government institution called Rajiv Gandhi Missions 
(named after the late Prime Minister of India). There are a number of 
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Missions, each of which is composed of senior officials from several 
ministries, works independently of line ministries, and is entrusted with 
some specific dme-bound task - e.g., ensuring primary educafion for all, 
eliminafing iodine deficiency, watershed development, etc. The officials of 
the Missions themselves go around organising user groups and other 
community organisations. The activiues of these Missions have engendered 
a new wave of social mobilisation across the State. In this process, they 
someUmes, but not always, seek the help of local NGOs. 
Although the potendally important role of NGOs in supporting the 
decentralization process is now generally accepted by most people, there 
remains some disagreement m the wider literature on exactly what role they 
ought to play. On the one hand, they are advised by some commentators to 
focus on their core functions, standardise their procedures and concentrate 
on maximizing operational performance in the context of large-scale service 
delivery^ .^ On the other hand, there are those who advocate for the flexibility 
to respond in different ways across a set of activities, with an underlying 
emphasis on grass-roots level empowerment'^ (Edwards and Hulme 1992, 
1995; Fowler 1997). Recently, Edwards (1999)"^ ° has tried to advance this 
debate on the proper role of NGOs by distilling some lessons from a number 
of successful NGOs operating in South Asia and also by drawing upon other 
studies on NGO performance in Asia, Africa and Latin America. His 
conclusion is that the NGOs are most successful when they adopt the three-
Jain. P. 1994 "Managing for Success: Lessons from Asian De\elopment Programs", World Development, 
Vol. 22, No. 9. pp. 1363-1377; Jain. P. 1996. 'Managing Credit for the Rural Poor: Lessons from the 
Grameen Bank'. World Development. Vol. 24, No. 1. pp. 19-90.. 
Edwards, M. and Hulnie. D. (eds.) 1992. Making a Dijference. NGOs and Development in a Changing 
World. Earlhscan: London: Edwards, M. and Hulme. D. (eds.) 1995. Bewnd the Magic Bullet. NGO 
Performance and Accountability in the Post-Cold War World. Earlhscan: London; Fowler, A.. 1997. 
Striking a Balance: A Guide to NGO Management. Earlhscan: London. 
•"' Edwards, M. 1999. 'NGO Performance - What Breeds Success.' New Evidence from South Asia". World 
Development. Vol. 27, No.2. pp. 361-374. 
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pronged strategy of (a) helping the poor to secure their hvehhoods, (b) 
attempting social mobilisation with the aim of empowering the poor, and (3) 
trying to influence the overall political process by playing an advocacy role 
on behalf of the poor. This conclusion resonates strongly with an 
observation made by Esman and Uphoff (1984) ' in their path-breaking 
study on NGOs: "...the abihty of rural residents to advance their ... interests 
depends substantially ... on their success in sustaining local organisations 
beyond the immediate tasks that precipitated them." NGOs can play a 
potentially powerful role precisely in this task of helping the poor to 
transcend beyond the immediate tasks around which they initially happen to 
orgamse. 
42 
In view of the NGOs' potentially instrumental role in social 
mobilisation, which in turn is essential for ensuring participatory 
decentralisation, the strengthening of NGOs should itself be an important 
investment activity for agencies such as UNDP that value participation and 
decentralisation. Creating a civil society where none exists and 
strengthening it where it does are now important part of their agenda, and 
many governments are also embracing this agenda with increasing vigour. 
Several of the PSI studies take cognisance of this trend. The Yemen study 
notes, for example, that strengthening of the civil society is an integral part 
of UNDP's assistance for po\erty alleviation in that country. But there may 
be a tricky problem here, as has recently been pointed out by Gray (1999)'*^ 
The problem concerns: what is really a civil society, what is its relationship 
Esman. M and Uphoff, N. 1984. Local Organizations- Intermediaries in Rural Development. Cornell 
Universiiy Press" Ithaca. 
" See also Uphoff, N. T. 199.3. 'Grassroots Organizations and NGOs in Rural Development: Opportunities 
with Diminishing States and Expanding Markets". World Development. Vol 21, No. 4, pp. 607-622 on 
related themes. 
' Gray. M L 1999. 'Creating Civil Society' The Emergence ot NGOs in Vietnam', Development and 
Change. Vol 30. No. 4, pp 693-713. 
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with the state, and what kind of civil society organisations are going to 
emerge if the state wants to be their handmaiden? 
Two rather different conceptions of a civil society are found in the 
literature. The first draws upon Alexis de Tocqueville's 1831 work 
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Democracy in America in which the civil associations that constitute the 
civil society are seen to be an important means for citizens to moderate the 
power of the state, and assert their own interests (Tocqueville 1961). In other 
words, the civil society is seen as a distinct entity which has an intrinsically 
adversarial relationship with the state. The other conception is due to 
Antonio Gramsci, who defined civil society as a social sphere or a public 
'space' where political thought is transformed into action . As such, this 
sphere is contested by all components of society, including the state. 
Gramsci believed that in general civil society functions as a vehicle for 
propagating the ideas of the ruling classes to the masses, in the process 
giving those ideas a legitimacy that might otherwise lack. Gray points out 
that the conception of civil society held by the World Bank and the UN 
agencies as well as many international NGOs corresponds to that of 
Tocqueville, whereas in practice it could be a Gramscian phenomenon. 
The studies on Central Indian state of Madhya Pradesh reveal that the 
drive towards social mobilisation is fully cognisant of this requirement. Thus 
when the local people are mobilised to preserve the forests or to develop 
watersheds in Madhya Pradesh, the focus is primarily on the livelihood 
security of the poor. It is recognized that unless the poor can be guaranteed 
the security of their livelihood, it is unrealistic to expect them to mobilise 
•^^  Tocqueville. A 1961 Democracy in Amerua Schocken Books New York 
Gramsci, A 1971 Selectum<; from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci (edited by Q Hoare and G 
Smith) International Publishers New York 
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themselves - be it for the preservation of forests or to develop water 
resources. Accordingly, the plan for resource conservation contains as an 
essential component an integrated livelihood strategy for all classes of the 
people, including the vulnerable groups such as landless labourers and 
women. 
Decentralised governance has recently been emphasised as an 
essential precondition for successfully executing plans and programmes for 
poverty alleviation. There are good reasons for doing so. Participatory 
governance at the local level can yield benefits in terms of both efficiency 
and equity, by giving the people a sense of ownership, by allocating 
resources according to people's preferences and by utilising their skills and 
knowledge. But the goal of genuinely participatory decentralisation remains 
a distant one in most developing countries despite the efforts made during 
the last half century. Some countries including India and Kuwait have tried 
to tackle the problem of traditional power structure by introducing popularly 
elected democratic structures at the community level, fortified by reservation 
for the weaker segments in India, while some others have tried to work 
around the problem by co-opting the traditional structure itself. Both 
approaches have had some success, but they continue to face many 
difficulties. The ingrained problem of elite domination has hardly been 
resolved. It is inconceivable that the problems involved in achieving 
genuinely participatory decentralisation can be resolved without 
empowering the common people, especially the poorer segments of them. 
Neither the politician-bureaucratic nexus nor the traditional elite will 
voluntarily share power, let alone relinquish it, unless the poor themselves 
can exercise enough bargaining power to make them do so. The 
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empowerment of the poor thus becomes the central agenda item in any 
programme for decentrahsing governance in a pro-poor manner. 
Two components of a strategy for empowerment have been discussed below: 
One component is to improve the economic security of the poor as an 
integral part of the drive towards decentralisation, because an economically 
insecure group of people can hardly be expected to exercise effective 
bargaining power against the powers-that-be. 
The second component is social mobilisation - the poor need to be 
organised so that their collective voice can overcome the weaknesses of their 
separate voice. International agencies, local and international NGOs, and the 
civil society in general can play an important role here as the catalysts or 
change agents. As a part of this effort, many governments have undertaken 
the responsibility of grooming and fostering a strong civil society. One 
potential problem here is that in the process of fostering the civil society, the 
state may feel tempted to co-opt it, to make it work as an instrument of the 
state, and to prevent it from playing an adversarial role. Much depends, 
therefore, how much autonomy the state is willing to grant to the civil 
society. This last consideration brings to the fore the whole question of the 
nature of the overall polity within which decentralisation is being attempted. 
After all, the politics of local government can hardly be divorced from the 
politics of national government. If graft, patronage and rent-seeking 
characterise the political process that determines the distribution of power in 
the centre, local-level government can hardly be an arena of popular 
participation just because it is local. 
Bulpitt (1972) has provided some early evidence that the 
characteristics of democracy at the local level resemble, to some extent, 
those at the national level. The following observation by Klugman (1994) 
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confirms this view: "An overview of the country experience suggests that 
decentralisation is more likely to be thorough-going under liberal 
democratic/pluralist national regimes. Where the nation state is 
authoritarian/one-party, the mode of decentralisation tends to follow 
deconcentration, which effectively preserves central control. This applies 
equally to capitalist and socialist regimes, where small cliques have captured 
the power of the state. At the same time, however, the converse does not 
necessarily hold - democracy need not lead to decentralisation." Fortunately, 
however, the correspondence between national-level and local-level politics 
is not exact. This implies that there exists scope for taking conscious action 
such that a reasonable degree of participation can be achieved at the local 
level regardless of the national polity. Hopefully, the empowerment process 
will eventually extend beyond the local level and begin to impinge upon the 
national polity as well to make it more responsive to the voice and the needs 
of the poor in third world countries. 
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CHAPTER III 
GOOD GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Globalization and public administration are enmeshed in a complex 
pattern of interdependence that cannot easily be untangled, but the World 
Wide Web provides a transparent window through which to take a closer 
look at these linkages. Indeed, the Internet may be viewed both as a cause 
and consequence of globalization, and as an interactive link to connect it 
with administrative phenomena. According to pessimists globalization 
means that governments everywhere have become powerless and that 
managing globalization is an oxymoron, since globalization is shaped by 
markets, not by governments. Some have suggested that this powerlessness 
is reinforced by the coming of Internet age—that there is no governance 
against the 'electronic herd' 
Both globalization and public administration are so complex and 
multi-leveled. However, if we focus on one aspect of public administration 
(the dynamics of bureaucratic performance in independent states) and one 
perspective on globalization (the images reflected through the Web) we can 
find a convenient and useful starting point. The Internet is a powerful 
manifestation of globalization - it both results from and contributes to the 
modern dynamics that, by circular causation, have accelerated the 
information revolution of our contemporar\' world system. By contrast, 
public administration is an ancient phenomenon but in the world today, it 
has vastly expanded its scope. 
People's participation in Indian context, is generally viewed more in 
terms of passive support to the policies and programs of the Government. 
'Friedman. M 1962 G;/«rfl//vm rt/i^ frtWwn, Unnersity ot Chicago Press Chicago. II 
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This approach reduced people's participation to formal participation and 
their role in the policy to that of recipients, and not creative agents. In a 
conflict-ridden society, participation should include, increasing the 
capability of the collective to resolve conflicts. The apparent reasons seem to 
be the lack of political or bureaucratic will, an inability to sustain focus on a 
prioritized set of agenda points and an inabihty to exert agenda calls for a 
much deeper and systematic probe. The development model did warrant 
mobilization strategies. The development model did warrant mobilization 
strategies. In passive participative model, conflicts get accentuated, as 
distribution of resources is done on the given power structure. It is not that it 
was not at all attempted, but what was lacking was the mounting tempo of 
what Milton Esman called 'politics of development administration' giving 
rise to complex administrative culture.^ 
Ancient rulers appointed officials to administer their realms and keep 
them in power. The precursors of modem Public Administration wrote 
treatises for kings, advising them about rules of conduct that would enable 
them to govern effectively and hold on to their thrones. The word, 
republicanism, is used here only because Repubhcan theorists perpetuated 
this elitist perspective. The basic principle of modem public administration 
are expressed in the right of citizens, through their representative 
(polyarchic) institutions, to control bureaucracies on behalf of the governed 
and it flows from the bottom up. Although hierarchic mles based on 
republicanism were seen as necessary for efficient and responsible public 
administration, the universal premise of modem public administration has 
Agnihotn V K and Dor. RK 2004 'Go\ernance Reforms in India Responsible Civil Servants' View 
from the Inside', in Munshi. Surendra and Biju Paul Abraham (eds ) Good Governance, Democratic 
Societies and Globalization Sage Publications New Delhi p 24^ 
Haragopal. G . and V S Prasad, 1990 Social Bases ot Administratne Culture m India,' Indian Journal of 
Public Administration Vol ^6 No ^  
been that officials should always be accountable to the organs of 
representative governance, they were public servants, not masters over a 
subject population. This was the basic premise of liberalism. Although the 
guidelines for Public Administration taught during the past century stressed 
management principles that reflected the older hierarchic traditions, they 
presupposed the underlying duty of management to be responsible to elected 
representatives of the people. The concepts of public management and 
public governance are not mutually incompatible with one another. 
Nevertheless, not all practices of public management are part of public 
governance; and not all aspects of public governance are part of pubhc 
management."* 
The new principle of democratic networking is the ability of citizens 
to organize themselves to establish a civil society. Although this principle 
antedates the Internet, the new information technology based on the World 
Wide Web is both a basic resource for globalization and a foundation for 
civil society. This focus is crucial for Democratic theory. As Bernard 
Schaffer observed more than a decade ago, "The whole lesson is that 
development administration works only in conjunction with other factors of 
change.'^ 
The World Wide Web provides a resource that interested individuals 
and private groups are using with accelerating speed, all around the globe, 
both within states and across state boundaries, to create links with others 
who share their interests and concerns, and also to interact with public 
officials and elected politicians. In response, bureaucrats have become more 
•"BoMard. Tony 2002 'Public Administration Emerging Trends and Potential Future Directions' in Eran 
Vigoda (ed), Public Administialion An Inierdisaphnan Critical Anahsis. Marcel Dekker New York, 
ppV5-^76 
Schaffer. Bernard 1969 'The Deadlock in De\elopment Administration' in C Leys (ed ). Poliucs and 
Change in De\eloping Coiinmes Cambridge Universu) Press Cambridge, p 202 
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responsibly interactive with individual citizens, viewed them as clients or 
customers rather than as subjects to be controlled or manipulated. 
An important vehicle for such interactions that cuts across all the 
established public/private boundaries is the WWW -- including all the Web 
sites and interactive e-mail lists that it supports. To illustrate this 
proposition and to pave the way for more detailed inquiries, one needs to 
identify some of the more important sites and quotes selectively from them. 
Readers are encouraged to use the URLs that are identified by Government 
of Kuwait and India to visit these sites and in the global context, seek both to 
affect their environment and to use the information it offers. 
In a broader perspective, this is only a start. Public administration, in 
response to globalization, now encompasses much more than the 
management of independent states. Increasingly, sub-states, cities, and local 
governments are establishing their own Web sites to present themselves and 
discuss their problems. Similarly, a growing number of international 
organizations ~ both governmental and non-governmental in membership — 
have become active globally and their staffing arrangements also reflect 
basic principles and problems of public administration. In growing 
numbers, they also have their own Web sites. 
Changes in the intellectual climate that provided a new understanding 
of the role and scope of public administration propels this discourse while 
'Reinventing Government' summarizes and celebrates this new 
understanding.^ The planners in India were quite conscious of the need for a 
different system to implement the planned objectives of development and 
wrote so in chapters of several plan documents. The government responded 
*" Mathur, Kuldeep 2004 'Adminisiratne Reform in India Polic\ Prescripiions and Outcomes', in Munshi, 
Surendra and Biju Paul Abraham (eds) Good Go\ername Demoiratic Societies and Globalizcinon Sage 
Publications New Delhi, p 214 
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to this concern by appointing many committees to suggest changes in the 
system. In this administrative reform, pubhc administration emerged as an 
academic discipline in India and provided the intellectual background for 
suggestions to improve public administration and nature of efforts at 
administrative reform in the face of globalization are closely linked. 
The broad problem areas that an influential group of practitioners and 
scholars recruited from around the world consider important includes the 
focus on development as a process of economic growth and industrialization 
that is happening globally as both a cause and consequence of globalization. 
If one looks at the administrative imphcations of this process ~ what 
challenges and opportunities does it pose for states and also for all kinds of 
non-governmental and inter-governmental organizations? 
Another theme turns from the problems confronting public 
administrators to the methods they use to organize and implement policies, 
with special attention on the reforms and innovations that distinguish 
contemporary administrative practices from older and more traditional ones. 
The book of Osborne and Gaebler, was a landmark in the growth of ideas 
that have sought to build a new public administration. Public administration 
was admonished to 'steer rather than row", for 'those who steer the boat 
have far more power than those who row it'.^ Although democratization is 
rapidly expanding around the world, many states are dominated by dictators 
or ruling cabals. It is appropriate, therefore, to look carefully at the 
processes of democratization whereby responsibility for public policies 
devolves (polyarchically) to citizens through their representative institutions. 
posing problems for public administration that differ fundamentally from 
' / W . p 2 1 5 
" Osborne. Dd\id, and Gaebler, Ted \992 Reiinentuig Go\ernmei\t Ho\i the Entiepieneunol Spun !•> 
Transforming the Public Sector Prentice Hall Ne\s Delhi, p >2 
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those of traditional administration based on hierarchic chains of authority. 
Increasingly, therefore, public administration needs to be based on 
mechanisms that assure the accountability of officials to citizens and those 
they serve. Public managers are urged to steer not row their organizations, 
and they are challenged to find new and innovative ways to achieve results 
or to privatize functions previously provided by government.^ 
Among the radical changes that democratization has brought to the 
world are many driven by the expanding power of women in a world 
tradifionally dominated by men ~ and, one might add, by the proliferation of 
ethnic diversity and pluralism. These trends have important administrative 
implications, both substantively with respect to the poHcies pursued by 
public organizations at all levels, and also instrumentally with respect to the 
degree that women are included in the work force, not only to give them 
equal opportunities, but also to take advantage of their special knowledge 
and values as factors in the implementation of public policies. Such changes 
raise networking problems symbolized by the bottom side of the triangle: 
states must not only deal with individuals as atoms in a collectivity, but with 
groups whose growing power to organize and communicate thrusts them 
into the vortex of public administration as clients or customers and as 
officials of the state. Their disfinctive interests need to be taken into 
consideration by government officials and elected politicians — and they 
must also become partners in the processes of public administration. Where 
traditionally the government has responded to needs by saying 'yes, we can 
provide service' or 'no, we cannot', the new public service suggests that 
elected officials and public managers should respond to the requests of the 
^Denhardt. Robert B and Denhardl, Janet V 2000 The Ne\A Public Sen ing Rather than Steenng' Public 
Administration Rexlen. Vol 60. No 6, p 550 
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citizens by saying 'let use work together to figure out what we are going to 
do, and then make it happen.' 
Modem pubhc administration, under the impact of democratizing 
forces, added responsibility to citizens, through elected officials, to the scope 
of its inquiries. Finally, in the context of contemporary globalization, the 
representing social networking and group rights has come forward as the 
result of globalizing forces. The past two decades have witnessed the 
emergence of great demands for "efficiency" within the increasingly 
complex environment in which public administrators - be they civil servants 
or political appointees - must carry out their responsibilities. The emerging 
demands for greater ethnic and gender responsiveness, the development of 
increasingly stronger civil society organizations and the growing calls for 
smaller and lower cost government all have placed extraordinary pressures 
on the contemporary public administrator for more efficient government. 
"Responsiveness" is yet another key issue confronfing the contemporary 
public manager. As concerns about integrity, participation and inclusiveness 
have spread around the world, the citizenry of almost all countries are 
demanding more responsive government. 
One needs to examine a triangle of relafionships affecting 
administrative performance: relations to the organs of representative 
government involving accountability, hierarchic relafions of command and 
control visualized as matters of efficiency; and interactions with cifizens as 
clients or subjects of public administration, expressed as responsiveness. As 
Peter's points out, 'the central problem for implementing public 
management reforms in developing countries is that their success to some 
"V/;u/ p554 
Manin, Ste\e. "Engaging with Citi/ens and Other Stakeholders', in Bo\iard, Tony and Lolfler, EIke (ed ). 
Public Management and Go\ernance, Routledge- London, pp 189-201 
extent depends on the existence of public service values and practices that 
support accountability and effective management.' " The United Nations has 
launched a comprehensive information network for public administration to 
be known as the UN Public Administration Network (UNPAN) which 
includes Arab Administration Development Organization (ARADO) and 
The Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) among 
others. 
According to the report of The First Interregional Consultative 
Meeting of UNPAN, which was held in March 2000, on the basis of a 
working paper prepared at a prehminary meeting in June 1999, significant 
agreements were reached. Although the project does not cover substantive 
questions, it does illustrate a key feature of globalization: the information 
revolution supported by modem computer technology and the Internet. 
Globalization in this sense is viewed as inevitable. It is believed that the 
'new economy', driven by recent developments in technology, brings in an 
economy that goes beyond its previous limitations.''' 
The core themes in context of globalization and public administration 
in third world are: 
1. Public administration as both discourse and practice 
2. Reconceptualizing pubhc administration 
3. Empowering the citizen 
4. Responses to organizational and social fragmentation 
5. Moving from government to governance 
6. Administration, self-administration, anti-administration 
7. The democratic administrator 
"Peters, Guy B. 2001. The Future of Governing. University Press of Kansas: Lawrence, p. 167. 
"Gates. Bill. 1995. The Road Ahead. Viking: New York, p.I999. 
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8. The eroding boundaries between public and private 
No doubt one needs to know more about what they have in mind 
when speaking, for example, about "reconceptualizing public 
administration," but on the surface, at least, one may imagine that attention 
will be paid to the impact of globalization as a force that is transforming 
traditional structures of hierarchical management within India and Kuwait, 
opening the channels that enabie citizens as well as government officials to 
interact widely, around the world, with counterparts who share their interests 
and experiences. Under the impact of globalization — including our 
evolving capability to network with individuals at all levels and places, via 
the internet - we need to broaden the scope of our field to include various 
categories of information that are usually ignored by specialists on Public 
Administration. It is also important to take the warning of Joseph Stiglitz 
seriously that 'If globalization continues to be conducted in the way that it 
has been in the past, if we continue to fail to learn from our mistakes, 
globalization will not only succeed in promoting development, but will 
continue to create poverty and instability'.'"* Among the areas of inquiry that 
need to be explored further in the context of Public Administration, in order 
to complete the analysis of how globalization has affected public 
administration. 
1. Gaps in the Coverage of States 
2. The Continuing Role of Patronage 
3. The Armed Forces in Public Administration 
4. International Administration 
5. Public Policy 
6. Sub-State Jurisdichons 
7. External Intervention and Technical Assistance 
Stiglil?. Joseph 2002 Globalization and its Discontents Penguin London p 248 
Globalization has radically shifted the priorities for public 
administration by expanding the locus of action, both above and beyond 
states and also below them. While discussing the problem of defining the 
role of the slate in the context of reforms, John Kenneth Galbraith once said, 
'the role of the government, when one contemplates reforms, is a dual one. 
The government is a major part of the problem; it is also central to the 
remedy'.'^ State bureaucracies remain foundational, but their functions and 
style have been significantly re-shaped by the new and expanding structures 
created under the influence of accelerating globalization. To understand the 
impact of globalization on public administration in general, therefore, we 
need to look not only at what is happening in state bureaucracies but also at 
many other levels, including both trans-state and sub-state organizations. 
New Web pages are needed at many levels, especially in the less 
developed countries where resources are still scarce and creating Web sites 
for Public administration may seem like a luxury that cannot be afforded. 
However, in the near future, even the poorest states will discover that a small 
investment in the creation of Web resources will prove cost-effective. They 
will be able, using them, to tap more easily into the world's resources that 
can be mobilized to help them cope with the huge problems they face. Even 
where Web sites have been posted, most of the substantive discourse on 
Public Administration as a discipline continues to direct attention to the 
traditional problems of public management in sovereign states. In this 
context, 'Public action' is a recent and popular notion, which takes a wider 
perspective than public delivery and state initiative. It also incorporates 
'participation by the public in the process of social change'.'^ It represents a 
"Galbraith, John Kenneth. 1973. Economics and rhe Public Purpose. Houghton Mifflin: Boston, p.242. 
''Dreze. Jean and .\niartya. Sen. 1989. Hunger and Public Action. Clarendon Press: Oxford, p.259. 
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rediscovery of civil society and the role that institutions in that sphere can 
play in promoting collective private and public ends. 
Most writers on modern public administration presuppose the 
existence of a career bureaucracy. There are expedient reasons that 
reinforce this preference since it is only possible to train future office-
holders when there are established procedures to recruit them on a 
competitive basis. By contrast, when officials are appointed because of 
family or political relations, it is impossible to predict who they will be. 
'Discourse can be both an instrument and effect of power, but also 
hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an 
opposing strategy'. One cannot, therefore, develop training programs for 
future patronage appointees. As result, it seems evident that Public 
Administration as a discipline has flourished mainly in countries where 
merit systems for recruiting public officials have been established - on the 
basis of some kind of merit system. However, when one takes a global look 
at public administration as process of implementing public policies, it seems 
clear that in much of the world office holders are still the beneficiaries of 
political favoritism. Moreover, when we expand the scope of Public 
Administration to include sub-states, inter-state organizations, and NGOs, 
we will find that in these jurisdicfions even more than in nation states, many 
office-holders are patronage appointees. But the two major attempts by 
governments to create networks of grassroots organizafions in rural areas— 
cooperative and community development groups—had produced 
' Mackinlosh M 1992 •Inlroduclion", in M Wu\ts. M Macintosh and T HcwUt (eds). Development 
Polue and Public Action Oxford University Press 0\lord. p5 
"Foiicauli, M 1991 'The Order of Discourse", in R Youne \i6 ). Unt^n^ the Text, Rouliedge London 
p 101 
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disappointing results at high cost.'*^  Also, because of "quota" systems 
favoring candidates who belong to particular national, racial, religious or 
ethnic communities, or because of their gender. 
A second category of public officials who are typically ignored by 
specialists on Public Administration involves military personnel. 
Traditionally, the discipline has looked only at the civil services and ignored 
the armed forces. In a global perspective, it is even more important to 
include the military in our work on Public Administration because, in many 
states, military men have not only been involved in the management of 
public functions but in all too many they have actually seized power and 
become a ruling elite. Carino stresses that there are tensions and struggles in 
the regime-bureaucracy nexus. Regimes try to dominate bureaucracies. 
Bureaucracies fight back. Sometimes, bureaucracies persist largely 
unchanged through differing political regimes while in other cases new 
political leadership may obtain bureaucratic commitment to change 
especially if other civil institutions and social forces are involved in the 
movement. The overlap between the political and the administrative 
functions of the armed forces deserves systematic attention and needs to be 
brought within the scope of Public Administration as a discipline. 
The boundaries between disciplines, and between the public and 
private spheres, have become increasingly blurred for many years, but 
globalization has accelerated this process. The field of public policy has 
emerged as a good example of the overlapping matrix that results. Networks 
Korten. DC 1980. 'Community Organization and Rural Development: A learning Process Approach', 
Public Administration Revien. Vol 40. No 5, pp 480-511; Hulme, D. and Turner, M 1990. Sociology of 
Development: Theories, Policies and Piactices. Harvester Wheatsheaf: London, pp. 184-90. 
' Canno. L.V. 1992. Bureoiicrocv for Democracy: The D\namics of Executive-Bureaucracy Interaction 
During Governmental Tiansiiions College of Public Administration, University of Philippines: Quezon 
Citv 
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can be defined as 'informal rules governing interactions between the state 
and organized interests'.^ Although public administration is clearly a focal 
point in policy studies, specialists in policy analysis feel uneasy about 
identifying their concerns with the field of Public Administration. The 
traditional focus of Public Administration on intra-state policy management 
widiin state institutions is no longer adequate. Globalization has, in fact, 
brought about a vast increase in the number of non-governmental 
organizations. 
Globalization has already had a profound impact on the field of Public 
Administration, as illustrated by texts drawn from the growing number of 
Web Sites posted by governments, associations, universities, and others 
interested in this segment in India and Kuwait. However, in many ways the 
field remains rooted in premises that evolved in the context of state-centered 
civil service (career) bureaucracies and the laws governing their appointment 
and conduct. Everywhere, however, one can find creative and imaginative 
thinking that has gone far beyond these foundational premises to create a 
field of study, like Public Policy, that is increasingly response to the new 
world system generated by globalization and the revoludonary consequences 
of electronic information. While, it is also alleged that bureaucracy in India 
is opposed to the economic powers and functions to the Panchayati Raj 
insdtufions and more recently as envisaged in the 73^ ^ and 74'*^  Amendments 
to the Indian Consdtution." The system of bureaucratic administrafion 
below the state level fails to satisfy most of the criteria of good governance. 
" Blom-Hansen. Jens.1997. 'A New Institutional Perspcctne on Policy Networks', Public Administiation. 
Vol, 75, No.4. p.676. 
""Godbole. M. 1997. •Bureaucracy at Cross Roads." 77(6- Indian Journal of Public Adnumslrauon. Vol 
XLIII. No.'^ . p 560. 
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A review of public management reform in developing countries 
demonstrates that although there have been very significant reforms that 
have drawn from the New Public management (NPM) menu, but most 
government functions are still performed by vertically integrated 
bureaucracies functioning in the Weberian model. Political reform should 
help deal with the technical aspects of corruption as it could secure 
commitment against it at the highest levels of Government. Conversely, 
these aspects could contribute to the political reform process, for example by 
undermining the economic base of those benefiting from bad governance. 
De-politicizing the corruption problem and addressing its technical aspects 
seems more compatible with UNDP's approach, mandate and capacities. 
Impact of intervention to curb corruption at the national and departmental 
levels. Anti-corruption motions in Kuwaiti Parliament in connection with the 
privatizafion of the telecommunications corporation and the importation of 
arms. Pro-transparency legislation recendy ratified in Kuwait. It requires 
foreign investors to report on investments exceeding US $ 300,000 and 
agents of foreign companies in to report on their commissions from 
purchases by Kuwait from the companies they represent. The main causes of 
corruption are due to policy distortions, institutional incentives for 
corruption and governance problems. Corrective actions include prevention, 
enforcement and interface between various stakeholders affecting or being 
affected by corruption, including government, citizenship, private sector, 
civil society. There is often overlap between pubhc and private interest in 
Arab countries. Public officials often become private entrepreneurs after 
they finish their government service. The State should support social 
segments other than private sector to create balance and provide 
countervailing forces to private interests. Private sector has an interest in 
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social issues, e.g. avoiding high unemplo\ment contributes to stability. 
Kuwait benefited from advice from the World Bank and from experiences of 
other countries. The World Bank recognized the importance of 
administration for development although not everyone agreed with the Bank 
prescriptions. 
The Kuwaiti Parhament's intervention in the privatization of Kuwaiti 
Telecommunications Corporation when the Parliament rejected an initial 
offer for purchase where the value of the sale would have been only double 
its yearly revenue. The practical implications of the above conceptualization 
is that anti-corruption efforts should aim at: 
1. Reducing the value of the benefit from corruption; 
2. Reducing the probability of acquiring the benefit from corruption; 
3. Raising the value of the penalty; and/or 
4. Raising the probability of affecting the penalty. 
The cases of administrative corruption and unethical practices are 
paramount everywhere over the globe. The idea that corruption may be a 
rational substitute for the market is also dubious as it fails to recognize that 
competition is reduced to a 'money talks bottom line'.' Corruption, when it 
is not firmly confronted and contained, especially before it becomes an 
ingrained and widespread disease in the governmental administrative body, 
could have a devastating impact on development efforts and programs. The 
inaccessibility of decision makers and the lack of public understanding of 
complex bureaucratic procedures also lead to the emergence of middlemen. 
They deri\e income from facilitating transactions between members of the 
"'MunraN. DJ 198'^  The World Bank"s Perspectne on How to Improve Adminisiration'. Public 
Administranon and Development, Vol ^. No 4, pp 291-8. 
Gould DJ 199! 'Admmislralive Corruption Incidence. Causes and Remedial Strategies", in A 
Farazmand (ed ). Handbook oj Comparatne and De\eloptneni Publu AdtmniMiatton, Marcel Dekkcr Neu 
York p4'7 1 
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public and bureaucrats and so form a 'group with an unambiguous interest in 
spreading the belief that corruption is pervasive'." This is why it is 
important to examine ways to renew and revitalize anti-corruption programs 
to enhance their effectiveness, impact and sustainability. Hence, anti-
corruption programs should go hand-in-hand with administrative, social, and 
economic development strategies and programs. Indeed, anti-corruption 
policies and measures should be designed as an integral part of any 
administrative development strategies. According to Vohra Committee 
report in India there is a triangular nexus amongst, politicians, bureaucrats 
and criminals. But in fact it is a quadrangular by linking the three to 
'businessmen.' Quahty of Indian administration and governance has gone 
down all-round, more particularly at the grassroots or at the cutting edge 
where it comes in direct contact with the common people. 
In this age of globalization, there is a profound connection between 
the pubUc service and moral justification. Analysts from a number of 
disciplines and political persuasions approach globalization from a variety of 
perspectives. Often they see globalization as either the inevitable next step in 
human progress or the evil free-trade juggernaut that threatens the future of 
most of humanity. What they tend to omit from these discussions, however, 
is an explicit concern for the underlying moral basis and justification for 
globalization and the particular role of public administrators across the 
planet. Therefore, the aim of this section is to offer a moral framework for 
judging global policies, programs, and practices. Such a framework applies 
to all political, economic, and governance premises and processes, whether 
"''Oldenburg. Philip 1987 'Middlemen in Third World Corruption Implications of an Indian Case'. WorW 
Polirus Vol ^9. No 4, p 5^^ 
^Pani. Niranjan, Mishra. Santap S, Sahu. Bijaya S 2004 Modern S\srem of Goxernance Good 
Go\ernance Vs E-Coi^r/irt/iCf, Anmol Publications Delhi, p 50 
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global or not. Globalization simply focuses the issues more sharply and 
spotlights the need for institutionalized processes of deliberation, dialogue, 
and disclosure. 
It also brings into clear focus the importance of justification and 
reason based on substantive moral content. John McMurtry's (1998) 
Unequal Freedoms: The Global Market as an Ethical System demonstrates 
the need for establishing and elaborating a moral framework for 
globalization and a system of justification." McMurtry focuses on the 
underlying values that drive globalization, including what he refers to as the 
value program in which assertions such as "We must compete in the new 
global marketplace" are seen as given, natural, unalterable. Lives are valued, 
or not valued, in terms of the system's differentials and measurements. All 
fulfill its specified roles without question and accept its costs, however 
TO 
widespread, as unavoidable manifestations of reality. 
According to McMurtry, the value program underlying the global 
market system consists of "efficiency of factor allocation, comparative 
advantage, increased export earnings, rise in market share, increased GDP 
performance and annual incomes, and, above all, vastly increased returns on 
investment in an area of chronic under investment". The master 
assumption is that the global market system is superior to any other. The 
underlying premise is that the private sector is efficient and the government 
is inefficient. Thus, "whatever the market does is good, and whatever 
government does is bad, unless it can be shown to serve the market".^ *^  The 
value program of globalization is a closed system of choice, which the 
McMurtr)', J 1998 Unequal Freedom'! The Global Market as an Ethical S\';rem Hartford and Toronto 
Kumarian Press 
^^Ibid. p 6 
-^Ibid. p 8 
'''ibid. p 28 
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acquisition of money drives society and the impact on the civil commons is 
either ignored or discounted. But, as McMurtry asks, "if the common 
interest is not protected and advanced by government as distinct from the 
global market's demands, then what is left to serve the shared life-interests 
of society? What becomes of community goods which are not priced and by 
their nature can only be safeguarded or provided by government?".^' 
In McMurtry's view , there is no publicly accountable institution that 
can protect civil society other than government. Therefore, government's 
protection of the civil commons is the moral responsibility of public 
administrators, including their role in formulating, explaining, and justifying 
the moral choices inherent in global governance. Justification Douglas Yates 
(1981) argues that the American bureaucrat plays a preeminent role in public 
policy making. The bureaucrat chooses public policy values and makes hard 
choices when values conflict. Scholars have paid little attention, however, 
to the justification of the bureaucrat's value choices. Therefore, Yates calls 
for discussion of values in our "bureaucratic democracy" and of what is 
involved in choosing those values so that a dialogue can provide citizens the 
knowledge and information needed to make intelligent judgments about the 
process of governance. Yates maintains that being elected and responding to 
constituents' interests exempts elected officials form value accounting. 
Bureaucrats, by contrast, lack this legitimacy, and, thus, JusUfication of their 
policy decisions is necessary. An assessment of the implications of policy 
for major public values such as liberty, equality, community, and the public 
interest should be part of the answer to the question of "what should 
''Ihid.p 21 
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government do?" However, Yates is not optimistic that such an assessment 
would be helpful in offering clearer choices, illuminating policy dilemmas, 
and otherwise informing citizens. He, therefore, offers a more modest 
approach to value clarification. He argues that where value conflicts are 
great and the accounting problems substantial, public officials should 
provide a value analysis that informs its citizens and thus realizes a 
democratic control of administration. Another reason for value accounting, 
which seems to belie Yates' pessimism about assessing the policy-values 
nexus, is the lack of a clear or coherent justification or set of justificadons 
for government intervention. According to Yates, the lack a firmly rooted 
public philosophy, which means that virtually no restraints or normative 
principles exist to guide governmental action or inacfion. He claims that, as 
a result, bureaucrats qua policymakers make value choices and implicitly 
fashion new rationales and precedents for government intervention. To adapt 
Yates' call for justification of bureaucratic choice to the global level requires 
consideration of justificadon and public reason together, for they go hand-in-
hand in elaboradng and extending the kind of value analysis and accounting 
that Yates advocates. Several writers combine jusdfication and public reason 
into "public justificadon". Reducing red tape, reducing waiting in lines and 
on phone, simplification of forms and documents, easier access to 
information and creadon of one-stop center have been considered as the five 
top improvements that can be made in improxing service delivery. Timely 
and convenient access to government programs and services is the priority 
for citizens. 
""Mishra, Raialakshmi 2005'Good Go\enidnce and Changing Role o( Bureaucracy in De\eloping 
Countnes The Indian Experience' in R B Jain (ed) Glohahsation and Good Governance Pressures (or 
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Fred D'Agostino (1996), for example, suggests that public 
justification, which he claims is ''the key idea in contemporary liberal-
democratic political theory," means "no regime is legitimate unless it is 
reasonable from every individual's point of view".^ ^ Furthermore, he notes 
that several theorists want to know how, "the ideal of public justification is 
to be properly articulated." For example, Johns Rawls, "the foremost 
exponent of the idea of public justification," according to D'Agostino, takes 
a more or less empirical position in determining reasonable from every 
individual's point of view. Others, such as Gerald Gaus, tend to take a 
normative position. Thus, for Rawls, legitimacy requires actual agreement, 
while for Gaus "reasonable" means supported by good reasons. D'Agostino 
(1996) points out that with the Rawlsian position, "there is some danger that 
regimes will be judged legitimate which are supported only or mainly by 
'bad' reasons - i.e., which depend for their 'legitimacy' on mistaken beliefs 
or morally inadmissible desires and preferences." He goes on and says that 
the Gausian position is a "demonstrations of legitimacy may not be 
practically efficacious - i.e., they may need to be supplemented by forceful 
impositions of requirements which, while supported by 'good reasons', are 
not actually accepted by the individuals concerned". He concludes that much 
work concerns "the degree to which these competing demands - of 'practical 
efficacy' and 'morality' - can be balanced to yield some public conception 
of public justification. D'Agostino (1996) also highlights what he calls three 
especially important ambiguities concealed by the phrase "reasonable from 
the point of view of every individual: 
1. Empirical/normative; 
2. Consensus/convergence; 
3. Maximizing/universalizins. 
^D'Agostino. R (1996) www sens library usvd edu au siandlord entneViusiification-public/ 
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With respect to the empirical/ normative ambiguity, D'Agostino's 
concern is with the fact that, empirically, we deal with actual beliefs and 
desires. We are not concerned with which are better informed, less selfish, 
and more committed. Instead, we accept or respect actual ways of reasoning, 
however defective they might be, as well as actual levels of evidential and 
inferential adequacy. Normatively, he suggests two counts of vulnerability: 
"it presupposes an accessibly univocal reading of what it is reasonable to 
believe and desire and to infer from one's beliefs and desires with respect to 
public political arrangements" "a normative approach seems to abandon an 
important guiding principle of justificationist accounts of legitimacy - to 
wit, their responsiveness to broadly 'voluntaristic' considerations". In 
reference to the second ambiguity - consensus/convergence, D'Agostino 
(1996) focuses on the phrase "reasonable from every point of view". He 
posits that we might read this phrase as invoking either the notion of a 
consensus or a convergence. If consensus, then members of a community 
share grounding reasons as their justification of the regime. If convergence, 
then they base their justification for a regime using the different reasons held 
by members of the community. On the third ambiguity -
maximizing/universalizing, D'Agostino claims that different modalities of 
reason are involved. From a maximizing conception, an individual might 
consider a regime legitimate if it maximally advances that individual's 
interests. On the other hand, from a universalizing point of view, an 
individual might consider a regime legitimate if it advances the interests of 
all seen from that individual's perspective. The first position suggests 
individuals thinking as private agents about their individual welfare; the 
second position suggests individuals thinking about the common good. The 
D'Agostino R (1996) Ihid. www sens library usvd edu au siandlord entnes/iustificalion-puhlic/ 
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central issue appears to revolve around the determination of an adequate 
conception of public justification, including balancing competing 
interpretations and demands. 
D'Agostino (1996) points to the difficulty of identifying a trade-off 
among the various desiderata associated with public justification. He 
suggests that the prospects for public justification, therefore, are poor. He 
speculates that the postmodernists may be right, "in claiming that notions of 
legitimacy are inherently and inescapably themselves instruments of power, 
rather than 'rational' altematives to force". He contends that, "if there is no 
public conception of public justification, any regime is 'legitimate' only 
given a conception of legitimacy that is itself controversial, and hence can be 
imposed only by force-not by the inducements of 'reason'. But how the 
legitimacy is generated? A useful distinction here is between 'input-
oriented' legitimacy and 'output-oriented' legitimacy.^ ^ Input oriented 
legitimacy derives from agreement of those who are asked to comply with 
the rules. Output oriented legitimacy derives from the effectiveness of rules 
to produce tangible results. Theorists on Governance see the growth of 
policy networks at local and transnational levels as further complicating 
accountability structures. Accountability may simply disappear in such a 
web of institutions because defining who did what is no longer 
TO 
straightforward. This development infers a lack of control on the part of 
central government, because inability to make someone accountable 
'^ Scharpf. Fniz W 1997 Games Real Actors Pla\ Ai tor Centred Instttuttonahsm in Polic\ Research, 
Boulder, CO Weshiew Press, pp 152 5 
'^'Rhodes. RAW 2000 'Governance •'nd Public Administration', in Jon Pierre (ed). Debating 
Goxernance \uthont\. Steering, and Democrac\. Oxford Oxford University Press, pp 76 7 
''^ Peters, Guy B 2000 'Governance and Comparati\e Politics in ion Picne (cd), Debating Go\einance 
Aiithorit\ Steering and Democracy Oxford Oxford Uni\er>it\ Press 
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implies a lack of power and control/'^ D'Agostino is skeptical about the 
rational basis of justification and legitimacy. Nonetheless, the aim here is to 
demonstrate that such a basis can be identified and applied to public policies, 
programs, and practices, even on the global level. More specifically, the 
application of the unified ethic, as developed by Charles Garofalo and Dean 
Geuras (1999) in Ethics in the Public Service: The Moral Mind at Work"", 
resolves the problems with justification, whether at the regime or policy 
level. The foundation of the unified ethic is the integration of deontology, 
teleology, and virtue ethics. This is contrary to the conventional 
compartmentalization of Kantianism, utilitarianism, virtue ethics or the 
compartmentalization of principles, consequences, and character. This unity, 
in fact, constitutes a single indissoluble entity that mirrors the unity of 
human nature. This, in turn, can inform our judgment and enable us to apply 
it to particular cases with intelligence, integrity, and consistency. It can 
guide the decisions and help to justify them on both empirical and normative 
grounds. Consider the three ambiguities noted by D'Agostino: 
1. Empirical/normative; 
2. Consensus/convergence; and 
3. Maximizing/universalizing. 
Approached from the perspective of the unified ethic, these 
ambiguities dissolve. On the normative level, the unified ethic does not 
represent a univocal interpretation of reasonable beliefs, desires, and 
political arrangements. On the contrary, it is grounded in human nature and 
out innate need for integrity. It goes beyond purely self-interest-driven 
"^Day, Patricia and Klein, Rudolf 1987 Accountabilities Fi\e Public Services, London Tavistock 
Publications, p 21 
^'Garofalo, C and D Geuras (1999) Ethics m the Public Sei^ue The Moral Mmd at Work Washington. 
D C Georgetown Unncrsity Press 
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beliefs and desires by precluding the purely self-interest - driven distortions. 
The second ambiguity - consensus/convergence - is equally vulnerable to 
the value of the unified ethic as a moral lodestar. Whether citizens support a 
policy for the same reasons or for different reasons, their support originates 
in their shared normal point of view. Finally, the third ambiguity -
maximizing/universalizing - is clearly a revised version of the hoary conflict 
between individual utility and the common good. The unified ethic, while 
allowing for individual freedom, promotes a balance between our personal 
interests and the needs of the polity. Thus, the unified ethic implies 
reforming the process of public justification and, indeed, decision making 
from an either-or approach to one that dissolves dualism by creating an 
integrated, coherent whole. In policy this integrated approach is especially 
beneficial. As Garofalo and Geuras (1999) indicate in discussing the 
appUcation of ethical theories to unity, "Once they are understood in 
conformity with each other and applied to a case in mutual consistency, the 
ethical act can be reasonably explained in a comprehensive manner. The 
explanation, if compelling, elicits agreements from its audience, be they 
supervisors, subordinates, the public that is served, or their representative, 
defends the moral agent from charges of arbitrariness or worse; and serves 
as a model for other decisions and moral agents".''^  Global Moral Issues and 
Bureaucratic Choice Justification is complicated by a number of factors, 
including balancing competing values and claims, defining what is 
reasonable to diverse individuals and groups, and identifying what is to be 
justified or legitimated. Nevertheless, despite these complications, in a 
democracy, we expect public officials to explain and justify their policies, 
programs, and practice, which they design and implement, with moral 
'-IbuL p. 129. 
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reasoning. The governance studies described how poHcy network come into 
existence, how they function and how they change. Networks can be defined 
as 'informal rules governing interactions between the state and organized 
interests'.""^ As Yates says, "the first obligation of the appointive official or 
bureaucrat is to be explicit about the value premises and implications of 
public decisions". 
For our purposes, justification of public policies, programs, and 
practices, as well as the conditions that result, can occur on two levels: the 
level of McMurtry's value program or the level of policies either on the 
agenda or actually in force. Although bureaucratic choices consciously occur 
on the second level, the first level provides helpful perspective and context 
for understanding bureaucratic justification. Therefore, we v i^ll review the 
major features of McMurtry's value program before turning to the policies, 
programs, and pracfices in contemporary global public administration. We 
recall that, by value program, McMurtry means the unconsciously held, 
presupposed norms and assumptions that govern our political and economic 
choices and actions. In the market system, he argues, one of the fundamental 
assumptions is the right to private property, which contemporary society 
considers given or natural. McMurtry maintains, however, that contrary to 
this aspect of the value program, the right to private property is not natural. 
Instead, it is a moral institudon open to choice and rejecdon, an ancient and 
profound moral issue. Moreover, McMurtry implicitly raises quesdons about 
the limits of private property. If it is not limited, private property can be 
disastrous for whole societies such as Native peoples, Third World 
'Blom-Hdnsen 1997 'A New Institutional Perspective on Polic) Networks'. Public Administration, 
\ol 75 no 4. p 676 
^Yaics. D , Jr (1981) "Hard Choices Juslitying Bureaucratic Decisions" In J L Fleishman, et al (Eds) 
Piihlu Dutia The Moral Obligations of dneinment Oft'uial^ Cambridge. Mass Harvard Uni\ersity 
Press p "i06 
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agricultura] communities, and company towns. Nonetheless, he contends the 
market system rules out any limit on inequality of wealth or any 
dispossession of other people's means of life by profit maximization. Still, in 
spite of these outcomes, McMurtry characterizes the market as a moral 
system, at least in its own terms. "If we think of a moral system as a set of 
principles held to prevent harm and promote good, with penalties and 
consequence of violations of its principles or laws, clearly the market order 
is a moral system"'* .^ In McMurtry's value program, the ultimate and 
unifying value of market doctrine is individual freedom, which is, "the 
supreme and universal value from which market theory and practice derive 
their ethical force and meaning"'* .^ Government should be neutral, although 
the market conception of what is good is in the government's province to 
enforce. For example, while govemment is not to interfere in the market, the 
first duty of govemment is to ensure the security of property rights, free 
exchanges, and profit opportunities. 
Government, which is the market's delegate in this regard, is 
legitimate only to the extent that it represents private producers and 
consumers. With respect to freedom, McMurtry observes that market theory 
and its declaration of human freedom appear to be contradictory. "Market 
theory," he notes, "rules out any human or social responsibility for the laws 
of the market, for they are prior to and independent of society, as are laws of 
nature and God". But, then, he asks: "How can people be self-determining 
if they have no voice, say, or responsibility in the most basic principles of 
the way their society produces and distributes their means of live?"'l The 
''McMunry.J (1998) Op Cit. p 54 
'"Ihul p 54 
'Ibid p 7^ 
'^Ibid p 7^^ 
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answer is that so-called free choices must rest within the market's moral 
commandments. As McMurtry notes, "this value program is the unseen 
moral absolutism of our age""*^ . With McMurtry's value program as a 
backdrop, we now turn to the key issues confronting global institutions 
today. Although economists, journalists, development specialists, and others, 
such as Korten (1995), Mander and Goldsmith (1996), and Grieder (1997) 
discussed these issues, they are especially salient for public administrators 
who must adjudicate among them on a daily basis. For example, Ali 
Farazmand (1999) highlights several global challenges facing public 
administration, including public-private sector relations. He argues that, 
"change in the character and activities of the state and of public 
administration from 'civil administration to non-civil administration,'" 
privatization, and elitism combine to challenge "the human conscience of the 
public administration community".'''^  With respect to the changing 
configuration of the public and private spheres, Farazmand (1999) maintains 
that, with the increasing dominance of the corporate sector, government's 
role, "in the allocation of resources, the equitable distribution of wealth, the 
stabilization of economy, and economic growth has been overruled by the 
globalizing corporate elites". As a result, the public sphere and citizen 
participation has shrunk. Therefore, "public administrators should resist 
shrinking this realm of public service by engaging citizens in the 
administration of public affairs and by playing a proactive role in managing 
societal resources away from the dominant control of globalizing corporate 
''//;«/.. p. 62. 
^^  Farazmand. A. 1999. Globalizalion and Public Adniinistraiion."" Public Administration Review. Vol.59 
No.2.pp.517-5l9. 
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elites'". '^ In Farazmand's view, nothing less than the future legitimacy of 
public administrators is at stake. 
The second challenge - the shift from civil administration to non-civil 
administration - is even larger. According to Farazmand, the traditional 
administrative state balanced corporate elite interests with broad public 
interests, but now "the balanced administrative state has been replaced by 
the corporate-coercive state"' . The center is becoming hollow because of 
three tendencies: 
(i) the core executive is losing or conceding capacities to 
societal actors, 
(ii) the core executive is losing or conceding its capacity to 
other state actors; and 
(iii) The core executive is losing or conceding capacities to 
supra-state entities.^ ^ 
Thus, public administration is being transformed from administering 
public affairs to administering the public itself, "for social control and 
facilitation of capital accumulation"."^^ Public administrators with a social 
conscience, Farazmand argues, should resist this change. Third is the 
challenge of privatization, which Farazmand claims, "Promotes greater 
opportunities for corruption"."" 
"Public administrators," Farazmand contends, "must resist the market-
based concepts of treating citizens as consumers and degrading them to 
"//)«/. p 517 
"-/huLp 517 
^ Sawdrd, Michael 1997 'In Search of the Hollow Crown", in Welter, Patrick et al. (eds) The Hollow 
C/own Coiinlenaihng Tiencis in Core Executives. London- Macmillan. p 26 
'''ibtd p 517 
''''Ibui p 518 
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market commodities"".^ ^ Fourth is globalization's tendency to promote 
elitism and elites who operate as subsidiaries or agents of transnational 
corporations. Many of these ''corporate mercenaries" in less-developed 
nations "run repressive regimes which violate the human rights of their own 
people"." The paradox is that, "globalization has produced a massive 
concentration of corporate power and has centralized its organizational 
structure while at the same time governmental decentralization has been 
CO 
promoted across the world". Finally, Farazmand asserts that, "globalization 
challenges the human conscience of the public administration community"."^ ^ 
Public administrators, who are "professional citizens of the global 
community," are responsible for addressing many moral issues, "including 
the conditions and deprivations of the poor, wage slavery and sweatshops in 
global factories, environmental destruction, global warming, and inequity 
and injustice". 
Public administrators can raise global consciousness about global 
issues, "question the sincerity of the elites, oppose exploitation, and resist 
being used for undemocratic, unjust, and inequitable purposes around the 
globe".^' Farazmand suggests that the Internet and other communication 
systems can be helpful in this regard. Globalization reduces the strength of 
traditional identities. Globalisation functions through local and national 
spheres, and may even strengthen them by providing social actors with new 
arenas of contest and sources of support. " 
^Ibid, p 518 
^'ibid, p 518 
^^Ibid, p 518 
""ibid.p 519 
" V w , p 519 
~y^/^.p 519 
'Olesen. Thomas 2002 Long Distance Zapaiismo Globahzanon and the Construction of Solidarir\ 
London Zed BocAs 
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The upshot of Farazmand's position is that public administrators in 
both more- and less- developed nations are guardians of global community 
interests who "have a global responsibility to act ethically and morally in a 
coordinated manner".^ ^ Beetham identifies some of the characteristics of 
public administration as 'its compulsory character, its particular relation to 
the law [and] the public accountability of its operation'. 
McMurtry's value program and Farazmand's challenges represent the 
background and foreground, respectively, of contemporary global public 
administration. Together, they constitute the environment within which 
ethically conscious public administrators can play a dual role: they can set a 
moral example within their own institutions through justification of their 
value choices, and they can press for inclusion of policy and program 
justification in their institutions as a whole. The unified ethic summarized in 
this essay and Nigel Dower's (1998) world ethic, which expresses the 
unified ethic and includes a set of universal values applicable to all people 
and a set of global obligations that Unk all people, should animate such 
public administrators. They should combine their conscience and 
commitment with moral coherence and conviction to effectuate a strategic 
moral vision exemplified by the 1948 Universal Declaradon of Human 
Rights. Such public administrators would subscribe to what Dower calls the 
cosmopolitan position, the core of which "is a belief that in the last analysis 
all human beings live in one 'moral community' and that any form of 
organization at any level has to be assessed in terms of how well it allows or 
enables human beings to achieve well-being and moral agency"^\ 
^'ihid p 519 
^Beetham, D 1987 B«rffl«r;flc\, Milton Keynes Open Unnersity. p ^ 
''^Dower. N 1998 World Ethics The New Agenda Edinburgh Edinburgh Universily Press, p 185 
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For Dower (1998) rights are critical not onI> to the attainment of life's 
basic necessities but also '"to what assures dignity and the exercise of 
rational autonomy*'^ .^ Dower argues for distinguishing between justified and 
unjustified negative effects of action, and that "either the idea of unjustified 
policies takes us back to more specific canons of fairness and justice . . . 
liberty, non-coercion, non-deception or it points us to a principle of not 
either directly or indirectly causing extreme suffering/poverty, a state of 
affairs below a minimum level of acceptability, as a basic principle". 
Dower concludes that, "this cannot be an absolute principle, since there are 
many other important goals of public policy with which it will clash, but it 
needs to be seen as an ever pressing consideration". 
While Clay and Schaffer posit that the public officials build 
coalitions, bargain, compromise, co-opt, guard information and devise 
strategies in order to further their personal or organizational objectives. 
The objective is control over the policy process in areas, which are of 
particular concern to the actors involved. As Allison briefly observes 'where 
you stand depends on where you sit.'^° 
Yet. even if committed in principle to Dower's world ethic, the 
morally and globally conscious public administrator doubtless would ask 
how such an ethic can be realized, given the level of moral sophistication 
and conviction prevalent in most public institutions. Such an administrator 
would be sensitive to the strategic and tactical dimensions of justification, as 
well as its moral importance and implications, and would wonder how to act. 
"^Ibui p 146 
^'ihid pp 147 148 
^*lbid pp 147-148 
Cla\ EJ and Schallcr, B B 1984 RoomforManoemre An Explanation of Piihlic Polic\ in Agriculture 
and Rural Dt'\ elopment. London Heincmann 
'Allison GT 1971 Essence of Decision. Boston Liitle Brown p 176 
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to paraphrase Farazmand, in a morally coordinated manner. Therefore, a 
recommendation for institutionahzing justification of value choices in public 
administration must build upon but go beyond Yates' prescription by 
providing some guidance to administrators in their search for morally 
grounded decisions and actions. This is the role of the unified ethic. As 
noted, the unified ethic is a concatenation of the major ethical strands in 
philosophy-deontology, teleology, and virtue. Together, they can provide the 
public administrator moral clarity, coherence, and consistency. These 
qualities, in turn, can empower the administrator in both thought and action 
and engender morally informed justification of decisions and actions. 
Bureaucrats would no longer have value choices hidden behind decisions as 
fragmented, with principles, consequences, and character considered as 
separate categories. Instead, the embodiment of the integrated ethic, 
imagined and implemented by autonomous and accountable moral agents, 
experts, and stewards of the public interest would articulate those choices. 
We can translate this combination of philosophical and functional 
perspectives into morally grounded and skilled value choices and decisions 
through institutional support, training, and leadership. 
Organizations such as the United Nations, the World Bank, the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the World 
Health Organization, are the forum in which we can address the justification 
of global policies, programs, and practices. They, other international forums, 
and the court of world opinion adjudicate the value choices behind those 
policies, programs, and practices. At the same time, we must acknowledge 
the obstacles to creating and sustaining this process of justification. 
As Jane Davis (1986) notes, "international institutions may be suitable 
arenas in which to attempt to raise the moral consciousness of member states 
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and their respective publics, but in realit) they are somewhat less 
conspicuous for effective, practical implementation of agreed policies"^'. 
Nonetheless, we must also acknowledge, as Davis observes, that North-
South decision-making processes are infused with moral issues and that the 
North-South debate is replete with such notions as justice, equality, rights, 
and obligations. Therefore, despite the amorality and immorality that some 
associate with international relations, the idea of introducing moral 
considerations into global decision making is not new. It is, instead, a 
persistent matter of political will, moral courage, and a commitment to 
begin. 
Perspectives and practices perspectives on governance that is "good" -
good governance - and practices of good governance are of course not 
exactly the same thing . Over the last decade, governance has become a 
major field of international development cooperation. Some Key Elements 
in Supporting Public Administration Reform for Sustainable Development 
are as below: 
1. Enhancing the efficiency and planning capacities of national 
institutions in environmental, urban and natural resources 
management. 
2. Creating a new system of training and capacity building to address 
and meet new market and labour demands and required skills in 
various levels and fields 
'Da\is J 1986 'Controntation or Community'' The E\ohing Institutional Framework of North-South 
Relations In M Wright (Ed ) Rights and Obligations in \prth-Soulh Relations Ethical Dimensions of 
Global Problems New York St Martin's Press, p 161 
Corker). J . ed (1999) GoNernance Concepts and Applications. HAS 
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3. Reorienting the education system to meet the challenges of a 
diversified economy and globalization. Equally important is the 
notion of economic globalization. 
4. Strengthening the administrative, regulatory and personnel 
systems, and revitalize public sector management. 
Equitable distribution of resources and access to services and equal 
opportunities. The central issues of sustainability -ownership, fiscal 
discipline, incentives, political support and external aid - would also be 
addressed. 
The public administration and civil service reform in promoting and 
achieving democratic governance is a key strategic goal in the pursuit of 
sustainable development and achieving the Millennium Developmental 
Goals (MDGs). Five areas of support are defined as strategic and key entry 
points in pursuing such reform: 
(i) Promoting a professional, merit based and neutral civil service; 
(ii) Functional reviews in public administrative reform; 
(iii) Strengthening transparency, accountability and codes of conduct 
within the public administration; 
(iv) Training of civil servants to strengthen professionalism, integrity 
and meritocracy in the civil service; and 
(v) Promoting the use of ICT for e-govemance. 
The Kuwaiti Government's planning efforts since the 1960s, have 
varied over time in emphasis and approaches, each has concentrated broadly 
on the same four objectives: 
a) Improving productivity and participation in the nation's 
economic activity; 
'Scholie, Jan. Aart. 2000. Globalization: A Critical Introduction. St Martin's: New York. pp. 14-17. 
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b) Achieving a more balanced population structure and labor force 
profile; 
c) Restructuring the economy and diversifying the non-oil 
productive base; and 
d) Maintaining the present level of social welfare for Kuwaiti 
citizens. In 1993, the government launched the Administrative 
Development Project, in cooperation with UNDP, in response 
to citizens' demands as well as government desire to change 
existing public service delivery system. 
In 1997, the government launched another two projects to: 
1) Strengthen the National Planning System; and 
2) To initiate public management reform. In addition, the 
government of Kuwait, in cooperation with UNDP, 
embarked on an ambitious ICT strategy to introduce 
information technology in all government ministries as 
well as private sector institutions aiming at improving 
public service delivery, improve access to education 
and health services—among others. 
Most studies on globalization in the West Asia have, linked the 
region's comparatively low levels of global economic integration to any 
combination of insufficiently developed local markets, an underdeveloped or 
non-existent local labor force, inadequate and inaccessible information 
technologies, and 'moralizing' or other defensive reactions by local leaders 
to the perceived socio-cultural and political threats of globalization.^^ 
Though there are indigenous as well as exogenous factors responsible for the 
•"clement. M. Henr)' and Robert, Springborg. 2001. Globalization and the Politics of Development in the 
Middle East. Cambridge Univer.sity Press: Cambridge. 
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nature of economic globalization. Some studies have examined the outside 
factors prompting international investors to be leery of these states; the 
internal barriers to globalization have remained largely unexplored. In case 
of Kuwait since the early 1990s, the government has been undertaking a 
number of key initiatives to modernize its institutions and existing delivery 
system for public services. Contrary to popular thought, societal groups in 
Kuwait do hold state power in check. Formal and Informal groups based on 
different affiliations bring to the government's attention their particular 
interests.^^ These initiatives are underlined by a keen desire for change on 
the part of the government as well as citizens. To that effect, many sub-
projects were initiated and either are now completed or still on-going such as 
a modernization project with the Council of Ministers and the Kuwait 
Institute for scientific Research. Both, projects provide a new paradigm for 
the collection and dissemination of data and information for policy makers 
in the government. A project of development of a Client Inquiry System for 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has been completed. And a project 
to support a Development Planning Decision Support System for the 
Ministry of Planning is in the pipeline. The Client Inquiry System 
established an on-demand inquiry system for the public at large. 
Transparency of access to government information is the primary thrust of 
this effort. The technology was developed and demonstrated though a 
prototype of the proof-of-concept. This prototype can be replicated in other 
government agencies to increase access to information and deliver service 
status reporting. The Civil Service Commission (CSC) President has taken 
^Cecilia Klein. Abdelali, Jbili, Kevin, R Taecker. and Shateeq. Ghabra 2000 'Joining the Global Rules-
Based Econoni) Chal/engcs and Opportunities /or the GCC The Middle East Polin, Vol 7, No 2, 
February pp 1-19 
'^Crystdll. Jill 1992 Kuwait The Tiansformatioii of an Oil State.W'ci.lMevjPrei,'^ Boulder, CO, pp 65-89 
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full ownership of these efforts. The political development characterized by 
the state-guided democratic reform has been increasingly displacing the 
77 
narrow authoritarian model prevalent since World War II. 
Kuwait Ministry of Planning- Strengthening National Planning 
System (1997- 2001) project is intended to support one of the principle goals 
of Government's Program of Action for the period 1997-2000, namely, to 
change the process of formulating and implementing the development 
policies essential to achieve a new vision of Kuwait society, by putting in 
place either a strategic planning process or an improved long-term planning 
process which closely links the long-term vision for the nation, the medium-
term development priorities, and the annual budget. The project will also 
build capacities within Government to effectively implement this new 
system, and will produce a strategic or long-term plan, a medium term plan 
or program, and an annual plan, which applies the new system. 
Accomplishing this goal calls for a two-pronged approach. First, 
strengthening the effectiveness of the system adopted by the Government to 
carry out its planning responsibilities. Second, strengthening the capacity of 
the relevant organizations to enable them to apply this system to its 
maximum impact. 
Support to Public Management Reform (1995- 1997)- The project is 
to support governmental reform, including restructuring of the Executive 
Branch, by assisting the Government with substantive advice, management 
services and program development assistance. It provided short-term subject 
matter technical experts for: 
(1) Business Process Reengineering; 
"Ghabra, Shafeeq N , 1997 'Balancing Stale and Society The Islamic Movement in Kuwait'. Muldle East 
Po/io.VoLS. No.2.p59 
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(2) Decision Support Systems; 
(3) Restructuring of the executive Branch of the Government; 
(4) Project Management and Support Services; and other areas as needed. 
It was in the early years of the 1990s that governments throughout 
developed and developing world became interested in the potential 
contribution of information and communications technologies (ICTs) to 
transforming public services and governance. Since then, we have seen 
huge changes in these technologies and in the way they are used. ICTs are 
no longer elite technologies, available only to those with special training and 
know-how. 
In Kuwait, ICT dissemination among children and youth is geared to 
enhance educational opportunities and cross-regional networking and 
learning. Projects to support the use of ICT in order to improve Education 
Service Delivery are put in place in order to achieve the following 
objectives: 
1. Promote and support the usage of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) in the education system. 
2. Initiate, develop and produce educational software for the region 
through the center or in cooperation with other institutes. 
3. Improve the development of human resources in the region through 
using new information and communication technologies in education 
and training. 
4. Serve as a catalyst for fostering different activities aiming at utilizing 
ICT in education. 
5. Improve in access and quality of learning. 
'Bellamy, Christine and Taylor, John A. 1998. Governiiig in the Information Age, Open University Press: 
Milton Keynes, Chapters 1.3 and 4. 
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6. Enrich and diversify the instiiictional support. 
7. Build well-structured instructional products in Arabic and tailored to 
school's needs. 
The rapid response to the so-called "digital divide" in accordance with 
the rapid pace of ICT innovation is essential, and reaffirms the need for a 
multi-faceted and multi-layered effort by all stakeholders. ICT can be used 
as an excellent instrument to promote good governance, provided the cost 
benefit implications are kept in view.^ ^ Most importantly, there is need for a 
priority action that must be taken - by national governments and their 
citizens, the international community, the private sector, non-profit and 
community organizations - in various forms of partnership, to make this 
opportunity a reality. According to Mary Ann Tetreault, the democratic 
experiments has some roots extending back to the 18' and 19' centuries, 
through key events in the 20th century.^ *^  Under Education and Human 
Capital priorities areas, UNDP has identified detailed actions that should be 
taken: Promote and support ICT dissemination among the children; Enhance 
the training of teachers on ICT and the "digital literacy" of pupils; encourage 
the software community, including the open source and commercial 
software communities, to develop applications relevant to developing 
countries, to make its software available to such countries and localize 
software applications, while at the same time helping to promote the growth 
of local application development capacity in these countries; encourage local 
content development, translation and/or adaptation in developing countries 
to fulfill the needs of learners, scholars, professionals, and citizens for 
Sarma. E A S 2005 ICT and Gocxi Governance', in The State and IT And Development, (eds ) Bagga, 
R K , Kenision. Kenneth. Malhur, Rohil Raj. Sage Publications. New Delhi, p 72 
'"'Teireault Mary Ann 20(X) Stones of Democracy Politics and Sociel\ in Contemporan Kuwait. 
Columbia Uni\crsit\ Press New York 
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education, learning, training and application development, including 
provision of online access; support national and international programs for 
digitizing and putting public content onJine, focusing on multilingual 
applications and local heritage. 
Kuwait is working closely with the UNDP to develop a program to 
transfer state-of-the-art software technologies to the Arab region. In short, 
culture appears to connect closely with information technology design 
outcomes.^" In Kuwait, UNDP is collaborating with the Ministry of 
Education (MOE) and the Regional Software Technology Centers. The latter 
is a project funded by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD) to serve 
the Arab region. The resources of this project were used to support two 
centers for advanced software technology and software production. The 
general objective of the project is to create the necessary instruments for the 
transfer of state-of-the-art software technology to the region. The Regional 
Information Technology and Software Engineering Center (RITSEC) was 
established in Cairo, Egypt in 1990. While, the Regional Educational 
Software Center (ReDSOFT), was established in August 1996, and is hosted 
by the Government of Kuwait. ReDSOFT was created as a regional, non-
profit organization. It provides technical, professional and developmental 
services to the agencies, institutions and governmental organizations in the 
Arab Region in issues related to the integration of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) and Education. The target beneficiaries 
of this project are the Pupils between 4 to 18 years old. 
Diamond. Lany 199^ (ed ) Political Culture and Democracy in De\ eloping Countries. Lynne Rienner 
Boulder. Colo 
'Aladwani. AM (2(X)0), "IS project charactenstics and perlormance a Kuwaiti illustration", Journal of 
Global Information Management, Vol 8 No 2, pp ^0-1 
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Kuwait is initiating efforts in realizing the goals of e-government for 
good governance- driven by broader governance objectives and aims at 
changing the way governments work. The Government will have to be less 
paternalistic and protective towards its citizens, who need to be exposed to a 
competitive environment.^ ^ Furthermore, to strengthen governance 
institutions in the Arab states, UNDP launched the Program on Governance 
in the Arab Region (POGAR). The Regional Program is rooted in national 
needs and was developed at the request of Arab governments. The program 
works with key governance institutions in the region and aims to enhance 
the triple pillars of good governance: 
1. Rule of law, 
2. Participation and transparency and 
3. Accountability. 
Accountability is one of the major components of good governance. 
The importance of responsive, accessible and accountable public 
administration, has been a leading provider of technical advice on 
modernizing public institutions. Activities include reviewing public service 
reform, strengthening transparency and accountability within the public 
sector and training public servants in the use of information technology. 
Good governance signifies a participative manner of governing that 
functions in a responsible, accountable and transparent manner based on the 
principles of efficiency, legitimacy and consensus for the purpose of 
promoting the rights of individual citizens and the public interest. In 
partnership with the Division for Public Economics and Public 
Administration, UN Department of Economic Affairs and Social Affairs. 
AI-YahNa. Mohammad Abdulrahman 199^ Kuwait Fall and Rebirth Kegan Paul International London, 
p 127 
Munshi Surendra and Abraham, Bi|u Paul 'Introduction" in Good Go\einance. Demoiiatic Societies 
and Globalization, (eds) Munshi, Surendra and Abraham. Bi|u Paul Saae Publications New Delhi, pp 51 
52 
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POGAR is commissioning a study on transparency and accountability in the 
public sector in the Arab region, with a view to responding to the challenges 
of globalization. However, there is now an increasing demand by the people 
from their governments to solve the side effects of globalization, and protect 
those citizens that are not connected to the global economy through a 
package of multi dimensional reforms. Globalization needs good 
governance. Only the state can provide the necessary leadership for good 
governance. Therefore, globalization, good governance, and the state are 
inextricably connected. 
Good practices and lessons learned Pubhc administration and civil 
service initiatives, being a strategic goal towards achieving democratic 
govemance and sustainable human development, generate different 
experiences and lessons. Building on lessons learned from past experiences, 
pave the way to better results and better practices. Public administration 
reforms must embody certain characteristics in order to be effective and 
successful. However, when public administration initiatives are designed 
and implemented as a political, technical and management process, certain 
other elements need to be present in order to maximize the chances of 
success and reduce the potential for unsuccessful results. 
Key success factors for Public administration reform are: 
(1) Setting realistic and well-defined targets; 
(2)Capacity Building is best achieved through hands-on, leaming-by-
doing interactive approach; 
(3) Seek opportunities to change pubhc administration mindset; 
"Keesm Zoeterman. 2003. 'Stale Govemance of Sustainable Development and Globalization' in Paul van 
Seters. Bas de Gawy Fortman and Arie de Ruijter (eds.). Globalization and its New Divides: Malcontents. 
Recipes and Reforms, Dutch University Press: Netherlands, pp. 101-21. 
''''Kiggundu. Moses N. 2002. Managing Globalization in Developing Countries and transition Economies. 
Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, p.29. 
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(4) Successful implementation of E-govemment initiatives is better 
achieved through E-privates sector providers; 
(5)Continued political will and support throughout all phases of public 
administration development is essential to an effective and successful 
reform process; 
(6) Show and publicize "good Results'' and provide essential to an 
effective and successful reform process; 
(7) Show and publicize "good results'" and provide incentives for 
continued support and achievements; 
Successful change management is an integral part of any reform 
process. Engaging and consulting staff early in the stages of reform, 
providing incentives and learning opportunities to use new technologies, 
adapt to new business reengineering systems, and acquire new skills and 
knowledge to cope with the new business environment, will pave the way 
for a smoother administrative reform process and organizational transition. 
Failing to manage a process of change successfully and effectively will lead 
to resistance, jeopardize achievements accomplished and the process will 
suffer delays and inefficiency as a result of power struggle. 
Establishing broader partnerships with the private sector and civil 
society will better achieve expected results and objectives partnership with 
civil society should be enhanced through support to their internal 
governance structures as well as capacity building to ensure that they are 
capable and have the resources required to deliver programs and support 
reform efforts. Parliamentary institutions have also been emphasized as a 
means of promoting democratic governance better than presidential 
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system. Successful ad hoc pnvate sector partnerships, emphasized in the 
case studies, suggest an opportunity for more systemic outreach to private 
sector institutions. Efforts are needed to explore possibilities for stronger 
partnerships with the private sector- essential for sustainable public service 
reform and development. Democratization scholars assume civil society to 
be instrumental in bringing about a democratic transition and to increase the 
likelihood of consolidating democracy. For example, civil society can play a 
disciplinary role in relation to the state, by holding it accountable and 
making sure it abides by the rules. 
Better monitoring and reporting mechanisms required for successful 
refuim processes. The establishment of baselines, setting of targets and 
benchmarks, and regular and timely reporting requirements needs to be 
strengthened to achieve expected results and reform objectives. 
Program/project design has to find a balance between providing direction 
and guidance and allowing for flexibility, with demand driven participatory 
entry points, tailored to the needs of the community. In some cases, project 
and program objectives and scope have been overly ambitious given the 
procedural time lags and low absorption capacity. 
National social policies should be linked to the process of public 
administration reform. More efforts should be made to link social policy 
formulation and reforms to public administration and civil service reform. 
Public service is mandated to transform social policies into programs and 
delivering these programs and services to the public. Social policy is directly 
linked and affected by profound demographic, economic, political and social 
"Yinz.JuanJ 1990 The Virtues ot Parliamenian';m' yoHr/w/o/D^'mocrao. vol I, no 4. pp 84-91 
''^Vhue. Gordon 1996 Civil Sociely. Democrdiizalion and De\elopment in Robin Luckham and Gordon. 
While (eds ), Democratization in the South The Jagged \Vo\e Manchester University Press Manchester 
p 186 
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changes that are constantly challenging and demanding new social policies. 
Further, globalization, privatization, economic reforms and trade 
liberalizations, have profound impact on changing the "character" and 
"content' of social policy. These changes mean that social policies and 
programs must be reexamined and recast to address, adapt and absorb the 
impact and outcome of these fundamental changes. This also means that 
public administration reforms should be compatible with social policy 
reforms and demands for efficient, competent and accountable public service 
to deliver social policies and programs. The principal purpose of public 
reason and justification is to advance democratic deliberation and decision-
making. Although the process is imperfect and limited in its application, the 
model can inspire all governments and global institutions. Clearly, however, 
realizing this practice is difficult. Ideological, instrumental, and cultural 
considerations, among others, obstruct progress toward intelligent and moral 
global policy making and lead many to concur with the adage that morality 
has no place in politics. Still, in one way or another, morality persists in 
intruding into the political and bureaucratic realms, leaving us to wonder, 
some say naively, about the prospects for a different, more humane, form of 
politics and government. Richard Dagger (1986) argues that there are two 
ways to conceive of politics. The first is to see politics as an activity 
involving competition for power and advantage, advancing interests, usually 
at an opponent's expense, but essentially it is merely a strategic business. 
From this standpoint, accusations of "playing politics" or acting from 
"purely political" motives are appropriate. But if this were all there is to 
politics, then these would not be accusations.^ ^ To accuse someone of 
'^'Dagger, R 1986 "Politics and the Pursuit of Autonomy' In J R Pennock and J W Chapman (Eds) 
JuMification New York and London New York Uni\ersity Pre;,s. pp. 270-290 
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playing politics is to charge impropriety, which Dagger maintains would be 
absurd if politics were only a competition for power and advantage. The 
second way to conceive of politics is to see it as a fundamentally ethical 
enterprise in which we use strategy but it must always be subordinate to the 
larger requirement of the public interest. Politics is an ethical enterprise 
because political questions and decisions force us to consider how we are to 
order our lives as individuals and our hfe as a community. In politics, we are 
ultimately concerned with an ethos, a way of life. Thus, if politics is 
fundamentally ethical, we cannot justify political conduct on the basis of 
strategic considerations. 
"Political justification," according to Dagger, "is a form of ethical 
on 
justification," requiring a compelling theory of ethics. The universal, 
unified ethic is, as it's least, a compelling theory that can guide our decision-
making. As an integrated moral and philosophical structure, the universal, 
unified ethic can provide a moral foundation and moral legitimacy to global 
dialogue and decisions. It can help us understand the nature and the 
implications of those decisions for the billions of global citizens whose 
voices are never heard in the boardrooms, courtrooms, and other inner 
sanctums of power and privilege. At the same time, however, the universal, 
unified ethic, alone, is certainly not sufficient to alter entrenched 
perspectives and practices. Reformers will require other approaches as well. 
Public justification, as Stephen Macedo '^ says, is not simply a 
philosophical or intellectual exercise. It is, instead, an attempt to create "a 
transparent, demystified social order"'^ .^ The universal, unified ethic can be a 
vital ingredient in that effort. 
* / W p. 271. 
•"Macedo. S. 1990. The Politics of Justification' Political Theon. Vol 18 No.3, pp. 280-.'?04 
''-Ibid.p 295 
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CHAPTER IV 
GOOD GOVERNANCE EXPERIENCES 
Traditionally, governance refers to the forms of political system and 
the manner in which power is exercised in utilizing country's economic and 
social resources for development. Governance is the process whereby 
public institutions conduct public affairs, manage public resources and 
guarantee the realization of human rights. Good governance accomplishes 
this in a manner essentially free of abuse and corruption, and with due 
regard for the rule of law. The true test of "good" governance is the degree 
to which it delivers on the promise of human rights: civil, cultural, 
economic, political and social rights. The key question is: are the institutions 
of governance effectively guaranteeing the right to health, adequate housing, 
sufficient food, quality education, fair justice and personal security? The 
term "governance" is fairly new in the World Bank's lexicon and certainly 
has only recently started receiving the level of attention that it now gets. It 
should be noted that the World Bank has not deviated from its focus on 
economic development as stated in its Articles of Agreement, however, it 
has become increasingly clear that good governance is positively correlated 
with, among other positive indicators, higher investment and growth. A 
survey in the 1997 World Development Report (WDR) showed that 
countries with good governance, on average, had over twice the share of 
investments in GDP and enjoyed an income per capita growth rate nearly 
three times that of countries scoring low on good governance indicators. Not 
surprisingly, good governance also improves development outcomes with 
Moore, Mick 199^ "Declining to Learn trom the East The World Bank on Governance and 
Development", IDS Bullelin. Vol 24, No 1. p i9 
" See World Bank site at ii H n worldhank orv, for the Bank's ""Articles ot Agreement" 
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good governance strongly and positively linked with significantly superior 
showings on everything from infant mortality to literacy rates^. In this 
context, it is also important to properly define the role of the state -
especially given our focus on public sector effiectiveness. 
Government is one of the actors in governance. Difference between 
the term government and governance as elucidated by R.N. Prasad is, "the 
term 'governance' has wider meaning than that of the term 'government.' 
The World Bank's experience in development demonstrates that private 
initiative and market-driven policies are key to economic development and 
sustained economic growth. Equally clear is that the state is a critical 
complement to markets - markets do not function well without effective 
governments and governments that do not work well with markets are 
doomed to be ineffective.^  In short, governments will need to be as efficient 
and effective as private firms if they are to serve as facilitators rather than 
bottlenecks to economic and social development - especially so in a 
globalizing and highly competitive world economy. So the concept of 
governance transcends beyond the state to incorporate within itself, civil 
society organizations. The concept of good governance has been clarified by 
the work of the Commission on Human Rights. In its resolution 2000/64 the 
Commission identified the key attributes of good governance as: 
a) Transparency; 
b) Responsibility; 
c) Accountability; 
d) Participation ; 
e) Responsiveness (to the needs of the people); 
^ World Bank. 1997. World Dt-velopment Report 1997- The State in a Changing World, Oxford University 
Press: Oxford. 
Prasad, R.N. 2002. Governance in India, Concept Publishing Company: New Delhi. 
Nicholas, Stem, "Development As A Process of Change: Towards a Dynamic Public Economics". Keynes 
Lecture at the British Academy, November 21, 2002. Available at www.worldbank.org. 
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It linked good governance to an enabling environment conducive to 
the enjoyment of human rights and "prompting growth and sustainable 
human development." In underscoring the importance of development 
cooperation for securing good governance in countries in need of external 
support, the resolution recognized the value of partnership approaches to 
development cooperation and the inappropriateness of prescriptive 
approaches. Explaining the growing importance of the notion of good 
governance, T.K. Oommen remarks, "This has become a buzz word in 
contemporary lexicon, indeed, it is a ruling idea."^ The concept of 'good 
governance' was coined by Third World countries and entered into the 
vocabulary of public administration since the 1990s, mainly due to the 
development aid to the Third World countries by the western countries in 
post cold war era. 
By linking good governance to sustainable human development, 
emphasizing principles such as accountability, participation and the 
enjoyment of human rights, and rejecting prescriptive approaches to 
development assistance, the resolution stands as an implicit endorsement of 
the rights-based approach to development. 
The Commission also requested the High Commissioner to invite 
States to provide practical examples of activities that have been effective in 
promoting good governance, including through development cooperation. 
Their input is to be included in a compilation of indicative ideas and 
practices. 
The World Bank, in one of its documents in 1989, highlighted the 
concept of good governance in Sub-Saharan African context. The World 
Bank identified three dimensions of good governance: 
' Ooniiiicn, T K 2004 Nation, dvil Soi ten and Social Mo\ ements. Sase Publications: New Delhi 
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1. Public sector management; 
2. Legal framework for development, and 
3. Information and transparency. 
Later in 1992, the World Bank's document entitled "Governance and 
Development" said, "Good governance is central to creating and sustaining 
an environment, which fosters strong and equitable development and it is an 
essential complement to sound economic policies. The three aspects of 
governance enumerated in it are: 
a. The form of polity and the way authority is exercised in society 
(parliamentary and presidential, military or civilian and authoritarian 
or democratic). 
b. The process by which authority is exercised in the country's 
economic, political and social spheres and the extent to which the 
citizens are involved and given responsibility. 
c. The capacity of governments to coercive, formulate, and execute 
policies in general, to discharge governmental functions, as 
effectively, adequately and efficiently as possible. 
In context of good governance, Yves R. Simon, says "the common 
good refers to a comprehensive set of goods in which the entire civil society 
participates." The foundations of good governance according to Hindu 
scriptures requires one to protect and sustain the common good, and the 
o 
requisite duties and conduct of public officials. 
The UN Secretary-General in his Millennium Report, emphasized that 
"better governance means greater participation, coupled with accountability. 
' Y\es, R Sinx)n 199^ Philosophv of Democratic Government University of Notre Dame Press Notre 
Dame [quoted by Thomas. R Rourke 1996. "Micheal Novak and Yves R Simon on the Common Good 
and Capitalism." The Re\ien of Politics, vol 58, Spnng, 1996. p 2i7 
*  Dwivedi, OP 1990 'Administrative Theology Dharma of Public Olficials." Indian Journal of Public 
Administration vol %. No '^ , July-September, pp 406-19 
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Therefore, the international public domain - including the United Nations -
must be opened up further to the participation of the many actors whose 
contributions are essential to managing the path of globalization ... For the 
United Nations, success in meeting the challenges of globalization 
ultimately comes down to meeting the needs of peoples. It is in their name 
that the Charter was written; realizing their aspirations remains our vision 
for the twenty-first century." 
In the Millennium Declaration, adopted by consensus, the States 
Members of the United Nations resolved to create an environment - at the 
national and global levels alike - that is conducive to development and the 
elimination of poverty. They stated that meeting this objective "depends, 
inter alia, on good governance within each country. It also depends on good 
governance at the international level and on transparency in the financial, 
monetary and trading systems." ^ Good governance is associated with 
efficient and effective administration in a democratic framework.'° 
Good governance at the international level 
International human rights standards also entail responsibilities for 
good governance at the international level. Examples include Commission 
on Human Rights, which is to be read together with the legal obligations of 
international cooperation contained in: 
1. the Charter of the United Nations (arts. 1(3), 55, 56) 
2. the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (art. 1(2)) 
htip /h\ II ii' unhchr clj/development/govemance-Ol.html 
Asmerom. H K. Borgman, K. and Hoppe, R. 1995 Good Governance, Decentralization and 
Democratization in Post Colonial State', Indian Journal of Public Administration. Vol 41. No 4, October-
December, p 7'?6 
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3. the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
(art. 1(2)) 
4. the Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 4) 
5. the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
6. the Declaration on the Right to Development 
7. the Vienna Declaration 
In a globalizing world, national and international governance are 
inextricably linked. International institutions of governance will be in a 
better position to respond to the needs of the developing world once national 
institutions meet the test of good governance. The demands of governments 
in the international arena are only legitimate to the extent that they reflect 
the will of the people. 
Similarly, national institutions will be able to respond more 
effectively to the will of the people where there are international institutions 
based on principles of good governance. At the national level this 
necessarily implies transparent, responsible, accountable, participatory and 
responsive governance, which is respectful of the rule of law and the 
protection of human rights. At the international level, transparency, equity, 
fairness and international cooperation are equally necessary. Good 
governance is not simply something that government can achieve or do by 
itself. Good governance depends on the cooperation and an involvement of a 
large number of citizens and organizations. These requirements are 
considered not only essential for good governance but are also important for 
sustainable human development." 
Blum. Peter. 1995. "'Cultural Relativism. Good Governance and Sustainable Human Development", 
Public Administration and Development, Vol. 15, pp.5-7. 
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Good governance at the National level 
There is a wealth of United Nations human rights standards of direct 
relevance and applicability to questions of good governance. The 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights requires its 148 States 
parties "to respect and to ensure ... the rights recognized" in the Covenant 
and "to take the necessary steps ... to give effect to the rights". State parties 
are required, among other things, to ensure that an effective remedy for 
violations is available; to provide for determination of claims by competent 
judicial, administrative or legislative authorities; and to enforce remedies 
when granted (art. 2). 
Similarly, in ratifying the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights, 143 States have undertaken "to take steps ... with a 
view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized 
... by all appropriate means" (Art. 2). 
The Declaration on the Right to Development further clarifies the 
nature of these obligations, setting forth important objectives for 
governance. It mandates States "to formulate appropriate national 
development policies that aim at the constant improvement of the well-being 
of the entire population and of all individuals, on the basis of their active, 
free and meaningful participation in development and in the fair distribution 
of the benefits resulting therefrom". 
States are expected to "undertake, at the national level, all necessary 
measures for the realization of the right to development" and to "ensure, 
inter alia, equality of opportunity for all in their access to basic resources, 
education, health services, food, housing, employment and the fair 
distribution of income." 
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"Effective measures" are to be undertaken to ensure that women have 
an active role in the development process, and "appropriate economic and 
social reforms" are to be carried out with a view to eradicating all social 
injustices. In sum, the Declaration requires States to take steps "to ensure the 
full exercise and progressive enhancement of the right to development, 
including the formulation, adoption and implementation of policy, 
legislative and other measures at the national and international levels." 
In September 2000, the UN Consultative Committee on Programme 
and Operational Questions (CCPOQ) approved, on behalf of the 
Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC), the ACC Matrix of 
Governance, setting out policy measures, core elements and areas of 
programmatic collaboration for the United Nations system. 
The poHcy measures are democracy and participation, equity, 
environmental protection and management, human rights, the rule of law, 
public administration and service delivery, transparency and accountability, 
security, peace-building and conflict management, informed citizenry, and 
electronic governance (e-govemance). As argued by Henry Mintzberg, 
attacks on government are attacks on the fabric of society. If the collective 
needs of the people are allowed to be undermined, society itself will be 
destroyed. Private goods are necessary, no doubt but they are worthless 
without public goods—such as policing and economic policies—to protect 
them.'-' 
" http://ww\\:unhchr.cfi/development/governance-02.himl 
Mintzberg, Henry. 1996. "Managing Government. Governing Management", Harx'ard Business Review, 
May-June. 
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The core elements and areas of programmatic collaboration draw on 
human rights concepts such as participation, accountability, non-
discrimination, empowerment and express-linkage to human rights.''* 
This is clearly shown once again in several developed countries which 
have been advocated as a model for emulation in corporate regulation and 
governance, including the protection of minority shareholders. Nevertheless, 
a spate of massive corporate disasters in those regulatory bastions, due 
largely to bad governance, has created in their wake a substantial adverse 
impact on financial and business confidence, and on human welfare itself. A 
common concern in the current atmosphere is the restoration of trust which, 
itself, implies the existence of shared values and accepted standards, 
compliance with the set rules of the game, and full disclosure of transparent 
informafion. 
The 1997-98 crisis has renewed focus on public and corporate 
governance. Two perspectives are at stake in this context are: 
First, the absence of good governance has been perceived as a major 
cause of the crisis, and 
Secondly, the prognosis is drawn by inference, namely, that good 
governance is imperative for durable development. Since July 1997, 
numerous writings have appeared and meetings have been convened with a 
focus on the excesses as well as the blemishes in public and corporate 
governance in this part of the developing world. In the process, a litany of 
recommendations of varying degrees of ingeniousness has been advanced 
for the post-crisis adjustment and reform of policies and institutions and for 
the revamped process of monitoring and enforcement. 
http://www.unhchr ch/development/goveniance-04 htinWassisi 
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There should, indeed, be few excuses for the revealed imperfections 
and inadequacies in governance whether or not they are embodied as 
"corruption, cronyism and nepotism". Vivek Chopra defines good 
governance as unambiguously identifying the basic values of society and 
pursuing these.'^ However, the prevalence of preventive rules and prudential 
regulations is not sufficient, in itself, to raise the standards of governance 
and/or to ensure good governance in the public and private sectors. 
Basically, good governance is predicated on full accountability to 
stakeholders (e.g., workers, shareholders, persons on fixed income, various 
social segments or strata and so on) in the exercise of mandated activities 
and functions by all concerned, whether they be central or local 
Government, managers of State and business enterprises, or civic and civil 
society organizations. It thus implies an informed, pluralistic and involved 
society but with shared basic norms, standards and aspirations. As such, 
good governance is clearly not without context; nor is it value-neutral. 
"Local contents", colors and nuances matter. However, there are in practice 
few, if any, cost-free short cuts and ready answers to sustaining good 
governance, which, in the absence of optimal solutions, embodies a process 
of trial and error and a choice among trade-offs. Nor are there precise and 
uniform prescriptions or magic bullets in fostering economic development, 
social citizenship, political socialization and changed mindsets. 
Furthermore, standards of governance do not necessarily rise simply 
because of outside intervention, whether or not such intervention is delivered 
with judicious tact and sensitivity, or accompanied by generous measures of 
material goodwill. 
^ Kashyap, Subhash, C 1997 (ed) Crime. Coniiptton and Good Governance, \Jpp?i\ PubhcMions New 
Delhi, p 11 ^ 
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Characteristically, good governance requires the equitable 
participation of all stakeholders in the design and formulation of policies and 
institutions that affect them, or at least a majority of them at any given time. 
In addition, there has to be a fair attribution to all stakeholders of the fruits 
as well as the burdens and mistakes of development. Moreover, good 
governance is predictable: there exists equal protection, plus non-
discriminate and non-retroactive treatment, for all in the enforcement of laws 
and the application of regulations. Transparency is essential, too. Full 
disclosure of information is a sine qua non for confident interactions 
between individuals or groups. It is also a prerequisite for an objective, 
systematic and timely assessment of public or private governance and its 
stated outcomes. Indispensable in all these regards is strict observance and 
enforcement of common norms and recognized benchmarks. Pai Panandiker 
sees good governance as it pertains to a nation state which handles its people 
to lead a peaceful, orderly, reasonable, prosperous, participatory lives.'^ 
In the contemporary times, it is the role and responsibility of the 
Government to seize the available (IT). Put down rules, regulations and 
standards. And lay down the Electronic Government Framework for the sake 
of improving Government services. Thus increasing the society's benefit and 
prosperity.''' 
The e-organization vision has been adopted by Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research (KISR) since the early 1980's. As part of KISR 
Information Technology (IT) strategies, KISR has been developing business 
application systems to serve its business functions. Therefore, the ultimate 
goal of e-KISR is to extend boundaries of information exchange for business 
Sengupla, Bhabani \996 India The Problem of Go\eniance. Konstri^ Delhi, p vii 
http //nH \i e go\ kw/Defaiill asp\ 'pageld- -^56 
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functions. This is being done by facilitating transactions electronically on 
local, national, and international levels through one gateway e-Government. 
In order to achieve its goal, KISR has been maintaining a proper 
computing and communication infrastructure. It includes network 
enhancement and computer trends, all supported by the implementation of 
an organizational security strategy serving larger communities. 
Organizing an e-enabling community is an evolutionary process 
where business culture needs to adapt to the capabilities of IT in serving its 
needs. This process started gradually in the 1990's where client/server 
technology was developed to further serve more business needs. The advent 
of the Internet required new technologies to adapt to new IT standards. 
Furthermore, the web technology enabled systems' developers to introduce 
information systems that reached user's community with less maintenance 
requirements. All KISR business applications data are hosted within an 
integrated relational database environment which developed web services. 
As the Internet was first introduced to Kuwait and Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research (KISR) in the early 1990's, the National Scientific and 
Technical Information Center (NSTIC) at KISR started preparation for 
utilization of the Web technology to build business applications that can 
expose KISR's services and liberate information to broader audience inside 
and outside KISR. The need for automation and integration of business 
procedures was well thought about by KISR top management and 
specifically NSTIC, before the introduction of the internet. 
KISR can be one of the leading model organizations in Kuwait in 
applying the e-organization vision, which falls into the Kuwait e-
Govemment strategy. e-KISR model consists of KISR intranet (KISR portal) 
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and KJSR internet site, which have the following objectives and 
functionalities: 
1. Offer current services and resources electronically to KISR 
employees. 
2. Host KISR Scientific, Technical and Administrative databases in a 
unified model. 
3. Serve as marketing tool and a link with KISR clients. 
4. Provide services to the Public related to e-Govemment role. 
KISR believes that the process of an organization e-enabling is an 
evolutionary endeavor, whereby business culture needs to adapt to the 
capabilities of information technology in serving its needs. Business 
applications went through many phases during this evolutionary process 
within KISR. In the 1990's, KISR started a new era of development in KISR 
utilizing client/server technology to further serve more business needs. As 
technology advanced, business needs had to utilize these changes to enhance 
business performance within KISR. 
KISR started gradually adapting to new information technology 
standards that accompanied the internet evolution. The web technology 
enabled systems developers to develop and maintain information systems 
that reach a broader users community with less maintenance requirements. 
Here are some of the milestones occurred during the past 20 years at 
the information services activities: 
1. Introducing the first full electronic online bilingual public catalog 
(OPAC) which replaced our card catalog (early 1980's). 
2. Introducing the first electronic searchable bibliographic database (CD-
ROM) to replace some of the printed indexes and abstracts (late 
1980"s). 
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3. Connecting access to our catalog through KISR LAN. (early 1990's). 
4. Introducing the Internet and using e-mail as a fastest means of 
communication with users and providing results of information 
services. (Mid 1990's). 
5. Providing access to a collection of CD-ROM databases through KISR 
LAN 
6. Issuing the first full fledged electronic bulletin at KISR, the ISB (first 
issue in 1998). 
7. Launching NSTIC information services portal (Summer 2003). 
After the liberation of Kuwait from the Iraqi occupation, KISR, in an 
effort expand to process of governance provided a quick computing facilities 
to its users and established 4 local area networks (LANs) using Novell 
operating systems as its network operating systems (OS) and lOBaseT 
Ethernet technology as the network environment. In 1992, KISR expanded 
its existing LAN environment to a massive organization-wide network by 
establishing 22 lOBaseT Ethernet LANs and one Token Ring LAN, 
distributed over its Shuwaikh, Salmiya, and Doha campuses; which later 
included Ahmadi and Sulaibiyah. The connectivity infrastructure varied 
between Copper and optical fiber cables facilitating Unshielded Twisted Pair 
(UTP) and coaxial cables. The number of connected users during the years, 
reached to almost 1400 from the original 350 users. KISR is adopting an 
enterprise-wide approach towards developing a Knowledge Management 
System involving the integration of Scientific Research and administrative 
business models in one unified e-model. 
In context of financial governance, the Central Bank of Kuwait 
(Cebk) plays a unique role among the banking and financial sector in 
Kuwait. It is responsible for currency issuing and money stability, as well as 
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setting the monetary policy and directing credit for the service of different 
economic sectors. In addition, it supervises the banking sector and acts as a 
banker for government agencies. This requires the Cebk to operate with 
utmost precision and swift decision making. 
Therefore, the Cebk has adopted the use of technology in conducting 
its operations since the early eighties. The bank's application systems cover 
most of its internal operations (administrative and research) as well as the 
external ones (banking and supervision). The local banks communicate with 
the Cebk through dedicate leased lines. 
Through the continuous evaluation of its operations and in order to 
benefit from the recent advancements in Internet technologies, the Cebk has 
declared its future vision for information as "effective information 
management at the Central Bank of Kuwait". It is manifested through: 
1. Cebk's services and information are to be easily accessible to its 
relevant employees and customers regardless of their physical location 
in a highly secure, efficient and robust environment. 
2. Automated business processes will allow nearly instantaneous 
response to users' requests. 
3. Processes are optimized for efficiency, correctness, and 
responsiveness. 
4. Implementation of an improved information base for decision making 
at all levels. 
And in order to achieve this vision, change must take place along two 
major lines: First: Process Re-engineering: Second: Advanced Information 
Technology Solutions. An I.T. strategy had to be developed and put into 
action to achieve these solutions and therefore, the future vision for 
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information at Cebk. This was based on: Enhance the I.T. infrastructure with 
regard to: 
1. Communication to guarantee quick access to information 
2. Database infrastructure based on open standards for easy and 
automated retrieval of information. 
3. Security infrastructure to guard against external and internal risks with 
continuous audit mechanisms. 
4. Enhance I.T. Management with regard to: 
i) Providing technical leadership with I.T. vision at all levels. 
ii) Adopt standard policies and measures in conducting its 
operations, (e.g. project management, documentation, etc.) 
iii) Re-structure to achieve a dynamic I.T. organization capable of 
providing good quality services, 
iv) Enhance the I.T. human resources skills through: training, 
recruitment, and introducing new job titles. 
The efforts that the Cebk has put come in line with the Kuwaiti 
government initiative towards achieving e govemment. It constitutes a 
strong base that can be easily built upon. Considering the nature of Cebk's 
operation the models that can be fit are: 
a. G-to-B (i.e. between Cebk and the banking and financial 
sector). 
b. G-to-G (i.e. between Cebk and the government agencies). 
The new system is interfaced to the existing Cebk's accounting 
systems through the use of middle ware software to exchange messages. 
This application can also incorporate govemment agencies, therefore 
fitting the G-to-G model. These govemment agencies must be ready 
administratively, legally and technically. Currently the central bank executes 
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over 1200 payment orders daily that are received as official letters. The 
Cebk debits the government agency account and credits the beneficiary 
account through its local bank. Therefore, once this system is applied, the 
payment can be executed by the government agency directly enabUng them 
to view their account as is the case with the local banks (e-banking). A 
worldwide revolution in information and communication technologies has 
occurred in recent years. It is changing lives in Kuv/ait and is affecting the 
way people work, learn and interact. The central bank of Kuwait (Cebk), 
although a government institution, does not deal with citizens. Its clients are 
government agencies and private financial institutions. The central bankof 
Kuwait has used to be "e" ready and demonstrates a service of high 
importance as an example of implementation. 
In context of the business chambers, Kuwait governance experience 
show that there is a shift towards e-chamber for better services at Kuwait 
chamber of commerce & industry. In 1992, future perspective-based studies 
were conducted about the needs of departments and simplification of 
procedures for its members. This was the beginning of the road to develop 
its services, and this development still continues adopting the same 
perspective and spirit. Today Kuwait Chamber provides its staff with a 
unified cognitive system associated with all systems currently adopted by 
Chamber, whose number reaches -upto the date of preparing twenty five 
systems. 
This section focuses on the importance of e-chamber system for the 
prospective link to other government bodies and the potentials that this 
system will provide for the Chamber's staff in achieving their duties from 
any place around the world using the Internet. For example, it will enable the 
employee to: 
17: 
1. Follow up daily mail electronically in order to access to office without 
paper. 
2. Make search through all Chamber's systems using a unified system. 
3. Follow up all administrative circulars and decisions. 
4. Follow up office bulletins (the latest books, magazines, bulletins and 
etc. received by the office weekly). 
5. Electronically apply for leaves and give approval thereof as well as 
other administrative requests. 
Within an information solidarity program for renaissance of Kuwaiti 
society and the quest for shifting to what is called the Digital Society where 
individuals have inner confidence and continuous motives to self promotion 
and the ability to deal with new electronic technology to the extent that 
making use of national program outputs in this field becomes feasible (such 
as e-Govemment project and Kuwait Information Network Scheme), an idea 
of old computers project crystallized by distributing computers out of use in 
government bodies to a significant segment of Kuwaiti society (namely 
needy and modest families), which , in addition to the national sense that 
would have a positive return at the government level, aims to realize the 
following: 
1. Eliminate computer illiterate and promote cultural level of Kuwaiti 
society in the field of informafion technology (IT). 
2. Provide support through simplified views that would have positive 
impact on individuals who are beneficiaries of this project in order 
to simplify and facilitate their daily concerns and interaction with 
other society segments. This will give impetus to adopt and accept 
new concepts in developing life style. 
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3. Qualify and prepare citizens who are beneficiaries of the project to 
interact with developments in providing services electronically and 
to increase return on introduction of advanced technology in 
government business adopted by the State. 
4. Change a significant segment of the citizens into productive 
elements within a human development program for Kuwaiti 
society. This can be achieved through marketing technological 
products whether computers made up from assembly of parts taken 
from old ones or upgrading some of simple application software 
suitable for commercial fields in local market. 
E-Government involves the transformation of how Governments 
Department and agencies deal with each other (G to G), how Government 
manages its employees (G to E), how Government provides services to 
businesses (G to B), and how Government provides services to its citizens 
(G to C). e-Government is about making the full range of government 
activities - internal process, the development of policy and services to 
citizens - available electronically. The e-Govemment 'evolution' is possible 
because of the availability and pervasiveness of ICT technology. Important 
components of such technology include the Internet, broadband 
infrastructure, and applications to enable activities and transactions to be 
performed; such as payment and security applications. e-Government 
technology is still evolving and developing eg. wireless applications, and 
web services. 
Kuwait Ministry of Education (MOE)"s awareness of the importance 
of computer-based education has reflected in many decisions on introducing 
computer in education in the State of Kuwait. This awareness is based on a 
carefully studied scientific plan aiming specifically at introducing computer 
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in the various stages of education in the light of MOE's educational 
schemes, the available potentials and according to the scientific planning 
techniques as well as making use of local, regional, Arab and international 
experiences in this regard. These measures have contributed to realization of 
MOE readiness for implementation of e-Govemment Project. Numerous 
information systems have been developed currently used in MOE: Teacher's 
Record System, which contains all teachers' data. It is used to transfer and 
nomination for leading posts; Student's Record System, which contains a 
full record for each student starting from joining the first educational stage 
until his graduation. It contains full data of student, marks accumulated 
throughout the academic year, their marks at the end of the academic year. 
Results, reports and statistics can be drawn from this record as well as pass 
certificate; Library System which serves as an integrated system for MOE 
libraries including automation of its services and departments in terms of 
supply, classification and linking them to all school libraries in residential 
areas through computer. 
Kuwait Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour makes efforts to 
develop its computers and services to keep pace with implementation of 
technology use in government business in order to facilitate the ministry's 
dealing with citizens and expatriates. While the ministry deals with all 
segments of the society: children, manpower and adults, it has started to lay 
down initial rules for changing its overall information technology 
infrastructure. The ministry's current vision depends on access to better 
services through the best applications in the field of technology and modem 
applications in daily business. Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour updates 
the following matters according to the new technology systems: 
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- A new system for filing and automated documentation 
depending on information technology (IT). 
- A new system for changing forms at the ministry into 
computerized forms. 
- A new system for business inspection depending on automatic 
transmission of information. 
- A new and advanced system for voice and automated enquiry 
about information. 
- Developing the ministry's systems to cope with the idea of 
state's electronic gateway. 
- Developing information network for ministry's website where it 
becomes effective in dealing with general public. 
The model helps understand that e-Govemment is a technological 
challenge. E-Govemment is a new way of not merely communication 
between government and its citizens; a new understanding of the roles of all 
involved parties. As a consequence, we have to consider the aspects of the 
society for which we create e-Govemment solutions also includes also legal 
and organizational aspects. A lot of e-Govemment projects went wrong 
because of copying projects that were a great success in another country. 
This may work as long as the problem can be solved with information and 
communication-technology. IT is more or less standardized all over the 
world and so it can be exchanged without noticeable problems. 
Successful e-Govemment uses a comprehensive approach that 
includes technology, as well as law, organization, society and other aspects. 
E-Government is no longer an isolated discipline of IT; it has grown to a 
field of its own that penetrates several other areas. 
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The model divides the environment of e-Govemment into four areas. 
These areas cover the most important fields that are touched by Electronic 
Government. All of these four aspects must be discussed and studied to be 
able to define a comprehensive e-Government strategy that will be accepted 
by its citizens. Furthermore, all of these four aspects must be reviewed again 
in each project. To make sure that on one hand the project fits the strategy 
and the project fits the needs of citizens on the other hand. The second point 
is very important. An e-Govemment project is only successful when it 
creates a value for its users. Therefore, we must know the expectations and 
the needs of citizens before the project starts. The four areas the models 
defines are: 
1. Society 
2. Law 
3. Management 
4. Technology 
In the sphere of the society the model answers roughly the quesfions 
of why we should make e-Govemment, and which direction should e-
Government take to be accepted by the society it was designed for. E-
Govemment must not be a foreign body. It must support and complete the 
existing mechanism of communication between a government and its 
citizens. Another sphere of the model is the legal area. Very often then e-
Business solutions are not adapted for a government. Then, people realize 
that a government has other legal basic principles than what business has. 
An Example for this is the concept of the "handwritten signature'" that has 
two different roles in the private law, and the public law. The legal questions 
must be answered in a strategy. This strategy must give an answer where law 
should be enhanced, in the near future, to enable legally correct e-
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Government a very important aspect to enjoy public confidence because 
only trustworthy e-Govemment will be a successful one. This is also valid in 
an international context. In another sphere, one have to pay attention is 
called "Management". In fact we address the Management of the Public 
Administration with all its aspects. Basically, one talks about organization 
and processes. E-Govemment makes no sense if one only build web-
interfaces without redesigning the processes behind. The real potential of the 
Cyber Administration lies in the reorganization of the operations. - The web-
based front-end is the least problem we have to solve. But reorganization is 
always a scary thing. Normally, people hate new situations. Unknown 
processes are hardly accepted. This is a huge risk for successful, e-
Govemment; i.e citizens can endanger new solutions by refusing them. This 
is a cultural and interpersonal problem that cannot be solved by technology. 
You have to understand how people feel and how they think. When you're 
able to deal in a right was with your citizens you will be able to introduce e-
Government. 
This sensitive factor is the second big question we have to answer in 
the sphere of Management of Public Administration. The culture often 
changes from one office to another. This means that you may have to adopt 
this part of the e-Government Strategy for each organizational body of the 
Administration. Though this needs a lot of resources it is inevitable to ensure 
successful e-Govemment. Ultimately the officials of the Public 
Administration will be the fundament that has to support e-Government. So 
it is absolutely critical that their needs and fears are considered or your own 
Administration will avoid every single e-Government initiative. 
The last sphere in the model is "Technology". In the last area (and not 
earlier) we begin to solve the questions about hardware, software and 
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networks. Here, the technological strategy has to be defined. This model 
helps realize that e-Govemment is not merely a technical issue but it is a 
comprehensive challenge. Going through the different spheres, you will get 
away from a pure technical approach and reahze that non-technical solutions 
will dehver better results for solving the problem. An example may illustrate 
this: If you find in the Sphere of Society that people think the government 
should be "closer to citizen", the technical approach would be to introduce 
more e-Govemment solutions, and enable access to the Internet to all 
citizens. But, maybe this is not what the citizens want. Talking to the 
Administration by a computer may make them feel even more detached from 
his government than before. It might make more sense to organize an 
advanced training for the employees of the administration in the field of 
"Citizen-oriented Behavior". This example shows what the comprehensive 
approach for e-Govemment means: The Administration and its citizens have 
expectations and needs. They can be fulfilled in different ways, i.e some of 
them make more sense, other make less sense. However, it is important to 
realize that e-Government normally is only one possible way to solve the 
problems. There are several other alternatives. The options of the "Old 
Government" and the "New Government" have to be combined in a way that 
they support each other. The goal must be to find the most effective 
combination to solve the existing problems, and generate a real added value 
for the involved parties. 
Public Authority for Industry (PAI), with the main objective to 
promote industry in Kuwait, facilitates and regulates the industrial acfivities 
in Kuwait, excluding the oil industry. It was selected because in a series of 
consecutive projects, with full support of executive management, an 
Industrial Corporate Portal was developed providing from a single gateway, 
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both transactional and informational services, to the current and potential 
investors. The checklists provide simple assessment tools to assist in 
focusing high level awareness across the range of issues required for the 
efficient and effective implementation of e-Government. The checklists 
focus on main themes such as Leadership and Governance, Funding, People, 
legal Affaires, Customer Readiness and Accessibility, Privacy, Security and 
Technology and Information Management. 
Ministry of Health in Kuwait (MoH) is currently upgrading and 
developing its health delivery systems. Development of health care involves 
improvement of medical and nursing care given to checked-in and patients 
outpatients. To achieve the required level of improvement, the ministry has 
considered and taken few major steps. One of the major steps taken is to 
generalize the introduction of information technology (IT) elements and 
procedures. This effort has started four years ago. 
The Ministry of Health in the State of Kuwait has planed to generalize 
the use of modem information technology tools in all activities. This 
involves the introduction of IT systems in health care centers, hospitals 
(regional and specialty), and centi-al departments. Thus, the level of services 
rendered to patients will be improved and costs reduced. Also, the Ministry 
of Health is currently engaged in the development and construction of 
Health Area Network (LAN and WAN). The systems will have its own URL 
for Internet users, and help achieve an e-Govemment in Kuwait. 
E-govemment Project is one of the challenges in this new era in 
Kuwait. The studies by Aladwani portrays the mediating effect of 
participation on the relationship between heterogeneity and rewards, and 
Aladwani. A.M. 2000. "IS project characteristics and performance: a Kuwaiti illustration". Journal of 
Global Information Management, Vol. 8 No.2. pp.50-7. 
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project performance, The philosophy of e-govemment will help individuals 
advancement and prosperity as well as economic growth of the country. 
Therefore, the developing countries' need for e-govemment 
implementations is greater than developed countries'; as such 
implementations have numerous benefits, which can be realized through 
adoption of e-govemment principle. 
One of the most important benefits that can be gained from e-
govemment is saving of financial and human potentials as well as 
rationalization of their use in favour of the society. It also realizes justice 
and equality, where it will eliminate mediation and nepotism in providing 
services for the community members. 
Moreover, it helps save time optimally, where creates great benefits 
for community members and administrative units. In addition, it 
considerably increases efficiency of government authority's performance, 
where time and efforts are not wasted in vain. Using e-govemment means, 
human potentials working in the government sector can utilized for checking 
accuracy and correctness of information instead of wasting time and efforts 
in exhaustive manual jobs. As Consumer Affairs Department at Ministry of 
Electricity and Water provides (MEW) its services for citizens and residents 
in Kuwait, and wishes to improve such services, which calls for use of new 
technologies in rendering such services through implementation of e-
govemment systems. Therefore, it aims at preparing a feasibility study for 
implementation of e-govemment project in providing services of Consumers 
Affairs Department. 
Electronic government implementation in Kuwait also requires a shift 
in the relationship between groups within the government. Instead of 
competing they have to show cooperation so that the government can 
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provide the citizens with the best possible services and fulfill its obligations. 
Those units or groups should not resort to competition and rivalry in order to 
secure exclusive domains of bureaucracy for themselves. The limitations of 
Marxism and its extensions by Lenin, Stalin and Trotsky, in understanding 
nature of bureaucracy was dramatically brought home by the collapse of the 
Soviet Union.'^  
Kuwait has to reevaluate the way it present its image at every level in 
the middle of this information age. Full determination should be in place at 
the highest political levels to lead, push ahead and even impose necessary 
change to transform plans into living reality. 
There are some challenges to the developing countries such as the 
digital gap, and educational, economical, and organizational impediments 
which make entering the world of digits a hard task as well as the 
implementation of electronic trade grid, the governments monopoly, or 
central of down stream services, such as the basic telecommunication 
services. One has to capitalize on the need to develop a legal and technical 
environment including the norms of on-line contracting and digital signing, 
facilitating the utilization of the infrastructure to the public as well as setting 
criteria for piracy, insurance, documentation and promoting and supervision 
of the sound relationship between the government and the private sector 
upon the implementation of the new change, like the electronic trade the 
challenge of the electronic government faces the whole community. 
In the contemporary world, the issue is how to rid ourselves from 
bureaucracy as well as other social and psychological phenomenon. The 
negative aspects which may face the electronic government such as the 
change and the transformation of the society to the hegemonous capitalism 
'"'Smith BC 1988 Bureaiurai\ and Political Power Wheatsheef Books Sussex 
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of technology. The neo-marxist saw bureaucracy as a class apart having its 
own autonomous structure, playing their power games with the other 
classes."'^  We shall also discuss some technical and technological problems 
such as the password, the smart card, and instruments of protecting the 
confidentiality. Recent sociological thought reveals that the current realities 
are not fully represented in the theories described so far. They hold that 
"bureaucracy is not a monolithic hierarchy...it is a fragmented set of 
agencies that are in fierce competition. 
While India has decided more than twenty years ago that the way to 
the future is to leverage on ICT and computerization to activate government 
administration, processes, business and citizen services. E-Governance 
Assessment Framework (EAF). The E-Govemance Division of Indian 
Ministry of Information Technology, has entrusted the study of developing 
frameworks for the assessment of E-Govemance projects, to the Center for 
Electronic Governance, IIMA (CEG-IIMA) and the National Institute for 
Smart Governance, Hyderabad (NISG). The CEG-IIMA and NISG study 
team got the initial ideas on this study in the Workshop on 'TCT for Poverty 
Alleviation in India: Financing Models and Scaling up Opportunities" during 
26-27 February, 2004 jointly conducted by World Bank, NASSCOM, 
Ministry of Information Technology, and CEG-IIMA during February, 2004 
at IIM, Ahmedabad. 
In countries like India, the space vacated by the government 
withdrawing from some economic activities in the name of liberalization and 
pri\atization is being occupied by the profit seeking corporate sector. There 
is hardly any matching of private interests of business with public interest of 
Bdrdhan 1997 The Role of Gcnernance in Economic De\elopmenr OECD Pans 
Et/ioni-Halc\v, E 198^ Buieaiicrcic\ and Democuu\. Roiil\cds.i MdKcQdn Paul London 
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the community. A serious mismatch between the two would indicate the 
death of good governance. Commenting on the post-liberalisation Indian 
scenario, a senior bureaucrat has commented: "...the buccaneers and 
privateers are having a free run of the economy since the liberalization. 
Otherwise how could one explain the continuous and rhythmic oscillation 
between scam and scandal from mid-1991 to now?...The economy is having 
no respite from piracy and pillage." 
The Department of Information Technology, Government of India, 
has felt it is necessary to create a rational framework for assessing e-
Govemance projects on various dimensions. Significant national resources 
to the tune of about Rs.25 billion are going annually into implementation of 
e-Governance projects. Most of these projects are propelled by localized 
perceptions of the need to exploit ICT for better service, better efficiency 
and transparency. However, there is no evidence of any appraisal being done 
before the sanction / grounding of a project or during the period of its 
execution, as to whether the project is proceeding on the right lines to 
achieve its original objectives. The rating of some of the e-Govemance 
projects implemented in the country is currently based on subjective 
assessment and value judgment of a few individuals and authorizations. 
There is no authentic mechanism, much less an institutional mechanism, for 
ensuring a rational and objective assessment of the projects. Such a situation 
is detrimental to a healthy development and growth of the e-govemance 
sector. 
The National Action Plan on e-govemance has an ambitious outlay of 
over Rs.l20 billion involving public and private investments over the next 
Bandyopadhyay, D. 1996. •'Administration. Decentralisation and Good Governance," Economic and 
Poliiiail Weekh; November 30. 
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four years. A significant portion of the National Action Plan involves 
replication of successful projects across different geographical areas of the 
country. However, the absence of a framework for knowing what a 
successful project is can severely handicap such replication efforts and also 
may result in misdirection of the scarce resources. There are significant 
investments of resources into e-Govemance projects, a lot of projects are 
already in different stages of implementation in India. 
The National Common Minimum Programme adopted by Indian 
Government accords high priority to improving the quality of basic 
governance and in that context has proposed to promote e-Governance on a 
massive scale in areas of concern to the common man. A National e-
Govemance Plan (NEGP) has accordingly been drawn up covering 26 
Mission Mode Projects and 8 support components to be implemented at the 
Central, State and Local Government Levels. India is aiming at achieving 
the objective of : "Making all Government services accessible to the 
common man in his locality, throughout his life through a One-stop-shop 
(integrated service delivery) ensuring efficiency, transparency & reliability 
and at affordable costs to meet the basic needs of the common man"."" 
For realizing this objective, Indian Government establishes Data 
Connectivity and Services Deliver}' Access points, including the remotest 
areas. Government has already approved a scheme for the establishment of 
State Wide Area Networks (SWANs) at a total outlay of Rs.33.34 billion 
over a period of 5 years. These SWANs will extend data connectivity of 2 
Mega bits per second upto the block level in State or Union Territory in the 
country. The block level nodes in turn, will have a provision to extend 
"' Jayal. Niraja, Gopal. 1997. 'The Governance Agenda Making Democratic Development Dispensable. 
Economic and Political Weekly. February 22. 
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connectivity further to the village level using contemporary wireless 
technology. Under the scheme, proposals from 17 StatesAJTs have already 
been sanctioned and first installment of grant released to them. Indian 
Government is also formulating a proposal to establish 100,000 Common 
Services Centres that would extend the reach of electronic services, both 
government and private to the village level. Various government 
departments have been advised to design and evolve their Mission Mode 
Projects laying adequate emphasis on Services and Service levels in respect 
of their interface with citizens and businesses. 
The Department has implemented "India Portal" project through NIC 
which would facilitates single window web based availability of 
Government information and services at the National Level. The First 
version of "India Portal" is now operational." 
Indian Government has also activated an Institutional mechanism for 
evolving and enforcement of Standards for NEGP (National e-Govemance 
Plan). National Informatics Centre (NIC) would steer the process of 
evolving standards. Apex Committee (under the Chairmanship of Secretary, 
DIT) would be approving standards and STQC would be responsible for 
documentation, adoption and enforcement of standards. The Program 
Management Unit set up by the Department provides secretarial support to 
the Apex Committee and other Line Ministries in evolving project proposals 
for the execution of various Mission Mode Projects and Components under 
the NeGP. 
The nature and scale of e-govemance initiatives in India are planned 
in the domain of the State Governments and would entail major managerial 
and technological challenges. This necessitates Capacity Building both at 
can be \isiied at www india eov in 
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Programme level and Project level in States. The Planning Commission has 
allocated funds as Additional Central Assistance (ACA) to all the States for 
taking up Capacity Building measures as a first step towards NeGP. For the 
benefit of various state governments and for maintaining uniformity, 
Department of Information Technology has formulated guidelines for 
Preparation Detailed Proposal by the respective states for capacity building. 
This also includes Suggested Institutional framework and formafion of State 
e-Governance Mission Team (SeMT) attached to a suitable Department for 
supporting the State Policy and decision makers for taking up e-Governance 
Programme and projects in a comprehensive manner. The Department 
jointly with NISG held series of workshops to create awareness for 
Capacity-Building requirements. States have been advised to prepare 
Capacity Building Road Map and detailed project proposal for Capacity 
Building for the next 3 years. 
India has also laid the National Electronics/IT Hardware 
Manufacturing Policy. The Department has prepared a 'Conceptual Policy 
Framework to promote growth of Electronics/IT Hardware Manufacturing 
Industry' in consultafion with the industry associadons. It addresses issues 
on - Tariff policy, EXIM policy. Hardware Manufacturing Cluster Parks, 
supporting R&D, marketing Made in India, inviting large Electronics 
Manufacturing Service Companies to set-up Indian operations, development 
of semiconductor industry, labour laws, patenting, etc. The discussion paper 
on 'Conceptual Policy Framework to promote growth of Electronics/IT 
Hardware Manufacturing Industr}'' has been forwarded to National 
Manufacturing Competitive Council (NMCC). 
Minocha quotes World Bank guidelines and more operationally 
defines its criteria as "political accountabihty. availability of freedom, law 
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abiding, bureaucratic accountability, information available transparently, 
being effective and efficient, and cooperation between government and 
• . ,-25 
society. 
The Department of Information Technology in India has identified 
increase of PC penetration and internet utilization/coverage in the country; 
and growth of domestic software market as the thrust areas for action during 
next 2-3 years. The Department has set up an Expert Committee with 
members from the industry and Government to suggest ways to increase PC 
penetration, Internet penetration and growth of domestic software. The 
expert committee has submitted the report on 26 April 2005. The 
Department has set up six committees on Lx)w Cost PC Manufacturing; 
Education; e-Govemance, IT for Rural and Social sectors; Multilingual 
Software Applications and Contents; Internet penetration; and Telemedicine 
to prepare Action Plan in the respective sectors. The Department will put in 
place a policy package to achieve these desirable objectives. One of the 
objective of setting up of Expert Committee on PC penetration was to make 
the price of computer affordable. As a step in this direction, the Department 
had discussions with various computer manufacturers to roll out some Rs. 
10,000 fully loaded computer. This major initiative would go a long way in 
increasing PC penetration in the country. As a result of these initiatives, 
two manufacturers namely, M/s HCL and M/s Xenitis have launched their 
low cost PC at a price below Rs. 10,000 during August 2005. 
The benefits of information technology can reach people at the 
grassroots in India only when the digitized information is available in all 
Indian languages. To enable wide proliferation of ICT in Indian languages, 
tools, products and resources should be freely available to the general pubhc. 
Minocha. 0 P. 1997 'Good Governance". Management in Government, Vol. XXIX, No 3 
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The Department has taken a major initiative to make available tools & fonts 
in various Indian Languages freely to the general public. The Department 
has released in the public domain, various Tamil language fonts, e-mail 
client, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software, spell checker and 
dictionary in April 2005. Similarly the Hindi and Telugu software tools and 
fonts were released in June 2005 and October 2005, respectively. Software 
tools and fonts in Punjabi and Urdu are ready and will be released shortly. 
All Indian languages are expected to be covered in the next one year. 
To proliferate .IN Domain Name, a new .IN Internet domain name 
policy framework was formulated and implemented by the Government in 
October 2004. The policy aimed to remove the restrictions in the existing 
procedures impeding a liberal, expeditious and market friendly approach to 
register large number of .IN domain names. In January,2005 the Ministry 
and National Internet Exchange of India (NIXI) took the important step of 
setting up of the state-of-the art, hardware and softwaie and re-launched the 
.IN Registry. The opening of the .IN Registry has significantly improved 
and broaden the availability of the domain namies . The registration of the 
.IN domains has reached 150,000 names by 7th December, 2005 
National Internet Exchange of India has been set up to ensure that the 
Internet traffic which originates within India and also has destination in 
India, remains within the country, resulting in improved traffic latency, 
reduced bandwidth cost and better security. Four Internet Exchange Nodes 
have been set up and operationalised at Noida (Delhi), Mumbai, Chennai 
and Kolkata, and as many as 40 ISPs have been connected with these nodes. 
Indian Government has also set up an Expert Committee on 
Information Technology Act to review the IT Act and propose appropriate 
amendments in the light of the national and international developments post 
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IT Act 2000. The Expert Committee has submitted its report which also 
addresses provisions related to data production, privacy in context of 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) operations, liabilities of network 
service providers, computer related offences, regulations for cyber cafes, 
child pornography, etc. The report has been made public and hosted on the 
Department's website in order to seek opinion/feedback from the public. 
Based on the recommendations of the Expert Committee on Information 
Technology Act, the amendments to the IT Act have been finalised and are 
being submitted to the Cabinet for approval. 
Kuwait and India was chosen for this study because it is 
representative, India and Kuwait , wherein New Delhi have recently and 
rapidly become popular outsourcing locations for multinational IT 
companies and Kuwait is in the process of building a platform for the Gulf 
region. Moreover, several other systemic issues for good governance are still 
to be resolved; and these (multidimensional) dilemmas are no easier to 
resolve in the new East or in the old West. A "natural" tension has long 
existed between efforts to sustain a society aspiring to the highest standards 
of human welfare and the promotion of privately-centred, risk-taking 
business activities, initiatives and innovation. Likewise, a balance has yet to 
emerge between the relative security of employment (and by extension, 
human dignity) in a kinder and gentler business environment and corporate 
governance devoted solely to a single-minded pursuit of short-term profit 
maximization. The former has to be funded or mutualized in part through 
^Heeks. R 1996 "Promoting software production and export in de\eloping countnes'. in Roche, EM, 
Blame. MJ (Eds), Information Technology Development and Palm Theoretical Perspectives and 
Practical Challenges. Avebury Publishmg, Aidershot, pp 77-94 
'^ Adel M Aladwani 2002 'IT project uncertainty, planning and success An empinca! investigation from 
Kuwait', Information Technologx &. People, Volume 15 Number ^. pp 210-226, Malholra, Y 2000 
Knowledge assets in the global economy assessment ot national intellectual capital'. Journal of Global 
Information Management Vol 8 No '^ , pp 5-15 
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employees' forced savings and lower returns on capital while the latter tends 
to carry with it opportunities for enrichment for some and demoralizing 
uncertainties and insecurities for many. Furthermore, public and private 
governance has too often failed to make adequate provision for the overlap 
between current necessities and future requirements within and across 
interdependent economies, the intergenerational sustainability of 
development. The net result is that consensus-building on major issues has 
often proved so intractable that convenience, opaqueness, exclusivity and 
expediency are "the name of the game", along with the skewed distribution 
of benefits and burdens. This may well be regarded as "the art of the 
possible". Good governance facilitates but by no means guarantee, the 
emergence onto the domestic and global arena of competing players and 
actors who are actually provided with equal opportunities or endowed with 
comparable strength and capabilities. And this leads to another set of critical, 
but even woollier, issues of an international nature. 
The concerns which led to the birth of the New Public Management 
(NPM) have not disappeared since the term was first invented by Louis 
Gunn and Christopher Hood in the mid-1980s and its growing importance in 
countries like Kuwait and India. However, the role of the NPM in the public 
sector has altered significantly since that time." The crude approaches to 
NPM in the late 1980s and early 1990s, centring on wholesale privatization, 
internal markets, competitive tendering, organization-wide performance 
indicators and 'performance incentivisation" were quickly seen to run out of 
"" http://\vwwAtnpan.org/intWYmed/meetmgs/Doatments/recommbest%20.pdf 
l^ne. Jan-Erik 
Delhi, pp. 160-63. 
""^  . 1995. The Public Sector: Concept. Models and Approaches, Sage Publications: New 
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steam, especially where they were most ardently applied - in New Zealand 
and in Britain.^ ° Nevertheless, some of the enduring successes of NPM have 
spread from the 'Anglo-Saxon' heartland of its origins, so that now there are 
very many variants of performance management, the mixed economy of 
provision and decentralized managerial structures in many parts of the 
world, apparently bringing some improvements to the state apparatus and 
public service systems in those countries. At the same time, a new concern 
for governance has arisen in the Western world. '^ In the private sector, this 
has been fuelled by concerns with corruption, environmental depredation, 
abuse of monopoly power, and the salaries paid to executives and board 
members. In the public domain, it has partly arisen because of the exposure 
of corruption and unethical practices in the public sector (for example 
through the work of the Nolan and Neill Committees in the UK) and partly 
through the realisation of governments that they were in danger of losing 
their residual legitimacy, as citizens were widely seen to be losing trust in 
government in general, as well as in their government in particular. We 
define governance as''": 'the set of formal and informal rules, structures and 
processes which define the ways in which individuals and organisations can 
exercise power over the decisions (by other stakeholders) which affect their 
welfare and quality of life'. Clearly, from this definition, good governance 
'^  Pollitt, Christopher and Bouckaert, Geert. 2000. Public Management Reforms. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 
'' Pierre. Jon and B. Guy Peters. 2000. Governance. Politics and the State. New York, St. Martin's Press. 
'• Bovaird, T. and Loeffler. E. 2002, 'Moving from excellence models of local service delivery to 
benchmarking of 'good local governance". International Review of Administrative Sciences. March. 
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requires more than good government. Indeed, we assume that in general 
governance involves six groups of stakeholders: 
1. Citizens (as individuals) 
2. Voluntary sector 
3. Business 
4. Media 
5. Higher levels of government/Parliament, including 
international levels 
6. Local authorities 
It is also evident that governance goes beyond the management of 
service delivery. The difference between an NPM and governance approach 
may be illustrated using the example of clean cities. Whereas NPM-oriented 
change agents tend to focus their efforts on improving street cleaning and 
refuse collection services, a local governance approach emphasises the role 
of citizens in respecting the communal desire that none should throw litter 
on the streets in the first place, and that materials should be recycled, not 
simply thrown away. This involves education (not only in the schools, since 
iitter-bugs' come in all sizes and ages), advertising campaigns, 
encouragement of people to show their disgust when dirty behaviour occurs, 
and the provision of proper waste facilities, which will help to prevent litter 
problems occurring in the first place. NPM was born in economic recession. 
In the early eighties, budget deficits were a major motive for government 
reforms in many parts of the world - regardless of whether they were 
imposed by international pressures (e.g. the IMF or World Bank) or by 
national governments themselves. However, since that time, many national 
governments have achieved more favourable budget positions. While 
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services still need to be managed in an economic and efficient way, the 
financial driver for managerial reforms has become weaker. However, other 
external challenges have emerged to drive reforms, typically in a different 
direction to the managerial reforms in the 1980s and 1990s. Governments 
face a number of new challenges at the beginning of the 21st century: 
In the age of globalisation and localisation, governments increasingly 
have to make pro-active responses to positive economic opportunities as 
well as to react defensively to negative economic pressures. 
Demographic changes in all OECD countries have greatly affected 
governments as employers and service providers. The ageing society implies 
a higher demand for social services and a lower employment base from 
which taxes can be generated. At the same time, public agencies have to 
compete with non-profit and private employers in the market for skilled and 
motivated labour. This is usually made more difficult by the fact that salary 
levels in government, particularly at local level, are typically lower than in 
the private sector. Public agencies are therefore challenged to find and to 
afford non-monetary incentives to recruit and sustain high performing 
employees. 
Furthermore, the public sector has to deal with new sets of 
expectations from citizens, who in general are better informed and educated 
than before. At one level this means that citizens expect better quality 
services. However, it also means that govemments need to create 
possibilities for citizens and other stakeholders to participate effectively in 
public matters. 
Expectations have also altered amongst staff, partly because they have 
often felt deprofessionalised in the NPM world of increased managerial 
accountability, performance measures and targets, and budget management. 
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The availability of modern ICT offers new approaches to information 
management, consultation processes and service delivery at national, 
regional and local levels of government. The potential for application of e-
govemment is huge, particular in customer-facing services, and at local 
level, given the multiple direct interactions between local authorities and 
their local stakeholders. However, all public agencies are also confronted 
with the 'digital divide' dilemma, having to balance the equity and cost 
implications of traditional versus electronic service delivery and 
communication policies. Of course, the set of challenges described above 
developed gradually rather than overnight. Also, in many cases, fiscal 
pressures have persisted and have been mixed with the new demands on 
governments. Which pressures are dominant and which are less relevant 
depends essentially on the setting. As local contexts become more 
differentiated in the future, the variety of approaches to national, regional 
and local reforms may well be greater than in the NPM era. 
" Bogason Peter 2000 Public Poli<.\ and Local Go\entance Institutions in Post-Modern Societ\ 
Cheltenham Edward Elgar, p 21 
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CHAPTER V 
EMERGING TRENDS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: INDIA AND 
KUWAIT 
Decentralisation brings government closer to the people. The 
existence of local political arenas in India and Kuwait makes it easier for 
ordinary citizens to participate and exert influence. When power is brought 
closer to the citizens, the political process becomes more tangible and 
transparent and more people can become involved.' Decentralisation may 
also create a more open political system in that it implies a division of 
powers in society; many channels of representation and power sharing 
become available. This counteracts the monopolisation of power by certain 
elite groups, often the consequence of centralised political and 
administrative structures. A decentralised system is also more accessible to 
new political movements and minority groups in their attempts to influence 
politics. This is particularly important in ethnically divided societies, where 
political exclusion can have seriously polarizing effects. In case of Kuwait, 
the most significant changes has been in the role of the Kuwaiti women.^  
"Due to the maritime and trading activities of their menfolk during the 
pre-oil period, it was the women who provided a strong focus for family life 
in Kuwaiti society. While they have retained this important position. 
' Axel Hadenius (ed ), Decenrrah^olion and Democratic Go\emance Expenetices from India, Bolivia and 
South Africa, http //www egdi gov se/pdl/stud)/study2001_^ pdt 
" Lijphart, A.1977. Democracy in Plural Societies. Yale Unisersily Press, World Bank, 1997, World 
De\elopmeni Report 1997 The State in a Changmg-World. Oxford University Press, Oxford, Gnndle, M . 
2000. Audacious Reforms Institutional ln\ention and Democracy in Latin America, Johns Hopkins 
University Press. Baltimore and London. Hadenius, A and F Uggla, 1996, "Making Civil Society Work. 
Promoting Democratic Development What Can St'^ ies and Donors Do''". World Development, vol 24, no 
4 1621-^9 
^ Mary, Ann Tetreault 2000 'Women Rights in Kuviait Bringing in the Last Bedouins^' Current History. 
Vol 99. January p 27 
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Kuwaiti women have become much more active in economic spheres in 
recent years and their influence is now no longer confined within the 
family."^ 
Decentralisation promotes participation and improves the controlling 
function held by the lower levels of the political system. Its greater degree of 
political inclusiveness may also have important conflict-dampening effects. 
In addition to such consequences - which have obvious democratic merits -
decentralisation can also be an effective means of enhancing state capacity. 
As is well known, the actual steering capacity of the public administration is 
fairly weak in many developing countries. In its centralized form - often 
bloated with excessive staff - the state apparatus has in many instances 
proved to be poor at implementation. The state proclaims several things, but 
barely reaches down to the base level of society. Among the citizenry, the 
organs of the state are regarded with detachment and contempt. The 
legitimacy of public bodies may be considerably boosted by the greater 
involvement and influence of ordinary people due to the greater 
Decentralisation may entail the transfer of autonomy in the following areas: 
1. Policy autonomy: local bodies are entitled to make their own 
decisions in certain (more or less restricted) fields of policy; 
2. Organisation autonomy: local bodies are free to decide about 
their organisational structure; 
3. Staff autonomy: local political leaders and administrative 
personnel are selected without interference from central 
authorities; 
Khouja, M.W. and Sadler. P G (1979) The Econonn of Kuwait. De\elopment and Role of International 
Finance. The Macmillan Press Ltd' London, p 48 
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4. Fiscal autonomy: local bodies are able to raise revenues 
independently and/or receive grants from the center without any 
strings attached (so-called block grants) 'proximity to politics' 
that decentralisation entails.^ 
This tends to strengthen the state's capacity for implementation. 
Furthermore, a decentralised bureaucracy adapts more easily to local 
identities and norms, which may mcrease effectiveness. Decision-makers 
who are rooted in the locality and knowledgeable of conditions on the 
ground are better placed to formulate concrete policies for that area than 
functionaries from the centre. While professional competence may be 
lacking, such decision-makers are more able to accommodate local demands 
by tapping into the "silent knowledge" that exists among the local public 
about the problems at hand and their possible remedies.^ Moreover, as 
elected representatives of their communities they can draw on an essential 
amount of popular legitimacy, which makes policy implementation easier. 
In addition, decentralisation has a system effect that can increase 
efficiency. A decentralised system sets the stage for policy experimentation 
on a large scale. With many independent decision-making bodies, there is 
considerable room for different initiatives. New approaches can be tried, and 
those that turn out well can (through diffusion) be applied in other places as 
well. In this respect, a decentralised political system can function as an open 
'market'. Seen from this perspective, decentralisation looks highly 
Bhattacharyya, Mohit. 1990. "Recent Advances in the Discipline of Public Administration". Indian 
Journal of Public Administration. Vol.XXXVI. No. 1, Jan-Mar. 
Ostrom, E.. 1990. Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action. 
Cambridge University Press. 
Blair, H., 2000. "Participation and Accountability at the Periphery: Democratic LxK;al Governance in Six 
Countries"", World Development, vol. 28, pp. 21-39. 
Gates, W. 1999. "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism", Journal of Economic Literature, vol. 37, no. 3. pp. 
1120-49: Manor. J. 1997. 77;^  Political Economy of Decentralisation. The World Bank, Washington D.C.. 
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attractive: it can be seen as an irresistible remedy for developing countries. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that decentralisation also has potential 
drawbacks. It goes without saying that in a decentralised system, political 
leaders have to give up the desire to pursue a unified, national public policy. 
Decentralisation implies that the content of policy may differ to a substantial 
degree from one community to the next. Hence, citizens are treated 
differently. To uphold certain rights and services uniformly across the 
country, a centralised political and administrative state structure is normally 
needed. Another possible consequence concerns the effects of 
decentralization on the sphere of governance. There are many examples of 
decentralization having had a highly detrimental impact on the quality of 
political and administrative practices. An increase in the incidence of 
corruption, mismanagement and patronage has gone hand in hand with the 
empowerment of local bodies. This naturally has a negative effect on the 
efficiency of the public sector, which in tum has adverse consequences for 
the welfare of a country's citizens. It also affects political life. Bad or corrupt 
governance lays the foundations for clientelistic forms of political 
organisation. Such an order - due to its elitist nature - provides only limited 
opportunities for grass roots influence. In addition, public bodies often come 
to lack legitimacy.^ 
Hence, instead of enhancing the democratic quality of public decision 
making and strengthening state capacity, decentralisation may have the 
opposite effect. Such reforms may just tum out to benefit the traditional 
local elite which can utilise the extended decision competence and 
accompanying resources to its own advantage, politically as well as 
' Delia Pona. D. and A Vannucci, 1997. "The 'Pencrse Etfects' ot Political Corruption". Political Studies. 
\ol. 45. no .^ pp 516-38 
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economically. These unintentional results have been observed many times 
across the world. By increasing local autonomy, local fiefdoms of 
corruption, patronage and political domination are created. As a result, 
public resources are wasted and misused as they are spent primarily on 
serving narrow clientelistic and personal ends.'° What is true is that the 
reforms were rapidly implemented, without a clear idea of the potential 
problems they might pose, based on the optimist ideal that participation 
develops and fosters the very qualities necessary for it, and that the more 
individuals participate, the better able they become to do so." Since its full 
independence almost a third of a century ago, Kuwait has been a hereditary 
monarchy under the Al Sabah family with a Constitution that not only gives 
rather broad assurances of human rights and the rule of law but also provides 
for a freely elected parliament. The system is supposed to have given 
Kuwaitis much greater freedom and expression." On October 5, 1992, 
Kuwait held elections in 25 voting districts for 50 seats in the National 
Assembly. 
Thus, if the intention of the transfer of decision-making capacity and 
appropriate resources to popularly elected local bodies is to provide a 
foundation for successful democratic decentralisation, such reforms must be 
accompanied by efforts to improve the quality of governance among the 
bodies in question. Proper institutions must be installed to safeguard 
administrative regularity and efficiency, and a fruitful division of 
responsibility and control between local bodies and the centre needs to be 
established. Furthermore, channels of communication and active influence 
" CrcKik. R and J Manor 1998 Democnic\ and Decentrahzotion in South Asia and West Africa 
Participation. Accoun[abilir\ and Performance. Cambridge University Press. Cambndge 
" Paleman C 1970 Paiticipation and Democratic Theor\.Cdmbnds.e \]n\\CTSilyPres'i,Ciimbnde.e P42 
'" Kamal. Osman, Salih 1991 'Kuwait Political Consequences of Modernisation, 1750-1986.' Middle 
Eastern Studies Vol 27, No I, January p 45 
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must exist in the local communities. Meaningful participation requires 
informed citizens who have the capacity for taking joint action. The press 
and local civil society can play a critical role in this context. At the 
grassroots level, many more individuals needed, wanted and demanded to be 
involved, not to mention in Kuwaiti tribes where tribal chiefs heretofore 
unchallenged were unseated by fellow tribesmen in local ballots. The 
majority of the relatively deprived Bedouin tribes have moved from the 
sidelines to the forefront in demanding societal recognition and equality the 
basis for which is found in Islam.''* The gradual change allow the regime to 
evolve slowly and maintain power simultaneously. 
A well-functioning state is needed at the local level in order to make 
the public sector work effectively in accordance with popular demands -
thus setting the stage for the development of democratic governance. 
However, efforts to decentralize decision-making competence and resources 
may easily result in "local predatory capture", i.e. a strengthening of 
prevailing networks of corruption, patronage and the rule of local 'big men'. 
The latter tends to weaken state capacity and bar democratic development. 
However, we also know that the first (positive) scenario is not just 
wishful thinking in developing countries. Studies made by Uphoff (1985)"^ 
Ostrom (1990)'^ and Tendler (1997)'^ demonstrate that it is possible to 
establish fairly well-functioning local organs even under difficult structural 
' Norton. Augustus Richard 199^ 'The Future ot CIMI Society in the Middle East,' The Middle East 
Journal Vol 47, Spring, p 210 
Shafeeq Ghabra 1995 AI KUMOM Dirasah fi aliwat al danlah al-qulnwah wal sultah »al mujtama 
{Kuwait 4 Stiuh of the D\nainus of State Authority and Societ\). Cairo Dar Ibn Khaldun for 
De\elopmental Studies and Dar al-Amin lil-Nashr, pp 5'?-60 
Herb, Michael 1999 All m the Famih Absolutism, Re\olutioti, and Democratization in the Middle 
Eastern Monarchies, Albany. NY State Unnersity ot Ne\N York Press 
Uphotf. N 1985 Local Institutional Dexelopment Analytical Sourtebook with Cases, Kumanan Press 
'^Ostrom, E 1990 Op Cit 
Tendler J 1997 Good Go\ernance m the Tropics. Johns Hopkins University Press 
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conditions (in terms of low levels of economic development, insufficient 
infrastructure as well as rampant corruption and clientelism). However, these 
studies illustrate exceptional cases, and their authors only partly summarise 
their findings in ways that make them generally applicable. Their efforts 
have mainly illuminated some specific, encouraging cases. Nevertheless, by 
drawing on these case studies (and some other inquiries) it seems possible to 
point out a number of strategies that could be apphed in order to achieve the 
possible positive consequences of decentralization programmes. 
Before elaborating on these different strategies, however, a general 
condition needs to be accentuated - namely that the centre be committed to 
pursuing reform. Successful decentralisation can hardly be brought about 
without strong support from key political leaders. Reform at the local level 
requires the involvement of, and backing from the state government. This is 
a matter of actually bringing down decision-making competence and 
resources to the local level while, at the same time, making sure that the 
modes of decision-making and the way resources are allocated meet certain 
quality standards. If, instead, the political status of the central leadership 
depends on its nurturing traditional networks of corrupfion and patronage, it 
is normally only half-heartedly interested in strengthening lower organs 
(after all, this is a matter of surrendering powers that can be utilised 
politically). In such cases there are few incentives for eradicating existing 
patterns of political clientelism, corruption and mismanagement.^^ 
Successful decentralisation is the result of an interplay between 
central and local actors. What the centre can do is establish incentives and 
the rules of the game, thus encouraging new modes of behaviour at the local 
Heller, P 2001 "Moving the State The Politics of Democratic Decentralization in Kerala, South Africa, 
dndPono A\egr&, Politics andSocien \ol 29 no I pp ni-6'^ 
Theobald R 1990 Corruption Dexelopnuiit and Underdeselopment Macmillan 
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level. The trick, as it were, is to initiate a local dynamic that works 
independently in support of political and administrative reform. 
Central government in India can do much to control local activities -
both ex ante and ex post. There is a broad array of measures to be applied ex 
ante (that is, before local programmes are started). The central government 
can, for example, lay down specific criteria for choosing local programmes 
and for Uncontroversial as this may seem, this stands in contradicdon to the 
position of e.g. the World Bank (1997) in its strong reliance on the one-sided 
capacity of NGOs and recommendations for "down-sizing" the state. It can 
also specify the decision processes to be applied. To ensure that local organs 
do things right, it is sometimes required that the central government (or its 
representatives) endorse local budgets, and even individual programmes. 
Such a requirement implies, however, that the local authorities enjoy only 
limited autonomy. 
Another way for the state to intervene ex ante is to influence the 
recruitment of local personnel. In some successful programmes , central 
government has taken charge of recruitment of the agents who should carry 
out the work in the field, with the intention of safeguarding an essendal 
degree of professionalism and work-engagement among these field agents. 
This strategy also deprived local authorides of an important source of 
patronage, since the distribudon of jobs is often a key factor in exerdng 
polidcal dominance. This was, of course, an intended consequence although 
no doubt, by intervening in local recruitment processes, the centre may 
create troublesome tensions between itself and local power-holders. 
In controlling ex post, central authorides try by various means to 
supervise and monitor programmes that have been carried out. This, 
Tendler.J., 1997. O/;. Of. 
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however, is not an easy task. As observed by Ostrom (1990), the supervision 
of local activities from the centre is seldom efficient, mainly because it is 
difficult to obtain reliable information on what really has been achieved. 
While people have been working and money has obviously been spent, it is 
difficult to find out from a distance what has actually been done and what 
the outcome has been, especially if a number of dispersed small programmes 
have been operating simultaneously. New information systems that make it 
possible to trace economic transfers even at the local level may increase the 
degree of transparency. Such systems are still scarce in poor countries, 
however. Besides, economic transactions are only one side of the problem. 
Other policy instruments that promote good performance are therefore also 
needed. 
Studies of successful reform programmes reveal that work ethics can 
make a big difference. Great efforts have sometimes been made to motivate 
field agents to perform well. It is important to create a feeling among those 
involved in a programme that it is not just a matter of doing a job (and 
getting a salary), but of carrying out a mission. An enhanced work ethic has 
also proven to be a side-effect of recruitment on merit. Employment on the 
basis of certain qualifications of a technical or personal character gives 
presfige to the staff in question, and this in turn tends to generate dedication 
in carrying out the job. When projects have got off the ground, official 
appreciation of good performance, e.g., by awarding prizes to successful 
communities and individual participants, is another way of boosting the 
work-spirit." 
" Nistads, K . 2001. "What Docs it Mean to Empower Infonnationally the Local Government'' Designing 
an Infonnation System tor a Distnct Level Development Administration", International Journal of 
Information Management. \ ol 21. no 6. pp 403-21 
-'Tendler 1997 Op Cii 
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Another important policy instrument is information to the general 
public about the goals of the programme, about the resources that have been 
invested, and about the achievements that have been made. This increases 
awareness in society, especially among potential beneficiaries, about the 
programme, and generates valuable popular support for the measures taken, 
thus facilitating the operation of the programme. Such publicity, moreover, 
tends to further the v '^ork-spirit of the agents. In addition, enhanced 
awareness among the general public makes it easier for society to exert 
control.^ '* 
The principal argument in Ostrom's study (1990) is that in order to 
bring about sustainable reforms, a process of change must take place in the 
local community. Central government can facilitate such a development in 
several ways, but it cannot accomplish the process itself; this can only be 
done by local actors on the ground. To a great extent it is a matter of 
mobilizing and empowering the local community. 
As we have argued above, a basic weakness of centralisation is the 
fact that this mode of decision-making is inflexible to varying local demands 
and conditions. In addition, central actors are severely restrained when it 
comes to monitoring the actual implementation of programmes out in the 
field. Involving local actors with an independent responsibility for 
accomplishing certain activities may mitigate these drawbacks. This is a 
fundamental argument for decentralisation. The problem, however, is that 
existing local decision-makers often have their own policy agenda and are 
therefore likely to divert programines for their own ends, to the detriment of 
the community at large. To counteract this tendency, it is necessary to 
-^  Ibui 
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inspire the stakeholders - the intended beneficiaries - to become involved in 
the process. 
As noted above, one important parameter is information, i.e., to bring 
knowledge about ongoing programmes to the local public. Another is 
popular organisation. Groups in civil society could be encouraged to become 
involved in the work. In the last decade there has been what almost amounts 
to euphoria about the significance of civil society as a vehicle for reform. ^ ^ 
Robert Putnam's study^^ on democracy and governance in Italy has been 
very influential in this regard. A strong organisational life can certainly be a 
great asset, as it serves as a means of popular influence, and may also have 
77 
important effects in the area of democratic schoolmg . Civil organisations 
can channel popular demands, and can also strengthen society's capacity for 
holding decision makers accountable. Such organisations can even be made 
responsible for actually realising certain programmes. It should be observed, 
however, that civil society is a mixed bag. It may contain highly reform-
minded elements. But it could also hold important elements that are closely 
tied to a prevailing clientelistic structure that is mainly interested in 
preserving the status quo. If reform-minded groups do exist - be they 
churches, unions, cooperatives, professional associations, business groups, 
human rights groups, etc. - it is natural to invite them to take part in the 
process. Sometimes however, such groups do not exist at all, or are poorly 
developed. Under such conditions it has at times been possible - in 
' Ghabra. Shateeq 1991 "Voluntary Associations in Kuwait The Foundations of a New S>stem." The 
Middle East Journal, Vol 45. No 2, Spnng. p 215 
Putnam. R 199"^  Making Democrat Work Cnic TradiUom m Modern ltal\, Pnncelon Uni\ersit> 
Press 
"' Hadenius. A and F Uggla 1996 '"Making Civil Society Work. Promoting Democratic De\elopment 
What Can States and Donors Do'", Wo/WD^if/op/wnr. vol 24.no 4. pp 1621-S9 
"* Azfar. O , Kahkonen. S , Lanyi, A , Meagher, P and D Rutherford 1999 Decentralization, Go\eniance 
and Public Services The Impact of Institutional Arrangements 4 ReMen of the Literature. IRIS Center. 
University of Maryland 
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connection with a reform project - to establish new organisations of reform-
minded local stakeholders, or to give support to existing feeble ones. As 
demonstrated by Fox (1994), where such organisations have been 
established for ad hoc purposes they may endure and subsequently take on 
new tasks. Another key factor is the existence of institutions at the grass 
roots level that can channel influence upwards. Community organs at the 
village or ward level can be supported and actively involved in the reform 
programme to ensure that measures meet the demands of the local 
community at large. Where such organs do not exist, they can be established. 
Some successful programmes of decentralization have created and mandated 
new local decision-making bodies with broad social representation to handle 
certain issues. Explicit, implicit, and perceived external pressures in the 
post-war period influenced the regime in the direction of democratic reform 
and energized the pro-democracy movement." 
It is thus argued that a mixed strategy needs be applied to effectively 
challenge prevailing structures of corruption, patronage and poor governance 
at the local level. Some kind of coalition should preferably be established 
between a reform-minded centre and supportive groups at the grass roots 
level.^' Such a coalition puts the prevailing local elite - accustomed to 
running things its own way - under concerted pressure from both above and 
below. Under such pressure, it has been shown, even representatives of the 
'old order' can gradually change their behaviour, either out of political 
Fox, J 1994 "The Ditficult Transition from Clienielism lo Citizenship Lxssons from Mexico". World 
Politics, vol 46.no l,pp 151-84 
Ghanim. Alna i^ar 2000 The Challenges Facing Kuwaiti Democracy". Tke Middle East Journal. Vol 54, 
No 2. Spring, p 252 
Johnston. M 1998 "Fighting Systemic Corruption Social Foundations lor Institutional reform", in 
Robinson, M (ed ), Coiruption and Development. Frank Cas^ 
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necessity, or as a result of a process of socialization into new viewpoints and 
attitudes.'" 
A major difficulty with regard to this mixed strategy is getting the 
rank and file activated. Political participation is often very low at the local 
level in developing countries; turnout in local elections is an indication of 
this. This is not primarily a question of a lack of support for democratic 
principles.^^ At the moment representative democracy, Kuwait-style seems 
to be alive and well. It is necessary to demonstrate that public 
representatives can be trusted, and that political participation can really 
make a difference in terms of improved public services. This, in turn, 
presupposes access to resources and a critical administrative capacity on the 
part of the public organs in question. In other words, there is a reciprocal 
relationship between state capacity (i.e., the quality of governance) and 
democratic activity. These factors mutually reinforce each other. Low levels 
of governance and state capacity breed low levels of democratic activity 
among the citizenry - which, in turn, makes it easy for the traditional local 
elite to stay in power and utilise public resources to its own advantage. We 
know, however, that such a circle can be broken and turned into a positive 
one. The interesting question is how such a dynamic can be initiated. 
Some previous studies indicate fruitful strategies for successful 
decentralisation, involving the establishment of effective and democratically 
responsive local governments. However, there is scant evidence as to the 
conditions that make such development possible. This study focuses on the 
experience of decentralisation and reform in two countries: India and 
Kuwait. The most far-reaching programme has been initiated in India and 
'-Tendler. \991.0pCir 
" Braiton. M and R Mattus 2001 "Afnca's Surprising Universdiism", yowr/xi/o/Ofwwt/rtn, vol 12, 
no l.pp 107-21 
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some states have also taken fairly ambitious steps in that direction. The 
focus on Indian state of West Bengal, where an ambitious and relatively well 
functioning decentralization programme has been in operation for several 
decades. The study makes a survey of experiences from local government 
reforms in some other states of India as well. In all, at the turn of the 
century, some seventy states have been implementing decentralization 
schemes involving the strengthening of local governments.^ '* 
In general analysis of different means of enhancing democratic 
governance in low-income countries, the main argument is that the 
advancement of democratic governance is a two-way process. Different 
forms of control - from above and from below - need to be at work. To be 
effective, the two spheres of control should be interlinked and mutually 
reinforcing. The central government must take measures to enhance the 
responsiveness of its field agents and to further the development of local 
institutions and civic networks. The establishment of effective institutions of 
statuary control is likewise a prerequisite. Factors enabling pressure at the 
local level include - amongst others - well-organised and competitive 
political parties, vigorous public meetings and watchdog committees, a vital 
media and a politically active civil society. It goes without saying that such a 
three-case inquiry is mainly explorative in nature. The aim is to obtain an 
array of examples which have made possible some general conjectures about 
feasible strategies for decentralisation of state authority, entailing the 
improvement of democratic governance. 
Decentralisation and Local Governance in India 
Decentralisation and local governance are central issues in India 
today. When India gained independence in 1947 it had a population of 360 
IDEA. 2001. Democracy at the Local Level. International IDEA, Stockholm. 
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million, living, apart from the Provinces under direct British rule, in 562 
princely states that came together to form the Union of India under the 
Constitution adopted on 26 November 1949. In terms of plurality of religion, 
culture, language and diversity, India has no parallel. When India became a 
republic on 26 January 1950 it was considered a highly centralized system. 
In the last five decades, India has travelled a long road towards 
decentralisation, especially through institutions of local self-government. 
The chapter examines briefly the half-century history of the decentralization 
process, which has been democratic rather than administrative. The factors 
which have accelerated this process and the problems faced in bringing 
about full-fledged decentralisation, especially with regard to local 
governance, are dealt with in some detail. However, the focus of the study is 
the accountability mechanisms built into the present system from the village 
community to the district level, and the status of their functioning. 
India's traditional society with its stratification and hierarchy based on 
the caste system give ample scope for the growth of clientelism, patronage 
and primordial loyalties perpetuating favouritism, corruption and 
misappropriation of public funds. To what extent could regular elections to 
the local bodies, socio-economic reforms and institutional mechanisms arrest 
these tendencies? What are the mechanisms in operation at the state level 
and measures taken up by citizens at the local community level? While these 
questions are discussed on the basis of the experiences of several states from 
north to south, the working of local bodies in the state of West. By 
democratic decentralisation we mean the devolution of powers to regularly 
elected local bodies, which have maximum autonomy as institutions of local 
self-government. Administrative decentralisation aims at efficiency by 
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delegating functions to bodies at lower levels, especially through 
bureaucratic structures. 
Self-governing village communities had existed in India from the 
earliest times. These village bodies of five persons were known as 
panchayats, a term that could best be translated as Village Councils. They 
looked after the affairs of the village, had police and judicial powers and 
were the lines of contact with higher authorities on matters affecting the 
villages. Custom and religion elevated them to a sacred position of authority. 
These panchayats were the pivot of administration, the centre of social life, 
and, above all, a focus of social solidarity. Besides these panchayats or 
village councils, there were also caste panchayats, whose role was to ensure 
that persons belonging to a particular caste adhered to its code of social 
conduct and ethics. Even during the medieval and Mughal periods, this 
characteristic of the village panchayats remained unchanged. So much so 
that Sir Charles Metcalfe, who was the Governor-General of India (1835-
36), called the panchayats "the little republics". Given the caste-ridden 
feudal structure of the village society of those days, these republics left 
much to be desired. B. R. Ambedkar, the architect of the Indian Constitution, 
did not think highly of these panchayats and, in fact, his own experience had 
given him a negative view of them. 
Ambedkar's well-known remark in the Constituent Assembly on 4 
November 1948 that "these village republics" have been the ruination of 
India and that they were "a sink of localism, a den of ignorance, narrow-
mindedness and communalisnV'^  has validity in several parts of the country 
even today. With the advent of the British, the self-contained village 
Malaviya. H. D. 1956. Village Panchaxats in India. Economic and Political Research Department. All 
India Coneress Committee 
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communities and their panchayats were replaced by formally constituted 
village administration. Local self-government in India - in the sense of an 
accountable, representative institution - was the creation of the British. The 
Indian Caste system broadly divides society hierarchically into two 
categories, vama and jati, on criteria of purity and pollution. Under the vama 
system there are Brahmins (the priesdy class and teachers), Kshatriyas 
(warriors and rulers), Vaishyas (traders and merchants), Shudras (peasants 
and artisans) and Atisudras/Antyajas (outsiders, i.e. untouchables). 
There are hundreds of jatis or endogamous groups in each of the 
linguistic areas of India' . The Ripon Resolution reforms of 1882 providing 
for local boards consisting of a large majority of elected non-official 
members and presided over by a non-official chairperson, is considered to be 
the Magna Carta of local democracy in India. Although the progress of local 
self-government on the lines of the Ripon Resolution was tardy, the term 
self-government had begun to gain currency and it triggered several 
resolutions aimed at strengthening the panchayats and local government on 
the part of the Congress Party, which was fighting for India's freedom, 
including self-government as the political goal for the country. But most 
importantly, village panchayats became central to the ideological fi"amework 
of India's national movement under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. For 
him the village panchayat was a complete republic based on perfect 
democracy and individual freedom. 
In spite of its history, the nationalist movement's commitment to 
panchayats and Mahatma Gandhi's unequivocal propagation of the ideal, the 
first draft of India's constitution did not include a provision for panchayats. 
'*' Srinnas. M N 1966 Social Change in Modern India. Allied Publishers, New Delhi 
'" Gandhi. M K 1942 "My Idea of Village Swaraj". Hanjan. 26 Jul> 
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The argument of those who pleaded for the inclusion of village panchayats 
in the constitution finally prevailed only in a modest measure. (A provision 
was included in Part IV of Indian Constitution, which is not mandatory). The 
Gandhians considered panchayats both a means and an end and sincerely 
believed in their immense potential for democratic decentralization and for 
devolving power to the people. There was a basic conviction among those 
who fought for India's independence from British rule that village 
panchayats could play an important role in the social transformation and 
implementation of development programmes. Why were they not given 
constitutional status? The answer lies in the fact that the urban and rural 
elites and their political representatives felt a disdain for panchayats which 
has, moreover, remained intact ever since. Whatever genuine attempts were 
made on behalf of a devolution of power, these interests saw to it that the 
attempts did not succeed. A break from this negative approach took place 
after about four decades, mainly because of the unrelenting, continuous 
upsurge of people's quest for meaningful democracy at the grassroots level, 
demands for people's involvement in development, decentralisation and 
devolution of funds, functionaries and functions from the centre (federal 
level) to the villages and towns. 
Since the mid-1950s, the central government and state governments 
had been appointing high-powered committees to look into the working of 
the panchayats and recommend ways and means to improve their 
functioning. Mention may be made of the Balwantray Mehta Committee of 
1957 and the Asoka Mehta Committee of 1977. The discussions and debates 
such measures generated led to the building up of a positive social climate 
for radical measures to establish local governments on a firm footing. It is 
well established that constitutional support and legislative measures are 
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necessary for bringing about social change, but they are not a sufficient 
condition to achieve the goal. The Indian experience in the more than fifty-
five years since independence bears witness to this fact. The same 
observation is true of democratic decentralisation. Of course, one can argue 
that since there was no constitutional support for self-government below the 
state level until December 1992, no state government took the process 
seriously. It may be observed here that along with constitutional guarantees, 
political will and popular political awareness are essential to bring about 
democratic decentralisation below the state level. In the five decades in 
which the Constitution has been in effect, it has become more and more 
clear that a three-dimensional approach - political will, popular awareness, 
and the building of healthy conventions and traditions underpinned by 
constitutional and legislative measures - is essential for any far-reaching 
changes to be brought about in Indian society; when one of these dimensions 
is weak, an entire measure may remain form without content. Although state 
governments were not compelled to establish fullfledged panchayati raj 
(panchayat government) without a constitutional mandate, some states like 
West Bengal, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh had gone ahead, as far as they 
could, in the devolution of powers to the panchayats. However, they had felt 
that the concentration of power at the federal level acted as a serious 
impediment. For instance, in 1985 Abdul Nazir Sab, the minister for 
panchayati raj and rural development in Karnataka stated, "Without a 
constitutional amendment guaranteeing the 'Four Pillar State', our efforts 
may not be as fruitful as we desire".^ ^ In 1985, he pleaded with intellectuals 
to ponder this question and to initiate a public debate on the necessity of a 
Mathew, G (ed) 1986 Paiuhmati Raj in Karnataka Toda\ Its National Dimensions, Concept 
Publishing Company, New Delhi, p 'i'? 
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constitutional amendment.There was a growing realisation that it was lack of 
constitutional support that had led to the sorr\ state of affairs where local 
governments were concerned in several states. The Asoka Mehta Committee 
(1977) made the first official recommendation for including panchayad raj 
in the Constitution, in keeping with its approach that panchayats should be 
regarded as political rather than mere developmental insdtutions. This 
committee also favoured participation of political parties in panchayat 
elections. 
For instance, Malcolm Adiseshiah, commenting on the fact that the 
State of Tamil Nadu had not held panchayat elections for 15 years, raised a 
pertinent question: "Why is it that we cannot have a constitutional 
amendment which will make it obligatory for local elections to be held on 
time? We should earnestly work for a constitutional amendment to put the 
panchayati raj elections on the same footing as the Lok Sabha and State 
Assembly elections.''^ The remarkable enthusiasm among the ordinary 
people in West Bengal and Kamataka on the implementation of panchayati 
raj strengthened the moves to incorporate constitutional provisions for it. 
Based on the positive results of the West Bengal experience and the 
Kamataka initiative in this direction, the idea of 'district government' came 
into vogue. It was against this backdrop that on 15 May 1989 the 
Constitution (64'^  Amendment) Bill was drafted and introduced in 
Parliament. Although the 1989 Bill in itself was a welcome step, there was 
serious opposition to it. Though the Constitution Bill won a two-thirds 
majority in the Lok Sabha (lower house), it failed to meet the mandatory 
requirement by two votes in the Rajya Sabha (upper house). The National 
Front government introduced the 74th Amendment Bill (a combined bill on 
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panchayats and municipalities) on 7 September 1990 during its short tenure 
in office but it was never taken up for discussion. 
By this time, all the political parties had supported a constitutional 
amendment for strengthening panchayats in their statements and manifestos 
and a pro-panchayati raj climate prevailed in the country. In September 
1991, the Congress Party government introduced the 72" (Panchayats) and 
73rd (Municipalities) Constitutional Amendment Bills, which were passed in 
both chambers in December 1992 as the 73rd and 74th Amendment Acts, 
and came into force in 1993. The main features of the amendments were: 
1. Panchayats and municipalities were defined as "institutions of 
selfgovemment". 
2. Gram sabhas (village assemblies) comprising all the adult members 
registered as voters became basic units of the democratic system. 
3. For all states with a populadon above two million the panchayats 
shall have a three-tier system at village, block/taluk (intermediate) 
and district levels, with seats at all levels filled by direct election. 
4. Seats and posts of chairpersons of panchayats at all levels are 
reserved for Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) in 
proportion to their populadon. One third of these must be women. 
These amendments to the Constitution brought about a fundamental 
change not only in the realm of local self-government but also in India's 
federal character which was succinctly put by Nirmal Mukarji: "The 
amended Constitution requires the states to constitute panchayats as 
institutions of self-government not only for villages but also at intermediate 
and district levels. Consequently, there will, henceforth, be three strata of 
government: the union, the states and the panchayats. A more radical change 
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is difficult to visualise. Its implications are far-reaching". This journey 
from the local self-government idea of Lord Ripon to the institutions of self-
government concept in the 73rd Constitution Amendment, which took more 
than a century, has been described at some length to bring home the fact that 
today's decentralisation and local government in India is the result of an 
evolutionary process that a traditional and complex society has gone through 
because of internal compulsions, pressures and demands from the people, 
channelled through communities, civil society organisations, intellectuals, 
political parties and ideologies, people's movements, occasional 
interventions of the state (provincial) and central (federal) governments -
and above all because of people's urge for participation in development and 
governance through democratically elected bodies. 
For the panchayati raj institutions in India to function as institutions of 
self-government, the essential prerequisites are: 
(a) clearly demarcated areas of jurisdiction; 
(b) adequate power and authority commensurate with responsibilities; 
(c) necessary human and financial resources to manage their affairs; 
(d) functional autonomy within the federal structure. 
Since the constitutional amendment opens up possibilities for 
fulfilling these conditions, the new panchayati raj was seen as a "third der of 
governance". As a study by the Insdtute of Social Studies puts it, "The 
argument that freedom to choose local representatives places everyone on an 
equal footing, allowing each to have their interests represented equally, is 
only a farce in the absence of proper accountability"."*' 
""' Mukarji. N 1993. "The Thud Stralunf. Economic and Political WeeUr. May I, pp.859-62 
Kunan. G 1999. Empo\^ering Comhnons in the Decentralisation Process. Working Paper Series No. 
288, Institute of Social Studies, The Hague. p.41 
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Transparency International has rated corruption in India very high. 
According to perceptions of the degree of corruption as seen by business 
people, risk analysts and the general public, on a scale of 10 (highly clean) 
and 0 (highly corrupt) India scores 2.7. Two methodologies used by the 
World Bank's Operation Evaluation Department in evaluating public sector 
performance have direct relevance for the local government's accountability. 
These are: a) Is the public manager doing the right things? The 'right things' 
are those that are responsive to the needs of the community, b) Is the public 
manager doing things in the right way? This question brings in the issue of 
efficacy and efficiency.''^  
The local government insdtutions (LGIs) are required to play an 
acfive role in the planning and implementation of development programmes. 
The success of LGIs will depend on the extent to which they are able to 
improve the delivery of programmes, which can be done through 
participation, transparency and accountability. In order to avoid malpractice 
and misuse of power by the funcfionaries and elected representatives of 
these institutions, all state governments have introduced relevant legislative 
provisions in their panchayati raj acts. Broadly, the checks and balances in 
terms of state control over the panchayati raj institutions can be categorised 
as: 
(1) power to cancel/suspend a resolution; 
(2) power to take action in default of a gram panchayat; 
(3) power to remove elected representatives; 
(4) power to dissolve panchayats; 
(5) power to give direction to panchayats; 
Shah. A. 1998 Balance, Aicountabilin and Re'iponsneness Lessons about Decentralization. The 
World Bank Pohcy Research, Working Paper Series No 2021 Washington D C 
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(6) power to call for records and inspection: and 
(7) power to conduct an inquiry. 
The gram sabha (village assembly of all voters) is the basic unit of 
Indian democracy/"' As the Indian Constitution makes no provision in 
respect of the functions and powers of the gram sabha, the state acts have 
given it only a marginal role. If the gram panchayat is to be made effective 
in the present context there is a strong feeling that there must be certain 
amendments to the Constitution making it incumbent on the states to bestow 
compulsory necessary powers on the gram sabha. The sabha should also 
have its committees to oversee the functioning of the gram panchayats. It 
should have power to approve the plan, the budget, the list of beneficiaries, 
sites for different works and accounts of the panchayat. 
A significant development in the last few years in the sphere of 
accountabihty and anti-clientelism has been the struggle for the right to 
information. Information is necessary for citizens to participate in 
governance, especially at local levels. Since information is power, those in 
authority deny ordinary people access to information. The bureaucracy in 
India still keeps up the colonial culture of secrecy, distance and 
mystification. Today there is a strong movement for every citizen to be 
given "the enforceable right to question, examine, audit, review and assess 
government acts and decisions, to ensure that these are consistent with the 
principles of public interest, probity and justice. It would promote openness, 
transparency and accountability in administration by making government 
Jain, S. P. 1997. "The Gram Sablia: Gateway to Grassroots Democracy". Journal of Rural Development. 
vol. 16, no. 4, October-December, pp.566-67. 
Sharan, S.V. (ed.), 1999. Recommendation of the National Conference on Amendments to the 
Constitution (Seventy-Thircl/Scventy-Fourth Amendment) Acts 1992. Institute of Social Sciences. New 
Delhi, p.4. 
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more open to continuing public scrutiny." ^ The government is also taking 
steps to familiarise its employees with the process of carrying out jan 
• 46 
sunwais. 
The Ombudsman in Southern Indian state of Kerala is not only an 
advisory body but will also be given legal teeth. Kerala also has special 
women's watchdog committees at the gram panchayat and municipality 
level. Any such committee should have two nominees from each gram sabha 
or ward committee, one being a member of a Scheduled Caste or Scheduled 
Tribe. Such committees have the same rights as social audit committees and 
may scrutinise costs, estimates, the quantity and quality of materials used in 
works, adherence to norms in selection, etc. 
Regular elections are the best democratic instruments allowing voters 
to use electoral sanctions against members of any elected body if found 
corrupt or despotic. John Echeverri-Gent has commented in the context of 
West Bengal, where regular panchayat elections have been held without fail 
from 1978 onwards, that the issue of accountability can be addressed 
through holding regular elections to local bodies with substantial positive 
results in accountability and service delivery. It is a great achievement that 
regular elections to the local bodies are now taking place in all the states, 
although in the beginning there were several obstacles in the way. The 
turnout in elections to the panchayats and municipalities in India is much 
higher than for elections to the state assemblies and Parliament. When 
candidates in an election spend huge amounts of money to get elected, they 
Mander, H and A S Joshi 1999 (repnnted 2001) The Moiemenl for Right to Informotion in India 
People s Pon erfor the Control of Corruption Commonv\ealth Human Rights Initiative 
* The Hindu, 1 Apnl 2002 
^^Rasquinha, S , 1997. "Gram Sabha Foundation of Panchayat Raj" UMA Prachar. \o\ 4, no i,January-
Maah 
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will naturally use the first opportunity while in office to make up for their 
election expenditure. It is recorded that panchayat presidents have succinctly 
summed up their opposition to transparency and accountability, saying that 
if there were to be transparency in the panchayats, how would they recover 
the money spent on elecfion campaigns?.''^  
The policy of the Left Front government to bring the panchayats to the 
fore through the strong foundation of land reforms led to what may be called 
a social renaissance. Nirmal Mukarji^ ^ who was Cabinet Secretary of India 
underlines the point when he says that the land reforms had, considerably 
weakened the hold of the big landlords who had traditionally led rural 
society because of their dominant economic and social position. It sets in a 
process of change of mind at least among a few functionaries at the cutting 
edges of the administration" '^. This was the essential first step for functional 
linkages between officialdom and the panchayats. According to 
Westergaard, the result of the land reforms was a preliminary step towards 
helping sharecroppers come out of their dependency relationship vis-a-vis 
the landowners. A study conducted on the West Bengal panchayat 
elections in 1993 came to the conclusion that even though party affiliadon is 
an important consideraUon in determining whom to vote for, the personal 
CO 
qualities of the party candidate are an important factor . Thus, the 
"decentralistion that took place in the state was in the nature of 
'deconcentration' of power under which the panchayats served principally as 
the implementing agencies of state government. The process was not carried 
^'^ Roy, A , De\. N and S Singh, 2001. •"Dt-mandms Accountability", Seminar, Apnl, New Delhi. pp9l-
97 
''" Mukarji, N . 199^. "The Third Stratum", Economic and Political Weekh, May 1, p 862. 
"' Bandyopadhvay, D, 1980, Land Reforms in West Bengal. Go\err]ment of West Bengal, Calcutta, p 11 
" Westergaard. K , 1986, People's Pai tic ipation. Lot al Coi ernment and Rural Development - The Case of 
West Bengal in India. CDR Research Report. No 8, Copenhagen, p 8. 
Ghosh, B and G Kumar. 200^, State Politics and Pancha\ats in India, Manohnr. Delhi, pM 
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to its logical extent of 'devolution' type of transfer of functions, resources 
and authority from the state government to the PRIs". One argument going 
around is that Kerala had been facing a crisis in the economic sphere and 
decentrahsation was seen as a means of overcoming such a crisis. In 
contrast, West Bengal has witnessed rapid economic growth in rural areas 
and this has tempered popular demand for further reform^ .^ But this 
explanation has not been satisfactory, for there is no evidence that people do 
not demand transparent, accountable and participatory local government 
institutions or more devolution of functions and resources to the local 
bodies.^ ^ 
The Asoka Mehta Committee in India observed in 1978 that PRIs are 
dominated by economically or socially privileged sections of society and 
have as such facilitated the emergence of ohgarchic forces yielding no 
benefits to weaker sections". These oligarchic forces are the traditional rural 
elite consisting of agricultural landowners, moneylenders and upper caste 
people. Against this background, the report stated that the utility of 
panchayats for the average villager had been seriously limited because of 
corruption, inefficiency, scant regard for procedures, political interference in 
C O 
day-to-day administration and 'parochial loyalties'.' One worrying aspect is 
the nexus between political representatives and officials in corruption and 
spoils sharing. Although India has been striving to create a citizen-oriented 
public service through the checks and balances, this nexus still prevails. The 
Rajasthan experience in this regard is revealing. Panchayat representatives. 
Mathev,, G. Ghosh. B and R Soni. 2001. Report on the Scoping Stud\ on Decentralisation and 
Com ergenc e Issues in West Bengal, Institute of Social Sciences. New Delhi, p 4 
•^^  Ghatak, M and M Ghatak. 2002, • Recent reforms in the Panchayat System in West Bengal, Towards 
greater parlicipa.ory ^tovemance'", Economic and Political Weekh. January 5 
'^  Ghosh B andG Y^vimd.x.2m'\, State Politus and Pamha^ats m India.Unnohdir.'De.Ww 
Go\emment ot India. 1978, Report oj the Committee on Pancha\ati Raj Institutions, New Delhi p 6 
' ' Ihid, p 7 
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despite their written assurances to furnish all documents to the electorate, 
have taken the cue from the panchayat secretaries and BDOs (both 
government officials) and organised themselves as a lobby against 
transparency. Examples of this type of collusion are found all over the 
59 
country. 
The bureaucracy in independent India is the legacy of British colonial 
government. Its responsiveness to the democratic system has been on the 
whole positive, especially when power was concentrated at the federal level 
and state (provincial) levels. Harsh Mander and Abha Singhal Joshi put it, 
"There are no ready answers because people's audit of public authorities is a 
new avenue of people's action. Clearer answers would emerge after more 
experience is gathered by diverse groups working in different regions on 
varied issues. However, recourse to some kind of organized peaceful protest 
seems inevitable, if state authorities remain recalcitrant". However, the 
situation is slowly changing. In spite of norms set by legislative measures 
there is a tendency among the officials at the higher levels to stick to their 
old work culture of appeasing their 'bosses', which quite often goes against 
the people's interests by twisting the existing laws and rules. Therefore 
pressure from below is a must at this critical stage in the transformation of 
India's polity, economy and governance. 
There is little conformity amongst various authors on the meaning of 
the term decentralisation. One of the most commonly accepted distinctions is 
to regard decentralisation as a blanket term encompassing a number of sub-
categories, i.e. devolution (or democratic decentralisation), deconcentration 
and delegation. Devolution (democratic decentralisation) is the most 
Roy, A . De>, N and S Singh, 2001, "Dem.inding Accountability", Seminar. April, New Delhi 
H) Mander, H and A S Joshi, 1999 (reprinted 2001), The Mcnement for Right to Information in India 
People ? Power jar the Control of Corruption. Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative 
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extensive form of decentralisation. It is the "conferment of rule-making and 
executive powers of a specified or residual nature on formally constituted 
sub-national units''.^' Devolution/democratic decentralization generally has 
the following characteristics: 
1. Local government should be separate constitutionally from central 
government. It should be responsible for a significant range of 
services. 
2. Local authorities should have their own treasury, a separate budget 
and accounts, and their own taxes to produce a significant part of 
their revenue. 
3. Local authorities should have the right to allocate substantial 
resources, which should include the power to decide over 
expenditure, to vary revenue and to appoint and promote staff. 
Deconcentration is usually the least extensive form of 
decentralisation. It often involves the transfer of workload from the central 
government head offices to regional branches. Field staff may have limited 
discretion to perform functions within the constraints of central government 
policy. Effective control over major policy decisions resides at central 
level.^ ^ Delegation entails the transfer of broad authority to plan and 
implement decisions concerning specific activities to organisations such as 
local government that are technically and administratively capable of 
exercising them.^ Although delegated power is usually controlled by the 
imposition of conditions by the delegating body, this form of delegation can 
'^ Vosloo, W B . Kotze, D A and W J 0 Jeppe (eds). 1974. Local Go\emmeni in South Africa. 
Academia Pretona, p 10 
-^ Mawhood, P (ed), 199 ,^ Local Go\ernment in the Third World Experiences of Decentralisation in 
Tropical Africa, second edition, Afncan Institute of South Afnca. Pretona. pp 9-10 
Rondinelli, D A , 1981, "Go\emmcnt Decenunlisation in Comparatne Perspective Theory and Practice 
inDewdopingCounmes", International Re\ieH of Administratne Sciences.\o\ 47 no 2 p W 
^ Ibid p r^S 
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lead to the exercise of a certain amount of judgement and discretion on the 
part of the local authorities. 
The right of local representatives to make local policy is the bedrock 
of local democracy. Councillors are elected by local citizens and ultimately 
should be accountable to local voters. However, decentralisation is 
meaningless unless local govemments have sufficient financial resources to 
exercise their functions. As Manor^ ^ points out. democratic decentralisation 
will flounder if there are not concomitant financial resources. The lack of 
financial resources is a major problem facing many local govemments in 
low-income countries. Party politics and decentralization as a framework is a 
useful starting point for analysing political decentralisation. It is however a 
necessary but not a sufficient condifion. An overreliance on legal 
intergovernmental relations sometimes obscures the real nature of power at 
local government level. For example, Migdal (1988) argues that although 
many Third World states ascribe huge powers to themselves, they are often 
extremely weak and unable to implement their own legislation. This means 
that a nominally centralised country, at least outside the national capital, in 
practice, could be rather decentralised by default in that the state apparatus 
lacks capacity in rural areas. The role of party politics in gauging the extent 
of political decentralization is aJso very important. Elazar's argument^ ^ that 
the existence of a non-centralised party system is perhaps the most important 
element in a decentralised system may still be valid today. Some of the 
distinctive features of party politics at local government level are: 
1. Candidates are selected by the party. 
Manor, J , 1999, The Pohlual Eionoirn of Democratic Decentralisation. World Bank, Washineton DC, 
Ela/ar, D , 1968. ""Federalism", in Sill D L led ). International Ennclopedia of Social Sciences No 5. 
Crow ell, Croihier and MacMilIan. p ^ 7 
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2. A distinct policy programme is formulated for a local party group. 
3. A party election manifesto, to which all party candidates are 
expected to adhere, both during the election campaign and once 
elected, is produced. 
4. An attempt is made to implement the manifesto in the event of the 
party winning a majority of seats on the council. 
5. Councillors are organised into party groups for the purposes of 
allocating committee places and other positions of leadership and 
responsibility, to develop and co-ordinate party policy, to determine 
strategy and tactics, and to ensure group discipline. 
6. Group leadership, comprising an individual leader and usually a 
committee of group executive officers, is elected by the members of 
the group. 
7. Pre-council and pre-committee party group meetings are convened to 
enable party group members to agree on policy and plan their 
debating and voting tactics.^ ^ 
In many countries, there has been greater party politicisation at the 
local government level, particularly in larger cities. Some of the advantages 
of party politics are: 
1. There are more candidates and fewer uncontested areas in local 
elections. 
2. There is clarification of the issues, as the parties are challenged by 
their opponents to defend and justify their arguments and assertions. 
3. Citizens have more awareness of and interest in local government, 
which is generally reflected in a higher electoral turnout. 
'•' Wilson, D. and C. Game, 1998, Local Government in the United Kingdom. MacMillan, London, p.267. 
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4. Change and initiative are stimulated, as parties, with their underlying 
principles and collective resources, develop policies to put before the 
electorate. 
5. There is enhanced accountability as the parties collectively and their 
candidates individually make public commitments and promises, 
which, if they are elected, they must seek to implement and for 
which they will subsequently be called to account. 
6. Government coherence is achieved through the existence of a 
majority party, clearly identifiable by the electorate and officers 
alike, which is able to carry out the pohcies on which it was elected. 
7. Democracy is enhanced through the existence of electorally endorsed 
policies and programmes, which reduce the potential policy influence 
of unelected and unaccountable officers.^ ^ 
On the other hand, the disadvantages and pitfalls of party politics in 
local government would include the following: 
1. There are more party candidates and fewer independents as the major 
parties, with their institutional resources, make it increasingly difficult 
for minority party candidates and independents to get elected. 
2. There is a narrower debating of issues, with party rhetoric playing a 
major role. 
3. There is less public involvement, as many citizens not wishing to join 
a political party are excluded from areas of local community life. 
4. There is nationalisation of local elections, as supposedly local 
campaigns focus much of their attention on national issues and 
personalities. 
' ' IhuL. p.279. 
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5. There is reduced representation on councils, as the winning party 
takes all positions of responsibility and seeks to implement its policies 
to the exclusion of all others. 
6. There is excessive party politicisation of issues, with the parties 
feeling obliged to adopt adversarial positions on subjects that might 
more satisfactorily be approached consensually. 
7. There is reduced local democracy, as councillors are disciplined into 
voting with their party regardless of their personal convictions or 
judgements. 
8. Professional advice is excluded, as all effective decisions are made by 
party groups, usually without the benefit of professionally trained and 
experienced officers in attendance.^ ^ 
Political decentralisation to local government is favoured for a 
number of reasons. Some of the more important arguments are that it enables 
minorities to avail themselves of govemment power, it can keep power close 
to citizens, it can prevent arbitrary central govemment rule, it can promote 
political participation and it ensures more efficient delivery of local 
govemment services. There is a 'motherhood and apple pie' version of 
decentralisation that views it almost as a synonym for democratisation. This 
view was particularly associated with early public choice theory. However, 
decentralisation has not always achieved the desired results of its 
proponents. Indeed, decentralisation has often been associated with political 
clientelism, cormption and mismanagement (Migdal, 1988). Appointment of 
Gyford, J.. Leach, S. and C. Game. 1989. The Changing Politics of Local Government, Allen and Unwin. 
London. 
Maass. A. (ed.). 1959. Area and Power, Free Press. Glencoe: Illinois: Sharpe, L. J., 1970, "Theories and 
Values of Local Government", Political Studies, vol. 18, no. 2, pp. 154-174; Grindle, M.S., 2000, 
Audacious Reforms: Institutional Intervention and Democracy in Latin America, Johns Hopkins University 
Press, Baltimore; Wunch, J. S. and D. Olowu (eds.). 1990. The Failure of the Centralized State: Institutions 
and Self-Governance in Africa, Weslview Press. Boulder. 
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staff IS an important ingredient of local autonomy. However, extensive local 
government control over local staffing without the central impetus of 
ensuring sound personnel practices can lead to corruption and nepotism. 
This was pointed out as far back as the 1960s by the United Nations (1962). 
Appointment of staff is an important area for patronage. Often newly 
empowered city politicians want to hire their own employees, for political as 
well as efficiency and loyalty reasons.^' In the United States, the strong 
mayor system was historically associated with large-scale patronage. A 
newly elected mayor could dispense with a large percentage of existing staff. 
With the modernisation reforms in the United States, the extent of patronage 
has gready declined. However, such systems persist in other parts of the 
world. For example, in Latin America, municipal employment is not 
regarded as a means to the end of delivery services to communities. 
Conversely, it is regarded as an outcome in its own right - a just reward for 
favours rendered or to be rendered. 
Decentralisation implies the devolution of state authority. 
Decisionmaking capacity and resources are transferred from the centre to 
organs at the local level. As noted in the introductory chapter, such reforms 
can enhance the quality of democratic governance: the state becomes more 
effective and more responsive to popular demands. But decentralisafion may 
also have the opposite effects by breeding corrupfion, mismanagement and 
the rule of self-serving local elites. Governance concerns the performance of 
public organs. It is, on the one hand, a matter of procedures; of upholding 
certain modes of operation that accord with generally accepted codes of 
sound administrative behaviour (such as the principles of transparency, 
" Gnndle. M . 2000, Audacious Reforms Institutional hnention and Democracy in Latin America, Johns 
Hopkins University Press Ballimore and London, p 188 
"Nickson, RA 1995 Local Go\einment in Latin America. L\nneR\enneT,Bou\d<ir Colorado 
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accountability and the rule of law). On the other hand, and more 
fundamentally, governance concerns the state's capacity to deliver. Public 
organs should not only behave in accordance with 'the book'; they should 
also get things done. The bottom-line, in other words, is effectiveness: the 
ability of state authorities to actually provide society with certain goods and 
services. It is generally assumed, however, that these two aspects of 
governance are in concert. Sound administrative practices (if properly 
applied) are believed to increase state efficiency. 
Governance does not in itself, however, say anything about what the 
state ought to do, about which of society's demands and interests should be 
promoted - which is where democracy becomes relevant. When we talk 
about democratic governance we refer to a state that is capable of effectively 
meeting broad popular demands. It is generally agreed nowadays that this 
can only be achieved by means of democratic procedures: through the 
introduction of essential democratic rights, such as political freedoms and 
elections. It is only the people themselves that should judge the needs and 
interests that should be served in political life. Hence, the establishment of 
democracy's different representative organs, and other channels of political 
action and expression that allow people the opportunity to articulate and put 
pressure behind their various policy demands. At the same time, people 
should be able to gain an insight into the performance of public organs, 
which may boost administrative regularity and efficiency. To that end, 
organs for administrative and legal control are put in place as well. This 
combination of popular involvement and bureaucratic and judicial scrutiny -
two forms of pressure and control that can be mutually reinforcing - is 
' Salame, Ghassan 1994 'Small is Pluralistic Democracy as an Instrument ot Civil Peace,' in Ghassam 
Saiame, (ed ). Demoinic\ Without Democrats'^ The Renewal of Politics in the Muslim Woild, London 
IBlauris. pp 102 ^ 
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believed to further democratic governance. The state becomes responsive to 
broad popular interests - given the resources at hand - while operating in an 
orderly and effective way. 
Some theorist argues that Kuwait requires first a redefinition of the 
"local" and a commitment to look in new directions for identifying success 
and spaces of empowerment, rather than accepting municipalities as the de-
facto institutions to be analyzed.^ "* Although, Kuwait has become the only 
Arab country in which an elected legislature serves as a powerful check on 
executive power. There have been successes at the national and 
departmental levels, described as anti-corruption motions in Parliament in 
connection with the privatization of the telecommunications corporation and 
the importation of arms, pro-transparency legislation recently ratified in 
Kuwait. The rulers were genuinely concerned that Kuwait should be seen by 
other countries of the world as a modem state possessing a modern system 
of government. Since a wave of democracy and like institutions were in 
vogue, a constitutional and parliamentary system seemed ideal to project its 
image abroad. 
The Kuwaiti Consitution envisages that "the system of government 
shall be democratic under which sovereignity resides in the people, the 
source of all powers." While anti-corruption initiatives are gaining 
momentum and strength through initiatives by the legislature iKuwait, the 
actions are not integrated into a comprehensive national strategy. In all the 
Fawaz, M . 2002 Reflections on Best Practiies m Go\emiince tn ESCWA Countries Proceedings ot 
MDF4 Workshop (Empowering Local G»\eminent Institutions in the MENA Region), Amman UN-
ESCWA Freedom House Research (2004) Freedom in the V\ orld Retrieved from 
http //www freedomhouse org/research/treeworld/2004/countr\ratinss/kuwdit htm 
^ Freedom House, 2004 
'^  Essa Al-Sa'di and Richard U Moench 1988 Oil Prices State Policies and Pollics in Kuwait," Arab 
Studies Quarterh. Vol 10, p 218 
Bansidhar, Pradhan 1992 Kuwait's slipper) Road to Democracy", Link. 18 October, p % 
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Arab countries, including those iiaving tiiese initiatives, corruption, in 
general, and malpractices in HRM, in particular, remains a serious 
challenge.''^  For a long time the Audit Bureau was the only formal 
supervisory body. The Bureau's principle responsibility is to monitor the 
State's revenues and expenditures. It supervises the collection of state 
income and expenditures and ensures that the systems and means used are 
appropriate to protect public funds. This supervision covers all ministries, 
public administrations, municipalities, public institutions and authorities and 
those companies in which 50 per cent of the capital is owned by the State. 
But based on the ministry council law no. 271, a new body was established, 
namely "the agency of civil service and performance evaluation", which is 
headed by Sheikh Mohammed Abd e Alia al Mobarak Al Sobah. Such body 
has two main goals: . 
1. Performance evaluation of the services provided through imposing 
effective managerial monitor, thus citizen would feel that there is a 
control mechanism on the service provided and there are continuous 
efforts to develop the government administration and combat 
corruption. 
2. Demonstrate the importance of citizen's opinion and seeking effective 
participation, by highlighting the positive areas and avoiding the weak 
79 
arenas. 
Arab Adniinisirati\e De\elopmcnt Organi/ation (ARADO) 1999 Conference on New Frontiers for 
Sireni;!lu'ning Adrnmniiatne Integiin Tiampaienn and Accouniahilit\. Cairo Retrieved from 
h"ri //www surt-as ore/Papers/arado pdt 
Arab Adniinisirati\e De\elopmenl Organi/ation (AR.ADO) 2002 Administrative Development and 
\dministratne Reform in the Aiab Woild Report. Cairo Author (Original m Arabic) and 
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In context of role of admniistrati\e leforni and development 
institutions in Kuwait/""'^  what the Constitution of Kuwait attempted was to 
consciously promote executive leadership while at the same time allowing 
for democratic changes. 
There are four main institutions responsible for the administrative reform: 
1. Civil Service Council: It is mainly responsible of setting the general 
policies of different arenas, as well as proposing corrective action plans. 
Furthermore, it is also accountable for design systems that promote 
nongovernmental bodies to employ people. 
2. Civil Service Agency: It is responsible for translating the general policies 
to action plans and setting guidelines and mechanism for the policies to be 
realized. 
3. The Bureau of Administrative Development: It conducts the main studies 
and proposes developmental plans, offer council in reform issues and finally 
suggest the system for training the staff. 
4. General Administrations of Managerial De\elopment: These are mainly 
responsible for conducting organization/ structural studies, concerning the 
procedures of work, as well as establishing the system for performance 
evaluation.^' 
Analyzing different organization structures and work flow, job 
duplication, redundancies, overstaffmg, as well as overlap between functions 
were found. That is why, a team of consolers, specialists and researchers was 
formed by civil service agency to conduct a comprehensive analysis of job 
Cnsial and al-Sha)C|i I'Jy'i The Pro DenKKiaiic Agenda in kuv'.ait. in Br)nen. Rex. Baghat. Korany 
and Paul Noble (eds ). Poliiiuil Lbciahsaiion and Deiiuhrr Hiiion in ilu Arab Woihl Theowtual 
Penptcii\('s. Bouider. CO L\nne Rienner. p 114 
*•' Baaklini, Ahdo 1. 1982 -Legislatures in the Gull Area The Experienee oi Kuwait. 1961-1976". 
International Journal of Middle East Studies \ol 14. no "^  p ^"0 
' ' Ibid 
description and specification. As a result eight groups on the central level 
(state level), and fifteen decentralized governmental bodies were specified in 
Kuwait. Furthermore, a law was issued concerning "administrative reform 
and determining responsibility and autonomy", which was an effective tool 
in many conflict resolutions.^ "^ 
The devolution of authority taking place in Kuvv'ait to ministries, 
agencies and local units in personnel matters should be balanced by 
increased coordination and control by the central civil service or public 
employment agencies. Accordingly, the council of ministry issued the 
decision no. 551 which focused on the centralization of hiring employees of 
the state through the agency of civil service. This includes setting and 
publicizing the requirements and received applications online and announces 
the results through the net. This development prevents any arbitrary decision 
by an administrative authority as procedures are embedded in an IT 
automated process that prevents any undue intervention in a regular and 
legally complaint request. 
However, after the adoption of IT, citizen now can evaluate the 
services and file complaint online, which can further speedy.^ ^ Since the 
early 1990s, the government in Kuwait has been undertaking a number of 
key initiatives to modernize its insfitutions and existing delivery system for 
W Douihis M 1997 The Suite of Kuwait Exptruiue and Effoits in \dministiati\e Refoim in Arab 
Experiences m State ofKitxuiit (Original in Arabic) 
" ARADO, 2002. 
' Corm. G 2004 MEN A Good Puhlu Go\ernani.e Initiatne Dr.itt backgrrund paper on Governance and 
Insestment (or Growth OECD pp 1-21 
Al Watan October. 200"? "CIMI service commission amis to combat corruption" Retrieved Irom 
littp//www c2ggo\ kw/press php'prL-ss_id=i4 (Original in Arabic) 
L^ 4 
public serves. These initiatives are underlined by a keen desire for change on 
the part of the government as well as citizens.*' 
According to the board of ministries decision no.(759) for year 2000, 
a committee was established along with the central technical body to activate 
the uses and application of modern technology (Al Gihaz Al fany al 
markazy), and the project of electronic government started. This project 
faced resistance at first, because people thought it is a new way of 
conducting work. However, soon afterwards, it started to gain support and 
consensus when it was realized that the e-government would create new jobs 
for new generation. This is in addition to the promotion efforts by the 
n o 
government. Today, there is a network connecting different governmental 
bodies together (intranet) and connecting government agencies with the 
public (extra-net). Each agency has its own database that avail a lot of data 
to different parties and stakeholders.' That is why, these efforts have been 
rated by the UN as high e-government capacity, based on the e-governance 
index, which is a composite of web presence measures, IT infrastructure 
measures and human capital measures. Kuwait scored a 2.16 on the 0 to 
3.25.'^ '^  
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND GOOD GOVERNANCE 
Of late there is a renewed debate on governance and administration in 
India. Administrators, politicians, academics, citizens at large, and even 
businessmen are talking about issues like constitutional reforms, good 
Sarrouli. E . 2CX)vi rhc UiSDP Role in Public \dinuiiMnnion Rcfoims In the Anih Region Trcpdred for 
The E\pcil Consullati\e Nkviiiii; on Public Admiiuslrjlion jnd Public Accounting Dcvclopmenl. Wiih 
Stress on Elecironic Tools Bciiiit UNDP-SURF-AS 
^ ;ARADO,2002 . 
w w ss esc net ku 
'" UN, 2004. 
governance, transparency, corruption, ethics, state in the market economy. 
new role of government under economic liberalization, electronic 
governance, etc. Also, the classical models of governance/administration 
with emphasis on division of work, rule orientation, and bureaucratic 
hierarchy with rule book defined regulations and lines of authority is giving 
room to new ways of governance in the form of New Public Management. 
The new public management paradigm seems to be born out of the 
frustration of a common man, the citizen of a country, at not receiving the 
quality of service that he expects or pays for. Not many citizens go to the 
consumer redressal at the district, state or national level. The world over, 
people are talking about good governance and 'public management' and less 
about 'public administration', per se. In India, the process of reforms in 
administration began as early as 1949 with the setting up of the O&M 
Division in the Government of India. 
The recent decision to review the Indian Constitution is a landmark in 
Indian administration. However, most of the reform efforts have been on 
paper only. They have all talked about improving effectiveness, efficiency, 
responsiveness, record-keeping and filing systems, integrity in public 
service, right to information, parameters of good governance, like polidcal 
and bureaucradc accountability, independence of judiciary, participafion of 
religious and social groups, and freedom of expression and information, etc. 
Phrases like 'reinventing government." "mission-driven government", 
'market-oriented government", 'service first", and 'empowering cifizens". 
etc.. have been used frequently in India also. At best, they reveal some good 
intentions only. Even if some of these had been achieved to a reasonable 
level, there would not have been as much debate, so much debate, so much 
of a crisis, so much of turbulence that there would be need for 'redefinition" 
:?6 
of the role of government itself. The disappointing fact is that we have not 
been able to convert promises into performance and agenda into action to 
any significant level. Hopefully, opportunities provided by Information 
Technology will have an impact on governance of the country. Need to 
'rightsize' the government and restructuring and redesigning will become 
the order of the day. Remedies like across-the-board budget cuts, 
employment and salary freezes, reorganizations, endless task forces, and the 
like never address the systemic issues that create and sustain poor 
'government business' processes. 
One of the reasons for inadequate implementation of the reform 
process in the governmental agencies is that the reforms have been 
suggested as generalizations which are too \'ague to be implemented. They 
merely reflect good intentions and are only good policy statements. 
Implementing them is an unsurmountable problem. In addition, there are 
some typical characteristics of government and public agencies that inhibit 
implementation of good governance and good public administration. There 
include: 
1. Monopoly and protectionism breeding inefficiency; 
2. Too inward looking, leaving no scope for initiative for innovating; 
3. Unwieldy in size, like the legendary dinosaurs, with no flexibility to 
adjust itself to present-day demands; 
4. Trapped inextricably in a cobweb of rules, regulations, procedures 
resulting in 'passing the buck' or 'disposal' meaning only shifting the 
file from one table to another; 
5. ProN'iding scope for exercising arbitrary and extra-constitutional 
authority in the name of 'discretion and judgment' to practice 
nepotism and corruption of the highest order: and 
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6. Personnel policies on selection, posting, transfer, allocations, etc., 
having no relations to the individual's competence, capability, 
performance or relevance to organizational requirements. 
Information Technology and Good Governance 
Public administration, in general, and governance, in particular, once 
again are at the crossroads and so are governmental organizations in India. 
The process of governance cannot remain unaffected by powerful winds of 
change and the thrust of the IT revolution sweeping the globe. The direction 
India chooses now will determine its future status world wide. It is a 'now or 
never' situation. IT will continue to change at a mind-boggling speed in 
terms of price of performance, leading to significant shrinkage of time and 
space. In the context of administration, it has to be used as an 'enabling 
technology' to achieve the broader goal of good governance. But to have an 
idea of how to go about it, let us take a look at some of the agenda items of 
good governance as follows: 
1. Enhancing effective and efficient administration; 
2. Improving quality of life of citizens; 
3. Establishing legitimacy and credibility of institutions; 
4. Making administration responsive, citizen-friendly, and citizen-
caring; 
5. Ensuring accountability; 
6. Securing freedom of information and expression; 
7. Reducing cost of governance: 
8. Making every department result-oriented; 
9. Intproving quality of public services; 
10. Improving productivity of employees: 
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11.Eradication of corruption to re-establish credibility of government by 
ensuring integrity of individuals; 
12.Removal of arbitrariness in exercise of authority; and 
13.Use of IT-based services to de-mystify procedures and improve the 
citizen-government interface. 
The foremost requirement for implementing the reforms agenda is to shift 
approach from macro to micro, from generalization to organization-specific 
solution and implement these effects in each process of governance. This 
would need a fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of government 
processes as marginal improvements here and there have not helped during 
the last five decades. The new agenda for governance will be to achieve 
dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance, 
such as cost, quality, service and speed of individual public 
organizations/departments. Though difficult to imagine, it needs to be 
emphasized that an institution or a government department is not created or 
established for the welfare of its employees, nor for the benefit of trade 
unions or their federations. It is created for servicing the customers, the 
client, the beneficiary, the citizen. Therefore it must be fully realized that an 
organization is built by employing personnel in the expectafion that the 
people will carry the organization to achie\e its goals and mission and not 
the other way round. As such, all efforts of an organizafion have to be 
directed to a one-point program of service to the customer. Areas of IT 
Applications are: 
1. Urban Services: Development of an online integrated information 
and monitoring system for deli\er\. accounting, compliance, and 
payment for services like water supply, electricity, telephones, etc. 
There is a need to the web technologies to create electronic networks 
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at all points of contact between the citizens and the concerned 
governmental agencies. Citizens in the urban areas should be able to 
obtain and submit electronically all forms for any service or 
clearance from the government. It should be possible for them to pay 
their bills electronically. Conformance to delivery of service would 
be critical for the concerned agencies to achieve. 
2. Compliance and Payment of Taxes: It should be possible for a 
citizen to pay taxes and duties to all kinds electronically. Filing of 
returns on account of income tax, sales tax, house tax, etc., need to 
be facilitated through the use of IT. 
3. Filing of Complaints: A common citizen feels harrased if he is 
required to visit a police station to lodge a complaint or an FIR 
against any violation of law. Things would be different if such 
complaints can be lodged electronically. 
4. Managing traffic on the Roads: Traffic violations and alleged 
attendant corruption/payoffs represent one of the most glaring forms 
of bad governance. A hand held electronic card reader-cum-recorder 
along with electronic speed sensors should do the trick of punishing 
the offenders of traffic laws. 
5. Development Projects; Application of IT-based models for planning 
and execution of development projects at the national, state, district, 
and village levels, would help ensure significant achievements with 
minimum time and cost overruns. The benefits to the rural masses 
would be tremendous though increased production, productivity and 
market access. 
6. Managing Imports and Exports Cargo: In the case, of one of the 
largest economic activities of the Indian economy, that is, imports 
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and exports, five entities, namely, ports (or airports), shipping lines 
(or airlines), customs, container stations, and importers (and 
exporters) are involved in the process. 
Improving Citizen-Government Interface: 
There are large number of areas representing interface between IT and 
governance. Highly professional systems for communication, information, 
and control can be successfully designed and implemented for the benefit of 
society. Some of them may be in areas like: 
1. Integration of passport, driving licence, ration card, income tax 
identification, voter identification, etc., into an electronic (SMART) 
card that can serve the purpose of a citizen card; 
2. Registration of vehicles; 
3. Monitoring of traffic violations through SMART card; 
4. Public distribution system; 
5. Immigration information and monitoring; 
6. Management of public health; 
7. Water and power supply; 
8. Property taxes; and 
9. Monitoringof primary education. 
E- GOVERNMENT SERVICES IN KUWAIT INCLUDE: 
1. The ministry of education: Traditional methods of learning are no 
longer the main emphasis of the nations. E learning represents the 
trend of all developed nations. Based on this belief the ministry of 
education in Kuwait adopted this project in the secondary level. 
(www.moe.edu.kw). 
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2. Kuwait university: Students of the university can now follow up their 
progress online, file requests for financial aid, register, pay and know 
their schedule online. Furthermore, there is a database for all the 
professors teaching there, (www.kuniv.edu.ku). 
3. Civil service commission: It offers the central agency for hiring and 
recruiting employees. This agency is central that means it serves as 
intermediary between the labour force and all the governmental 
agencies with vacancies. Furthermore, a comprehensive online system 
is developed where people can get acquainted with training programs, 
jobs, salaries. Furthermore a comprehensive online guide, explaining 
all governmental services provided online, (www.csc.net.kw) 
4. Ministry of planning (MOP): There are different projects that were 
transferred to be delivered electronically: 
a) company registry 
b) internal & external training 
c) ministry of planning 
d) Help desk 
Moreover, the ministry of planning introduced the service (G2B), 
which indicated the reladonship of the ministry with the companies, whether 
they have an updated register of their business yearly in the Ministry of 
planning (MOP) database. This is to classify companies according to their 
activities, size, then a certificate of registration is issued. Furthermore this 
eliminates duplication of information acquisition by different state 
institutions. In addition, the MOP offers training services, where it 
coordinates between different government agencies and private sector that 
offers such training. Thus private sector would update their data on the 
MOP's databases and government agencies would idenfify the different 
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training program avail the current year. Not to mention that government 
agencies could acquire MOP's approval through the net, i.e. G2G 
"government to government". 
Finally. MOP has a remarkable project called "knowledge bar", which 
avails information flows to different managerial levels. As well as " help 
desk" that aids the users in solving technical and non technical problems, 
like how to fix computers or how to submit a request for a vacation. (Al 
Tama and Aloosh, 2004). 
CHALLENGES OF E-GOVERNMENT IN KUWAIT 
Kuwait faces many structural problems in its budget: excessive 
dependence on oil revenue, growing government expenditures due to the 
need for continued high defence spending, growing social expenditures 
resulting from high levels of government employment and provision of 
heavily subsidized social services and utilities. These subsidies on welfare 
include: electricity costs, subsidized foods, government housing is available 
to all married Kuwaitis who are employed and who do not own property, 
education and medical treatment. The country's increased spending is offset 
by higher oil revenues, thus recording a surplus. 
PPBS, Planning, Programming Budgeting System introduction is 
MOP's contribution to the on-going effort at administrative and budget 
reform in the State of Kuwait. It is an improved system of budgeting that 
reoriented the focus of budgeting from items of expenditure to results from 
that expenditure. Unlike the traditional budgeting system, which focuses on 
preparing a detailed list of resource requirements according to the various 
items of expenditure identified in the budget format, PPBS provides a wider 
scope focusing on objectives, outcomes, optimum solutions. It aims at 
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improving resource allocation through planning, priority setting and 
justifying expenditures by planned performance; and focusing budgeting and 
control more on the results (outputs and impact) to be obtained from the 
proposed expenditure^ www.mop.gov). 
There are many achievements of the administrative reform program, 
which could be summarized in the following: 
1. Adoption of technology in a wide number of fields of the 
government which resulted in a simplification of procedures and 
better service provision. 
2. Restructuring of the executive branch 
3. Human resource development 
As it can be analyzed, although Kuwait scores higher on the government 
effectiveness index, which is an index on the quality of public service 
provision, the quality of bureaucracy, the competence of civil servant and 
the independence of the civil service from political pressures and the 
credibility of the government's commitment to policies, 2002 government 
effectiveness is lower than the previous period. 
The administrative reform program in Kuwait however faced different 
impediments: 
1. The time gap between the conduct of the studies and taking action 
plans to enforce them, so other aspects arise that were not taken in 
consideration. 
2. Plans that do not tackle social and economic aspects into 
consideration, for instance the process of hiring Kuwait which might 
contradict their qualification education, specialization. 
3. Simulating;, other countries' experiences without taking cultural and 
social differences into consideration 
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4. Action plans were not properly designed to incorporate resistance that 
employees might exhibit 
5. Wrong focus on side issues or some modification without focusing on 
integrated and comprehensive plans. 
Official data does not reflect that Kuwait receives financial aids or 
donation, in fact Kuwait invests part of its revenues in foreign aid. It takes 
many forms, such as loans, joint financing, equity participation, and direct 
grants, particularly in support of Arab causes. In the 1960s, the government 
began placing funds in the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development 
(KFAED), established in 1961. The best known of Kuwait's investment 
organizations and one that was used as a model by other oil exporters, 
KFAED functioned as both an investment and an aid agency. 
Many projects were initiated and either is now completed or still on-
going such as a modernization project with the Council of Ministers and the 
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research. Both, projects provide a new 
paradigm for the collection and dissemination of data and information for 
policy makers in the government. Support to Public Management Reform 
(1995-97). The project is to support governmental reform, including 
restructuring of the Executive Branch, bv assisting the Government with 
substantive advice, management services and programme development 
assistance It provided short-term subject matter technical experts for : 
1. Business process reengineering 
2. Decision support systems 
3. Restructuring of the executive Branch of the Government 
4. Project Management and Support Ser\ ices and other areas as needed. 
ARADO. 2003. 
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5. Stakeholders in the Arab region are fast recognising the role of civil 
society in promoting good governance and advancing sustainable 
human development. The synergy and complementarities between 
civil society, the private sector, and the state is critical. In Kuwait, 
UNDP is carrying out initiatives aimed at building the capacity of 
civil society to play an active role in development. 
A project of development of a Client Inquiry System for the Ministry 
of Commerce and Industry has been competed. The client Inquiry System 
established an on-demand inquiry system for the public at large. 
Transparency of access to government information is the primary thrust of 
this effort. The technology was developed and demonstrated though a 
prototype of the proof- of- concept. This prototype can be replicated in other 
government agencies to increase access to information and deliver service 
status reporting. The civil service commission (CSC) has taken full 
ownership of these efforts. The UNDP-supported efforts are not restricted to 
the Administrative Development Sector but have also moved into CSC's 
MIS division and the unit for mission and scholarships. 
The Kuwait Ministry of Planning (MOP): Strengthening the National 
Planning System (1997-2001). This project is intended to support one of the 
principle goals of Government's Program of Action for the period 1997-
2000, namely, to change the process of formulation and implementing the 
development policies essential to achieve a new vision of Kuwait society, by 
putting in place either a strategic planning process or an improved long-term 
planning process which closely link the long-term vision for the nation, the 
medium-term development priorities and the annual budget. The project, 
planning for economic and social development, will also build capacities 
within Government to effectively implement this new system and will 
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produce a strategic or long-term plan a medium term plan or program and an 
annual plan which applies the new system. The project had a budget of $ 
496800 and supervised by the division of social policy and development. 
Accomplishing this goal calls for a two-pronged approach. First, 
strengthening the effectiveness of the system adopted by the Government to 
carry out its planning responsibilities. Second, strengthening the capacity of 
the relevant organization to enable them to apply this system to its maximum 
impact. 
Computer-based development planning support system (1995- Now): 
A project to support a Development Planning Decision Support System for 
the Ministry of planning is in the pipeline funded by the UN with 
$1,278,792, implemented by UN/DESA statistics division . The project will 
establish, on a pilot basis a computer-based development planning support 
system (DPSS) for the Ministr)' of Planning. It will provide the capability 
for policy maker, strategic planner and socio-economic analysts to improve 
the effectiveness of the development planning process, using the latest 
information technology tools. It will train and prepare a cadre of multi-
disciplinary team in three main areas, namely computerization, aspects of 
the DPSS, use of the DPSS for socioeconomic policy formulation and 
testing and development of national accounts statistics. 
DEVELOPMENTAL CHALLENGES IN KUWAIT 
1. Good governance requires the State to be a facilitator, a catalytic force 
for enabling the innovative sharing of responsibilities and creating 
environments that provide incentives and support people and partners 
in pursuing their legitimate objectives. Although people view the state 
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as the service provider, although it should be supervising the service 
provision process. (Al Zamii, 1997). 
2. Diversifying the sources of revenues, that is decreasing the country 
dependence on oil, a deployable source. Kuwait has been rated with a 
high credit risk; this is mostly attributable to decrease in oil prices, 
creating a deficit. Of course, as soon as there were increases in oil 
prices, it allowed them the necessary financial resources, the GCC 
countries made remarkable progresses in modernising their economic 
infrastructures, almost non-existent until the middle of last century. 
As for the expenditure side, die government needs to minimize the 
welfare program provided to Kuwaiti, which represents a great portion 
of the government expenditure, since the efforts to transform Kuwait 
from a welfare state into a market economy and ease its reliance on 
ablated public sectors, which employees around 94% of the 
workforce, have progressed slowly as the Kuwaiti people cling to 
generous government subsidies. 
3. Revitalizing the private sector and encouraging its participation, since 
good governance allows civil society and the private sector to become 
key partners of national and sub-national governments in the 
transition towards improved forms of local governance through 
decentralization. The private sector is uniquely capable of generating 
jobs, instead of the inflation the government size, attempting to hire 
all Kuwaiti. 
^^  UN, 2001 
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4. Encouraging the e-culture and changing the mindset of people from 
mechanization to automation. 
THE INDIAN SCENARIO 
After independence in 1947, there has been two major landmarks in 
the process of governance in India. One of those being the Constitutionalism 
and the other being Planned economic development. The Indian Constitution 
is considered the comer stone of social revolution. The founding fathers of 
Indian Constitution have given a sovereign, socialist and secular democratic 
republic. It has been their major endeavor to secure for the citizens of our 
nation, social, economic and political justice, liberty, equality, dignity of 
individuals and unity and integrity of the nation. To achieve these objectives 
we ushered in a planned economic development to raise the standard of 
living and to open for the people of India new opportunities for a rich and 
varied life. Our approach to development did not mean augmentation of 
resources but a process of building institutional framework adequate to the 
need and aspirations of people. Stress was laid on politico-administrative 
set-up as a prerequisite to successful implementation of the plan document. 
Decentralization of power, participation of citizens in local decision-making 
and implementation of schemes affecting their livelihood and quality of life 
are essential aspects of good governance. Thus, in India, consensus has 
emerged in achieving the goals of accountability, citizen-friendly 
government, transparency, right to information and improving performance 
and integrity of public services at the Central and State levels. A large 
''' For one such case, sec John Cooper. 1995. Tesling Tinic^ for Kuwait's Democracy." Middle East 
Economic Digest. Mav 26. 
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number of states, Union territories and the Central Government have already 
taken several steps in this direction. 
Encouraged by the overwhelming response and positive feedback 
received on the E-Readiness assessment. Department of Information 
Technology, Government of India, initiated E-Readiness Assessment 2004 
for the States and Union Territories. The findings of the study have been 
published in the "India: E-Readiness Assessment Report 2004".^ '* 
E-readiness and National ICT strategies are complex exercises, which 
must encompass a variety of issues covering many areas such as 
infrastructure, applications, institutions, people, and policies. If they are 
carried out with a sense of purpose and an ambition to use globalization as a 
source of energy for the social and economic development of the country, 
they can prove to be an effective shortcut to higher levels of equity in the 
emerging information economy. 
In this context, it has become important to regularly take stock of e-
readiness at the country level, States/UTs level and in major verticals to 
ascertain the status of underlying infrastructure, human resources; policy 
regimes, investment climate etc. and anive at what steps need to be taken to 
optimize investment and reach full potential. In that sense, " India: E-
Readiness Assessment Report 2004" which carries out the assessment at the 
disaggregated level of States/UTs throws up some useful and valuable 
insights. The value of the e-Readiness index at the state level reflects the 
capacity of a state to participate in the networked economy vis-a-vis the 
other states. For a project to be sustainable, there has to be a purposeful 
mission attached to it such that it senes the cause of the state. It should have 
a strong business model attached to it such that it is a self-sustaining 
htip7/wwu mit eov in/crcddinoss/index asp 
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profitable venture. This has been exempUfied by case studies on e-Choupal 
and Akshaya. The state of Karnataka has further improved its governance 
through the expansion of the Bhoomi initiative. Projects like RASI in Tamil 
Nadu have been an instance in capacity and skill building. The case studies 
have thus been used to examine whether various hypotheses that IT is indeed 
an enabler of developmental goals, is pervasive and cross cutting, facilitates 
dis-intermediation and the creation of an alternative development paradigm 
is validated in the Indian context through an empirical and critical analyses 
of these case studies. 
The report finally draws out a set of actionable recommendations 
gained from insights arising from the National level and the State level 
analytical models. Based on the above analysis, the report suggests that 
Policy planners could broadly look at the recommendations. These 
recommendations are based on the following premises: 
1. Empowering and including marginalized sections through evolution 
of networked states/provinces. 
2. Sustainable/Scalable/Profitable rural development initiatives. 
3. Adopt proactive policies to consciously move the states up the 
pyramid to the status of "average achievers' and above. 
4. Match potential of Indian states for IT application with actual level of 
applications in the state with assistance from the Central government. 
5. Developing a domestic market for IT applications to reduce 
vulnerability from the external environment. 
6. Improving readiness of verticals. 
7. Increasing awareness of potential benefits of ICT in rural 
development. 
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India 's attempts at moving towards an e-ready economy should 
therefore focus on providing a favourable environment for the Central and 
State governments. Indian Information Technology (IT) and IT enabled 
services (ITES-BPO) during the year continue to chart remarkable growth. 
The Indian software and services export is estimated at Rs. 782.30 billion 
(US$ 17.2 billion) in 2004-05, as compared to Rs. 582.40 billion (US $ 12.8 
billion) in 2003-04, an increase of 34 per cent both in rupee terms and dollar 
terms. This segment will continue to show robust growth in future also. IT 
exports likely to grow by 30-32% in dollar terms during 2005-06. The 
production of the Indian electronics and IT industry is estimated at Rs. 
1483.60 billion during 2004-05, as compared to Rs. 1182.90 billion during 
the year 2003-04, a growth of 25.4%. 
During the year. ITES-BPO sector industry continues to grow from 
strength to strength, witnessing high levels of activity - both onshore as well 
as offshore. As export revenues from ITES-BPO grew from US $ 2.5 billion 
in year 2002-03 to US $ 3.6 billion in years 2003-04 and US $ 5.1 billion in 
the year 2004-05. 
The ITES-BPO sector has become the biggest employment generator 
amongst young college graduates with the number of jobs almost doubling 
each year. The number of professionals employed in India by IT and ITES 
sectors is estimated at 1,045. 000 as of March 2005. The increased 
attractiveness of India as an investment destination in IT has led to the 
reversal of the brain drain - people of Indian origin who went to pursue 
careers abroad are now attracted to work in India. 
Another significant milestone achieved during the year was that 
Global IT & Telecom giants (Microsoft. Intel, AMD, Semindia, Cisco, 
Flextronics, Nokia, Alcatel, Ericsson etc) have announced their investment 
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plans of more than 8 billion USA dollars in the country over the next 3-5 
years. These investments cover the entire gamut of IT services (software, 
microprocessors and networking equipment) and Telecom equipment 
manufacturing. 
The whole exercise of making "India as Telecom & IT equipment 
Manufacturing hub" started with Indian IT Minister, Dayanidhi Maran's 
announcement immediately after taking over Minister of Communications & 
IT in May 2004, of achieving a target of 250 million telephone connections 
by the year 2007 and taking the tele-density to about 22. And for the IT 
sector, he also announced 10-point agenda. 
The National Common Minimum Programme adopted by the 
Government accords high priority to improving the quality of basic 
governance and in that context has proposed to promote e-Govemance on a 
massive scale in areas of concern to the common man. A National e-
Govemance Plan (NEGP) has accordingly been drawn up covering 26 
Mission Mode Projects and 8 support components to be implemented at the 
Central, State and Local Government Levels. India is aiming at achieving 
the objective of: 
"Making all Government services accessible to the common man in 
his locality, throughout his life through a One-stop-shop (integrated service 
delivery) ensuring efficiency, transparency & reliability and at affordable 
costs to meet the basic needs of the common man'' 
For realizing this objective, Data Connectivity and Services Delivery 
Access points need to be established all over the country, including the 
remotest areas. Government has already approved a scheme for the 
establishment of State Wide Area Networks (SWANs) at a total outlay of 
Rs.33.34 billion over a period of 5 years. These SWANs will extend data 
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connectivity of 2 Mega bits per second upto the block level in State or Union 
Territory in the country. The block level nodes in turn, will have a provision 
to extend connectivity further to the village level using contemporary 
wireless technology. Under the scheme, proposals from 17 States/UTs have 
already been sanctioned and first installment of grant released to them. 
Government is also formulating a proposal to establish 100,000 
Common Services Centres that would extend the reach of electronic 
services, both government and private to the village level. Various 
government departments have been advised to design and evolve their 
Mission Mode Projects laying adequate emphasis on Services and Service 
levels in respect of their interface with citizens and businesses. 
The Department has implemented "India Portal" project through NIC 
which would facilitates single window web based availability of 
Government information and services at the National Level. The First 
version of "India Portal" is now operational (and can be visited at www. 
india.gov.in). 
Government has also activated an Institutional mechanism for 
evolving and enforcement of Standards for NEGP (National e-Governance 
Plan). National Informatics Centre (NIC) would steer the process of 
evolving standards, Apex Committee (under the Chairmanship of Secretary, 
DIT) would be approving standards and STQC would be responsible for 
documentation, adoption and enforcement of standards. 
The Programme Management Unit set up by the Department provides 
secretarial support to the Apex Committee and other Line Ministries in 
evolving project proposals for the execution of various Mission Mode 
Projects and Components under the NeGP 
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The nature and scale of e-governance initiatives planned in the 
domain of the State Governments would entail major managerial and 
technological challenges. This necessitates Capacity Building both at 
Programme level and Project level in States. The Planning Commission has 
allocated funds as Additional Central Assistance (ACA) to all the States for 
taking up Capacity Building measures as a first step towards NeGP. 
For the benefit of various state governments and for maintaining 
uniformity. Department of Informadon Technology has formulated 
guidehnes for Preparadon Detailed Proposal by the respective states for 
capacity building. This also includes Suggested Insdtutional framework and 
formation of State e-Govemance Mission Team (SeMT) attached to a 
suitable Department for supporting the State Policy and decision makers for 
taking up e-Governance Programme and projects in a comprehensive 
manner. The Department jointly with NISG held series of workshops to 
create awareness for Capacity-Building requirements. States have been 
advised to prepare Capacity Building Road Map and detailed project 
proposal for Capacity Building for the next 3 years. 
The Department has prepared a 'Conceptual Policy Framework to 
promote growth of Electronics/IT Hardware Manufacturing Industry' in 
consultadon with the industry associadons. It addresses issues on - Tariff 
policy, EXIM policy, Hardware Manufacturing Cluster Parks, suppordng 
R&D, markedng Made in India, invidng large Electronics Manufacturing 
Service Companies to set-up Indian operations, development of 
semiconductor industry, labour laws, patenting, etc. The discussion paper on 
'Conceptual Policy Framework to promote growth of Electronics/IT 
Hardware Manufacturing Industry" has been forwarded to National 
Manufacturing Competitive Council (NMCC). 
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The Government of India has approved the National E-Governance 
Action Plan for implementation during the year 2003-2007. The Plan seeks 
to lay the foundation and provide the impetus for long-term growth of e-
Govemance within the country. The plan seeks to create the right 
governance and institutional mechanisms, set up the core infrastructure and 
policies and implement a number of Mission Mode Projects at the center, 
state and integrated service levels to create a citizen-centric and business-
centric environment for governance. 
The National E-Govemance Action Plan was presented to Indian 
Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh on 22" May, 2003. The Plan has been 
approved in-principle and endorsement has been given to the overall 
program content, implementation approach and Governance structures. 
However, for budgetary outlays separate approvals from Planning 
Commission/ Ministry of Finance are envisaged. Key observations while 
endorsing e-governance in India are: 
5. Adequate weightage for quality and speed of implementation in 
procurement procedures for IT services 
6. Incorporation of suitable system of incentivization of states to encourage 
adoption 
7. Trend of delivery of services through common service centres should be 
encouraged and promoted 
8. Wherever possible services should be outsourced 
9. Full potential for private sector investment should be exploited 
lO.Connectivity should be extended up to block level through NICNET/ 
SWANs Government Systems R&D to be undertaken 
As stated under the Indian Prime Minister's 15 important initiatives 
announced on Independence Day 2002, Government intends to implement a 
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comprehensive programme to accelerate E-Govemance at all level of the 
Government to improve efficiency, transparency and accountability at the 
Government - Citizen interface. 
The E-Govemance framework in India includes Back-ends (databases 
of the different government agencies, service providers, state governments 
etc.). Middleware and the Front-end delivery channels (home PCs, mobile 
phones, kiosks, integrated citizen service centers etc) for citizens and 
businesses. The Middleware comprises of communication and security 
infrastructure, gateways and integrated services facilitating integration of 
inter-departmental services. The National E-Govemance Action Plan was 
presented to Indian Prime Minister on 6th November, 2003 . The Plan has 
been approved in-principle and endorsement has been given to the overall 
program content, implementation approach and Governance structures. 
Devolution of power has indeed taken place in the countries under 
study - albeit with some deficiencies. Local governments have been 
established that are endowed with significant decision-making authority. 
Most important for the actual capacity of local organs, however, is their 
access to economic resources. In poor countries, the local fiscal base is 
normally very constrained, and especially so in rural areas. For the most 
part, money must be transferred from the central level. Such an approach 
makes the programme fragile, since it can be dismounted or undermined by 
a change in government. It is therefore a critical condition for success to 
have long-term support from the centre under stable rules, including a 
predictable infusion of resources. The rationale given by the centre is 
generally the safeguarding of an adequate degree of professionalism and 
'" Manor. J uith R Crook, 2000, Demotiatu Decenrralization. OED Working Paper, No 11, The World 
Bank. Washmoion D C 
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political independence among local administrators. However, since such 
central appointments of local bureaucrats virtually 'insulate' them from local 
influence, the practice can sometimes create a difficult problem of 
accountability, as it obviously conflicts with the principles of electoral 
control and social auditing. 
An alternative policy approach could aim at advancing the work-spirit 
and commitment of agents in the field, i.e.. a motivation component. An 
example of this is the approach used in West Bengal, where administrative 
personnel were required to live for a short period of time among the people 
targeted for a certain programme, in order to learn to see things from the 
clients' point of view. This, however, seems to be a rare example. In India, 
as in many developing countries, there is often a huge gap - due to status 
differences and traditions of hierarchy - between administrative personnel 
and ordinary people. This could indeed work as an impediment to 
democratic governance. Governance, it should be borne in mind, is not only 
about doing things right, but also doing the right things. To this end, 
different modes of 'democratic schooling of bureaucrats' should be 
considered. The creation and introduction of different systems of rewarding 
local bureaucrats for good performance also warrant creative thinking. As 
noted by Theobald (1990)^ ,^ state softness at the top has a strong inclination 
to extend throughout the system. There need to be clear rules about sanctions 
against misconduct, and these rules need to be impartially implemented and 
effectively enforced. Active support from the centre and the existence of 
effective organs of administrative and judicial control can be seen as crucial 
conditions for successful local democratic governance - a fact that is 
Theobald. R., 1990. Connpiion, Development and i'mlerdextiopmeni. Macmillan. 
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sometimes neglected by advocates of popular participation.^^ If such 
conditions do not exist, any efforts to initiate a constructive local dynamic 
will be an up-hill battle. As for the substance of representation (the second 
possible insufficiency noted above) it is well known that pohtical 
representation in developing countries - and generally in new democracies -
often leaves much to be desired due to personalism, vague political 
platforms, and a lack of party coherence. It is also well established, turning 
to the third point above, that actual representation for new social groups does 
not amount to the empowerment of the groups in question. 
Political parties are normally the vehicles of representation in 
elections, and it has been said that "modern democracy is unthinkable save 
in terms of parties"'.^ ^ Two political deficiencies in particular can be 
attributed to the existence of parties: the political exploitationof tensions 
between segmental groups in the population, sometimes leading to 
unmanageable conflicts; and the establishment of clientelistic networks of 
power-seeking that tend to breed corruption and mismanagement, thus 
thwarting the process of representation. But there is another story to be told. 
In some Indian municipalities the presence of strong opposition parties in the 
process of decision-making has contributed to a higher degree of 
transparency. Such parties have kept a watchful eye on local governments, 
constantly seeking to win political mileage by bringing irregularities into the 
public sphere. Hence, party competition breeds accountability; it helps keep 
the party in power on the path of decency. 
see e.g. Ostrom, 1990; Fiszbein. 1997; Blair. 2000. 
• Hadenius. A . 2001, Instiiuiions and Democratic Citizenship. Ovtord Oxford University Press 
' Schanschneider, E 1942 Part\ Government. Farrar and Rinehart, p 1 
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Thus, good governance is not a final product. It represents a 
continuous quest and an endless effort. The quest is for mass prosperity and 
liberal democracy, and the effort is towards sustaining and upgrading 
whatever level of good governance has been accomplished. Whereas the 
desirable contents of mass prosperity and liberal democracy are subjects of 
perennial though familiar debates, an author can sa\ e the time of readers by 
communicating candidly his own preferences and priorities.'*^ In India, the 
gap between potentialities and actualities remains wide. Lapses in economic, 
political, social and administrative fields are as numerous as they are 
noficeable. In order to explore the most pragmatic way to remove these 
lapses, one need to test public policy and governmental performance in the 
light of ground realities. For this purpose, there is a need to consult an 
amazing variety of primary and secondary source materials, and has not 
allowed orthodoxy to obstruct the search for truth. This has enabled him to 
pay necessary attention to crucial developments in national/state capitals as 
also in remote rural areas. The easy blending of cross-disciplinary macro 
analyses with an immense assembly of micro assessments endows this book 
with a rare richness. 
Government effectiveness and stability, Rule of Law, Public 
administration. Public finance and outcomes were a few selected governance 
indicators taken by a study group for evaluating India's standing amongst 
different countries However subjective it could be. this assessment revealed 
that India compared favourably with man\ developing countries though it 
had a long way to go to attain the levels of developed countries. India is 
unique in many respects with its diverse culture, languages and many states. 
People of some states enjoy good prosperity, high literacy, developed 
' Ra\. Jayanlj Kumar 2(X)I India in Sear (.li of Good Go\cnuuue.K P Bagchi & Conipan\ Calcutta 
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infrastructure and rule of law while many are wanting in different degrees in 
some or all parameters although they are all under a common union 
government with the same financial, legal and administrative system. 
Nevertheless big differences persist amongst them depending upon the level 
of governance by the central and respective state governments. What is 
governance and how does its presence or lack of it impact on the people? 
Governance, shorn of jargon, means the way the government conducts its 
operations in economic, financial, industrial, agricultural, political and social 
spheres that concern the citizen and the country. 
The country/state moves forward progressively towards development 
and prosperity if the governance is good. In such an ambience the people 
enjoy higher per capita income at all levels, wide spread literacy, adequate 
health facilities with longer average life. Weakness in governance results in 
poor growth and slow development of economy and the country. It 
invariably leads to higher levels of corrupfion in all areas. It brings in its 
wake social disparities, neglect of the economically weak, poor financial 
management coupled with lack of transparency and disproportionate growth 
of some sections to the detriment of others. 
Poor adherence to rules and regulations that accompany bad 
governance leads to loss of faith in the government and established 
institudons by the people and witnesses the emergence of alternative and 
often-illegal remedies. The level of parallel economy of black money 
generated in such an environment aided by rampant bribery and avoidance 
of the legitimate revenues to the governments is a certain index of the level 
of bad governance. There is generally a very close relationship amongst the 
politicians, bureaucracy and corrupt business houses in an atmosphere of bad 
governance. Briber)' at all levels, high taxes and poor collections, high 
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discretionary powers, absence of an effective mechanism to oversee 
deviations, weak rule of law and a disdain for the observations of estabhshed 
institutions created by the Constitution strengthens the informal economy. 
There are several governance indicators as mentioned in a World Bank 
policy research paper tested on a few countries in transition. We shall see 
India' status as a whole with reference to these parameters and where it is 
lagging behind. 
Firstly, the processes, by which governments are selected, monitored 
and replaced is one such indicator. Unlike some neighbouring countries 
Indian method of electing the government has fully demonstrated the 
democratic ethos reflected in the Constitution. However the hung legislature, 
a recent phenomenon, with no party commanding an overall majority has 
brought about fragile coalition governments with a common agenda that is 
weak in content and strong in the desire to share the power. The larger 
partner, however well intentioned, is compelled to accommodate elements 
that they would fain avoid and to tolerate the deviations from the common 
purpose. It is a very difficult task to offer good governance in such a 
situation though efforts are not wanting in this direction. The replacement of 
such a coalition set up if at all wanted is frustrated on TINA principle. The 
electoral laws are to be changed to overcome this problem to enable a two or 
three party system evolve which would allow the government at the helm to 
carry on good administration with no let or hindrance. 
Secondly, political stability and lack of violence is another indicator 
to assess the threat to the government by unconstitutional means. Luckily 
this is in our favour. The supremacy of Indian civil authority has never been 
questioned in the country. There arc however pockets of violence and 
insurgenc\- in certain parts of the country mostly by terrorist outfits and 
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these pose no danger. In certain Northern states crime is pronounced with 
private armies and goons operating freely for ransom, casteist feuds and 
show of power abetted by poor law enforcing machinery. These states suffer 
consequently in their development. 
Thirdly, another parameter is the capacity of the government to 
effectively formulate and implement sound policies. This is being done to 
the extent possible within the constraints of a coalition. There is also the 
predictable opposition to usher certain essential reforms that would need 
two-thirds majority. This again is the outcome of a defective electoral 
system. There had been a steady erosion of values towards established 
institutions from early seventies that witnessed the imposition of emergency, 
committed bureaucracy, and utter disregard for established institutions and 
norms in administration and emergence of extra constitutional authorities. 
This trend has been fortunately reversed from mid eighties and the steel 
frame today at the centre is by and large independent and capable. 
Substantial changes in the economy have been ushered for the good of the 
country as a sequel to the reforms since early nineties and sound policies are 
in place. Nevertheless a certain amount of transparency in government's 
dealings is felt necessary by diluting the rigorous Official Secrets Act. 
Fourthly, many institutions like regulatory authorities/commissions 
are there or have been created to ensure that the institutions that govern 
economic and social interactions between the people and the government are 
properly conducted. The active and alert judiciary informed by social 
activism and its encouragement of public interest litigations is an able 
facilitator for rule of law. This is despite the inadequacies in the legal system 
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that needs a peremptory overhaul tuned to the needs of the times. The 
archaic laws, mounting arrears in the courts, delayed justice that is given 
after several years, the endless appeals, the unfilled vacancies and poor 
infrastructure need to be addressed on a war footing. This pillar of Indian 
democracy can be ignored only at the cost of good governance. 
Fifthly, there is yet another disturbing feature in India. The rank 
amongst the corrupt nations as measured by Transparency International is 
not flattering. The government has no doubt strengthened CVC giving it a 
statutory recognition and bringing CBI under its supervision. The exclusion 
of officers above a level by single directive is a retrograde step that is not 
conducive to eliminating corruption. The series of cases of alleged 
complicity of high ranking officers in corrupt or illegal practices brought out 
in the recent past should open the eyes of the govemment not to succumb to 
the pressures of higher bureaucracy to exclude them from the purview of 
CVC. The CAG and his officers serving effectively as watchdogs of the 
public finance is another merit in our system. His reports highlighting 
irregulaiities should get the attention they deserve and discussed in the 
legislatures to avoid recurrence of the same points year after year. 
Corruption has become a part of our system and sustained efforts to 
eradicate it are needed at all levels throughout the country. This should 
commence from the political level accompanied by changes in the electoral 
system that would reduce the heavy election expenses for the parties. 
Besides full encouragement and hundred percent safety should be provided 
to whistle-blowers and under no circumstance they should be harassed. 
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Finally, the emergence of e-govemance and the importance being 
given to it by the governments should usher an era of good governance 
before long. Once e-govemance is in place in Kuwait and India there will be 
greater accountability, access to information and transparency in all 
transactions and witness a larger the percolation of benefits to the intended 
classes. The gap between promise and performance hopefully would also get 
reduced gradually. Finally the litmus test for good governance in Kuwait and 
India rests on the quality of life that the people particularly in the lower 
strata lead and the extent of their participation in the affairs of the society. 
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CONCLUSION 
This thesis concludes with the understanding of globalisation and 
public administration in third world with special reference to Kuwait and 
India. The thesis makes an attempt to conceptualize the recommendations 
building and draws on lessons learned to achieve reform objectives and 
expected results in the area of public administration. It tries to seek 
opportunities to change Public Administration mindset introducing quality 
management models (developed and implemented for the private sector) 
which is helpful in instigating a new mindset in public sector administration. 
Although there are three aspects which are closely intertwined including 
economic, political and cultural aspects of globalization but the other key 
aspect of globalization is changes in technology, particularly in transport and 
communications, which it is claimed are creating a global village. By 
providing India and Kuwait as an area mechanism to review and improve 
management processes from the perspective of meeting the needs of those 
who use government services (clients) and introducing a system of setting 
achievable and tangible objectives with defined steps towards developing an 
efficient and effective quality management system in emerging context of 
globalisation, it generates motivation and drive, amongst public servants and 
management, for reviewing and improving public administration, 
encourages new thinking in conducting business in the public sector and 
undertaking fresh approaches in public service delivery and management. 
E-go\ernment project is one of the challenges in this new era in 
Kuwait. The studies by Aladwani portrays the mediating effect of 
participation on the relationship between heterogeneity and rewards, and 
Aladwani. A \ | 2000 "IS pio|ccl characierisiics and performance a Kuwaiti illustralion". Journal of 
Global Infoiniution Managemcni, Vol 8 No 2. pp 50-7 
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project performance, The philosophy of e-government will help man's 
advancement and prosperity as well as economic growth of the country. 
Therefore, we believe that developing countries' need for e-govemment 
implementations is greater than developed countries'; as such 
implementations have numerous benefits, which can be realized through 
adoption of e-government principle. One of the most important benefits that 
can be gained from e-government is saving of financial and human 
potentials as well as rationalization of their use in favour of the society. It 
also realizes justice and equality, where it will ehminate mediation and 
nepotism in providing services for the community members. 
Moreover, it helps save time optimally, which creates great benefits 
for community members and administrative units. In addition, it 
considerably increases efficiency of government authority's performance, 
where time and efforts are not wasted in vain. Using e-govemment means, 
human potentials working in the government sector can utilized for checking 
accuracy and correctness of information instead of wasting time and efforts 
in exhaustive manual jobs. As Consumer Affairs Department at Ministry of 
Electricity and Water provides (MEW) its services for cifizens and residents 
in Kuwait, and wishes to improve such services, which calls for use of new 
technologies in rendering such services through implementation of e-
government systems. Therefore, it aims at preparing a feasibility study for 
implementation of e-government project in providing services of Consumers 
Affairs Department. 
Electronic government implementation in Kuwait also requires a shift 
in the relationship between groups within the government. Instead of 
competing they have to show cooperation so that the government can 
provide the citizens with the best possible services and fulfill its obligadons. 
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Those units or groups should not resort to competition and rivalry in order to 
secure exclusive domains of bureaucracy for themselves. 
The successful implementation of e-govemment initiatives in Kuwait 
and India is better achieved through e-private sector providers while in most 
of the cases the governments often have the resources and willingness to 
purchase IT systems to implement e-govemment initiatives, often public 
sector institutions and staff do no not have the knowledge and capacity to 
undertake large contracting processes to purchase and install IT systems. 
This is an example where UNDP, as a neutral third party, has been able to 
bridge this gap, by assisting governments in clarifying their systems' 
requirements, effectively communicating these requirements to the private 
sector, evaluating bids based on government's technical and business change 
requirements, and refining contracts. 
In both Kuwait and India continued political will and support 
throughout all phases of public administration reform is essential for an 
effective and successful reform process. Political support in India and 
Kuwait from the highest levels of goNemments and ministries is of extreme 
importance for creating momentum for reform and driving the 
implementation process from conception to completion. Political support is 
clearly evident in all selected case studies we featured in this thesis. Reform 
efforts are long-term processes and require commitment throughout the 
process. This commitment must continue even in the case of government 
change for a successful reform process. 
In context of openness of Kuwaiti economy and emergence of IT hub 
in India there is a strong need to show and publicize "good results" and 
provide incentives for continued support and achievements. It is important to 
demonstrate and show tangible results as they unfold and felt by the 
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providers and receivers of the services and products resulting from the 
process of change. PubHcizing good results and providing incentives and 
awards to successful implementers and users of the new systems, will 
encourage others to join in, forge change in attitudes towards reform, and 
ease the fear and perceptions of threat that is usually felt/experienced as a 
result of introducing change. 
Further, human resources capacities of national institutions must be 
enhanced. Project activities must be incorporated or coordinated rather than 
conducted in parallel to other similar on-going activities in India and Kuwait 
to avoid overlapping of developmental agenda. Capacity development for 
sustainabihty is under-estimated and actions for the full integration of 
projects and programs into public administration should be strengthened in 
local bodies and institutions. Sustainabihty is sometimes hampered by the 
lack of a clear, well-designed exit strategy in certain projects, an issue that 
needs to be carefully addressed. 
The thesis underscores the need for greater attention to sustainability 
of reform/projects results in India and Kuwait and a better coordination and 
partnerships of government and private sector with all stakeholders leads to 
better results and sustainable outcomes. Change Management as an integral 
part to any reform process is not only crucial to successful public 
administration reform but essential. Establishing broader partnerships with 
the private sector and civil society also which will better achieve expected 
results and objectives for the well being of people and the realization of 
Millennium Developmental Goals (MDGs). Better monitoring and reporting 
mechanisms in India and Kuwait is required for successful reform processes. 
National social policies in Kuwait and India should be linked to the process 
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of public administration reform to a\oid bottleneck, corruption and 
nepotism. 
Governance, traditionally, refers to the forms of political system and 
the manner in which power is exercised in utilizing country's economic and 
social resources for development." Governance is the process whereby 
public institutions conduct public affairs, manage public resources and 
guarantee the realization of human rights. Good governance accomplishes 
this in a manner essentially free of abuse and corruption, and with due 
regard for the rule of law. Governance is a process of decision-making for 
the politico-social system of a country, or any organisation for that matter. 
The concept of good govemance is an old one - Ram Rajya of Indian 
tradition and Utopia of Greek philosopher all aim at the often elusive 
concept of "Good Governance". Mahatma Gandhi had called it "Su-Raj" 
(Self-Rule). Simply put, it is efficient, people-oriented government that is 
accountable and involves the stakeholders in the society; works towards an 
informed, participatory and responsible society-fair, just and non-
discriminatory; objective, systematic and timely, efficient and effective, and 
focused towards development. The World Bank's experience in 
development demonstrates that private initiative and market-driven policies 
are key to economic development and sustained economic growth. Equally 
clear is that the state is a critical complement to markets - markets do not 
function well without effective governments and governments that do not 
work well with markets are doomed to be ineffective. In short, governments 
will need to be as efficient and effectixe as pn\ate firms if they are to serve 
Moore, Mick 1993 'Declming to Learn from ihc ELisi The World Bank on Go\cnidnce and 
De\elopment'. IDS Bulletin. Vol 24, No 1. p 19 
' Nicholas, Stem. ••Development As A Process ot Change Towards a D)namic Public Economics". Ke>nes 
Lecture at the Bnlish Acadeni). November 21, 2002 A\ailable ai HUH iuvidbank oig 
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as facilitators rather than bottlenecks to economic and social development -
especially so in a globalizing and highly competitive world economy. So the 
concept of governance transcends beyond the state to incorporate within 
itself, civil society organizations. Governance, from this point of view, 
means the sum of many ways in which individuals and institutions (public 
and private) manage their common affairs. 
In Indian context, the stress of the National Common Minimum 
Programme of the Government has been on a clean and efficient 
administration. It says- "The United Progressive Alliance (UPA) will set up 
an Administrative Reforms Commission to prepare a detailed blueprint for 
revamping the public administration system. E-governance will be promoted 
on a massive scale". In furtherance of this goal, the proposal to set up the 
second Administrative Reforms Commission (ARC) was approved by the 
Cabinet on April 8, 2005. The Commission will prepare a detailed blueprint 
for revamping the public administration system. 
The CMP (Common Minimum Program) also provides that "The 
Right to Information Act will be made more progressive, participatory and 
meaningful" in India. The amended Freedom of Information Act has been 
passed by Indian Parliament and it ensures maximum disclosure and 
minimum exemptions; independent appeal mechanism; departmental 
proceedings for failure to provide information as per the law; and effective 
mechanism for access to information and disclosure by the authorities. The 
Group of Ministers on national security system had recommended that a 
detailed action plan on good governance should be prepared by the Inter-
State Council in consultation with the States. At the 10th meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the Inter-State Council on March 29, 2005, a three-
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pronged approach to reforms was adopted. This approach covers all required 
changes in government under three categories- "Transforming Government', 
'Growth-Friendly Government' and 'Citizen-Centric Government'. 
In the Millennium Declaration, adopted by consensus, the States 
Members of the United Nations resolved to create an environment - at the 
national and global levels alike - that is conducive to development and the 
elimination of poverty. They stated that meeting this objective "depends, 
inter alia, on good governance within each country. It also depends on good 
governance at the international level and on transparency in the financial, 
monetary and trading systems." Good governance is associated with 
efficient and effecUve administration in a democratic framework. 
In the 21 ^ ' century, making systemic and structural changes in the key 
institutions of governance has been recognised as the priority area in third 
world countries, especially India and Kuwait. The immediate focus in Indian 
context is on -electoral reforms- the bedrock of good governance. The areas 
addressed include electoral rolls and Voter ID, criminalisation, corrupt 
practices and elections pefitions, high cost of elections and abuse of money 
power, defections, oversized council of ministers, law for political parties 
and recognition of parties and funding of political parties. Similarly in 
context of Kuwait, the arena of governance has broadened and enhanced to 
include all sections of society. 
Judicial and legal reforms broadly means modernisation of courts, 
reduction or elimination of arrears of cases, use of alternative dispute 
resolution methods and service conditions of judges. The Civil Service 
http //it M « unhihr cli/de\ elopmeiit/gcnernaiue-OI html 
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Reforms is aimed at improving transparency, accountability, honesty, 
efficiency and sensitivity in public administration at all levels. 
Administrative Reforms in contemporary times seeks to promote the 
use of information and communication technology for bringing about 
efficiency in governance; review of systems or procedures influencing the 
internal government processes and re-engineering of these processes in a 
systematic manner. Legislative reforms calls for a re-look on the statute 
books to make the laws in tune with the times. 
To unleash the economic might of the countries suffered at the hands 
of colonizers, second generation economic reforms is the other focus area of 
growth friendly economy. It includes economic reforms attracting foreign 
investments and private sector participation in infrastructure and in easing of 
red-tape. Fiscal reforms are intended to bring prudence in government 
spending, both at the Centre and in the States. The labour market reforms 
seeks to remove the hurdles in achieving economic efficiency and faster 
employment generation. 
The need is for citizen-centric reforms which refers to the area 
commonly known as the cutting edge of administration- where the 
individual comes directly in contact with the government. The idea is to 
change attitudes and mindsets of government servants, make government-
public interface a smoother affair, foster public-private partnership, push for 
further decentralisation and local government reforms. 
Decentralisation may entail the transfer of autonomy in the following 
areas including the policy autonomy, i.e., local bodies are entitled to make 
their own decisions in certain (more or less restricted) fields of policy. The 
Organisational autonomy wherein local bodies are free to decide about their 
organisational structure and Staff autonomy with local political leaders and 
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administrative personnel are selected without interference from central 
authorities Decentralisation also entails fiscal autonomy where local bodies 
are able to raise revenues independently and/or receive grants from the 
center without any strings attached (so-called block grants) 'proximity to 
politics' that decentralisation entails.^ This tends to strengthen the state's 
capacity for implementation. 
Furthermore, a decentralised bureaucracy adapts more easily to local 
identities and norms, which may increase effectiveness. Decentralisation 
may also create a more open political system in that it implies a division of 
powers in society; many channels of representation and power sharing 
become available. This counteracts the monopolisation of power by certain 
elite groups, often the consequence of centralised political and 
administrative structures. A decentralised system is also more accessible to 
new political movements and minority groups in their attempts to influence 
politics. This is particularly important in ethnically divided societies, where 
political exclusion can have seriously polarizing effects. 
In case of Kuwait, the most significant changes has been in the role of 
the Kuwaiti women. "Due to the maritime and trading activities of their 
menfolk during the pre-oil period, it was the women who provided a strong 
focus for family life in Kuwaifi society. While they have retained this 
important position, Kuwaiti women have become much more active in 
*• Bhattacharyya. Mohit 1990 'Recent Advances in the Discipline of Public Administration', Indian 
Journal of Public Admmistrarion, Vol XXXVI, No I, Jan-Mar 
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economic spheres in recent years and their influence is now no longer 
confined within the family." 
Decentralisation promotes participation and improves the controlling 
function held by the lower levels of the political system. For creating a 
think-tank on reforms both in India and Kuwait and to give it a permanent 
and institutional character, the government is also focussing on creating 
expert institutions to help in capacity building. 
Indian government at its 10th meeting of the Standing Committee of 
the Inter-State Council it was decided to set up of a National Centre for 
Good Governance (NCGG) which would be the repository of Good 
Governance and e-Govemance reforms and initiatives in the country. It was 
also decided to identify one institution at the State level to be the nodal point 
for linkage with NCGG and establish a network of institutions engaged in 
operations research for good governance to develop and strengthen civil 
society organisations or institutions for capacity building. Academicians and 
public functionaries have advocated different forms of political 
administrative systems and methods of governance to reconcile the interests 
of the citizens with that of the role of the state. The debate is still 
inconclusive. During the last decade or so, in the aftermath of the onset of 
globalisation process there has been a remarkable change in the role of 
government in different societies. Development assistance to the Third 
World countries in the process of globalization. 
The e-organization vision has been adopted by Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research (KISR) since the early 1980's. As part of KISR 
Information Technology (IT) strategies, KISR has been developing business 
' Khouja. M.W. and Sadler, P.G. (1979). The Economy ofKuumt: Development and Role of Internaiional 
Finance. The Macmillan Press Ltd; London, p.48 
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application systems to serve its business functions. Therefore, the ultimate 
goal of e-KISR is to extend boundaries of information exchange for business 
functions. This is being done by facilitating transactions electronically on 
local, national, and international levels through one gateway e-Govemment. 
Organizing an e-enabling community is an evolutionary process 
where business culture needs to adapt to die capabilities of IT in serving its 
needs. This process started gradually in the 1990's where client/server 
technology was developed to further serve more business needs. The advent 
of the Internet required new technologies to adapt to new IT standards. 
Furthermore, the web technology enabled systems' developers to introduce 
information systems that reached user's community with less maintenance 
requirements. All KISR business applications data are hosted within an 
integrated relational database environment which developed web services. 
As the Internet was first introduced to Kuwait and Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research (KISR) in the early 1990's, the National Scientific and 
Technical Information Center (NSTIC) at KISR started preparation for 
utilization of the Web technology to build business applications that can 
expose KISR's services and liberate information to broader audience inside 
and outside KISR. The need for automation and integration of business 
procedures was well thought about by KISR top management and 
specifically NSTIC, before the introduction of the internet. 
Globalization and pubhc administration are enmeshed in a complex 
pattern of interdependence that cannot easily be untangled, but the World 
Wide Web (www) provides a transparent window through which to take a 
closer look at these linkages. Indeed, the Internet may be viewed both as a 
cause and consequence of globalization, and as an interactive link to connect 
it with administrative phenomena. According to pessimists globalization 
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means that governments everywhere ha\e become powerless and that 
managing globalization is an oxymoron, since globalization is shaped by 
markets, not by governments. Some have suggested that this powerlessness 
is reinforced by the coming of Internet age—that there is no governance 
against the 'electronic herd''° 
Both globalization and public administration are so complex and 
multi-leveled. However, if we focus on one aspect of pubhc administration 
(the dynamics of bureaucratic performance in independent states) and one 
perspective on globalization (the images reflected through the Web) we can 
fmd a convenient and useful starting point. The Internet is a powerful 
manifestation of globalization -- it both results from and contributes to the 
modern dynamics that, by circular causation, have accelerated the 
information revolution of our contemporary world system. By contrast, 
public administration is an ancient phenomenon but in the world today, it 
has vastly expanded its scope. We may visualize the resulting 
transformations in the form of a triangle. Visualize a dynamic pyramid of 
governance, each of whose three sides - ascending, descending, and 
horizontal - represent complementary principles that are incomplete by 
themselves, but can stabilize modem governments when effectively linked. 
People's participation in Indian context, is generally viewed more in 
terms of passive support to the policies and programs of the Government. 
This approach reduced people's participation to formal participation and 
their role in the policy to that of recipients, and not creative agents. In a 
conflict-ridden society, participation should include, increasing the 
capability of the collective to resolve conflicts. The apparent reasons seem to 
be the lack of political or bureaucratic will, an inability to sustain focus on a 
' Fnedinan. M 1962 Capaalisin and Fieedom. Uni\ersit\ ot Chicago Press Chitago, II 
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prioritized set of agenda points and an inabihly to exert agenda calls for a 
much deeper and systematic probe." The development model did warrant 
mobilization strategies. In passive participation should include, increasing 
the capability of the collective resolve conflicts. The development model did 
warrant mobilization strategies. In passive participative model, conflicts get 
accentuated, as distribution of resources is done on the given power 
structure. It is not that it was not at all attempted, but what was lacking was 
the mounting tempo of what Milton Esman called 'politics of development 
administration' giving rise to complex administrative culture. 
Although the guidelines for Public Administration taught during the 
past century stressed management principles that reflected the older 
hierarchic traditions, they presupposed the underlying duty of management 
to be responsible to elected representatives of the people. The concepts of 
public management and public governance are not mutually incompatible 
with one another. Nevertheless, not all practices of public management are 
part of public governance, an not all aspects of public governance are part of 
public management.'^  The new principle of democratic networking is the 
ability of citizens to organize themselves to establish a civil society. 
Although this principle antedates the Intemet, the new information 
technology based on the World Wide Web is both a basic resource for 
globalization and a foundation for civil society. This focus is crucial for 
Democratic theory. As Bernard Schaffer observed more than a decade ago. 
" Agnihotn, V K and Dar. R K 2004 •Governance Reforms in India Responsible Civil Servants" View 
from the Inside", in Munshi. Surendra and Biju Paul Abraham (eds) Good Governance Democratic 
Societies and Globalization Sage Publications New Delhi, p 24'? 
'- Haragopal, G . and V S Prasad, 1990 "Social Bases of Administrative Culture in India,' Indian Journal 
of Public Administration, Vol 16, No 3 
Boviard, Tony 2002 'Public Administration Emerging Trends and Potential Future Directions' in Eran 
Vigoda (ed ), Public Administration An lnterdisciplinar\ Critical Anahsi<!. Marcel Dekker New York 
pp 145-376 
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"The whole lesson is that development administration works only in 
conjunction with other factors of change." 
Modern pubhc administration, under the impact of democratizing 
forces, added responsibility to citizens, through elected officials, to the scope 
of its inquiries. Finally, in the context of contemporary globalization, the 
representing social networking and group rights has come forward as the 
result of globalizing forces. The past two decades have witnessed the 
emergence of great demands for "efficiency" within the increasingly 
complex environment in which public administrators - be they civil servants 
or political appointees - must carry out their responsibilities. The emerging 
demands for greater ethnic and gender responsiveness, the development of 
increasingly stronger civil society organizations and the growing calls for 
smaller and lower cost government all have placed extraordinary pressures 
on the contemporary public administrator for more efficient government. 
"Responsiveness" is yet another key issue confronting the contemporary 
public manager. As concerns about integrity, participation and inclusiveness 
have spread around the world, the citizenry of almost all countries are 
demanding more responsive government. " 
The state of Kuwait stands out among the Gulf States for its elected 
municipal authorities that control the administration of a number of public 
services. Fiscally, the government remains highly centralized with somewhat 
an inefficient bureaucracy. This is exemplified in the inability of the local 
governance to set user charges, borrow funds. Furthermore, other 
'•" Schafler. Bernard 1969 The Deadlock in Deselopnienl Administration", in C Leys (ed ). Politics aid 
Cliaiii^e in De\ eloping Coiiniiies. Cambridge Uni\erMt> Press Cambndge. p 202 
" Martin, Ste\e. 'Engaging with Cili/ens and Other Stakeholders' in Bo\iard, Tony and Lolfler, Elke 
(ed ). Public Management and Governance, Roulkd^c London pp 189-201 
Sarrouh, E 200^ Decentrali7ed Governance for Development in The Arab Slates A Background Paper 
on Decentralization and Local Governance Policies. Legal FranKworks. Prograinmes, Lessons Learned and 
Good Practices Proceedings ol the Arab States Local Go\emanve Forum Sanaa UNDP-SURF-AS 
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decentralization indicators reveal that the control government can close the 
local government, but can not remove councilors from office. Kuwait also 
has six governorates (Al Assema, Al AJimadi, Al Farwaniyah, Mubarak Al 
Kabier, Al Jahra', Hawalli), although the small number leads to less 
fragmentation of resources, but they exist largely as administrative units for 
the central government. It is functioning now under the law no. 15 of year 
1973, but a drafted law is on the way. The drafted law in 2003, separates 
between the Municipal Council and the Municipality executive body. The 
Municipal Council is composed of sixteen members, where ten are elected 
and six are appointed by the emir. Under the drafted law the municipal 
council only follows up the work of the executive body and adopts the 
regulations governing the municipal affairs. The local government 
provides a wide variety of public services including roads, urban planning 
sanitation, garbage, food inspection and licensing. 
Everywhere, however, one can find creative and imaginative thinking 
that has gone far beyond these foundational premises to create a field of 
study, like Public Policy, that is increasingly response to the new world 
system generated by globalization and the revolutionary consequences of 
electronic information. While, it is also alleged that bureaucracy in India is 
opposed to the economic powers and functions to the Panchayati Raj 
institutions and more recently as envisaged in the 73 and 74' Amendments 
to the Indian Constitution.'^ The system of bureaucratic administration 
below the state level fails to satisfy most of the criteria of good governance. 
A review of public management reform in India and Kuwait 
demonstrates that although there have been very significant reforms that 
' hnp://ww\v.baladia.gov.kw 
'Godbole, M. 1997. 'Bureaucracy al Cross Roads." The Indian Journal of Public Administration. Vol 
XLlll. No..'^ , p.560. 
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have drawn from the New Public management (NPM) menu, but most 
government functions are still performed by vertically integrated 
bureaucracies functioning in the Weberian model. Political reform should 
help deal with the technical aspects of corruption as it could secure 
commitment against it at the highest levels of Government. Conversely, 
these aspects could contribute to the political reform process, by for example 
undermining the economic base of those benefiting from bad governance. 
De-politicizing the corruption problem and addressing its technical aspects 
seems more compatible with UNDP's approach, mandate and capacities. 
Impact of intervention to curb corruption at the national and departmental 
levels. Anti-corruption motions in Kuwaiti Parhament in connection with the 
privatization of the telecommunications corporation and the importation of 
arms. Pro-transparency legislation recently ratified in Kuwait. It requires 
foreign investors to report on investments exceeding US $ 300,000 and 
agents of foreign companies in to report on their commissions from 
purchases by Kuwait from the companies they represent. The mainO causes 
of corruption are due to policy distortions, institutional incentives for 
corruption and governance problems. Corrective actions include prevention, 
enforcement and interface between various stakeholders affecting or being 
affected by corruption, including government, citizenship, private sector, 
civil society. There is often overlap between public and private interest in 
Arab countries. Public officials often become private entrepreneurs after 
they finish their government service. The State should support social 
segments other than private sector to create balance and provide 
countervailing forces to private interests. Private sector has an interest in 
social issues, e.g. avoiding high unemployment contributes to stability. 
Kuwait benefited from advice from the World Bank and from experiences of 
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other countries. The World Bank recognized the importance of 
administration for development although not everyone agreed with the Bank 
prescriptions.'^ 
The term "governance" probed in this thesis refers to the process of 
decision-making and the ways in which decisions are implemented (or not). 
Good Governance is associated with efficient and effective administration in 
a democratic framework. It is equivalent to purposive and development 
oriented administration which is committed to improvement in quality of life 
of the people. It implies high level of organizational effectiveness. It also 
relates to the capacity of the center of power of political and administrative 
system to cope up with the emerging challenges of the society. It refers to 
adoption of new values of governance to establish greater efficiency, 
legitimacy and credibility of the system. In simple terms, Good Governance 
can be considered as citizen-friendly, citizen-caring and responsive 
administration. In any given system, the government is the major actor, but 
others can influence the process. Non-state actors, such as religious or tribal 
leaders, civil society, major landowners, trade unions, financial institutions, 
the military and community based groups can play important roles. The 
following characterise a good system of governance: 
1. Participatory—encouraging wide citizen participation in decision-
making; 
2. Consensus-orientated—attempting to reach decisions based on 
widespread agreement; 
3. Transparent—being open to scrutiny in decision-making processes; 
4. Responsive—listening and responding to the needs of its citizens; 
''^ Murray, DJ 1983. 'The World Bank's Perspective on How to Improve Administration', Public 
Administration and Development. Vol 3, No 4, pp 291-8 
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5. Effective and efficient—providing basic services; and 
6. Equitable and inclusive—not excluding sectors of the population, 
especially those that are more vulnerable or marginalised. 
There are many multi- and bilateral institutions that are concerned 
with promoting what they have termed "good governance" in developing 
countries like India and Kuwait. Each of these institutions defines good 
governance slightly differently and has developed its own indicators by 
which it measures and evaluates progress toward good governance. 
The World Bank, for instance, has identified six indicators of good 
governance "to help countries idenfify areas of weakness so that capacity 
building and assistance strategies are more effective." Those indicators are: 
1. Voice and accountability; 
2. Political stability and lack of violence; 
3. Government effectiveness; 
4. Regulatory quality; 
5. Rule of law; and 
6. Control of corruption. 
The IT revolution both in Kuwait and India has begun to influence the 
governments' functioning. This tool can be used effectively to rid the system 
of some of its endemic problems. A number of successful initiatives in India 
have been taken by the Centre and State governments recently. The 
proposed Multi-purpose National Identity Cards to be issued by the Home 
Ministry, BHOOMI in Kamataka, e-SEVA in Andhra Pradesh, and Rural 
Access to Services Through Internet (RASI) in Tamil Nadu - all these 
projects aim at cutting red-tapism, bringing tlie Government closer to the 
people, speeding up decision-making, reducing chances of corruption and 
taking the benefits of technology to the weakest sections of the society. In 
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Kuwait, after the adoption of IT, citizen now can evaluate the services and 
file complaint online, which can further speedy.' Since the early 1990s, the 
government in Kuwait has been undertaking a number of key initiatives to 
modernize its institutions and existing delivery system for public serves. 
These initiatives are underlined by a keen desire for change on the part of 
the government as well as citizens.^' 
But these initiatives cannot be effective if they work in isolation. The 
present UPA Government led by Manmohan Singh in India feels that for 
effectively using the technology for transforming governance, a more 
focussed approach is necessary. The Standing Committee of the Inter-State 
Council has suggested several policy initiatives to modernise Indian 
government. These include overall vision, mission, strategy and approach e-
govemance as a reform process,, e-readiness in terms of government's 
willingness to share information with public and across government agencies 
and issuance of a multi-purpose national identity cards. 
India is on the verge of transformation from a developing country to a 
developed economy. Much needs to be done, and quickly. The initiative to 
identify the policy interventions necessary to reform the system is a 
welcome step in this direction. Rapid economic growth, huge investments 
and stable socio-political system are some of the advantages that India has. 
Given proper direction, the pace of development can be accelerated manifold 
and then the country would get the benefits of "Su-Raj" of Gandhiji's 
dreams. 
" Al Walan 200^ "Civil son ice commission aims lo combat corruption". Oclober, Retrieved Iroin 
hup //www c2g gov kw/press php'press_id=14- (Original in \rabic) 
' Sarrouh, E . 200ia The UNDP Role in Public Adniinisrration Reforms In the Arab Region Picpared tor 
The Expert Consultative Meeting on Public Administration and Public Accounting De\elopmcnt. With 
Stress on Electronic Tools Beirut UNDP SURF-AS 
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Similarly in Kuwait, according to the board of ministries decision 
no.(759) for year 2000, a committee was established along with the central 
technical body to activate the uses and application of modem technology (Al 
Gihaz Al fany al markazy), and the project of electronic government started. 
This project faced resistance at first, because people thought it is a new way 
of conducting work. However, soon afterwards, it started to gain support and 
consensus when it was realized that the e-govemment would create new jobs 
for new generation. This is in addition to the promotion efforts by the 
govemment.^ ^ Today, there is a network connecting different governmental 
bodies together (intranet) and connecting government agencies with the 
public (extra-net). Each agency has its own database that avail a lot of data 
to different parties and stakeholders." That is why, these efforts have been 
rated by the UN as high e-government capacity, based on the e-govemance 
index, which is a composite of web presence measures, IT infrastructure 
measures and human capital measures. Kuwait scored a 2.16 on the 0 to 
3.25. 
There are some challenges to the developing countries like India and 
Kuwait such as the digital gap, and educatiooal, economical, and 
organizational impediments which make entering the world of digits a hard 
task as well as the implementation of electronic trade grid, the governments 
monopoly, or central of down stream services, such as the basic 
telecommunication services. One has to capitalize on the need to develop a 
legal and technical environment including the norms of on-line contracting 
and digital signing, facilitating the utilization of the infrastructure to the 
public as well as setting criteria for piracy, insurance, documentation and 
ARADO. 2tX)2 
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promoting and supervision of the sound relationship between the 
government and the private sector upon the implementation of the new 
change, like the electronic trade the challenge of the electronic government 
faces the whole community. 
In the contemporary world, the issue is how to rid ourselves from 
bureaucracy as well as other social and psychological. The negative aspects 
which may face the electronic government such as the change and the 
transformation of the society to the hegemonous capitalism of technology. 
The neo-marxist saw bureaucracy as a class apart having its own 
autonomous structure, playing their power games with the other classes.^ "* 
We shall also discuss some technical and technological problems such as the 
password, the smart card, and instruments of protecting the confidentiality. 
Recent sociological thought reveals that the current realities are not fully 
represented in the theories described so far. They hold that "bureaucracy is 
not a monolithic hierarchy...it is a fragmented set of agencies that are in 
fierce competition. 
While India has decided more than twenty years ago that the way to 
the future is to leverage on ICT and computerization to activate government 
administration, processes, business and citizen services. E-Governance 
Assessment Framework (EAF). The E-Govemance Division of Indian 
Ministry of Information Technology, has entrusted the study of developing 
frameworks for the assessment of E-Govemance projects, to the Center for 
Electronic Governance, IIMA (CEG-IIMA) and the National Institute for 
Smart Go\ernance, Hyderabad (NISG). The CEG-IIMA and NISG study 
team got the initial ideas on this study in the Workshop on "ICT for Poverty 
Bardhan 1997 TheRoUofGo\enuiiueinELonomicDe\elopment OECD Pans 
'^  Et/ioni-Hale\\ E 198^ Biiteauciac\ andDeinocrac\ Rouiledee and Keean Paul London 
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Alleviation in India: Financing Models and Scaling up Opportunities*' during 
26-27 February, 2004 jointly conducted by World Bank, NASSCOM, 
Ministry of Information Technology, and CEG-IIMA during February, 2004 
at IIM, Ahmedabad. 
In countries like India, the space vacated by the government 
withdrawins from some economic activities in the name of liberahzation and 
privatization is being occupied by the profit seeking corporate sector. There 
is hardly any matching of private interests of business with public interest of 
the community. A serious mismatch between the two would indicate the 
death of good governance. Commenting on the post-liberalisation Indian 
scenario, a senior bureaucrat has commented: "...the buccaneers and 
privateers are having a free run of the economy since the liberalization. 
Otherwise how could one explain the continuous and rhythmic oscillation 
between scam and scandal from mid-1991 to now?...The economy is having 
no respite from piracy and pillage." 
•*' Bandyopadh>ay, D 1996 ""Administration, Decentralisation and Good Governance," Economic and 
Political Weekh. November ^0 
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